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ABSTRACT
 

The lourpose of this study was to investigate the impact of Emotional 

Intelligence (EI) on the educator's role as a manager of change. The study 

explored the rOlle of the educator as manager of change, to what extent EI 

contributes to workplace success and how change impacts disadvantaged, 

ixed and ex-Model C schools. The ultimate purpose was to develop a 

possible framework to assist educators to manage th,e process of change in 

an emotionally intelligent way. 

In developing such a framework, the focus was on the following aspects: 

•	 To present an overview of the educator as manager of change. 

• M 0	 delineate EI as important contributor to workplace success. 

•	 To explore the change management process in disadvantaged, mixed and 

ex-Model C secondary schoo~s in the Gauteno Province and the Eastern 

Cape Province. 

The literature study revealed that the emotional wel'l-being of the educator and 

~he learner is increasing,ly recognised as an important predictor of success in 

school, family and wort< hie. Furthermore, EI is widely accepted as 

foundational to getting along wlh otners in the workplace, as well as being a 

primary managerial and leadership competency. E~ is also betieved by many 

to be the determinant of who advances most qUickly in arl organization, and 

EI skills may be part1lcularly usefiul when the organization is undergoing 

change. Emo,tionaUy lntemgent managers are therefore better able to cope 

with the inev;rtability of change within the organization, tolerate uncertainty, 

bUild employee commitment. motivate others, communicate effectivelly, 

manage conflic~, reduce employees' anxiety and thus enhance pertormance. 

The empirical study consisted of a structured questionnaire distributed to a 

sample- population of educators and learners In ~he Gauteng Province and me 
Eastern Cape Province. It was aimed at gathering information aboUit the 

process of change in six secondary schools and how educators and learners 
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cope with change. Semi-structured interviews were also conducted' with 

members of the School Management Team (SMT) and the School Governing 

Body (SGB) members at each school. The main f[ndings of the empiri.cal 

invesHgation revealed that educators and learners lack the toolls to deal with 

change ilr'! school and in their everyday lives effectively. 

An El competency framework tor change was proposed to assist educators to 

deal with change in an emotilonal1ly int'8lhgent way. The framewor:k was 

structured to pmvide Gauteng and Eastern Cape schools with a usable tool 

for implementing EI so that they may cope effectively with cnange. 
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OPSOMMING
 

Die doel van hierdie studie was om die impak van Emosione,le In1elligensie 

(EI) op d~e opvoeder se ral as bestuurder van verandering te ondersoek. Die 

studie het die rol van die opvoeder as bestuurder van verandering nagespeur, 

tot watter mate EI bydra tot werkpleksukses en hoe verandering 'n impak op 

agtergeblewe skolie en oud-Model C skole gehad het. Die finale doel was om 

'n moontlike raamwerk te ontwikkel om opvoeders te he'p om die proses van 

verandering op 'n emosionele intetligente manier te hanteer, 

By die ontwikkeling van so 'n raamwerk, was die fokus op die volgenae 

aspekte: 

., Om In oorsig van die o;pvoeder as bestuurder van verandering te verskaf. 

• Om Ell as belangrike bydraer tot werkpleksukses af te baken. 

• Om die veranderingsbestuurproses in agtergeblewe sekondere en oud

odel C skolle in die Gauteng Provinsie en die Ooskaapse Provinsie na te 

spaur. 

Die literatuurstudie het onthul dat die emosionele welstand van die opvoeder 

en die leerder toenemend aangewys word as 'n belangrike voorspeller van 

sukses in skool, familie en in die werkslewe. Verder word Ell ook beskou as In 

belangrike grondslag om oor d,ie weg te :kom met mense in die werkplek, 

sowel as ·n prjmere bestuUIIs- en leierskapsvaardigheid. Daa,- word oolk deur 

baie g.eglo dat EI kan voorspel wie die gouste in 'n organisasie vooruitgang 

sa~ toon en dat EI-vaardighede baie nutbg kan wees wanneer die organisasie 

verandering ondergaan, Emosioneel intetligente bestuurders is daarom beter 

staat om onvermydelikheid van verande,ring binl1le 'n organisasie te 

hanteer, om onsekerheid d~e hoof te bied, werknemerstoewyding te help oou, 

ander te motiveer, effektief te kommunikeer, konfli'k te hanteer, werknemers 

se angs 1e vermmnder en sodoende prestasie te verbeter. 

Die empiriese studie het bestaan uit 'n gestfuktureerde vraelys wat onder 'n 

steekproef onderwysers en leerders gesirkuleer is in die Gauteng Provinsie 



en die Ooskaapse Provinsie. Dn was gemik op die invordering vall in~igting 

oar die proses van verandering in ses sekonde,re skole en hoe onderwysers 

en leerders byhou met die proses van verandering. Semi-gesUuktureerde 

onderhoude is oak gehou met lede van die Skoollbestuurspan en die 

Skoolbeheeriiggaam van eIlke skool. Die hoof bevindings van die emoiriese 

ondersoek het onthul dat opvoeders en leerders nie die vaardighede het am 

effek1:ief met verandering in die skool en in hul alledaagse lewe te handel ni~. 

'n EI vaardigheidsraamwerk vir verandering is voorgestel om onderwysers te 

help om verandering op 'n emosioneel intelligente wyse te hanteer. D~e 

raamwerk is gestruktureer om aan Gautengl en Oos:kaapse sko·le 'n bruikbare 

werktuig te verskaf om sodoende verandering effektief te kan hanteer. 
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CHAPTER ONE
 

ORIENTATION OF THE STUDY 

.1 INTR,ODUCTION A STATEMENT THE PROBlE 

The school is the basic unit of change ill education. It stands to reason that 

the principal plays a crucial role in this, creating an initiall stimulus for change 

within a defined school culture. The principal should therefore be actively 

managing and supporting the implementation of change, but the educator has 

an equal role in managing the change. 

Busher (2006:9) states that this critical perspective leaves open the possibility 

of wondering in whose interest principal,s a.nd senior staff members manage 

their schools and whether the vallues they try to project when doing so, reflect 

the values and needs of all learners. Bourdieu and Passeron (as quoted by 

Busher, 2006:9) posit that this indudes the leadership that educators offer in 

the classroom through the ways in which they manage their learners and tneir 

learni 

For Bear et al. (as quoted by Busher, 2006:9) an important imp'lication of this 

is that each school is unique therefore the process for manaQling and 

developing it to make as successful as possible the quality of learning and 

teachjng '1'1 it also has to be unique. The author summarizes this 

anthropological uniqueness of a school as including ,its history. socio

economic background, traditions, population mix and nature and extent of 

cultural support through activities wrthin and with its local community. 

Altrtchter and Eliot (2000:87-88) re~terates that school culture contributes to 

the uniqueness of a school and that schools jrl general remain il:he same, even 

as changes occur wi1hin ]ndividual schoo:ls. The effect of school culture is 

visible in such concrete aspects of schoo~ing as the design of the school and 

the organisation of its classrooms. 

1 



Plrincipals and educators a~jke shou~d therefore be skdled in the handUng of 

relationships to manage the changes experienced within a school 

successfully. 

Accordjng to Goleman, Boyatzis and McKee (2002:52), handJing relationships 

involves more than friendliness, it means moving peop1le in the right direction, 

inspiring and orientaUng people with a compelling v,ision. The authors 

reiterate that relationship skins allow leaders to put their Emotional Intelligence 

(B) to work. Once leaders are attuned to their own vision and values, 

steadied in the positive emotional range and at one with theemo1jons of the 

group, Ihen relationship management skills allow them to interact in ways that 

catalyse resonance (Goleman, Boyatzis & McKee, 2002:51). The competent 

leader at the school, the researcher reasons, can bring fhi,s to fruition only in a 

safe, secure ~earning envimnmen,. 

To create a secure environment the leader must take account of tne 

relationships between people (Burton & Bundrett, 2005:51), how interaction is 

developed within the school community and how individuals are enriched. 

Jarvis (2001 :142) concurs that the school still seems a very traditional 

institution, although great emphasis is placed on the school as a Ilearning 

organization, characterized by change. Educators are seen engaging in the 

same learning activities year after year, hence the author (Jarvis, 2001 :142) 

poses the question whether a schooling system, organized in the traditlonal 

way with bells, timetables and the like, can provide a safe learning 

environment for ;Ieamers and edlucators. More importantly, on the face of it, 

this woulld seem to provide a stable rather than a changing working 

environment for educators, which contrasts stark~y with the flexilbility of the 

working environment in the 'real world'. 

Glasgow (as quoted by Pretorius, 2000~153) regards the traditionaJ role of 

educators as that of provid.ers of information. Wn this context, learners were 

passive listeners into whom knowledge was poured as if into emptv vessels. 

Accord,jng to this viewpoint the better the discipline at schools and the quweter 
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the learners in the educational situation, the more effective the education was 

perceived to be. 

With this study, the researcher aims to highlight the :importance of educators 

engaging in the life and ,I,earning of the individual learner and creating a 

passionate learning environment ~n which learners can thrive without being 

afraid to show emotion or vu~nerability. This implies that educators 

themse~ves have to be emotionally secure in order to create an emotionally 

healthy school elilvimnment. 

Wallace and Poulson (2003:220) are of the opinion that the articulation of a 

vision for the school, setting clear goals and formulating the school's 

purposes, represent important management functions. Ashkanasy, Zerbe and 

Harter (2002':14) argue for the management of emotions in organizations and 

academic institutions. They refer to the dominant theory of transformational 

leadership where Ileaders inspire and motivate their followers through 

projecting a clearlly articulated vision of future goals. 

Accompany~ng thfS inspiration are aspects of intel1lectual stimu~ation and 

individual consideration. Likewise, Bass (1998: 134) notes that 

transformational Eeaders must be sensitive and empathetic to their follower's 

emotional needs. Cooper and Sawaf (2000~107) claim that when peoplre 

embrace change, which requires EI rather than technical rationality as the 

primary gUide, the experience of change enlivens us and growth follows 

naturally. Magai and McFadden (1996:76) say that lhe term emotion indicates 

the bodily and psychological arousal from which it can be inferred that an 

event has personally affected someone. 

Mayer. Caruso and Satovey (as quoted by Ashkanasy et al., 2002:13) see EI 

as a set of abilities dealing specifica'llly with emotion. In this view, EI is defined 

as the perception, identification, understanding and management of emotio 

Squelch (2000:128) highlights the role of School Govern~ng Bodies (SGBs) at 

schools as essentially to, ensure that educators, parents, learners and non

teaching staff actively participate in the governance and management of thleir 

schools with a v,iew to providing better teaching and learning environments. 
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The SoLrth African Schools Act 84 of 1996 (84/1996; bereafter Schools Act) 

states that the SGB stands in a posit1ion of trust towards the school. To be in a 

position oftrust means that the SGB must act in good faith, carry out its duties 

and functions in the best interest of the school, not disclose contidential 

information that might harm the school, not engage in any unlawful conduct 

and not compete with ~he school's interest and activities. 

Acoording to Swart and Pett,ipher (2001 :35), creatilllg an incllusive learning 

community requires an inclusive school climate and cuiture, whole-school 

development, a shared vjsion and a culture uf collegiality and collaboration. It 

requires principals and educators to redefine their roles if tlley are to respond 

effectivety to the chaUenges of change. 

MacGilchrist, Mayers and Reed (2004: 49) argue that schoolls have the 

primary task of enhancing and enriching learnin9, and asseft that learning in 

the intelligent school is a continuous, lite-long process. This has profound 

. plications for the organization of a school and the way it provides a 

urturing ~eaming environment. The belief that anyone can learn requires 

principals and educa~ors to lead and mange with emotion. It focuses on the 

importance of those jn leadership positions to demonstrate vision, self-belief 

and determination, putting the concerns of others first and encouraging others 

to persevere in the face of setbacks and frustrations. 

It is clear that some jobs require a high EI in order to deal with other people, to 

empathize with and understand others. lilt is the researcher's intent,ion to show 

that educators will have to influence management structures and create a 

worki1og environment where they are free to express themselves to optimize 

and deliver quality educatiorl. This self-expression will manifest in the 

utiliization of EI to facilitate the change processes within the school. 

Based on the preceding information, the following msearch 'Questions need to 

be asked: 

What is tlile role of the educator as manag,er of change? 

• 10 what extent does EI oontribute to workplace success? 
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•	 What is the impact of Elan change management at disadvantaaed 

secondary schools, mixed and ex-Model: C schools in the Eastern Cape 

Province and the Gauteng Provi,nce? 

•	 Can an EI Comoetency Framework be developed to effect change in 

schools successfully in the Eastern Cape Province and the Gauteng 

Province? 

The research problems formulated above imply that certain specific aims have 

to be achieved through thj,s present study. 

.2	 AI STUDY 

The aim of thtS study was to suggest ways to improve change management 

practices at secondary schools by determining the impact El has on the 

educator's role to manage change at~hese ~nstitutions in the Eastern Cape 

and Gauteng Provinces and to suggest a framework that focuses on 1::., to 

effect change. 

The overall aim was operationalized by: 

•	 presenting an overview of the educator as manager of change; 

•	 delineating EI as important contributor to workplace success; 

•	 exploring the impact of Elan the change management process in 

disadvantaged secondary schools, mixed secondary schools and ex

Model C schools in the Eastem Cape Province and the Gauteflg Province; 

and 

•	 sug,gesting an EI competency framework 10 effect change successfully at 

sCll100ls in the Eastern Cape Province and the GaLJteng Province (cf. 8.3). 

1.3 RESEARCH METHOOOLOGY 

According to Leedy and Ormrod (2005:12). 'this refers to the researcher's 

general approach ... in carrying out the research project. The approach taken 

normally indi{;ates whiefl research strategies or tools need to be selected. 
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1.3.1 Method 

Tlhe term method is used to indicate which approach the researcher decides 

to follow in gathering and ana:l:ysing the data. 

1.3.1.1 Review of lite,ralure 

Leedy and Ormrod (2005:64) state that a literature review describes the 

theoretical, perspectives and previous research findings regarding the 

research problem. A literature study on what effective school rules comprise 

of, as perceived by the academic communilty will be done. 

In order to obtain relevant literature, a variety of electronic databases 

(NEXUS, EBSCO-Host, ERIC and SA e-PubHcations), internet websites 

(http;HwwwJch.ch, httv://Www.ei-ei.org j http://hrw.orq, http://portal.unesco. 

orgLedlJcation) and internet search engines (Google, Google Scholar and 

Yahoo) were utilized, as we'l'l as government issued policies and regulations 

using, among others the following keywords and search phrases: educator, 

teacher, percepti,ons, school ru'es, education, human rights, leg,j,slaHon, 

reg'ulation, guidelines, structure of leg'tslatiion, education law, Bill of Rights, 

policy, government policy, code of conduct, perspectives, learner discipline, 

effective methods of discipline. 

1.3.1.2 Quantitative research method 

As pointed out by Weiman, Kruger and Mitchell (2005:8-9), the aim of this 

method js to be particularistic in approaching the collectiml of data. This 

signifies evaluating objective data which consist of numbers, trying to exclude 

bias from the researcher's side. Most 1yp~cally, the quantitative method would 

nake use of a questionnaire. 

.3.1.3 Qualitative research method 

The same authors (Weiman et al., 2005:8-9) describe the qualitative research 

d as aiminG at determining the dynamic and changeable nature of 

reality by collecting subjective data, presented verbally by people. This refers 
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specifically to ~he data which are recorded in the form of language and not 

numners, as would be the case with quantitative research method. 

1.3.1.4 x,ed method 

n lite, human sciences research uses both quantitaNve and quaUtalive 

methodology - sometimes consciously, sometimes unconsciously (Fouche & 

Deliport, 2002:81). A mixed method design is useful to capture the best of 

quantitative and qualitative approaches. As a result, researchers learn more 

about Hlle world when they have both quanbtative and qualitative 

methodologies at their dtsposal than when they are ~imrted to only one 

approach or the other (Creswetl, 2003:22). 

he m,ixed method approach is usually applied when a researcher tends to 

base knowledge on practical foundations. Both quantitative and qualitative 

data will therefore be co"'ected at the same time. Tliiangulation is used wnen 

the strengths of one method offset the weaknesses of the other, so that mey 

provide a more comprehensive set of data (McMUlan & Schumacher, 

2006:28). 

his thesis therefore followed a mixed method in order to describe and 

explore the impact of educators' Elan their roles as managers of changie: a 

questionnaire (quantitative method; cf. 5.4.2.1 & 5.4.2.1.4) and focus gTOUp 

interviews (qualitative method; ct. 5.7.1.1 - 5.7.1.3) were used to collect data. 

nthe end an attempt at triangulating tne data was made (cf. 5.4.5.2). 

1.3.2 Design 

A research design is the general strategy a researcher willi follow to solve the 

research problem, in that it provides the overaJl struc1:ure for the chosen 

procedures (Leedy & Ormrod, 2005:85). Research, as defined by McMillan 

and Schumacher (2001 :9), is a systematic process of collecting and logically 

analyzing infonnation for some purpose. iResearch design is the specifi,catio 

of procedures for oollecting and analyzing data to help identify or react to a 

problem or opportunity (full & Hawkins, 1993:50). 
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.3~2.1 Quantitative design 

Quantitative data were collected by means of a survey in the format of 

questionnaires (of Addenda D & E) that were handed out the sampled 

parti:cipants. Leedy and Ormrod (2005:1 08) po~nt out that survey researcn IS 

chosen when specific traits need to be quantified in terms of incidems, 

frequency and distribution. According to McMillan and Schumacher 

(2001:101) and Crowther, Smit and Herbst (2004:125), survey data are used 

to describe and explain the status of phenomena, to trace change and to draw 

comparisons. 

is ~hesis can be considered as being both descriptive and interpretive. 

However, it could be described as being largely descriptive as the aim was to 

gain insight into the change management practices at disadvantaged, mixed 

and ex-Mode' C schools in the Eastern Cape and the Gauteng Province in 

order to devejop new perspectives on the management of change and EI. 

Research in education includes scientific and disciplined .inquiry (Bell, 2004:8). 

1.3.2.2 Qualirlative desig 

n the second instance, qualitative data were collected by means of focus 

group interviews (cf. 5.7.1.4). In this ~hesjs, data from focus group interviews 

could h,elp the researcher obtain informat_on which she had not thought of or 

had not induded in her questionnaires (Leedy & Ormrod, 2005;146). 

Ultimately the researched must look for convergence (triangulation; cf 

5.4.5.2) of the data. Many separate pieces of data must aU point 10 the same 

conc~usion. Triangulation is cr.tica~ in facilitating interpr,etive vaJidity and 

establishing data trustworthiness (McMillan & Schumacher, 200-1 :28) and' 

coutd requi're of researchers to cheok the extent to which condusions based 

on Qualitative sources are supported by quantitative perspectives, and vice 

versa. It reduces the risk of chance associated and systematic bias, and relies 

on information collected from a diverse range of individuals, teams and 

settings, using a variety of methods (Maxwell, 1996:93). 
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The researcher was aware of the limitations of both the focus group interview 

design and the survey design. She aUempted to prevent these chal'lenges 

from affect'ing the quality of the thesis by eliminating bias views and by 

monnoring all the interpretations in order to validate and ensure the reliability 

of the research., The aim of the thesis, however, was not to genera.lize the 

participants' perceptions, blJt to provtde a description of them. 

The above~mentioneddesigns were chosen to provide the researcher with an 

nbiased and true view of real-life events (cf. 1.3.3.5.2) experienced and 

observed by educators and learners. 

.3.3 Empirical investigatio 

A mixed method design was used for this study. This sjgn~f,ies a combined 

quantitative and qualitative approach to data collection and analysis. 

According to Leedy and Ormrod (2005:95), a quantitative researcher aims at, 

amana other mhings, estab'lishing, confirmingl or validating relationsbips. In this 

way such researchers hope to gain better insight into complex occurrences, 

events or situations. 'n the final analysis, their work is often exploratory in 

nature and they may even use their observations to build theory from the 

ground up (Leedy & Ormrod, 2005:95). 

1~3.3.1 Aim 

The empirical investigation was conducted to gather information on educators' 

responses to statemen~s concerning the management of change at secondary 

schools, and the impact of EI on their rol'es jn managing, change. 

n order to attain the aims of this study, qualitative and quantitative research 

was done (cf. 5.4.2; 6.1). 

Denzin and Lincoln (as quoted by Christensen, 2001 :50) state tha~ qual,itative 

research is an interpretaHve, multi-method approach that investigates peopre 

their natural environment. For the purposes of this study, different 

questionnaires were administered to the educators, learners, School 

Management Team (SMT) members and SGB members at disadvantaged, 
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mixed and ex-Model C schools in the Eastern Cape and Gauteng Provinces in 

order to assess current change management practices, EI competencies and 

the role of educators in effecting change at secondary schools. 

n the qualitativ.e research approach, focus group and serni-structured 

interviews were conducted to collect data for this thesis. In the quantitative 

approach, the researcher developed and used questionnaires to collect data 

for the study. 

1.3.3.2 Me,asuring instrument 

In order to anaryse the current change management practices and EI 

competencies at secondary schools, a structured questionnaire was designed, 

using U:le information gathered from the literature, regardin9lthe above

mentioned aspects (ct. 1.2 & 1.3.2.1). The structured questionnaires were 

dilstributed among identified SMT members, Grade 10 and 11 educators, 

SGBs, and Grade 10 and 11 learners. 

The quantitative method was used to analyse data obtained from 

questionnaires. The focus was main~y on funning frequenci.es and cross 

tabulations of elicited responses by making use of the powerful statistical 

package SPSS10 (Statistical Package for tile Social Sciences; cf. 6.2.1.1). 

I he researcher developed questionnaires for thfS thesis, which proved to be 

relatively economical. PartiClipants were assured of anonymity while 

completing the questionnaires. Semi-structured open-ended interviews with 

edll1cators, SMTs, and SGBs, as well as focus group interviews with educators 

and learners were conducted on site to help identify current management 

practices and EI competencies at these schools. 

A comparative study of management practices at the previously 

disadvantaged secondary schools, mixed schools and ex-Model C-schools in 

the Eastern Cape Province and the Gauteng Province was conducled. 
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1.3.3.3 PODulation and sampling 

According to Powers (as quoted by Strydom, 2005:193), a population 

comprises of a set of entities in which all the measurements of interest to the 

practitioner or researcher are represented. The entities may be people, such 

as all the dients comprising a particular worker's case,load, or things, such as 

awl the research books housed in a specific Ilibrary. The study of a population 

is w.herefore the study of the Whole. Seaberg (as quoted by Strydom. 

2005: 193) also defines a population as the total set from which the indl~viduals 

of a study are chosen. 

The target popula1{on of this study (N=744) comprised secondary school 

Grade 1() and 11 educators of all races, Grade 10 and 1ii learners of all races, 

four SMT members and two SGB members of each school. Purposive 

sampling was used as the researcher identified six schools for an in-depth 

investigation. A comparative study of management practices at one 

previously disadvantaged secondary school, one mixed and one ex-Model C 

school in the Eastern Cape Province, Port Elizabeth District and one 

disadvantaged, one mixed and one ex-Model C-secondary school in the 

Gauteng PrOVince, Sedibengl West (D7) and Sedibeng East (08) were 

conducted, all easily accessible to the researcher. 

SampUng refers to the activities involved in selecting a subset of persons or 

things from a larger population, also known as a sampling frame (Scott & 

Morrison, 2006:219). Methods used to select the sample will determine the 

nature and validity of the findings that are generated from the study of tha 

sample. 

Sarantakos (as quoted by Strydom & Delport, 2005:328) describes sampling 

alitative research as being relatively limited, based on saturation, not 

representative, the size not statistically determined, and involving 'low cost and 

less time. It can be inferred that in qualitative investigations non-probability 

samp~ing is used almost without exception. 

Denzin and Uncoln (as quoted by Strydom & Delport, 2005:328) point out that 

qualitative researchers seek out individuals, groups and settings where the 
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specific processes being studied are most likely to occur. A process of 

constant comparison between the individua'is and groups being studied is 

essenUal, swnce the researcher _s in pursuit of understanding aB aspects of the 

research topic. 

Purposive sampling was used for this study. A representative sample of 

schools was purposively selected for this study. From the sample, three 

secondary schools were selected in the Eastern Cape Province and three 

secondary schools in Gauteng Province respectively. Grade 10 and 11 

educators and learners completed a structured questionnaire at each schooli. 

Focus group lintel'Views with Grade 10 and 11 educators and learners and 

semi-stn.J'ctured interviews with SMT members and 8GB members were also 

conducted. Four SMT members and two 8GB members from each school 

were sellected to participate in the sem.-structured int,erviews. 

1.3.3. ilot survey to establish reliability 

Before t'h,e questionnaires were administered to the sample, a pilot study was 

conducted w,ith a selected number of respondents form the target population, 

to determwne their qualities of measurement and appropriateness, and to 

review nmm for clarity. The respondents did not experience any difficulties. 

Royce (as quoted by 8trydom & Delport, 2005:331) describes the pilot study 

for qual'itative research as informal, with the participants possessing the same 

cnaractellistics as those of the main investigation to be involved in the study, 

merelly to ascertain the trends. The purpose is to determine whether the 

relevant data can be obtained from the participants. 

The results of the pilot s1udy of both questionnaires that were developed for 

this thesis, were summarized according to Cronbach alpha reliability scores 

and inter-item correlations, which are indicated in 5.5.1.1' (cf Table 5.1) . 

.3.3.5 Validity 

Validity was arrived at by considering both conlent validity and construct 

validity. The content validity was supported by the specific questionnaire 
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items being constructed strictly accord,ng to the definition of each section. 

The construct validity was underpinned by the fact that although the 

questi'onnaire focused on different sections, ~he ,items all dealt with aspects 

which were important concerning the management of the change process at 

secondary schools. 

Two types of validity were developed, namely internal validity and external 

validity. 

.3.3.5.1 lernaI vaIIdIty 

According to Leedy and Ormrod (2005:97) the internal validity of a research 

study is the extent to which its design and the data it yields allow tne 

researcher to draw accurate conclusions abou~ cause-and-effect and other 

relationships within the data. 

To ensure the internal, validity of a research study, the researcher needs to 

tal<e whatever precaut,ions necessary to eliiminate othe,r possible explanations 

for the resuUs observed (Leedy & Ormord, 2005:98). For thiS thesis, the 

researcher used triangulation to increase the probability that the explanations 

provided were the most likely ones for the observations which were made. 

3.3.5.2 Extemal validity 

Leedv and Ormrod (2005:99) posit that the external validity of a research 

study is the extent to which its results apply to the situations beyond the study 

~tself: the extent to which the conclusions drawn can be generalized t other 

contexts. 

The authors outline the following three commonly used strategies when 

aiming at enhancing tine external validity of a research project (Leedy & 

Ormrod,2005:'99): 

•	 A real-life setting: Research that is conducted in the outside world, 

although it may not have the tight control's that would be in place in a 

laboratory (ct. 1.3.2.2)" 
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•	 A representative sample: To the extent that research is restricted to people 

with a particular set of characteristics, it may not be possible to generalize 

the findings to those with a very different set of characte,ristics (cf. 1.3.2.2). 

deaUy, the partiClipants in a research study should be a representative 

sample of the population about which conclusions are drawn. 

•	 Beplication in a different context: If a particular study is conducted in a 

specific context and another researcher conducts a similar study in a 

different context and reaches the same condlusion, this provides evidence 

that the conc~usjon has validity and applicabilRy across diverse contexts 

he next two sections explore the validity of both the qualitative and tne 

quantitative phases which were used while comp~eting the research for this 

thesis. 

1.3.3~5.3 Validit.y in qualitalive l'iesearch 

According to De Vos (2002:351), the strength of the qualitative study which 

,."ims at exp~oring a problem or describing a setting. process, social group or 

panem of interacHon, would be its validity. 

Leedy and Ormrod (2005:100) point OllJt that LIncoln and Guba (1985) and 

CresweU (1998) have suggested that words such as credibility, dependability, 

confirmab#ity; verification and transferability be used instead of the tmm 

validtty. 

This thesis employed trianguJation to support the validity of especially the 

quamitative research findings (cf. 6.5) . 

.3.3.'6 Validity in quantitative research 

According to Bostwick and Kyte (as quoted by Delport, 2002:1), a valid 

measuring instrument is described as (a) doing what litis intended to do, (b) 

measuring what it is supposed to measure, and (c) yielding scores whose 

differences reflect the true differences of the variabJe/s being] measured. 
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The authors distinguish between content validtty, which is concerned with the 

representabveness or sampling adequacy of the conteln~ of the instrument, 

face validity, which refers to a desirable characteristic of a measuring 

instrument {without which the researcher may encou nter resistance on the 

part of participants). and criterion validity, which involves multiple 

measurement and is estab'l,jshed by comparing scores on an instrument wit 

an external criterion known to, or believed to, measure the concept, trait or 

behavliour which is b8'ing studied (Bostwick & Kyte, as quoted by Delport, 

2002:166-167) . 

1.3.3.7 Statistical techniques 

he Statistical Consultancy Services of the North-West University (Vaal 

Triangle Campus) were approached for assistance in the anaiysis and 

interpretation of d.ata collected. The SPSS statistical packag:e was employed 

to process data by running frequencies and cross tabulations of elicited 

responses. 

Qualitative data were collected by using a tape recorder to record tne 

responses of the participants. In the analysis of the quamitative data, tlilese 

responses were transcribed and arranged according to themes which 

addressed the fundamental aspects of the thesis. 

1.4 FEASIBILITY OF THE STUDY 

The study was feasible in that: 

•	 The study was conducted in the Port Elizabeth district of the Eastern Cape 

Province and in the Sedibeng Djstriets 7 and 8 in the Gauteng Province 

because the schoo,lls were easily accessible. Secondly" the researcher 

was familiar with the Port Eliizabeth region as she grew up and studied 

there. 

•	 II iterature resources used for information oathering were sufficiently 

available. 
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•	 I he study was relevant to the current changes taking plHce in the sphere 

of management in the world and in South African education 

transformation, and the resu~ts elicited genui,ne and useful responses from 

the study population. 

1.5 ETHICAL ASPECTS 

•	 Permission was requested from the Department of Education, District 

office ,in Port Elizabeth (Addendum A) and the Gauteng Department of 

Education and the respective schools through consultat'ion with the SGBs 

and SMTs to distribute questionna~res to educators and leamers 

(Addendum D & Addendum E). 

•	 Appointments were made with the principal of each schoo:1 to obta' 

permiSSion to d.stribute the questionnaires. A letter was addressed to the 

principal of each school to obtain permission (Addendum B). 

•	 Permission was obtained from the participants, thus obtaini informed 

consent (Addendum C). 

•	 The participants remained anonymous and the information supplied by 

them was treated confidentially.: only the researcher and the statistician 

hand~ed the data. 

•	 I he researcher also made sure that the collected data were not used to 

the detriment of those involved in the research proj,ect: the data were onl1y 

used to inform this study in an anonymous manner. 

•	 Interviews were conducted only with people directly and professionally 

associated with schoots (SMT & SGB members), d the researcher 

assured the participants that all of the information would be treated 

confidentially. 

•	 The researcher ascertained that the consent of the participants was 

vo~untary and informed. 
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•	 The transcription of the ,interviews was done ~n an ethicall manner, taking 

care that the transcdptions were only used for the purposes of this 

research and that the identity of the schools and the participants were 

protected. 

1.6 CHAPTER DIVISION 

CHAPTER 1	 ORiENTATION OF THE STUDY 

hjs chapter provides a brief background to the study and the researcher's 

intentions wit., the study. 

CHAPTER 2	 EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE AS IMPORTANT 

CONTRIBUTOR TO WORKPLACE SUCCESS 

his chapter encapsldates the importance of 1=1 as essential skill to ennance 

workplace success. 

CHAPTER 3	 THE EDUCATOR'S ROLE AS MANAGER OF CHANG 

.n tnis chapter, the process of change in education is highlighted as well as 

the role that educators have as managers of the change process. 

CHAPTER 4	 THEORETICAL EXPOSITION FOR AN EMOTIQlNA 

INTElUGENCE FRAMEWORK FOR CHANGE 

This chapter provides the background necessary to understand the 

importance of the EI competency framework for change. 

CHAPTER 5	 A POSSIBLE FRAMEWORK FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION 

OF EI TO EFFECT CHANGE AT SCHOOLS SUCCESSFULLY 

e focus of this chapter is the proposition of an EI competency framework for 

change fm possib'e implementation at secondary schools. 

CHAPTER 6	 EMPIRICAL RESEARCH DESIG 

rs chapter sets out the research desi'9n for the study. 
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CHAPTER 7 DATA ANALYSIS 

In this chapter, an analysis of the data obtained during the empirical 

invesHgation is provided. 

CHAPTER 8 SUMMARY, FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDAT'ONS 

This chapter pHNides a summary of the main aspects presented and 

discussed in the thesis and sets oul recommendations to steer the change 

process at schools. 

1.7 CONTRIBUTION 01 ESTUD 

For change initiatives to succeed, it is essential that today's educators aCQuire 

emotion management skills specifically to respond to the educational setting's 

emotional disp~ays. This study provided the educator with possible too~l,s to 

respond to the demands brought about by change in the educational setting. 

In so doing, the educator is better equipped to meet personal expectations 

and goals and align these withl the goals of the school. 

It became clear to the researche'r that a framework for the management of 

change with El as cornerstone needed to be devised with the intent of 

assisting educators to manage change at schools successfully. 

1.8 SUMMARY 

n this chapter, the importance of the rol'es of educators ,n manag,j,ng change 

with EW at secondary schools was highlighted. The primary and seconda 

literature sources were studied to gather information on the impact of El, on 

educators' roles as managers of change. 

his reseafCh, a mixed method approach (combining qualitative and 

quantitative research) was followed. The structured questionnaire was used 

as an instrument to gather information regarding the management of change 

at secondary schools and focus group interviews were com~ucted w,tth Grades 

10 and 11 educators and learners at six secondary schools. rn-depth 

"nterviews were conducted with members of the SMTs and SGBs at each 
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SC.1001. A "dy was conducted to test the appropriateness of the 

questionnaire. 

The following chapter will focus on EI as an important contributor to workplace 

success. 
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CHAPTER TWO
 

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE AS AN IMPORTANT
 

CONTRIBUTOR TO WORKPLACE SUCCESS
 

.2.1 INTRODUCTIO 

t is known that teamwork, collaboration, sound interpersonal relationships 

and effective communication characterize a successfull working envlironment. 

Emotional well-be;ng is increasing~y recognised as an important predictor of 

success in school, family and work life. Weisinger, Chermiss and Goleman 

(as quoted by Weare, 2004:14) write that much of the thrust of work on 

emotional Iliteracy and EI has come from the world of work, from studies on 

management and leadership, where it is proving to be enormous:ly beneficial. 

They mention further that the nature of work in the twenty-first century is 

changing: there is an ,increasing focus on relationships, team-work, 

communication and management skills. Work is also more stressful now, 

rapid technologica·1 change produoes mor,e pressure, and the need for people 

to be resiliem, flexible and adaptable ~n the working environment becomes an 

all-important task. 

Ra.ther than bias,jng and neglecting emotions, Hartel, Zerbe and Ashkanasy 

(2005:16) ar·gue that emot,ions are more often seen as an invisi.b'le asset for 

the individual and particulcu1y for the organization. One reason for this change 

in the view on emolions (from ugly duckling to invisible asset) seems to be the 

global ideas of service management, qua~ity and customelr orientation and the 

necesslity of these in successful business transac~ions. Learning and 

maintaining appropriate emotions through contextually situated feeling rules 

have therefore been argued to be a central component in service work. 

Ve.rmeulen (2004:9) states that when it comes to developing relat:ionships that 

work ill the workplace, EI emphasizes the need to get to know people and to 

create the right conc1itions for people to motivate and empower themselves. 
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According to Freshman and Rubino (as quoted by Moss, 2005:51) EI is wideliy 

accepted as foundational to gietting along Wirth others in the workplace, as welU 

as be'jng a primary managerial and 'leadership competency. Vermeulen 

(2004:8) reiterates that El calls attention to the necessity of emphasizing the 

human component in business. This author states further that EI is the only 

western ideology to cap1tJre the essence of the ancient African tradition of 

ubuntu (human dignity). This translates into a deep-rooted knowledge of the 

fact that survival and success depend on the support, care, help and 

nderstandingof other peopl!e ,(Vermeulen, 2004:9). 

In this chapter, the focus will be on discussing EI as an important contributor 

to achieving success in the workptace. An exploration into the rel'ationship 

between emotions and success, emotional competencies that educators 

shoul1d possess, how emotions should be managed in a changing school 

environment and what constitutes an emotionally intelligent school culture will 

be undertaken. 

2.2 THE VALUE OF EMOTIONS IN THE WORKPLACE 

Hartel et al. (2005:21) state that emotions are not only present, but are central 

to being able and willing to do the work. in capable ways, especially in work 

with a high degree of customer interactions. A fundamental questfon for 

managers within service orglanizations is how to facilitate and organize so tilat 

the customers feel welcome and cared for, as emotional ~ntensive work such 

as this is more comD,iex, paradoxical and dependent on knowing, relating and 

dedicating as a whole person (cf. 8.4.6). 

An employee with a strong personality may be fun, socia,l, energetic and 

outg,oing, but this does not equate success in the workplace. Goleman et al. 

(2002:8) are of the opinion that emotions at work influence judgement, job 

satisfaction, hellping behaviour, creative problem-solving and decision-making, 

and how leaders feel affects how well they inUuence people, which is the core 

of leadership. The authors reiterate that EI does not equal success; 

emotionally intelligent peop:le are not necessarily great managers, and not all 

great managers are emotionally inteIJi.gent. However, Chenliss and Goleman 
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(2001 :4-5) point to the role of EI in promotiflg superior performance at work 

and they are of the opinion that the most effective bosses are those who have 

the ability to manage their own emotions, sense how their employees feel 

about the work situation and intervene effective,ly when those employees 

begin to feel diiscouraged or dissatisfied. In short: bosses who manage with 

EI. 

A IDerson functioning in amorphous situattons marked by rapid change needs 

to be able to form strong teams quickly and efficiently, interact effectively with 

people, communicate goals, and obtain buy-in from these self-directed, 

autonomous groups. In such an environment, the leader must lead by using a 

set of highly sophi,sticated skills that involve understanding how people think 

ana feel. The emotionally intelligent manager matches the mood to the 

moment (Goleman et al., 2002:xvii). 

Weisinger (as quoted by Moss, 2005:16) adds that EW is believed by many to 

be the determinant of who advances most quickly in an organization, and that 

the development of EI theory coincides with the changes in the workplace that 

intensify the usefulness of emotional skills. 

2.2.1 The relationship between posilive em,otions and success 

AccorcJ,ng to Christenson and Havsy (2004:59), there is little debate that 

success for all must be a standard in education. Success for all reqUires 

attending to the physical, psycho1logical, social, cognitive, language and 

instructional needs of leamers. The debate as lhe authors state, highlights the 

intersection of social, emotional and academic learning. School success 

reqUire learners to take initiative and be responsible for their learning 

(autonomy), have interpersonal attachments with peers and school staff 

(belonging) and have a sense of mastery when challenged (competence). 

Wherl employees feel positive emotions they are more likely to set higher 

goals, see and fix mistakes, feel more competent all1d empowered, have 

greater problem-solving capabmties, act more flexibly, feel more iob 

satisfaction and loyalty to their organizations, go above and beyond the call of 

duty, interact with one another more frequently, give and get socia'i support, 
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share resources, resoilve conflict and negotiate more reasonab'y and rebound 

from hurdles and crises more qUi.ckly (Capmni, 20057102). 

According to Caproni (2005:104), positive emotions in organizations can be a 

competitive advantage in the workp'lace. The author highlights the following 

ways in which positive emmions can be cultivated (Caproni, 2005:104): 

•	 Express positive emotions by showing gratitude, generosity, opHmis'm, and 

trlJst at work reQularly. Start meetings with sincere appreciation. Positive 

emotions are contagious, especially when expressed by direct supervisors 

and organizatIonal 'eaders. 

•	 Engage in positive deviance. Give unexpected kindness and reach out to 

others when it is :Ieast expected 

•	 Help people find posi1t:i:ve meaning in their day-la-day work lives, including 

. the mundane, the sad and the crises. He-Ip employees see how their 

work contrjbutes to a greater good and whom they are helping through tire 

efforts. 

Provide opportunities: for people to help one another and to express 

appreciation for the heJp they receive form others, 

Celebrate smalll wins so that employees experience and express what i 

feels like to rise to the occasion and find 1he strength and resources they 

never knew they had. 

Caproni (2005:13) is of the view that emotionally intelligent managers who 

exhmbit positive emotions, are better able to cope with the inevitable ups and 

downs of organizational Ufe, tolerate uncertainty, build employee commitment, 

motivate others, communicate effectively, manage conflict, reduce employees' 

anxiety and thus enhanoe performance. 

According to James and Connolly (2000:50), Freud drew attention to the way 

'n whtch peapfe ·try to protect ttlemselves against the pain associated with 

unD~easant or difficuU emotions. These protective patterns of be'haviour are 

called social defences. Social defences are important because of the way 
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they protect people from the pain linked with strong feelings, but may also 

obstruct change and b~ock contact with reality. They are often repeated in 

response to anxiety-laden sjtuations. 

The authors state further that anxiety is the dominant and diff1cult emotion in 

itself and because of lis link with other emot,ions. Therefore, anxiety and 

emotion are jnextlrlcably intertwined as they may be associated with 

unpieasant feelings as well as pl.easurable feelings. Anxiety can also drive 

the generation and expression of feelings (James & Connolly, 2000:50). 

2.2.2 Managing emotions in the workplace 

The workplace is not a setting devoid of emotion. This is t!le viewpo~n 

expressed by Ashkanasy et al. (2001:294), as the writers argue for the 

recognition and management of emotions as a legitimate role for managers 

today. 

According to Caruso and Salovey (2004:9), emotions are not random! chaotic 

events that interfere with thinking. Rather, they occur due to some factor that 

is important to the person and they help motivate and guide the individual to 

success. At its most basic level, emotions can be viewed as occurring in 

people due to some sort of chanQie in the world around them. They start 

automatically, they prepare the person for action and help them cope and 

thr'lve in the world (Caruso & Sa'iovey, 2004:9'). 

Lopes and Salovey (2004:87) state that the abmty to manage emotions may 

even help learners to handle anxiety-arousing s,ituations, such as taking tests 

or startlng creative projects, 

2.2.2. naging personal. so'clal and e,nvironmental chanae 

Ultimately, to be Emotional~y Intemgent means to manage persona:l, social and 

environmental change effectively by coping with the immed.iate sitlJation and 

solvjng problems realistically and flexibly. To do this, we need to manage our 

emotions so that they wort< for us and not against us, and we need to be 

sufficiently optimistic, positive and self-motivated (Bar-On, 2003:3). Managing 
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emotions does not mean repressing or rationalizing emotion; it rather means 

know~ng when to feel and how to use feeling judiciously rather ttlan acting on 

the impulse of emotion. It involves managing them in oneself and ultimately 

being able to help other people manage their own emotions (Moss, 2005:56). 

With respect to interpreting the emotional displays of others, J10nes and 

"IUman (as quoted by Hartel & Ashkanasy, 2002:138) suggest that the 

individual draws upon hlis/her understanding of his/her own emotional 

responses together with hts/her interpretation of the cues he/she has about 

tile situatlion. 

2.2.2.2 Emollonalldentirfi&ation 

Weare (2000:70) states that emotions are never static and having the ability to 

monitor change in how we feel and recognising what trtggers them i:n our inner 

world, in our physical actions or in the outside world becomes an imoorta 

consideration. 

Ilayer and Salovey ,(as quoted by W,eare, 2000:71) suggest that the emobons 

often facilitate rational thought, allowing people to prioritize and direct 

attention towards what matters. Experiencing our own emotions helps us ~o 

empathize with others, to imagine what they are feelmng, thus enabling lJS to 

nderstand them better and to predfct partly what they might do. 

oss (2005:53) views emotional identificatinn, or emotional perception, as the 

ost fundamental of the branches of emotional ability. It involves attending 10 

and decoding emotional signals accurately, in faces, tones of voice and 

art;istic expressions and scenes. Individuals who demonstrate this ability are 

b~e not only to recognise and express their own feelings, but also to 

recognise and appraise those of others around them. Mayer, Sarovey, and 

Caruso (as quoted by Moss, 2005:57) reiterate that the identification of one's 

own emotions as well as the emotions and needs of others. is pivotal to other 

emotional abilities, especially when introducing change in the working 

environment, as change typically involves emotions that must be dealt w.1h 

early. 
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According to W;nnicott (as quoted by Weare. 2000;82), the educator has a 

vital role in 'emotional holdmng', by which is meant demonstrating that 

disturbino feelinas have meaning and can be tolerated, managed, reflected on 

and understood. n is then essen~ial that educators themselves are stable, 

calm and consistent if they are to be good role models for learners in 

managing their emotions. 

2.3 EMOTIONAL ANDI SOCIAL INTElUGENCE AT SCHOOL 

Sylwester (as qunted by Elias, Arnold and! Hussey, 2003:6) views emotion as 

imoortant 10 the educative process as it drives attention, which drives Ilearning 

and memory, The author states that emotions allow us to assembre life

saving information very qUickly and it is thus impossible to separate emotion 

from other important activities in life. 

Sylwester (as quoted by Etias et al., 2003:6) further outlines six areas in whiGh 

emotional and social learning must come together for the benefit of learners at 

schools. These areas are: 

• accepting and controlling emotions; 

• using metacognitive activities; 

• usina activities that promote social interaction; 

using actJivities that proVide an emoUonal context, avoidina intense 

emotional stress at school; and 

• recognising the Irelattonship between emotions and healt, 

Soc!ial and Emotional Learning (SEL) is essential for bUilding and sustaining 

learning relationships for the kind needed for academic success, cihzenship, a 

civilized and non-violent classroom and effective inclusive education (E'lias et 

aI., 2003:9). 

According to Zins, Weissberg, Wang and Wal'berg (2004:3), schools are 

intrinsically sociall places and learning is a sociaJ vrocess. Learners do not 

learn alone, but rather in col~aboration with their educators, in the company of 
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peers and with the support nf their families. Emotions, the authors posit l can 

facUitate or hamper their learningl and their ultimate success at school. 

Elias (as quoted by Zins et aI., 2004:4) defines SEL as ~he process throug 

which people learn to recognize and manage emotions, care about others, 

ake good decisions , behave ethi,cally and responsib!ly, develop positive 

relabonships and avoid negative behaviours. These characteristics need 10 

be devel:oped for !learners to be successful 110t only at school but in life, those 

who do not possess these skills are less ~ikely to succeed (Elias, as quoted by 

Zins et al.., 2004:4). 

2.3.1 What does it mean to be emotionally and socially intelligent? 

Albrecht (2006:3) defines social intelligence as the ability to get along well 

with others and to Clet them to cooperate with you. Bar-On (2003:4) says to 

be emotionally and socially intelligent is to understand and express ourselves 

effectively, to understand and relate welll to others, and to cope with daily 

demands and pressures. This is based on our interpersonal ab,hty to be 

aware of ourselves, to understand our strengths and weaknesses, and to 

express our thoughts and feelings non-destructively. 

Ontihe interpersonal level, being emotionally and socially intelligent 

encompasses our ability to be aware of others' emotions, feelings and needs, 

and to establish and maintain cooperat,ive, constructive and mutually 

satisfying re'lationships. Ultimately. being emotionally and socially intelligent 

means to manage personal, social and enviwnmental change effectively by 

coping with the immediate situation and solVing problems realistically and 

flexibly (Bar-On, 2003:4). 

Elias et al. (2003:5) identify social and emotionali skills as those that under'le 

toe following elements of everyday dassroom and school ~ife: 

• Communicating effectively 

• Participating activelYl 9 uinely and cooperatively in group work 

• Expressing and reguliating emotions and imputses appropriately 
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• Resolvingl conflicts thoughtfully and non-violently 

• living a life of sound character 

• HringinQl a ref!ective, learning-to-Iearn approach to all domains of life. 

Comer (2003:21)1 posits that the school dimate creates the learning 

environment for and promotes character development, particular'ly 'n the area 

of school safety and teaching about non-violence. If the school teaches and 

models consensus, collaboration and no-fault problem-solving, learners 

become the proud carriers of their school's cUlture, a school where 

emotionally intell6gent learners can thrive. 

2.3.2 How important Is it to be emoUonally and socially intelligent? 

According to McCombs (2004:27), the concept of SEL derives from the work 

of Go'leman and others on EI. lit generally refers to learning those skmed 

involved In being se1lf-confldent and motivated, knowing what behaviours are 

expected, curbing i,mpulses to misbehave, being albte to wait, following 

directions, knowing how to ask for hetp, expressing need, and getting along 

with others. 

e school learning context, McCombs (2004:27) states that SEL is the 

process for integrating thinkil1g, feeling and behav'our to achieve importan' 

socia! tasks; meet personal and social needs; develop the skills necessary ~o 

become a productive, contributing member of society. 

O'Brien, Weissberg and Sinriver (2003:23) are of the opinion that schools can 

capitalize on promoting the personal and sociaJ development and well-be,ing 

of ~eamers en route to imoarting academic skills and knOWledge. The authors 

site Go:leman who describes the five basic categories of emotional and social 

sl'iills core competencies for social, and emoUonaf learning to thrive at schools 

as follows (O'Brienet al., 2003:23): 

Self-Awareness: Knowingl what we are feeling at the moment and using tnose 

preferences to guide our decision-making; having a realistic assessment of 

Olllt own abilities and well-grounded sense of selif-confldence. 
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Self-regulation: Handling our emotions so that they facilitate rathe,r than 

interfere with the task at hand, being conscientious and delaying g:ratificatilon 

to pursue goals; recovering well from emotiona~ di,stress. 

Motivation: Using our deepest preferences to move and gUide us toward our 

goals, to hell:p us take initiative and strive to improve, and to persevere in the 

face of setbacks and frustrations. 

Empathy: Sensing what people are feeling, being able to take their 

perspect:i!ve and cultivating rapport and attunement with a broad diversity of 

people. 

Social skiifs: Handling emotions lin relationships weH and accurately reading 

social situations and networks; interacting smoothly, using these skills to 

persuade and lead, to negotiate and settle d,sputes for cooperat,ion and 

teamwork (O'Brien et al., 2003:23). 

Accordina to Knoll and Patti {2003:49), academic achievement and social and 

emotional competencies form the fabric of school success for each learner by 

supporting learning fOil" individuals and the group; by buildrng shared 

responsibiUty and interdependence, by contributing to knowledgre acquisition 

and retention, and by providing an inclusive learning environment that 

enhances achievement. 

Albrecht (2006:26) is of the view that in order for man as a species to improve 

or survive in a reasonably peacable state, two things are important: 

..	 F~rstlYT leaders are needed who model high social intelligence; in 

particular, leaders who can articulate a positive vision of development and 

progress and who appeal to higher selves and invite those with whom they 

interact to grow as individuals and as a society. 

..	 SecondlYl an educational system is requir,ed that honours the princjples 

and behaviours associated with high social Intelligence and that teaches 

learners to understand the cultures and subcultures throuan which they 

must navigate in this modern world that emphasizes the value of 
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collaboration over connict. An education system is requiiled that eauUJs 

learners to express their -ideas clearly, to make themselves understood 

and to seek to understand others before reacting to their behaviour 

(Albrecht, 2006:26). 

2.3.3 Practices for enhan,cing Social and Emotional Learning in schools 

According to Elias et al. and Payton et al. (as quoted by Zlins et al., 2004:6) 

those competent in SEL are able to recognize and manage their emotions, 

establish healthy relationships, set positNe goals, meet personal and social 

needs, and make responsible decisions (cf. 8.4.5). 

Hawkins (as quoted by Zins et al .• 2004:8) is of the opinion that effective SEL 

interventions are owvided within supportive environments and they are also 

irected at enhancing the social-emotional environmental factors that 

influence learning so that the climate is caring, safe, supportive and conducive 

to success. 

terms of school safety, Duke (2002:xv) is of the opinion that it entails not 

..Iy the prevenUon of inappropriate behavtour, but also the promotion of 

appropriate behaviour. The author propagates that efforts to create and 

aintain safe schools must support the academic mission of the school, 

recognise that ~earners have rights guaranteed by the Constitution, avoid 

proaucing hostile and uninviting environments in which learners feel alienated 

and distrust, and inspire learners to see the value of order and authority 

(Duke, 2002:xv) . 

Social and emotional education, Zins et al. (2004:6) state, involves teaohing 

learners to be self~aware, socially cognizant, able to make responsible 

decisions and comoetent in self management and re:lationship management 

kills, so as to foster their academic success. The authors (Zins et al., 

2004:6) present five competencies (outlined in Table 2.1) that make it Clear 

that the learners need to be aware of themselves and others; that they need 

to make responsib'le decisions; that they need to be ethical and lrespectfuI of 

others; and that they need to give consideration to the situation and relevant 

arms. They also need to manage tiheir emotions and behaviour and to 
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ecogllizing 

eIf-efficacy 

ccurate se1lf-perception 

,denUfying and recognizing emotions 

possess behavioural social skills that enable them to carry out so'utions 

effectively with others. 

As a result. these skills and attitudes can help learners feel' motivated to 

succeed, to bellj,eve in their success, to communicate well with educators to 

set academic goals, to org,anize themselves to achieve these goals and to 

overcome obstacles. In sum; itheir attachment to school and commitment to 

academics can be fostered so that they lead to effective schooll oerformance 

(Z~ns et aI., 2004:7). 

Table 2.1 be~ow outl,nes the SEt competencies necessary to promote 

improved performance at school! and in life. 

Person-centred Social Emotional Learning competencies 

Self-awareness I SO~ial awaren,ess 

I Perspective tak,ing 

I Empathy 

strengths, needs and I Appreciating diversity 

Respect for others 

esponsible decision~making Self-manaQement
 

Problem identification and si:tuatio
 Impulse conlroI and stress 

analysis management 

Problem-solving Goal-setting and organizational skills 

Evaluation and reflection 

ersonal, moral and ethical 

responsibillity 
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Personal efficacy Retalionship management 

Communication, social engagement I Being valued by colleagues 

and building re1ationsh&ps 
Se!I'f-esteem 

Wori<jng cooperative~y 
Confidence and diligence 

Negotiation, refusal and conflict 

management 
Positive thinki,ng 

Help seeking and providing 

(Adapted from Zins et aI., 2004:7) 

In an effort to help schlools foster social inte'Jlligence in learners, Abrecht 

(2006:276) proposes that three aspects need to be considered: 

Provide more instruction in communication skills, especially at the secondary 

schoollev,el. As learners reach puberty, peer pressulIe, volatile chemicals of 

hormones and popular culture can create a fairly stressful setting and I,earners 

start having problems cop,ing with life, their parents and one another. They 

may communicate poorly with one another and with their educators, and more 

structured programmes that teach communication skills might Ihelp (AlbreCiIlt, 

2006:277). 

Provide and teach more anti-bullying programmes. Albrecht (2006:277) 

mentions tha1 ~he number of incidents of sc!hool violence (psychological and 

physical) involving threats and bullying behaviour is both large and largely 

nmeasured, but indicates that the impact on fearful leamersis like a stone 

thrown into a. pond -lots of ripple effects over time. 
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2.3,.4 Developing socially intelligent leaders 

Albrecht (2006:227) says that there are many people, including those with a 

esire for influence and control. who have no clear idea of how to go 

aboLlt earningl authority. They do not understand the strategies for acqulring 

influence without having formal power. Five types of leadership behaviour is 

all important in develop,ng authomy in socially inteUigent leaders. 

The author {Albrecht, 2006:277) proposes that skills, notably specialized 

knowledge, manual skirls, organizing skills, technical skills and social skills 

can all serve to earn influence in U1e minds of others. Furthermore, me 

socially intelligent leader has a knack for procedure in the sense that he/she is 

qu;ckty able to guide a group who d:isagree on the process of action. 

Somet~mes the group needs someone to summarize the discussion or 

thinking process, propose or confirm the favoured option for action or guide 

the members through some humane process for deciding willat to do. The 

skilful 'eader wdl then assist the group to reach consensus. Empathy, also 

known as the group climate or sense of team spirit, supports the pmcess of 

thinking collaborativeily, without animosity or undue confllict. Bestoring 

empathy means helping people relate to one another humane~y while working 

out their differences (Albrecht, 2006:227-228). 

2.4 EIIN THE WORKPLACE 

Educators' workplaces, such as schools, Hal' (as Quoted by Kaabwe, 

2003:99) states, are dehned as fOllmal organ~zatjons or coll!ectives of 

individual realities, but with identifiable boundaries and ranks of authof'ity. In 

modern limes these places are usually bureaucratic, having rules an 

reaulaHons, a divis,on of their labour force based on employees' functional 

specialilzation, a hierarchy of authority and interpersonal relationships among 

members. 

According to Bar-On (2003:41), EI is a concept that has become a major topic 

of interest to the ~ay public as well as to scienMic circles, speci,fi:calily toward 

the end of 1995, The author further states that scientists like Charles DalWin 
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were studying various aspects of this construct as early as 1B37 and 

publ'ished the first known work in 1872. 

Mom than 130 years ago, Darwin concluded that emotional awareness and 

eXipression playa major role in survival and adaptation, which remains an 

important axiom of EI to the present day (Bar-On, 20-03:42). The perspect~ve 

was ~undamental to Charles Darwin's monumental work, The Express;on of 

the Emotions in Man and Animals, published in 1872. Darwin concluded that 

many of our emotional reactions are rooted in prehistoric patterns of survival, 

the genetic residue of which is still witn us. 

2.4.,1 The origin of E 

Mayer, Caruso and Salovey (as quoted by Moss, 2005:53) state that in tne 

1970s emotion was studied as a phenomenon that ,influenced thouoht and 

during the ensuing twenty years, the term EI was used sporadically. 

However, by the Ilast decade of the twentieth centtlry, the field was quickly 

emerging as its own scientffic arena. 

The term EI entered the mainstream with Daniel Goleman who popularized 

he term in 1995. Gofeman (1995:34) argues that Intelligence Quotient (IQ) 

contributes only about 20% to success ,in Me, and other forces contribute the 

rest. He remarks that EI is a new concept indeed, but that the ex'isting da 

imply that it can be as powerful as 10 and sometimes even more. And, at 

least, unlike what ms c~aimed about 10, some crucial emotional competencies 

can be taught and improved in children and adults. 

According to Albrecht (2006: 10)., Golleman's first attempts to frame a practical 

model of EI identified five dimensions of competence, namelly self-awareness, 

self-regulation, mo~ivaUon, empathy and relationships. By folding motivation 

into self-awareness, later work streamlined the Et model into four domains 

namely self-awareness, self-management, social awareness and rel,ationship 

anagement. 

Bar-On and Parker (2000:146) posit that a limitation of Goleman's use of the 

term EI is that Ine attempts to capture almost everythi,ng but 10. The Emotio1ilal 
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Quotient (EO) framework outlined by Goleman includes emotional awareness, 

accurate self-assessment, self-confidence, self-control, trustworthiness, 

conscientiousness, adaptability, innovation, achievement drive, commitment, 

'nitiat*ve, optimism, understanding others, influence, communication and 

cooperation. This framework, the authors argue, stretches the definirtion of 

intelliglence beyond its acceptable limits. Under this def<inibon., it is llikely that 

much of the residual variance beyond 10 would be accounted for by EI, 

because by his definition ij seems to capture all the residua! factors within me 

individual (personality traits, motivation) (Bar-On & Parker 2000: 146). 

Moss (2005: ~ 1) warns that showing care and concern toward others or eve 

intensity of feeling is not equfvalent to EI. The au1hor states further that EI 

does not equate with touchy-f,eely scenes or sentimental moments: it is tne 

ability to understand and respond appropriately to feelings. 

Grossman and Vafiga (2005:70), highlight Goleman's recommendation that 

leaders need five skills, namely self-awareness, self-regulation, motivation, 

empathy and social skills to inspire followers by effecting change, being 

creat~ve, articulating visions, networking, taking flisks and adapting to new 

initiati~es. 

It is evident that Ell is not a new construct; therefore it is useful to define El 

forma~ly. 

2.4.2 Defining EI 

Goleman (as quoted by Elias, Arnol:d & Hussey, 2003:4) identifies the 

following as core characteristics of EI: 

Self-awareness: the ability to recognize feelings as they occur in real-Hfe 

Situations 

Management and Self-Regulation of Emotions: being able to cope wit 

strong feelings so as not to be overwhelmed and paralyzed by themselves. 

.,	 Motivation and Pertormance: being goal-orientated and able to channel 

emotions toward desired outcomes 
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•	 I-mpathy and Perspective Taking: being able to recognize emotions in 

others and to understand others' point of view 

•	 Social Skills: the ability to handle a range of social reJatimlships. 

Wood and Tolley (2003:7) state that EI is made up of the folloWing 

components or areas of competence: 

•	 Self-reglulation- being able to manage and contro'! your own emotional 

state. 

•	 Self-awareness- Iknowing yourself and what your emotions are telling you. 

•	 Motivation- channelling your emotions to enable you to achieve goals. 

•	 Empathy - recognizing and read,ing emotiorlS in others. 

•	 Socia~ skd'ls - relating to and influencing others. 

Weisinger (as quoted by Moller, 2002:257) says that EI is the intelligent use of 

one's emotions. It is the application of emotions in such a way that thinki,ng 

d behaviour enhance abilltties such as: 

•	 accurately perceiving, judging and expressing personal emotions; 

•	 accessing feelings of understanding on demand; 

•	 understanding emotions and the knowledge that ws derived from them; and 

reg,ulating emotions in order to promote emotional and intellectual growth. 

In popular writings, EJ has come to include assessment of motivation non

ability, dispositions and traits, and global personal and social functioning. 

Ciarrochi, Chan, Caputi and Mayer, Caruso and 'Salovey (as quoted by Hartel 

et al.. 2005:202) are of the opinion that EI focuses on an individual's abi" 

both to linterpret emotionam information (both internal and external) and 

anage it in an adaptive manner. Most importantly, E~ is an ability that allows 

peop'le to regu~ate their emotions better, comoared to others. 
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Self-discipline is closely linked to emotional competence, or to what in recent 

years nas come to be called EI. El refers to skills such as recognising 

emotions lin oneseU and others, regulating emotions, motivating oneself and 

handling relationships (Bear, Cavallier & Manning, 2005:174). EI is highly 

integrated with sociai and moral competence, thus it js difficult to separate tne 

social" emotional, and moral elements in responsible behaviour, self-control, 

sympathy, fairness and caring (Beareta1., 2005:174-175). 

According to Eliaset al. (2003:3), a good way to understand EI is to make 

note of a shorthand acronym: EO. EO compil:ements the acronym la, which 

has CGme to be rec09nized as signifying academic achievement, typically of a 

co(]nitive nalms. If IQ represents the inteUectual raw material of student 

success, EO is the set of sociall-emotional skills that enables intellect to tum 

Onto action and accompl,ishment_ EO is the missing piece in true reform of 

education and preparation for academic life and success. 

EO, or skills for social and emotional learning, are therefore those skills that 

underlie lhe following elements for everyday classroom and school life (Elias 

et al., 2005:5): 

• Communicating effectively 

• Particioating actively, genuinery and cooperativelly in group work 

• Expressing and regulating emotions and impulses appropriately 

• ResolVing conflicts thoughtfully and non-violently 

• Uvillg a life of sound character 

Bringing a reflective, learning-to-learn approach to all domains of life 

For the purpose of this study, the definition postul,ated by Calitz et aJ. 

(2002:258) will be used: EI can be defined as being ~n possession of 

knowledge, competencies and skills which influence one's attitude pos'itively 

towards itself. It leads to an understanding and managing of one's ow 

feelings - motivating oneself and others within a framework of empathy. 
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According to Weare (2004:4), the popularity of the word intelligence is pao-:,y 

due to the influence of Gardner who has worked on the whole concept of 

intelligence. Gardner (as quoted by Weare, 2004:4) sees inteUigence as 

being much wider than is 9snerallv supposed, and as plural intelligences 

rather than Just one, aU of which cover rather difference capacities. His 

precise categ:orization of the vari.ous intelliglences is constantly evo'lving, but 

basicany' he sees ~hem as including what he calls conventional inteHigence: 

the logical, rational, mathematical and linguistic capacities that are familiar 

through intelligence tests. Gardner (as quoted by Weare, 2004:4) suggests 

urther that there are also two types of what he terms personal intelligences: 

intra-personal inteJligence (self-understanding) 1 and inter-personal intelligence 

(understanding other peopl!e). The umbrella term. which brings together these 

two intelUgences, El, was supposedly coined by Mayer and Salovey (as 

quoted by Weare, 2004:4). equating EI with the ability to perceive accurately, 

appraise and express emotion, the ability 10 access and/ or generate feelings 

which facillitate thought, the abihty to understand emotional know~edge, the 

ability to regulate emotiolf1s to promote educational and intellectual grow!'... 

2..4.3 Why El,is Important at work, 

Fatt (2004: 189) emphas,izes that IQ has long been considered as the deciding 

factor in a Derson's success and that EI has been overlooked as important 

contributor in determining success in life. He states further that many 

companies now judge their employees on how well they can understand 

themselves and handle others as their peers, clients and bosses. It is a lesson 

clearly seen in a study conducted by the American Express Financial .Advisors 

AEFA) , which found a direct correlation between the EI of financial advisors 

and their workplace success. 

The company then launch.ed a programme to help managers deve~op greater 

awareness of their emotional reactions and those of theb' cUents, and to 

appreciate the role of emotions in the workplace more fully, A. sUbsequent 

eval'uation study shows that participation in the programme led to a higher 

sales revenue (Fatt. 2004:195). 
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Reuven-Bar~On (2003:3) states that, for many years, the emphasis in 

education as workp'lace has been placed on increasing cogni,t'ive capacity, 

competencies and skills like acquiring new know~edge, recalling facts and 

figures and applying this information in reasoning. understanding and 

problem-solving. 

According to Wagner (as quoted by Bar-On, 2003:4), while cognttive 

intelligence is able to predfcl quite well how one will do scholastically at 

school, irt predicts very little elise in the way of human oerformance after one ,is 

out of school. As such. Goleman (1998:240) says, IQ is a rather weak 

predictor of performance in interpersonal relations at work, and in coping with 

a wide variety o~ problems that surtace in the course of one's life on a daUy 

basis. The good news about lEI is that - unlike 10' itself - it can improve 

throughout life. ~n the normal course of a lifetime, EI tends to increase as we 

learn to be more aware of our moods, to handle distressing emoUons betteif, 

to listen and empathize - in short, as peopSe become more mature. To a 

Ilarge extent, maturity itse" describes the process of becom,ng more intelHgent 

about our emotions and our relationships (Goleman, 1998:240). This rings 

true to Caruso and Salovey (2004:211) who reiterate that emotions provide 

data that assist us in making rational decisions and be,llaving in adaptive 

way~. 

Hatfield. Cacioppo and Rapson (as quoted by Ashkanasy et al., 2002:9) use 

the term emotional contagion, an aspect of emotional expression in the 

workplace, referring to a tendency of observers to become 'infected' with the 

emotional state expressed by actors. The authors are of the opinion that 

emotional contagion may play a role in creating positive emotional 

environments if one member's positive emotional di,spl'ay can initiate positive 

emotions among work group members. This ineVitably leads to greater group 

cooperativeness, less group conflict and positive perceptions of indiVidual task 

performance. 

For the emotionally intelHgent leader" Caruso and Salovey (2004:8) warn, 

emotional contagion is of little value unless it is strateg,icaUy applied. How 
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leaders feel also affects how and how well they influence people, and this is 

the core of leadership. 

A model, (see Figure 2.1) devised by Cherniss and Goleman (2001 :8) 

captures the important forces that contribute to the development of individual 

and group EI in organisations. The model suggests two important implications 

for practice. Firstly, any effort to increase the EI of organizational members 

will fail unless it affects naturally occurring interpersonal and inter-group 

relationships among those members. The second implication is that 

interventions that focus on only one part of the model are not likely to be very 

effective. 

Figure 2.1: A model of EI and organizational effectiveness 
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(Cherniss & Goleman, 2001 :8) 

The model suggests that ultimately any attempts to improve EI in 

organizations will depend on relationships. Even formal training interventions 

or human resource policies will affect EI through their effect on relationships 

among individuals and groups in organizations. 

The left-hand portion of the model illustrates three organizational factors that 

are interrelated. Each of these factors influences El through its impact on 

relationships and each factor influences the other two. At the same time, the 

HR functions have a strong influence on leadership, 
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owever, I'eadership in turn will influence the extent to which HR functions are 

effective in helping, organizational members increase their EI (Cherniss & 

Goleman I 2001 :8), 

Davies, Ellison and Bowing-Carr (2005:39) emphasize that competencies 

such as self-confidence, initiative, collaborativeness and conceptual abiiity 

seem to be linked with success in times of rapid change. The authors poin. 

out that there are similari1ies between the competency approach and El and 

sites Goleman's research which found that EI was twice as important as a 

discriminator of success in leadership as tecnlnicall skills and general 

intel,ligence. 

2.4.4 Emotional competenclles: contribution to workplace success 

According to Gronn (2003:136), definitions of success form part of the work 

ethic which originated dUling the Engtish Reformation. This was a time wnen 

the early Purttans interpreted their worldly success and business prosperity as 

a sign of salvation through God's grace. Later this religious iustification was 

transformed into a sociall and economic doctrine of 'indiVidual sthving and, 

even later, a striving for self-achievement and advancement. But. Gran 

(2003:136) states, success has a price and th,is competitive pursuit of career 

advancement and success breeds a range of emotions. 

Goleman (199'8:314) posits that a premium on EI can only rise as 

orgaliltSatlons become increasingly dependent on the talents and creativlity of 

workers who are independent agents. EI skills are synergistic with cognitive 

ones. Top pertormers have botil (Goleman, 1998:314) 

EmoHonal competence, Goleman (1998:24) maintains, is a learned capability 

based on EI that results in outstanding performance at work. Emotional 

competencies cluster into groups, each based on common underlying EI 

capacities. The underlying 'E'I capacities are vital if people are to learn the 

competencies necessary to succeed in the workplace successfully (Golemal., 

998:25). 
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Emotional competence, as defined by Bar-On and Parker (2000:85), entails 

king into account the individuafs efficacy motivation for engaging in some 

emotion-eliciting encounter, the unique sorts of contextual beliefs the person 

brings to the emotional exper,iences. 

Weare (2004: 19) contends that it is important to outline what it is to be 

emot,ionally competent, but stresses that this can vary in different contexts or 

societies: 

•	 The extent to which the focus is on the needs of the indiV'~dual or on the 

group: is the emphasis on responsibility or duty? 

•	 The extent to which individuals are encouraged to be autonomous and 

independent or to follow rules, authority or tradihon: is the emphasis on 

taking a critical stance or on obedience? 

•	 The 'levels of respect due between different groups, for example young 

and! old, men and women; soC'ial groups, classes and hierarchies; 

educators and leamers; and how that respect is expressed. 

•	 II he exltent to which diff,erence is tolerated. 

•	 How the society thinks it appropriate to express the emotjons] whether the 

emotions are OK to express, and how appropriate it is to express them. 

Moss (2004:14) argues that the concept of emotions' influence on day-ta-day 

life and even on business is accepted by prominent theorists, such as 

Gardner (1983) and Goleman (1995). According to Goleman (1998:167), the 

most effective peoplle io organizaUons use their emotional radar to sense how 

thers are reacting and they firle~tune their own response to push the 

'nteraction in the best direction. Goleman (1998:26-27) describes a set of fOul 

El competencies that have proven to contribute more to workptaoe 

achievement than technical skins, cognitive ability and standard personality 

raUs combined. These competencies are shown in Table 2.2. 
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The Emotional ComPetence Framework 

SOCIAl. COMPETENCEENCE 

'Self-awareness: knowing 
intemal states, 
esources and intuttions 

.. Emotional awareness 

.. Self-assessment 

.. Self-confidence 

Self~regulauon: Managing 
ilnternal states, 
resources 

.. Self-control 

.. TrusDNorthiness 

.. Conscientiousness 

Adaptability 

.. Innovation 

one's j Empathy: Awareness of other's 
preferences, feelings, needs and concerns 

.. Understanding others 

.. Developing otners 

.. Service orientation 

.. Leveraging diversity 

.. Polibcal awareness 

ne's ISo~ial Skills: Adept~ess at including 
impulses and desirable responses In others 

.. Influence 

.. Communication 

.. Conflict management 

.. Leadership 

.. Change catalyst 

.. Buildina bonds 

• Collaboration and cooperation 

.. Team capabilities 

(Goleman, 1998:26-21) 

e above competencies, Wood and Tolley (2003:7) state, are interconnected 

in complex ways - the abil.ity to perform effectively in anyone of them is 

related to how capable we are in one or more of the others. ThUS, the 

handling of feelings in such a way that we behave appropriJate'ly (self

regulation) is an ability that bUilds on knowledge of self (self-awareness). 

ikewise, those who are adept at reading their own emot~ons (self-awareness) 

are likely to be ab~e to read emotions of other people (empathy). Being able 

to relate well to others, sincere~y rather than shallowly (social skills) is surely a 
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function of all of the others. Similarly, without se~f-knowledge, that which 

powers us to achieve (what we call motivahon). is unlikely to come into play. 

Chemiss and Goleman (2001 :165-166) provide the fol~owlng discussion of the 

Emot~ona. Competence framework: 

Self-awareness: According to Cherniss and Goleman (2001: :165) the self

awareness cluster consists of mandatory competence (self-confidence) and 

two mandatory compensatory competencies, namely emotional self

awareness and accurate self-assessment In order to meet the algorithm for 

the self-awareness cluster, that is, in order to be likely to be an outstanding 

performer, a person must demonstrate self-conf~dence and either emotional 

self-awareness or accurate self-assessment. 

Self-management The self-management duster consists of a mandatory 

competence and two groups of additional competencies. Self-control must be 

demonstrated, as i~ is the core of managling oneself and one's motives. A 

person also needs to demonstrate trustworthiness or conscientiousness or 

adaptabi1lity. Trustworthiness and conscientiousness may be considered 

compensatory or alternate manifestations of each other. Trustworthiness 

teflds to be assoDiated with executive and management Jobs, whereas 

conscientiousness tends to be associated with individual contributor and 

administrative support jobs. Both these competencies are somewhat 

antagonistic to adaptability. 

Whereas trustworthiness and conscientiousness are about stabiUty and 

reliabi'lity, adaptablUty is about flexibility and openness to change. Finally, a 

person must demonstrate ,either achievement ormentation or initiat,ive (Cherniss 

& Goleman, 2001 :165). 

Social Awareness: At the core of the social awareness cluster is the 

mandatory competence empHthy, an awareness if others' fee~ings, needs and 

concerns. From empathy are derived two otner competencies: organjzational 

awareness and servilce organ;zation. Chemiss and Go'leman (2001: 166) state 

that organisational awareness tends to be used in hi,gher-Ievel managemen 

and executive positions where understanding and navigating the organization 
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is critical for success. Service orientation tends to be important in Dositions 

relat'ing direcUy t'O customers. Front-line personnel, customer-service 

representatives, consultants, salespeople, individual contributors and the like 

hold these positions. 

Social skiJIs: The social skins cluster contains competencies that tend to be 

more situation-specific than competencies in other clusters, that is, more 

appropriate to certain jobs or roles. However. the influence competence is the 

core of ~he social skills cluster and is therefore considered mandatory. The 

remainder of the cluster is divided into two groups. The first group, leading 

others and developing others, demonstrates the abillity to lead and manage 

others. The second group, building bonds, teamwork and coHaboration and 

conflict management, demonstrates the ability to work well with others 

(Chernwss & Goleman, 2001 :166)_ 

Goleman et al. (2002:38) are of the opinion that highly effectjveleaders 

typically exhibit a critical mass of strength in half a dozen or so EI 

competencies and that there are no fixed formulae for great leadership. There 

are many paths to excellence, and superb leaders can possess very different 

personal styles, but effective 'leaders ~ypicany demonstrate strengths in at 

least one competence from each of the four fundamelltal areas of EI. These 

EI competencies are not innate talents. but Ilearned abiliUes, each of which 

has a unique contribution to making leaders more resonalilt, and therefore 

ore effective. Each of these abilities is separate from the other abilities and 

can be defined, studied, measured. developed and used independently; bul 

they can also function together (Goleman et al., 2002:26). 

ayer, Caruso and Salovey (accordIng to Cherniss & Goleman, 2001 :93) 

have developed multiple-task ability scales to measure EI, as opposed to 

~'lIutional competence. The first scale was the Multifactor EI Scale (MEI~), a 

theoretical fr.amework for understanding El, its assooiated abilities and the 

perception, use and management of emotion. The ME'IS is mhe only measure 

des~gned as a true ability measure, tapping inte!llectual abilit,ies relat'ing to 

feelings and emotion. Cherniss and Goleman (2001 :94) prov.de the following 
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outline of an EI Framework that was proposed by i,/ayer and Salovey (1997), 

whlch allows for the ability to: 

•	 stay open to feelings. (both those that are pleasant and those tlhat are 

unpleasant) ; 

•	 reflectively engage or detach from an emotion, depending on its judged 

informativeness or utility; 

•	 monitor emotions reflectively in relation to oneself and others; 

•	 manage emotion 'in oneself and others by moderating negative emotions 

and enhancing pteasant ones; 

•	 labe'l emotions and recogn.ze relations among the words and the emotions 

themselves; and 

•	 interpret the meanings that emotions convey regarding relationships 

(Chemiss & Goleman, 2001 :94). 

UndoUbtedly, EI has a marked influence on and a discrete contributiml to 

workplace performance. Elias, Amold and Hussey (2003:6) confirm that our 

emotions allow us to assemble life-saving information very quickly and thus to 

bypass the extended conscious and rational deliberation of a potent'jal threat. 

2.5 EI AND EMOTIONAL LEADERS 

According to MacGilchrist et aJ. (2004:129), EI, is concerned with a school's 

capacity to allow the feemings of both puvils and staff to be owned and 

expressed. 

Herskovits (2004:15) quotes Nicholson who cites the 'big five factors' 

pertaining to prevalent leadership personality theory, as oontaining specific 

elements of extroversion, conscientiousness, openness, emotionality and 

agreeableness, 

Nicholson (as quoted by Herkovits, 2004:15) describes extroversion in 

individua~s who are activ-e, assertive, sociable and energetic, and who tend to 
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naturally take the lead in social situations. Consdentiousness is described in 

those who strive for achievement through discip!line and control. 'ndividuals 

'gh on this drirve tend to seek situations where they Carl impose order and 

experience success. Openness, according to the author (Nicholson, as 

quoted by Herskovits, 2004: 15) is described in inventive, lntenigent and 

adaptive p,eople who are more willing and interested in t11e opportunities 

offered by some leadership Slilmuations. Conoerning emotionality, Nicholson 

(as quoted by Herkovits, 2004:15) is of the view that self-confidence is an 

essential leadership quality, but that ,it can be undermined by emotional

sensitivity. Those who are unwavering in their emotions, have a high self

esteem and are not easily discouraged, may handle [leadership positions 

better than others. Agreeableness, the author (Nicho~son, as quoted by 

Herskovits, 2004: 15) states, indudes tender-mindedness and nurturing 

behaviours _ 

Maner (2002:258) is of the view that the cornerstone of emotional leadership 

ies in EL They cite Goleman as describing a few important characteristics of 

emotional leadership: 

self-awareness to know, recogn~ze and understand one's OWfI emotions 

(this is the main emotional comp,etency of emotional leadership); 

•	 manaaing emotions appropriately ,in order to be in control' of one's ow 

feelinas; 

•	 motivating oneser towards a pr ctive and effective lifestyle~ and 

•	 understanding the feelings of others in such a way llhat motivates them Ito 

become part of a team. 

Whalfollows is an exposition of each of the above-mentioned characteristics 

outlined by Moller (2002:258-259). 

2.5.1 Self-,awareness 

Covey (as quoted by Moller, 2002:258) describes self-awareness as the ability 

to think about our own thought processes. Self-awareness enables us to 
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stand apart and examine the way we see ourselves. The ability to sense 

messages from nur emotional memory (intuition) lies at the heart of self

awareness. Self-awareness the author (Covey, as quoted by Moller, 

2002:258) states, has as its foundation competencies such as the recognttion 

of one's own emotions, know&edge of one's abilitjes and limits, and a strong 

sense of one's self-worth and capabimies. 

2.5.2 Manaaina emotions 

Emotions are produced by an interaction between cognitive appraisals, 

physiologicall changes and behavioural responses to external events. By 

taking charge of them, emotions are managed positively. 

Managing emot'ions appropriately is man~fested in a person's ability to stay 

composed. positive and focused unde,r pressure. 

Archer (as quoted by Thrupp & Willmot, 2003: 191) sees emotions as being 

among the main constituents of our inner lives.. They are the fuel of our 

internal conversations and this is why ~hey matter. Emotions involve a sense 

of our situation. 

Acoording to Moller (2002:258), five emot,ional competencies form the 

prerequisites for handling impulses and dealing with upsetting experiences 

namely self-control, integrity, conscientiousness, adaptability and innovation. 

Ashkanasy et al. (2001 :286) have identifi,ed twenty-one tools that managers 

can use to manage emotions in the workplace: 

•	 Maintain open and quality communicatio••. 

•	 provide opportunity for stakeholder input into planning. 

•	 P'rovmde appropriate support systems. 

•	 Safeguard organizational history. 

•	 Display interpersonal sensitiVity by conveyin regret for adversity and 

sodal esteem. 
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•	 Manage affective events. 

•	 Provide trainina and devetopment 'to foster emotional display recognition 

and manageme,nt skills in mallage.rs and employees. 

•	 Teach leaders how to setllorms that create positive emotional climates in 

teams and ctJll~ures. 

•	 Teach emp'loyees and managers what events are li!kely to evoke emotional 

displays. 

•	 Teach employees and managers how to diagnose emotional displays 

•	 Develo£) EI in employees and leaders. 

•	 Recognize ~!he rolle of both intuitive and analytical decision-making in 

management. 

• ngender a positive outlook conducive to ,intuitive decision-making 

•	 Teach managers and employees that effective decisions require an 

optimum mix of cognitive intellect and emotional regulation. 

•	 Teach managers that the strategic use of emotions by managers requires 

judicious use of power. 

•	 Align rules for engaging in emotional labour with organizational goals. 

•	 Use dimet methods to influence indirect emotional labour. 

•	 Develop specific interventions to ,improve emotional management: (1) 

leadership development programmes; (2) stress management and 

wellness programmes; (3) work redesign to alleviate 'emotional labour 

dysfunction' and (4) a formal back stage to permit employees to deal with 

emotions. 

•	 Provtde employees with the opportunity to 'restore their own emotions'_ 

•	 Design seirvice provider jobs so fhat they reduce on-the-job hassles. 
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• Create an organizational culture that recog,nizes the legitimacy of emotion'. 

anaging emotions, Anthony (2003:9) states that processes are managedl, 

but people are lead. ~n the author's view, emotionally intelligent peopfe 

understand and proceed with a high regard for the emotional impact and 

consequences of their behaviour on others. 

According to Elott and Ebers6hn (2004:34), in managing emotions, 

emotionally intelligent individual,s can apply a regu.atory process which involve 

believing that they can modify the-ir emotions, monitor U1.eir moods and 

emotional states accurately, identify and discriminate those moods and 

emotions in need of reg'ulation, employ strategies of alleviating negative 

fe-elings or maintaining positive feelings and assessing the effectiveness of 

those strategies (E'off & Ebersohn, 2004:34). 

2,5.3 Motivating oneself 

Motivating oneself refers to the ability to begin and complete tasks or 

assignments and deal with any setbacks that may rise from time to time. 

In order to motivate oneself and others, one needs optimism as a personal 

c:haracteristic. Weisinger (as quoted by M6l1er, 2002:259) emphasizes 

positive thinking as the most important resource of internal motivation. He 

describes six techniques to improve pos'itive thinking as using motivati,onall 

statements which include statements such as I can do th;s; I won't g;ve up; 

playing mental games to fantasize about adventures beyond the scope of 

reality motivating you to take action in an optimistic way; using productive self

criticism; feeling good about a job well done and being positive aboul one's 

abilities, and having confidence and enthusiasm for tasks in the future; setting 

meaninaful goals- internal motivation helps one to define clearly stated goals 

and visuaJize success. 

According to the authors (VVslisinger, as quoted by Moller. 2002:259), 

motivation '5 that which provides a motive. In order for educators to motivate 

lheitr learners and activate emotions of love. preservation, recognition, selif

expression and freedom in their learners, they need to act inspirationally and 
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enthusiastically; be aware of their own emotions and those of the learners; 

display a Ipositive mental attitude towards life; believe th,at their learners have 

untapped potential to cope with and so~ve the emotional problems that they 

may have and have a smile on their faces so that the learner can detect 

emotional weUness and strive to emulate it (Weisinger, as quoted by M6Wler, 

2002:259). 

According to Edwards (2005:86), nothing deprives learners of mobvation to 

learn more than being powerless to regulate themselves. When educators 

provide all the direction, learners who face challenging circumstances are 

re inclined to shift responsibiUry to the~r teachers and assume a ro~e of 

resistance. 

awever, according to Kahn (as quoted by Edwards, 2005:86-87), self

determination provides at least f~ve benefits that contribute to greater 

motivation and to an elevated sense of weill-being. These benefits include 

psychologicall and health beneHts. providing Ilearners more opportunities for 

sellf-regulatJion, promoting greater levels of responsibility, motivation toward 

academic achievement (depending upon learners having sufficient decision

making power) sharing decision-making power with learners (providing 

benefits for educators as weIll as learners) and Ia.sny, allowing youth to make 

decisions is more respectful and consistent with the basic values to which 

most of us claim to subscribe. 

2,.5.4 Understanding the feelings of others 

The concept of empathy refers to the abili1y to understand another's feelings 

and to re-experience them for onese'lf According to Salovey and Mayer 

(1997:79), empathy is a central characteristic of intelligent behaviour, whic 

includes appraising and expressing emotions, and act~ng and communicating 

positively upon this internal experience. 

II_ e essence of empathy is not to agree with someone: it is the ab"lity to 

understand others emotionailly and wntellectually. Empathy towards others 

builds self-awareness. The more open peopl:e are to their own emotions, the 

more skilled they will be in understanding others' feelings. lin the context of 
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understanding the emotional I,ves of others, Radford (2003:259) reiterates 

that the abilrty to empathlize has been seen as a way of accessing the inner 

thoughts and feeling, of projecting into their mind and feeling the;ir feelings, 

and thinking their thoughts. It is a kind of proact,ive, symoathetic form of 

nderstand.ing. 

Hoffman (as quoted by Bear et al., 2005;182) defines empathy as the abi1itv 10 

feel or experience the same or similar emotion as another person. The author 

continues to say that the experience of empathy requires cognitive as we'lli as 

affective abilities, including the ability to recogn~ze emotional cues in others, 

the ability to assume the perspective of others and the ability to share in the 

emohons of others. 

Weare (2000:82) states that it is essential IMat educators have a high degree 

of awareness of thei'r own feelings, including accept1ing their own darker side. 

AcknowtedgNng this sid,e of themselves they do not like much. helps reduce 

their own iUdgementalism and increase their empathy with oth.ers. 

he author reiterates that learners and educators need to feel that tney are as 

permR1:ed and encoUfagred to talk about their feelings as they are about their 

knowledge, skills or understanding. This helps learners to internahze their 

learning and to make it relevant and meaningful to their everyday concerns 

(yVeare. 2000:82). 

2.6 EMOTIONAL. LEADERSHIp· E SCHOOL CONTEXT 

According to Hartel et al. (2005:319'), various theories ot leadershio have 

comoorlents that are linked to the disp'ay and marlagement of emotions. The 

authors refer to Bale's early studies of group interactions (Bales, 1950; Bales 

& Slater, 1955} who identified two emergent leaders within the group; one was 

Iimar~ly task-focused and the other was primarily socio-emotiollally focused. 

Trait-based theories of leadership include traits such as emotional balance, 

intenpersonal skills, social nearness and maintenance of group cohesion, aU of 

which have a socio-emotional component. The emoti.onal aspect of 

leadership in the trait~based research oft.en focuses on the promotion of 
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posirtive feelings and cohesion within the group, and the control of tille 

expression of negative fee~lngs. As such, lhe leadership trait literature raises 

the issue of tille management of group emotions by examining how leader 

personamy traits influence the expression of emotion within groups (Hartel et 

al..2005:315-316). 

The chaUenge for the successful principal, Herskovits (2004:15) says, is to 

recognize the situational demands and react appropriate'ly, this ability being a 

arge component of EI. Those with high Ell are more likely to recognize the 

li,kely implications of their behaviours and alter these accordingly, and display 

more flexibility, adjusting their emotions, thoughts and behaviours to changing 

situations. Conversely, those with a low EI are more likely to adhere to their 

preferred leadership style, regardless of drRfering! circumstances, unable to 

understand the inappropriateness of their natural style across situatlons. 

According to Loughridge and Tarantino (2005:4), the culture of a school nas a 

drrect impact on the success or failure of the lmp~ementation of a reform 

initiative and the principal will have little success unless he/she has tlle skills 

to shape that culture to encourage people to change their behaviour. 

According to Preedy, Glatl:er and Wise (2003:96), culture describes how 

things are and acts as a screen or lens through which the world is viewed. 

he authors identify four aspects by which school culture is influenced, 

namely that a schoolis culture is shaped by its history, context and ~Ile people 

in it; it is further influenced by the school's external context; locally, a school's 

community. including the pupils' parents, may hav8' their own conceptions of 

what a real school is and lastly it is influenced by the learners at the school 

and their social class background (Preedy et al., 2003:96). 

Loughridge and Tarantino (2005:10) contend that if the change effort is ~o be 

succesSful, cultural norms that support the change effort must be in place. 

The auUlOrs identi1y four norms as critical to the success of the change effort. 

These norms are now briefly outlined below7 

•	 A norm of protecting what is important, which ,is a direct result of having a 

vision of what is important, shamd by staff, learners, and the COmmUrllty; 
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•	 a school's continuous critical ,inquiry of its strengths and weaknesses as a 

basis of reform, as weill as a wilUngness to continually adapt, experiment 

and reinvent it; 

•	 continuous improvement within thle school that ensures access to 

information, resources and technical support to address any problems or 

challenges 1hat arise; and 

•	 active partilcipation in the decis;ron-making process by those who are 

directly and indirect'y affected by the reform effort (Loughridge & 

Tarantino, 2005:110). 

Understanding the schooil's cultur,eis an essential: prerequisite for any internal 

or external change agent The role of leadership in relation to school culture 

is central. Schein and Nias et al. (as quoted by Preedy et al., 2003:105), 

desoribe principals at schools as culture founders whose contribution or 

responsibl'ity is that of changing the school culture through the installjration of 

new values and beliefs. 

Radford (2003:257) contends that, in order to understand the emotions, it is 

ecessary to look outwards to the social and physical environmenm and the 

behaviours in which those emotions are occurring. 

According to Morrison (2002:77), effective I,eadership, devolved from human 

relations in compleXity theory. reqUires EI. Goleman provides an analysis of 

leadership which catches the peopte-centredness and emphasis 0 

interpersonal :relationships and new forms of democratic and distributed 

leadership, within the complex organizations. He recognises that much of the 

leadership agenda concerns establishing the appropriate ethos and climate of 

the orglanizatiotl (Ibid.). 

Palmer et al. (as quoted by Man_son, 2002:77), holds the view that effective 

leadership for developing strong relations and connectedness and to facillitate 

communication for emerging self-organization, reqUires considerable EI and 

Goleman's notion of 'El' permeates his view of effective leadership. 
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2.6.1 Toward a more emotionally Intelligent school culture 

According to Diggins (as quoted by Col'eman & Earley, 2005:245), effective 

leaders mor'8 than anyone else, determine the culture of their organization oy 

their behaviour, for example by constantly questioning the status quo to find 

better ways of achieving goals, creat,ng environments where positive results 

and credits are Wiidely dispersed; evaluating and affirming people; thinkinQi 

positively and realizing that every problem presents a learning opportun~ty; 

and seeking to integrate the best ideas In the task of building people and tne 

organization. 

According to Albrec:ht (2006:205), managers tend to ignore or diminish the 

importance of ritual, ceremony and celebration in their task, Both national

cunura~ rituals and ceremoniHs, as well as idiosyncratic organizational ritual 

and ceremonies help shape the unique culture of any enterprise. As a 

manifestation of organizational social intelligence, virtually all strong culture 

organizations have highly developed' habit patterns that rituabze important 

experiences, ceremonialize important changes and transitions and celebrate 

success. 

Sterling and Davidoff {2000:63) see organizational cul~l.Ue as an unseen 

network of feelings, attitudes and behavioulls which influence how people 

think about the school and how they act within it. The school's organizational 

culture is created and changed by the peop~e who work within it through the:ir 

feelings, attitudes and belIefs. The task as reader, the authors state, is to 

assist staff members to have the experience of becoming aware of their 

unconscious feelings and attitudes about the school. When these hidden or 

'nvisible influences at the school be,come consoious and visible, the leader 

can work together wrth educators to transform difficun feetings and attitudes 

into more creative ones. 

In the creation of a positive learning environment, Middlewood, Parker an 

Beere (2005:76) argue for: 

providing resources for formal and informalleaming; 
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•	 creating an interactive website and Intranet that can be used as a learning 

tool for educators as well as learners; 

..	 naving a learning notice-board and newsletter to share good practice 

.nformally; 

•	 ensuring that staff training events are at quality venues with a hig 

standard of refreshments and resources to make staff feel training is 

valued; 

•	 encouraOing an ong;oing informal debate about learning in open-door 

staffrooms and cIIassrooms: and 

expressing clearly the values of life-long learning. 

According to Gherniss and Goleman (2001 :41), the benefits of an 

nderstanding and empathic school leader are reflected in the educator

learner rell,ationshiDs. In a study conducted by lees and Barnard (1999) tile 

aut.hors state that the climates of indiviidual classrooms were studied, 

concluding that educators who are more aware of how learners fee~ in the 

classroom are better able to desig.n a learning env~lmnment that suits learners 

and better able to guide them toward success. Educators who have a leader 

who has created a positive schOOl climate will be better equipped to achieve 

the same in their own classroom;:... 

alpin (as quoted by Morrison, 2002, 82) uses ~he concept of organizational 

climate to refer to those types of organizations where change is more or less 

likely to occur. He suggests that if the climate [S not propitious for change, 

then change is unlikely to be successful. He sets out six climates on a 

oontinuum from ooenness to closure, arguing that the more open the climate 

"s, the more conducive ill is to change. Here the distilnguishing features are 

high morale, openness, cooperation, the minimum of bureaucracy and 

reooras, high ~ob satisfaction and motivation, mutual respect for all employees 

and a feeling of genuineness (Morrison, 2002: 82-83). 
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O'Brien et at. (2003:33-34) advocate an approach that understands that what 

the best !Ieaders can do for leamers - academically, socially and emoti.ona*ly

is to support tlleir ~u~1 growth and! development. In creating knowledgeable, 

responsible, healthy and caring learners, it requires resourceful, emotronaUy 

intelligent leaders who have a vision of what they want to accomplish for 21 st 

century education. This caNs for strong, informed v~sionary leadersnip. 

2.6.2 Creatilng an emotionally safe school 

Bluestein (2001 :9) uses the term emotional safety to refer to a classroom or 

school env~ronment1n which learners can experience all of the following: 

•	 a sense of belonging, of being welcomed and valued; being treated with 

respect and dignity; acceptance; 

•	 the freedom to not be good at a particulHr skill, make mistakes, forget, or 

need additional oractice and still be treated respectfully and with 

acceptance; 

•	 encouragement and success; recognition, instruction, guidance and 

resources according to need and regardless of need; 

•	 havlina one's own unrque talents, sk'illls and qualities vailued, recognized 

and acknowledged; 

•	 understanding and clarity, pilledictability; freedom from arbitrary, 

indiscriminate and unexpected punlshment and react!ivity; 

•	 'he "freedom from harassment, intimida.tion, name-catling. ridicule, teasing 

criticism and threat of physical harm from adults or peers; 

•	 the tlleedom to make choices and influence one's own learning, pursue 

personal interests and control V8i!lious factors in the process of fearning; 

•	 the freedom from prejudice, judgement and disC!rimination based on 

physical characteristics and general appearance, religious, racial or 

cultural background: sexual orientatfon; 
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•	 the freedom from pre~udice, judgement and discrimination based on 

academic, athletic, creative or social capabilities, modality or learning 

style preferences, temperament, hemispheric dominance or similar 

profi'es; and 

•	 the freedom to have one's own feelings and opinions without fear or 

recriminatio•.. 

Loader and Beatty (as quoted by Morrison, 2002:78) suggest that a leader's 

EI concerns the ability to foster a safe environment at schoolls and to p 

emntions on the agenda of schools. Beatty sees emotions as playing a 

significant role in the emergent co-construction of mean~ng at schools. In her 

view, emotions should not be marginalized to the periphery of leadership, 

never to be displayed and always to be denied. Rather, ttley are ceilltral at 

schools and in school feadership (Morrrison, 2002: 78). 

2..7 THE EM,OTIONALlY INTELLIGENT SCHOOL 

Oreating an emotionalJy intemgen1 and emotional]y literate schoo:J environmen 

is vital for learning to take place as the learner needs to feel comfortable and 

physically and emotionally safe atthe school 0Neare, 2004:124). 

Weare (2000:83) states tha~ for the school, ethos to support work on emotionall 

health. the schools, classrooms and staffrooms generally need to become 

more comfortab.e with discussing feelingis and emot,ions. 

2.7.1 EI and the structure of learning 

MiddlewQodT Parker and Beere (2005 :380) argue for schools with learning at 

the centre, with the best learning experiences starting where the learner is 

not where~he educator is. The authors state that ,leaders of 21 st century 

schools will need to have the will and the expertise to recognize, cultivate and 

encourage effective learning. 

Coleman and Earley (2005 :215) are of the opinion Ihat in every context, the 

nature and the pace of change means that learners need to focus more on 

how they learn with others and to be strategic about their learning. The 
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authors state further that effective learners have gained understanding of the 

individual and social processes necessary to learn how to learn. Effective 

learning includes a vital ingred ient of Ilearnjng about ~earning or what they term 

meta-le.arning. An effective learner needs an appropriate context which 

encourages actiVity, collaboration, learner respons1ibility and opportull1ities for 

reflectina and monitoring their learning. 

MacGUchrist et al. (2004:49) assert that the primary task of the school is that 

of enhanoino and enrichingl learning,. The authors reiterate that Ilearning is not 

omy an intellectual process, but it criticaHy involves the deve,!opment of 

personal, emotional and social skililis and its success depends on the feHI;jngs, 

motivation and confidence of the learner. 

When leaders lead for effective learning, qualities such as drive" provision of 

clear direction and the abmty to enthuse others are not as significant for 

improvil1g learning as support, care, trust, participation, factllitation and whole 

school consensus (Col:eman & Earley, 2005:219). 

he concept of leadership is used less frequently today. The move away from 

management and towa'llds seeing leadership as the key factor underpinning 

school success was fully realised when in November 2000 the National 

College for School Leadership was established with the explicit aim of 

transforming leadership at English schools. Learn;ng-centred leadership is a 

form of leadership with less focus on the leader, an inclusive Ileadership and 

one that '50 distributed throughout the school. It j,s about learning - learner, 

adult, organisational learning and leadership networks - and teaching (Earley 

& Weindling, 2004:14). 

Learning 's an emotional process. Sharp and Faupel (as quoted by Weare, 

2004: 14) found that the school Is a workplace Where educators as leaders can 

benefit from working on the.ir own emotional literacy, which has shown to 

enable tihem to rela~e more effec1ivelyto chitdren, manage the c1assrooi 

better and teach more effective,y. 
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2.7.2 Emotional literacy and em,otionaUy literate schools 

Emotional literacy, according to Brearley (2001: 1), allmr,.:s a person to desc":6e 

and understand his/her emot,ions and those of ot~:ers. 

Antidote (2003:2) identifies the four benefits of practising emotional literacy as 

improved emotional understanding, communicative abUity that creates a 

sense of common direction and emotional wen-being in relationships which 

ultimately leads to richer experiences of learning. 

Antidote (2003:2) reiterates that schools need to ma:><'imise the opportunities 

for educators and learners to reflect together on what is happeningl 

emobonally in their current teaching and learning relationships and to build 

such opportunities into eve~'Y aspect of school lite. 

Weare (2004: 135) argues that the prmncipal plays an essentiall role in the 

development of an emotionaUy literate school. Tille author holds the view that 

a proactive concern needs to come right from the top and it needs to 

permeate into every aspect of school I'ife and learning. It is a two-way 

reiationship: effective leadership requires high levels of emotional literacy, 

while effective leadell"Shin in turn helps create emotionallkeracy. 

MacGilchrist et a/. (2004:132) posit ttlat the intelligent school recognises that 

devetoping emotional literacy is helping learners to learn the essential lessons 

fOlr l'ife. For the learner it plays a key ro~e ,in becoming an educated perso,,,. 

This implies an expanded mandate for schools in the sense that the leaders 

need to go beyond theilrtraditional mi'ssion and peoptH in the community need 

to become more ~nvolved with schools. 

2.7.2.1 The ambitions, ,of an emotionallv literate schoo 

Antidote (2003:3) further stresses the following characterisbcs of a school that 

seeks to foster emotional literacy: 
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Young people 

•	 are given opportunities to explore the emotions they are experiencing at 

school; 

•	 are engaged in activ,ely build~ng collaborative re~ationships with their peers; 

•	 have people they can talk to when they are in distress or find themselves 

caught up in confncts with others; and 

•	 are encouraged to be open with their educators about how they 

experience lessons and other aspects of school life. 

Educators and other staff 

•	 ave a sense of shared responsibillity for supporting and learning from one 

another; 

•	 feel free to use their creativity in leaching their learners; 

•	 are encouraged to bringing their personall as well:! as their professional 

selves into the classroom; and 

•	 have opportundies to explore with coi/leagues any difficult and con~using 

experiences they have in 'their relationships with young people. 

arents 

•	 are wetcomed as participants in school life and the education of their 

cni,ldren; 

•	 are offered opportunities to share any probCems they have in helping their 

children learn and develop; an 

•	 can air and work to resolve any conflicts they have with the school, 
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Staff, p'arents and yo'Ung people 

•	 are valued for the whole of who they are, rather Ulan simply for the 

contributions they make to particular aspects of school life; and 

•	 are given reasons to believe that they have a real role to play ~n shaping 

how the school is fun. 

By pursuing tlhese amblti'ons, the school seeks to ensure that staff and 

studefits feell safe so that they can communicate what they think and feel to 

others, that they are clear about what they are th~nking> feeLing, and doing, that 

they are accepted for who they are and that they are competent and confident 

that they are doing well, learning, growing and able to achieve (Antidote, 

2003:3). 

2.7.2.2 e qualities of an emotionaUy Ute,rale schoot 

According to Antidlote (2003:83-84), an emotionally literate school works to 

realize the foUowing six core values: 

Safety 

here is a commitment to provlliding sufficient emotional security to eilable 

people to engage with what they are feeling. 

Openness 

There is a commitment to openness and honesty in all areas of school life. 

Compassion 

There is a commitment to taking a genuine ~nterest in the experiences of 

others and supporting them to become who they are. 

Connection 

There is a commitment to bringing people together so that they may know and 

learn from one another 
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Reflection 

There is a commitment to taking the t1me to deepen people's understanding of 

one anoth8l" and of what is happening in the organization. 

Growth- orientation 

There is a commitme actively enab~ing everyone to achieve their potential 

ana to flourist.. 

If emotional literacy ~s to flourish at a school, its staff, learners and parents 

need to know that they can influence the actions and decisions that are being 

taken to improve the quality of teaching andllearning at the school (Antidote, 

2003:87). 

According to M6Uer (2002:262). haVing the skill of emotional literacy is as 

important as having other life skills such as reading and wfirting.. The author 

cites Goleman (1996) who identified the five personal,ty traits that need to be 

developed to enhance personal leadership capabiUrties. 

Toe focus win now tum to these firve personality traits. 

2.7.2.2.1 Developing emotional self-awareness 

Stein and Book (2.001 :53) define emotional self-awareness as the ability to 

recognise your feeUnas and to differentiate between them so as to know what 

you are feeling and why, and to know what caused the feelings. 

The au~hors state further that emotional self-awareness is the foundation on 

which most of the other elements of EI are bud1:, the necessary first step 

toward exploring and coming to understand yourself and toward change. 

Individuals with a strong sense of self-awareness recognise when they feel 

out of sorts, irritable, sad or seduct]ve and perceive how these feelings alter 

their behaviour in a way that may alienate others (Stein & Brook, 2001 :55). 

Moller (2002:262) states that improvement in recognizing and naming one's 

emotions, being able to understand the causes of feelings better and 
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recognizing the difference between feerinos and action is the essence of 

emotional self-awareness. 

2.7.2.2.2 anaaing emotions 

Managing emotions implies the ability to tol'erate frustration and good anger 

management, engaging ,in fewer fights and classroom disruptions, haVing tne 

ability to express anger appropriate:liy without fighting and foster,ing more 

positive feelings about selfj school and family ,(Moller, 2002:262). 

Blankstein (2003:54) provides four necessary steps in helping learners to 

;u ,derstand and manage their emotions, namely identifying and 

acknowledging f,eehngs (physical and emotional signs), determining emotional 

triggers, staying calm and ref:lecting (debriefing after an emot,i:onat outburst). 

2.7.2.2.3 Showing empathy: readin'9 emotions 

According to M6fler (2002:262), empathy signifies the ability to listen better to 

others and to take another person's perspective into account. 

ylwester (2003:44) says ~hat empathy involves the ability to empathize with a 

sharino, caring and hopeful sense of how the other person feels about 

something. Empathy is an important social trait In that it ,leads to ethical and 

altruistic behaviours. Helpful aotivlties are those that encourage constant 

open (Jiscussion of how things are going 10 help learners tune into one 

another (to develop useful listening, looking and responding slkHls 01 

converstati1on) . 

Stein and Book (2001: 111) define empathy as the ability to be aware of, to 

understand and to appreciate the fe'8~jngs and 'thoughts of others. Empathy iiS 

being sensitive to what, how and why people feel and think the way they do. 

Being empathic means be~ng able to emotionally read other people (cf. 8.4.2). 

Albrecht (2006: 157) suggests a few practical ideas to increase skills in the 

dim,ension of building empathy. These include the following aspects: 
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•	 Study a person who seems unable to connect with others easily and make 

a list of specific behaviours observed that alienate others. 

•	 Study a person who seems to connect wmtll others easily, make a list of 

specific behaviours observed that seem to attract others and invtte them to 

connect on a personal level. 

•	 It an argument is witnessed (between two or more people) or participated 

. ,make a list afterward of the toxjc, empathy-destroying things any of me 

participants said or did that might have aggravated the situation or made it 

more difficult to resolve. 

•	 If a ol'ose friendship is shared with a person, offer to make a deal with that 

person 10 use the four minute rule every time you meet for the next week. 

Spend the first one to four minutes talking only about one another and not 

doing any of the day's business until you have re-established your 

personal bond (Albrecht, 2006: 157). 

AccordinQ to Du Plessis, E~off and Bouwer (2002:217), empathy involves an 

understam1ing of someone else's behaviour and feelings, looking at a 

situation from hIs/her frame of reference. Before empathy can be achieved, 

good attending, listening and understanding must take place. It entails 

understanding a person in context. That is, understanding tIle person's frame 

of reference, even though you do not necessar.ly agree with it or the 

message. 

2.7.2.2.4 HandUng relat.onshlps 

The ability to handle relat~onships is ol1e where the individual is more sought 

out Oy peers, more concerned and considerate, is more sharing and co

operative toward others and is more democratic in dealing with others ('Moller, 

2002:262). 
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2.7.2.2.5 Harnessing emotions pfoductively 

Emotions motivate our behaviour in ways that are beneficia! and ,helpful to us. 

MoUer (2002~262-263) reiterates this by sta~ing 1hat it makes the individual 

more responsible, more self-controlled and less impulsive. 

Blankstein (2003:55) reiterates that emotions can be tapped to enhance 

learning. The author cites schools in Piscatawa.y, New Jersey that integrate 

emotions into the curriculum, by asking Ilearners in "their social studies class to 

~magine themselves as part of the culture of stUdying. The .Iearners are tnen 

asked to deduce the reasons for various behav\ours of tt:at culture based 0 

how they woul!d feell and respond in that time and setting. 

2.7.3 Emotionally I,iterale leaders 

Goleman et al. (2002:5) state that the emotional task of the leader is primal in 

the sense that it is both the original and the most important aspect of 

leadership, 

According to Fineman (2003:79), followers are stirred by the leader's passio 

about wdeals, visions or images and showing jUs~ the right emotions at the right 

times. The author refers to this as charismatic leadershiip which underpins 

transformational or servant leaders in organizations, who aim to alter the 

moods and desires of their subordinates towards devot,ion, piety, love, 

exuberance or excitement. The charismatic leader has a Irich feeling f~eld j" 

Which to operate and are said to inspire their followers to transcend their own 

self-interests for the good of the organization (Fineman, 2003:79). 

Leaders in learning communities promote a strong sense of shared vision for 

the ruture, they lead 1earning, by being seen to be learning with everyone 

else, they share and distribute leadership and empower others, and 

cont'inuous improvement ,is built into the fabric of the organIzation. 

Collaboration and collegiality are seen as contributing significantly to both 

individual and organizational development. Collegiality can help to develop 

an emotionaHy supportiv,e worik enviJonment, one that truly engenders 

significant professional development {Earley & Weind~jng, 2004: 180-'181i 
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Moss (2005:7) states that emotionally hterate leaders possess and share a 

vision of the ideal workplace. They communicate their vision and success, 

and by doing so, they inspire others to collaborate with them in making the 

vision a reaHty. They are planners, developers and motivational managers. 

Goleman (19'98:187) found in his analysis of myriad jobs, that emotional 

competence makes up about two thir'ds of the ingred,j,ents of star performance 

in general, but for outstanding leaders emoHonal competencies - as opposed 

to technical or cogni1tive cues - make up 80 to 100 percent of those listed by 

companies themse'llves as crucial tor success. 

When leaders drive emotions oositively, they bring out the best in people. 

Goleman et al. (2002:248) refer to these leaders as resonant leaders, who 

know when to be collaborahve and v,sionary; they "atumlly mJl1ure 

relationships and create the human synergies of a group in harmony. They 

build a fierce loyalty by carin9' about the careers of those who work for ther~ 

and inspire peopte to give their best for a mission tlhat speaks of shared 

values. 

2.7.3.1 Seven characteristics of emotionally intelligent leade'rs 

McBride and Maitland (2002:198) remark that leadership competence in EI i 

important and identify the seven characteristics of emotionally intelligent 

leaders as fomlows: 

'"	 They have greater iflex,bility and crea1ivit.y 

•	 They are committed to continuing professional development 

•	 They empower others at every opportunity 

They treat people equally and fairly 

They are optimistic and concentrate on solutions rather than proble 

•	 They are aware of and involve themselves in current issues while actively 

pursuinCll their own interests 
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II 

ill	 They are aware of their emotional needs and get help in the most 

appropriate way for every situation. 

Mathew Jeucheter, chairman of the American Society for Training and 

Deve'opmenl, according to Goleman (1998: 187), holds the view tha.t almost 

ailleadiership is IE~, especially in distinguishing between what managers do 

and what leaders do: thinas hke taking a stand, knowitlg what's important to 

you, pursuing your goals in partnership with others. 

According to Moss (2005:41}, leaders in our day and age need lEI skills such 

as the following nine: 

•	 The abifity to grapple with the unk n and 'its ensuing emotional issues in 

our current age 

•	 The constantty changingl work environment and our emotional response to 

it being perpetuaJly changed by technology 

leadership that becomes more influenced by emotion in the face of 

difficult decisions 

•	 Staff interactions with stlldents who become more infWuenced by emotion in 

the face of difficuft decisions 

•	 Advances in technology and medicfne that result in ethica~ problems that 

may have emotionall imDlications 

Elements of emotional awareness, included in issues that used to be more 

pure'v soientifi 

•	 Situations call on leaders to use their emotions to support" not hinder, their 

criticatthinking ability 

•	 Having a pro-active understanding of emotions and how they develop and 

interact can prevent crises and undesirable outcomes 

•	 The need to make critical decisions, heightening the advantages of 

regulating and managing emotions in a cn[tical time of change 
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Mayer and Salovey (as Quoted by Morrison, 2002:78) see the emotionalily 

intemgent person as being skilled in identifying, understanding, using and 

regulating emotions. They suggest that El includes self-awareness, managing 

emotions, motivating oneself (channelUng emotions 6nto reaching a goal, self

control, delayed gratifiication), empa~hy and effectiveness in handling 

relationships. This links dearly with the definitJi-on of EI supplied by Goleman 

(cf. 2.4.2) who highlights these aspects as the core characteristics of EI. 

Goleman et al. {2002:24B) state that an emotionally intelligent leader uses 

each of these skills at the right time in the right way and with the right Iperson. 

Such leadership, the authors state, creates a climate of enthusiasm and 

flexibility, one where people feel invded to be at their most innovative, where 

they g,irve their best. These leaders arelhen more connected to people, they 

exude resonance: a ,genuine passion for their mission, and that passion is 

contagious. Their enthusiasm and excitement spread spontaneously, 

invioorating those they lead (Goleman et al., 2002:248). 

2.7.3.2 Cultivating posUlve emotions in learners 

According to Sylwester (2003:38), emotion is a general term for a complex, 

ritically important, three-part arousal system that unconsdously interprets 

and evaluates sensory information, thus alerting us to current and potentia 

dangers and opportunities -that reach our emotional thr'eshold. 

Robert Plutchik (as quoted by Coon, 2005:360) has identified eight plimary 

emotions. These are fear, surprise, sadness, disgust, anger, anticipation, joy 

and trust, each varying mn intensijy. These primary emotions can further be 

distinguished as positive and negative emotions. Positive emotions, 

according to Bear et at. (2005:175) J are those that educators desire to develop 

among learners: happiness, p'I,ide, joy, excitement, compassion, gramUd~, 

optimism, serenity, forgiveness and interest. When people feel positive 

emotions. Caproni (2005: 13,) states, they tend to think more broadly and 

creative~y, seek out new information and experiences, behave more flex,ibly. 

and have more confidence irJ their own abilities and the abiltties of others, 
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build trust and respect, persist more, get over bad experiences and emotions 

more quickly, and give and get more social support. 

Research links po'Sftive emotions to pro-social behaviour, motivation, 

popularity among peers, high self-esteem, and greater tolerance for frustratio 

(Bear et a/., 2005:175). In contrast to positive emotions, negative emotions 

are those that educators tend to discourage in learners, or try not to induce: 

anger, fear, jealousy, contempt, and disgust. Among the negative emotions, it 

is anger and fear that are most relevant to olassroom behaviour. 

According to Sergiovanni (2005 :8}, the key to successful sohoolfng is building 

a covenant compristng purposes and beliefs that bond people together around 

common themes and that provide them with a sense of What is ,important, a 

signal, of what is of value. A covenant, Sergiovanni states, is a binding and 

sollemn agreement by plincipals, educators, parents and learners to honour 

certain values, goalls and beill,iefs; to make certain commitments to one 

another; and to do or keep from doing specific things. 

Weare (2004:96) reiterates that schools need to meet the basic emotional 

--,eeds of 1he learner, paying positive attention to and respecting their learners' 

basic survival needs, such as the need to have their own bel~ongings and 

space respected, the need for attention and the need to be part of a group, 

and ensure {hat these needs are met in ways that are positive and productive, 

rather than harmful. To ensure that learners respond to an experience, to 

remember it and to change as a result of it. educators need to make the 

learning personally compelling, emotionally deeply felt and vividly real 0/V,eare, 

2004;96). 

The word emotion means to move and emotions do indeed move us. 

Reuven-Bar-On and Parker (2000:295) see intelligence, emotion and 

creativity as fmming a trinity and to appreoiate this trinity fully they say, 

emotions should be seen as social and individual constructions that develop 

over time and not simpfy as automatic reactiolls that are distinct from a 

lL.i,gher' thought process. Emotions are linked to several adaptive behaviours 

such as attacking, fleeing, seeking comfort, helping others, reproducing and 
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he like. Such behaviours help us to ad~ust to changing conditions (Plutchik, 

as quoted by Coon, 2003:359). 

According to Caruso and Salovey (2004:58), emotions convey meaning and if 

people wish to be understood, they must have a sophisticated emotional 

knowledge base. On emotion, Cooper and Sawaf (1997:xiii) mention that 

emotions are inherently neither posi1tive nor negative. They rather serve as the 

single, most powerful source of human energy, authenticity and drive, and can 

offer us a wellspring of in~uitive wisdom. 

Emotions spark creativity. collaboration, initiative and transformation; logical 

reasoning reins .n errant impulses and aHgns purpose with process, 

technology with touch (Coolper & Sawaf, 1997:xxxi). 

According to Brearley (2001 :43), emotions are jmpr,inted and recurring 

fe,elings sustained by a belief, as a response to which we take some form of 

action. 

Feelings, Cooper and Sawaf (1997: xiii) say, provide a person with vitali and 

potentially profitable informatron every minute of the day. This feedback 

from the heart, not the head, is what ignites creative genius, keeps you honest 

with yourself, shapes trusting rellationships, prov:ides an inner compass for a 

person's life and career, and guides the person to unexpected possibilities. 

They reiterate that the importance of distinguishing between feelings and 

emotions at schoo' is to realize how much schools do to turn the feelings 

learners have, about themselves and their learning, into beliefs and emotions 

at then dominate the learners' behavioLu. 

Sylwester (2003:40) suggests that educators can hellp learners undeill'stand 

emotion by comparing it to a biological thermostat set at a specific 

temperature. If the temperature SUddenly drops below that threshold. the 

thermostat responds by sending a message to the furnace to send more heat. 

It does not know that an open door caused the drop in temperature. 

Thermostats and emotions are simply technological and biological arousal 

systems, but it. is important for the learner to understand that arousal 
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(awareness of the problem) is the first step to the intelligent solution of a 

problem. So evellYthing begins with emotion (Sylwester, 2003:40). 

Educators and schools have both a short-term and a long-term 'impact on the 

emotions of every learner and those beh.aviour problems that are rooted 'n 

emotion can be prevented fBear et al., 2005:175). The whole learner has 

become the centre of concern, not only his/her reasoning capacities, but also 

heir creativity and emotions. Learners with positive global self-worth tend Lo 

perceive their behaviour, in general, to be consistent with their personat 

standards and the standards others they desire, emulate. Feel.ngs of 

happiness and pride characterize, jf not define, positive self-worth and 

emotional well-being. 

Positive se'lf-worth or self-esteem tends to be associated with high 

achievement motivation and overall lif,e satisfaction (Dwek, Gilman & 

Huebner, as quoted by Bear et al., 2005:177). This is done when educators 

aadress classroom and school factors that linfluence whether their learners 

feel' angry, fearful, happ,y or proud about or respons1ible for their behaviour. 

The authors outline three educational goals for educators for developing 

learners' emotions: 

Develop positive emotions, especially those related to positive self-worth. 

•	 Develop moral emotions, especi.al~y those associated with caring and 

responsibility . 

•	 Develop self-regulation and coping skilJls (Dwek et al., as quoted by i1jear 

et ai., 2005:177). 

Develop positive emotions, especially those related to positive self-worth 

Feelings of happiness and pride ch.aracterize, if not define, positive self-worth 

and emotional welt-being. Positive setf-worth or self-esteem tends to be 

associated with hfgh achievement motivation and overalll life satisfaction 

(Dwek et al., as quoted by Bear et aI., 2005:177). 
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Conversely, 'ow self-esteem tends to be assocrated with poor achievement 

motivation and mental health problems, particularly depression. Of practical 

value to classroom educators concerned about understanding and developing 

emotions linked to self--discipline,it is important to note that happiness and 

pride and thus, positive se,lf-worth and emotional wen-being, tend to develop 

among students who (1) perceive the'ir behavioural conduct favourably and (2) 

perceive others as valuable sources of social supoort 

evelop moral emotions, especially those associated with caring and 

responsibility 

According to !Hoffman (as ,quoted by Bear et al., 2005:182). what is of equal jf 

not greater interest to educators is fostering emotions among learners that 

p,romote the happiness and welfare of others: emot'ions that motivate caring 

and responsible behaviour. At the core of caring and responsible behaviour 

are empathy and guilt. 

pathy is the ability '~o feel or experience the same or s~milar emotion as 

another person. The experience of empathy requires cognit1ive as well as 

affective abilities, induding the ability to recognize emotional and other clues 

in others, the ability to assume ~f1e pt8rspective of others and the abillity to 

recognize emotional cures in others, the ability to share in the emotions of 

o~hers (Hoffman, as quoted by Bear et al., 2005~182). 

GUilt is the uncomfortable fee'ing, 'Often stimulated by empathy that an 

individual experiences after Violating a personal moral standard and attributing 

responsibility or the violation to oneself. Guilt typi,cal'y occurs when students 

cause emotional or physical harm to someone else or believe that they could 

(and should have) done something to prevent such harm. Bear et 81. 

(2005: 183) warn that educators must be cautious in us,ng techniques, 

especially over time, that induce strong feelings of guilt. Educators shou~d 

also be caut!ous of inducing shame, an emotion closely related to guilt. 

Shame occurs when students believe that their behaviour fails to meet 

sta.ndards set by themselves or by others and such failure 'is perceived to 

reflect a serious deficiency in Iile self that caused others to view them 
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negati1vety. Like all other emotions, shame can serve an adaptive function. 

As with guilt, the anticipation of shame can be a powerful deterrent against 

moral transgressions (Harter, as quoted by Bear et aI., 2005:183). 

Develop self-regulation and coping skms 

According to Eisenberg and Fabes, and Lasarus and Folkma (as quoted by 

Bear et al., 2005:184), Ilearners face significant sources of stress today, 

distress over their relabonshiips with parents, siblings and friends. Irnability to 

cope with tnese conflicts renders students prone to social, emotionall and 

academic problems. Coping entails the use of strategies that alleviate stress 

by addressing either the soulrce of the stress, problem-focused coping or 

one's reacti'on to it, called emotion-focused coping. 

Probilem-focused strategies are typically enacted when students believe that 

they can modify a situation by changing some aspect of the environment. 

Because many events are beyond the learner's control, direct problem-solving 

may not always be feasib*e, so learners may need to redirect their focus to a 

control ove·r thoughts and fee~jngs. Regulation of one's cognition and 

emotions is a criUcal component of coping and has been identified as a key to 

success ;n life (Baumeister, Leith, Muraven & Bratslavsky, as quoted by Bear 

et al., 2005:184). 

The above indicates exactly what Lynn (2005.:37) reiterates, namely that EI is 

not about ext:inguishing our emotiorls as may be implied by rational: brajn 

rules. Instead it is about understanding when our emotions can help us live 

our intensions and when our emotions may be getting in the way. It is about 

changing our emotions in a fashion that works to our advantage. 

The responsive classroom, as used in a Washington DC elementary scho..... p 

involves beainning each day with warm-up exercises that ensure ~hat each 

learner 'feels connected to the others and to the educator. In doi,ng so, a 

limate :is created in which learning is associated with positive feelings, thu 

increasing motivation to learn while actually enhancing the learners' memory 

(Blankstein. 2003:55). 
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According to CalfUso and Salovey (2004:146), emotions are simply not 

businesslike in most workplace settings. This leads organizations to develop 

unwritten rules or emoti,ons: those which are okay to recognise and those 

which are not, which emotions are acceptable to express and which are not. 

They state further that to use EI successfully, depends in large measure on 

our des.ire and ability to understand ourse:lves. Asking ourselves queslllons 

about our approach to sftuations, especially powerful and meaningful 

situations, can help people obtain 'insight into their emotional style (Caruso & 

Salovey, 2004:213). 

2.7.3.3 Leadership ,competence in E 

It is the task of competent leaders to be in touch with the feelings, 

expectations and ideals of their staff so that they stay in touch with their ow 

best qualities, having self-confi'denoe and strMng toward excellence. 

Goleman et al. (2002: 217-218) are of the opiniontllat EI and resonance in 

the workplace Coreate an atmosphere where people find meaning in their 

connection and their being attuned with one another, while sharing a special 

v~sinn of who they are collectiveiy. It jls the responsibility of emotionally 

inteUigent leaders to create such resonant organizations. These leaders 

invo~ve people in discovering the truth about themselves and the organization. 

The authors' research (Goleman et aI., 2002:217~218) suggests rules of 

engagement for creating a resonant, emotional'y intelligent and eff,ective 

culture. The research produced three key findings: discovering the emotional 

reality. visualizing the ideal and sustaining ElL Each is explored in the 

following sections presented below. 

2.7.3.4 Discovering the emotional reality 

According to Goleman, Mayer and Sabvey (as quoted Iby Cherniss & 

Go'leman, 2001:137) EI involves a keen awareness of the emotional process 

and the ability to manage it effectively. Goleman et at. (2002:217). identify the 

following aspects as lessons to building an emotiooalfy intelligent 

orgar :zation. 
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Respect the group's values and the organization's integrity 

Visions chanae, but as the vision evolves, the Ileader needs to be sure that the 

sacred centre - what everyone holds as paramount -- remains intact. That is 

the f.irst cha;lIeng,e:, knowing what the sacred centre actually is - from L~e 

perspectirve of others, not just of oneself. The second challenge is seeing 

clearlly what must change, even when lit is held dear, and gHtling other people 

to see it too. H core beliefs, mindsets or cultures really need to change, 

people need to drive that change themselves. It cannot be forced, so when 

people enter into such a change process, they need to be personal'v and 

powerfully motivated - preferably by hope and a dream, not fear. A visionary 

leader can impact this process positively by honouring the feelings and beliefs 

of the people around him) whHe steadfastly demonstrating the benefit of 

moving towa'rd the dream (Goleman et al., 2002:219). 

Slow down' in order to speed up 

Goleman et al. (2002:219) state that leaders must realty be supportive and 

listen to what people have to say about the culture and emotional reality of the 

or,ganizaUon. Both the coachjng style (where a leader listens deeply to 

'ndividuats) and the democratic style (where a group in dialogue builds 

consensus) can ensure that people are brought into the changle process and 

that builds their commtlment. Emotionailly intenigent readers rely on these 

styll'8s as a way to slow things down enough to get a strong sense of exactily 

what is needed to give people the support they need in oreier to flourish. 

Start at the lop with a bottom-up strategy 

Top leadership must be committed to facing the truth about the emotional 

reality of the organi,zation, and they must be committed to creating resonance 

around a vision of the idea. A bottom-up strategy is needed as well, because 

resonance only develops when everyone is attuned to the change. 

This means engaging formal and informal leaders from allover the 

organization in conversations about what is working., what is not, and how 

exciting ~ would be if the organization could move in Ihe direction of what is 
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working. Transparent goals, an open cllang,e process, ~nvo~vement of as 

many people as possible, and modelling new behaviours provide a top-down, 

bottom-up start for resonance (Goleman et al., 2002:219-220). 

2.7.3.5 Visualiziing the ia'ea 

Look inside 

To formulate a viision that will resonate with others, leaders need to pay 

attention, startling by tuning ill to ~heir own feelings and the feelings of others. 

o do that a leader needs to see at the level of emotion, then craft a 

meaningful vision with which people can identify on a deep and persona:1 level. 

Do not align - attune 

For a vision to be compelling. tt needs to touch people's hearts. People need 

to see, feel and touch the va1lues and the vision of the organization to make 

these abstractions meaningful. 

People first, then strategy 

According to Goleman et al. (2002:220), leaders who use resonance buildh1g 

styles, modet the norms that support commitment, involvement, aC~ljve pursuit 

of the vision, and healthy, productive work reJlationships. When a 'leader 

focuses on people, emotional bonds are created that are the ground in which 

resonance is sown - and people will follow that leader in good times and bad. 

2.7.3.6 Sustaining EI 

Tum vision into action 

Goleman et al. (2002:221) posit that at every opportunity. 'leaders need to 

demonstrate what the vision looks like, what it feels like, and how people can 

"Ive today as well as in the future. They use themsefrves as instruments of 

;scovery and change, get close to the process, and do not let go until tney 

reach their goal Leaders thus lead through coaching, vision. democracy and 

respect for people around them. The calli iis on others to live UP to their own 

alues and the mission of the organization. 
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Create systems that sustain emotionally intelligent practices 

For an organization to sustain emotionally inteUigent practices, the rules, 

regulations and human resource practices have to be totally in synch with the 

desired outcomes. 

Manage the myths of leadership 

Leaders have an enormous wmpact on the overall emotions of an organization. 

Managiing the myths, the legends and the symbols of the office can be a 

powerful driver of change. By using the symbo'lic power of their role to modHI 

Ell leaders can create new, positive myths through even sma'll gestures and 

actions (Goleman et a/., 2002:222,. 

Goleman et al. (2002: 222) reiterate that it is ultimately the leader's 

responsibillity to create emotionally intellWgent org1anizations. It is up to leaders 

to help the organizaHon identify its reality, inc1uding the cultural norms that 

hinder it, to explore the ideal viSlon of what could be and to help members of 

the organization uncover their own roles in that vislion. 

ylwester (2003:43) states that Goleman and others argue persuasively that 

educational activities can enhance tile deve'iopment and maimenance of our 

overan emotional system so that it alerts us appropriately to the dangers and 

opoortunities. 

2.8 EI AND ACADEMIC SUCCESS 

According to lins et at. (2004:87), emotional abilities are likely to be imoortant 

for academic ach;evement For example, perceiving emotions may be 

important for artistic expression and wnting, as well as for iflterpret~ng 

literature and wo(ks of art. Using emotions to facilitate thinking may help 

learners to decide what activities to focus on, depending on how they feel (cf. 

8.4.6). 

The ability to manage emotions may help l-earners to handle anx,iety-arousing 

situations such as taking tests or starting creative projects. However, 
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according to the authors, there is no strong evidence linking EI and academic 

ach,ievement (Zjns et al., 2004:87). 

Being emotjona~ly competent, however, has been proven to influence 

academic success and in this regard, Anthony (2003:247) outlines seven 

habits of people with high EI. These habits include labe~ling your feelings 

rather than labelling people and situations; considering the fee,lings of others 

when you are sharing your thoug;hts; taking responsibiHty for yom own 

feelings; showing respect for other people's feelings, thoughts and opinions; 

validating other people's feelings and fears; practicing getting a positive value 

from their negative emotions; and not advisiing, commanding, contro~ling, 

criticising, judging or lecturina others. 

2.8.1 The purpos,e of Ie nig In learniing communities 

According to IEdwards (2005:102), learning purposes are in part defined by 

the nature of learning itself. Although the learning process is not usua~ly the 

way in which learning purposes are determined. it cannot be ignored because 

of its strategilc importance. 

Ordinarily, the objectives held for schooling consist of outcomes defined by 

various phi,losophical positions. One of these, essentialism, attempts to 

transmit cunura~ heritage to the next generation. A second philosophwcal, 

tradition, pragmatism, rejects the usefulness of transmitting the cultural 

heritage because the future cannot be known. Therefore adherents maintain 

there is llittle certainty that the current canon of knOWledge will be viable. It 

advocates training Ilearners to use thHif capacities and to prepare themse~ves 

with the skills required for a broad range of possible adjustments and 

adaptations. Reconstructionism points to the need for education to prepare 

learners to reconstruct society and suit it to the needs of society (Edwards, 

2005:102). 

Lumby, Middlewood and Kaabwe (2003:33) assert that a universal 

commitment to development and change cannot be assumed. Achieving 

learning may, as Garratt (as quoted by Lumby et al., 2003:33) suggests, be an 

essentially political process because be'fore any cons,deration of how learning 
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is taking place in an organizat,ion can be achieved, a sufficient number of 

people must be persuaded of the necessity of such a process. 

Southworth (as quoted by Lumby et al. ,2003:33) concludes iin his study of The 

Learning School that the principa~ is the leading learner and must establl:ish 

1he central focus on every Ilevel of learning, from that of the learners to all the 

staff. the organization and his! her own. 

Coleman and Earl!ey (2005:222) posit that the cultural context of an 

organization affects how far the organization and its leaders promote effective 

leaming. Diggins (as quoted by Coleman & Earley, 2005:245) states that 

effecHve leaders he'll determine the culture of their organization by their 

behaviour by constantly questioning the status quo to find better ways of 

achieving goals, creating environments where positive resLdts and credits are 

widely dispersed, evajuating and affirming people, thinking positively while 

realizing that every problem presents a learning opportunity and seeking to 

integrate the best ideas ,in the task of bUilding peopte in organizations. 

Leaders in learning communnies are deeply committed to maintaining, 

deve~oping and promoting ~he human capital they have and promoting a 

strong sense of a shared visIon for the future. They lead by learning. By 

being seen by everyone else to be learning, they share and distribute 

Ileadership and empower others, wh~ie coHaboration and continuous 

improvement is built into the fabrjlc of their organisation (Coleman & Earley, 

2005:245), 

"oloi (2002:27) states that for learning organizations to thrive reauires 

understanding, knowledge, preparation and collaboration rather than re.lianoe 

on the princ&pal. For educators to survive in a highJy competitive and complex 

environment requires the abilrty to anticipate envimnmental changes and 

adapt one's thinking and actions. 
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2.8.2 Three models of I,earnlng 

Coleman and Ealiley ,(2005:223) state that these models help leaders 

understand how learning occurs and that the leader's view of learnina will 

influence the ways in which he/she carr,ies out his/her leaders!":'J role. 

2.8.2.1 The learner as receiver 

Coleman and Earley (2005:213) deSCribe this model as one in which the 

learner is a passive recipien~ of knowledge where essential skills are 

empnasized while emotlional and social aspects of learning are not addressed. 

•	 focus on educators more than learners; 

•	 talk about learning in ways that conflate learning with teaching and wit!, 

performance; 

•	 view the curricu'um as a body of knowmedge; 

•	 val:ue concrete products which are easily measurabwe; 

favour models of assessment which are timed, summative performances; 

and 

•	 de-emphasise learning (Coleman & Earley, 2005:222), 

2.8.2.2 The learner as constructor of knowledge 

his model, Coleman and Earley (2005:2'13) maintain that the learner 

actively constructs knowledge through such activities as d~scussim '" 

discovery, learning, open-ended questioning, usually related to the,ir everyday 

experiences. 

According to Coleman and Earley (2005:222-223) leaders who see learning 

from this perspective are Ukely to: 

•	 iOCUS on the way people make sense of tl1leir experiences; 

•	 view curriculum as addressing thought-demanding questions; 
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• value processes which make learningl visible; 

• favour models of assessment wh.ch ask people to explain to one another; 

• promote people known as learners; an 

• support an encouraging environment (Coleman & Earley, 2005:222-223). 

2.8.2.3 e learner as collaborator 

he essential features of this model are that it mlies on dialogue and that the 

responsibility for learning shifts from indiv~dua's to emphasize collaboration in 

the construction of knowledgH (Coleman & Ear~ey, 2005:214). 

Leaders who view learnioa from this perspective are likely to (Coleman & 

Earley, 2005:223): 

• focus on social and collaborative processes; 

• view curricu'um as a pll'Ocess O'f building knowledge; 

• view learning as a process of action and dialogue; 

• va.ue processes which enhance coHaborative outcomes; and 

• seeik to improve learning by ,enhanCiing collaboration enau' 

2.8.3 Th.e learning organizatio 

Pedler et aI. (as quoted by Morrison, 2002:96)" define a learning organization 

as one which not only facilitates the learning of all its parhcipants, but also 

continually transforms itse~f. 

Aocording to Ndhlovu, Bertram, Mthjyane and Avery (2005:93). learning 

organizations tend to display the following characteristics: 

A shared commitment to a common vision or mission 
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•	 Part of the mission will be very active, supportive commitment to lifelong 

learning a.nd to the school as a who,le, to equip it to become more effective 

in achieving its mission 

•	 Openness to reform within ~he school community as welill as from 

management and the education department 

•	 A flat organizational structure that is more flexible and participative than 

hierarchical 

•	 Staff may take initiatives and tend to work in teams, rather than as 

ldividualis aoing on instructions from above 

•	 Educators are not checked on ail the time, but tend to be driven by their 

own commitment to performance and to shared goals. 

For Senge (as Qluoted by Morrison, 2002:99), the Ilearning organization must 

metamorphose, it must become the burtterny form the caterpillar, it must be 

g:enerative. For schools, this implies: 

•	 learning which is leamer-centred rather than educator-centred; 

encouraging diversi1y rather than homogeneity - embrac~ng multiple 

intemligences and a divers1ity of learning styles; 

•	 understanding interdependency and change rather than the memorization 

of facts and the striving after right answers; 

•	 a continuous exploration of the theories in use by all those invofved i 

education; and 

•	 a reintearation of education within the webs of social relationshios, for 

example linking families, friends and whole communities (Morrison, 

2002:99). 

Flanagan (1998: 19) expfains that learning arways involves a change between 

the person who is learning and other people or things. This c1hange can be 
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brought about by a learner's experience or by a learner's interaction with 

his/her environment. 

The author '(Flanagan, 1998:19) states further that the educator has a role in 

enabling or constraining the leamer's learning and proposes two theories of 

learning that provide an explanation of what changes in the ileamer, why the 

learner changes and what kinds of knowledge can be learnt and taught. Each 

~heory also gives educators ideas on how they can bring about change or 

constrain change in their leamers. Let us now br,jefly turn to a discussion on 

these theories. 

2.8.3.1 BehaviQurist theories 

According to Flanagan (1998:21), the proponents to these theories focus on 

what they can observe and believe that leaming can only take place through 

the senses. These theories also provide a focus on fhe identiilcation of the 

events which cause new ways of behaving in the learner and stress the belief 

that what is learnt is the same as what is experienced. 

2.8.3.2 Cognitive theo,rie 

ognitive theor~es, Flanagan (1998:21) states, were developed by a group of 

researchers who believe that a prerequisite to understanding learning is an 

understanding of Ihow the mind works. These theories therefore provide a 

focus on internal cognitive events (acts inside the mind) and put ~orward a 

belief that what people learn is not necessarily what they experience. This is 

because they believe that the content of the mind and the structure of a 

learner's mind change and shape how that learner understands his/he 

experiences (Flanagan, 1998:21) The challenge for educators is to become 

skiUed at using the different theories appropriately. 

Barich (2004:34) states that the truly effective educator knows how to execute 

individual behaviours with a Ilarger purpose in mind. This larger puroose 

requires Iplacing behaviours in sequences and patterns that accumulate to 

create an effect greater than can be achieved by any single behaviour or 

small set of them. This is why teachili1g involves a sense of timing and pacing 
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that cannot be conveyed by any list of behaviours. The ,interreliationship 

among these behaviours giv,ing its proper emphasis in the context of the 

classroom fS important to the effective educator (Borich, 2004:34). 

2.864 A f,ocus on academic achiev,ement 

In a project named Bridging Cultures, Trumbull, Fisch, Greenfie~d and Quiroz 

(2001.: 132) highlight that educators have a major goal of helping learners 

maximize their achievement, as well as fostering a positive relatlonsh'ip with 

their learners and parents and among learners. The educators in thlis project 

do not see these as separable e~ements; learner achievement depends on a 

sense of belonQing and well-being in the classroom (ct. 8.4.6). 

According to the authors, Bridging Cultures i's a collaborative research and 

deve;'opment project among educational researchers at WastEd (a regionail' 

educatlonall laboratory); University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA); 

California State University at Northridge; and seven elementary educators 

from s¥x publ,ic schools in three school: districts in Southern California. The 

imate 90al of the project is to he1lp educators teach their learners from 

diverse backgrounds wirth greater success (Trumbull et al., 2001 ;xvii-iii). 

Trumbull et al. (2001 :133) further propose a model (Fig .. 2.2) which highlights 

the conditions for acad:emic achievement The model depicts educators' 

jncreasedunderstanding, their change .n stance toward parents and learners 

and their resulting changes in practice - or rededication to culturally 

compatible practi.ces they are already engaged in - as establislling the 

necessary environment for learner success. 

The authors (Trumbull et aI., 2001 :133) state further that academ'c 

achievement lis only one aspect of success. Nevertheless, all learners shou~d 

be afforded the opportunity to achieve academically and when classrooms do 

not eng.ender a sense of belonging and foster learner engagement, academic 

achievement suffers. 
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Figure 2.2.: Conditi,ons for academic achievement 
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Donald et a/. (as quoted by Calitz et al., 2002:70) highlight several key 

chalilengies for leaders and managers with regard to establishing an effective 

learning envimnment for all learners. These challlenges include being 

sens'itive to internal and external forces creating barriers to learning and 

development, devel'oping personal and interpersonal skUls to deal with the 

barriers to learning and development, having the ability to balance the need to 

be task-orientated with the need to maintain good relationships and care for 

all members of the oentn~ of learning. 
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2.9 EI AND MANAGING CHANGE aN EDUCATION 

Fullao (as quo~ed by Wallace & Poddington, 2002:45) has argued that 

educational change is about individuals making sense of a new experience. 

The author states further that the negl:ect of lhe phenomenology of change

that is, how people actually experience change as distinct from how it might 

have been intended- is at the heart of the spectacular lack of success of most 

social reforms. It is a~so about understanding the big picture, because 

educational change is a socia-political process (Wallace & Pock'lmngtor 

2002:45). 

Evans (as quoted by Coleman & Earley, 2005:205) proposes that leaders in 

educatiornal institutions should omvide a servi,ce to those who are being led, 

which he terms educator-centred leadership. In this regard, the author states 

that leaders and marnagers have as much responsibility towards the staff 

whom they lead and manage as they do towards the learners within thejlf 

institution, and that responsibility extends as far as endeavourilng to meet as 

many individual needs as possible, wt~hin the confines imposed by haVing to 

consider more corporate needs (Coleman & Earley, 2005:205). 

Caruso and Salovey (2004:xvii) state that a person functioning in amorphous 

situations marked by rapid change needs to be ab'le to form strong teams 

quickly and efficiently, interact effectively with people, communicate goals 

and obtain bUy-jn from these self-directed , autonomous groups. 

In such an environment, the :leader must lead by using a set of highly 

soph.sticated skills that involve understand_ng how people think and feel. 

These skills for the emotionally inte'liligen~ manager, the authors (Caruso & 

Salovey, 2004:xvH) see as identifying emotions, using emotions, 

nderstanding emotions and managing emotions. 

2.10 SUMMARY 

According to Stein and Howard (2001 :14), EI evolved alo~g w· humankind, 

as the need to cope, to adapt and to get al!ona with others. Go'leman (as 

quoted by MacGilchrist et ai., 2004:129) describes El as t e capacity for 
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recognlssng our own feelings and those of others, for motivating ourselves and 

for managing emotions weU in ourselves and in our relaHonships. 

Goleman has identified five areas which underpin the concept of EI and il." 

many respects these provide a sound footing for understanding effective 

change leadership. The hrst area of emotiorJal intelligent leadership, Hooper 

and Potter (2000:9) declare, relates to the leaders acquiring self-knowledge. 

A key part of self-know~edge is the s'kUl of listening. Manag,ing emotions is 

the second of Goleman's EI' areas and this invoilves the skill in using 

apersonal and interpersonal intelHgence to motivate others. It focuses on 

the importance for those ,n ,leadership positlions demonstrating vision, self

belief and determination, putting the concern of others hrst and encmnag~ng 

others to persevere in the face of setbacks and frustrations. The third area, 

namely empathy and the understanding of the viewpoint of others, is crucial i 

change I'eadership. The fourth competency related to the second area of Ell is 

the harnessing of emot10ns. In all change situations, one of the most 

important aspects is managi10g human enerQiY and ensuring that everyone is 

geared towards a common aim. The fi,nal area of EI is relationship 

management which is vital for both the school and the individual (Hooper & 

Potter, 2001 :9-10). 

EI is 1hus concerned with a school's capacity to allow the feelings of both 

learners and staff to be owned, expressed and respected. Such capacity 

should extend to the parents and the community as a whole. 

The emohonaUy Uterate school recognizes that developing emotional literacy 

is helping leamers learn the essential lessons of life and it plays a key role tn 

their becoming educated persons. 

Principals should consider the dynamic process of change as a battleground 

,ere staff members go through phases and experience muUiple emotions 

and even resistance to the process. They should provide an environment that 

encourages and supports learning. build effective teams, motivate people, 

promote change and create effective ,nterpersona~ relations, relying on 

emotiO:flS as a source of inspiration. 

The next chapter will focus on the role of the educator as manager of change. 
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CHAPTER. THRE
 

THE EDUCATOR'S ROLE AS MANAGER OF CHANGE 

3.1 INTRODUCTIO 

Managing school change and Improvement is one of the most complex tasks 

of school leadershjp. It becomes necessary for school leaders to understand 

the change process in order to lead and manage change and lmorovement 

efforts effedively. Calitz et al. (2002: 17) state that leadership for change must 

integrate the drive of moral purpose wit,h ~he creation of social capital as 

evidenced in the civic capacities of educationall Ileaders and educators at all 

levels. This implies that principals and other key sc.hool leaders should help 

edueators and other stakeholders identify areas of improvement and develop 

plans to change educational activ;ities and programmes and to implement 

those plans effectively. This should be accomplished by estabHshing a clear 

educational vision and shared institutional miss!ion, and by providing high 

quality learning for allieamers. 

Relating to ~he world of the educator, what needs to be considered are their 

perspectives of this compi,ex process of educational change and its 

consequences. Coleman and Earley (2005:69) are of the view that the 

edlucational leader acts as an agent of change. The authors reiterate that 

eacn class educator as Ieader and manager of the class also acts as an agent 

at change to re-culture and restructure the experiences of his/ner learners 

towards establishing an eftect've learning environment Swart (as quoted by 

Coleman & Earley, 2005:69) states that change reqUires both indiVidual and 

organizational initiatives and it is often met with resistance and therefore 

leaders and managers on all levels must deal with change and the emotions 

wnich change evokes. In thjs regard, what is caJII'ed for is a need for a 

conception of their understarldings and perceptions, an appreciat'ion of their 

roles and experi,ences, feelings and emotions, and how these in turn may 

influence educational practice. 
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Leaders and managers need to think about the organization in a systemic 

way, that is, to look at the whole, as well as the parts and their connectiofls. 

Thinking systemically is the opposite of reductionism which is the idea that 

something is simply the sum of its parts. Learning communities look beyond 

the immediate to find oatterns over a wider spectrum or longer period of time 

and encourage feedback to identify problems and successes (Coleman & 

Earley, 2005:222). They further sU9Qiest that the developmenta~ level of the 

education system, as weU as political priorities and cultural values, are some 

of the core issues about teaching and leaming that transcend context. 

Riley (as quoted by Coleman & Earley, 2005:116) points out that successfu 

reforms depend on three interllocking el'ements, namely: 

•	 the skins, capacity and commitment of educators at school and at the local 

system level; 

he enthusi and commitment of parents, learners and educators; and 

•	 the ability of politicians to create the right legislative framework. 

Stacey (as quoted by FUllan, 1999:3) is of the opinion that rapid change is 

endemic and inevitable in post-modem society, a system which self-generates 

complex dynamics over and over and over again. He remarks further that 

most textbooks focus Iheavily on techniques and procedures for long-term 

planning, on the need for visions and mtssions, on the importance and the 

means of securing strongly shared cuUures and on ~he importar:ce of success 

with consensus, consistencYl uniformity and order. 

f reforms are to succeed, much needs to be done to reduce::he b2,~:-;ers to 

learninQi that prevent many children and young people from benefitting from 

educatio... 

lin	 the following sections, the researcher wm provide a review of the South 

Afnican schoo:ls, the rol'e of the principal and educator as managers of change 

and how to lead change effective~ at school. 
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3.2 SOUTH AFRICAN SCHOOLS IN CONTEXT 

According to Mahomed (2001 :105), a significant feature of South Africa's 

transition to democracy is the attempt to restructure its educatlon and training 

system. The author quotes Brown and Lauder who hold the view that the 

quality of a nation's education and tra~ning system is the key to future 

economic prosperity. 

Ndhlovu et at. (2005:97) find that the new vision of schools is characterized oy 

less hierarchical structures, more teamwork and commitment to ongoIng 

personal and organizational development. 

"n view of this, Fl'eisch (2002: 11) posits that the success of large scale 

eaucational change rests on what happens as policies are Interpreted and 

adlmusted by departments of education to bring about this pohticall transition. 

3.2.1 Changing the structure of education 

After decades of apartheid. South Africa experienced jubilation of its non

racial democratic elections in Aprill 1994. One of the crucial challenges that 

the country faces accmding to Lemon (as quoted by CaUtz et al., 2002:237), is 

the overhau~ of education. South Africa's new democracy is faced with the 

reconstruction, against all odds, of a society (that is parents, educators, 

earners and wider communrty) and an educahon system Ileft in rurns by 

aparthei,d. 

The promu'gation of the Schools Act (84/1996) was an important milestone jn 

tile transformation of the educat~on system in South Africa. Orig,inalty the 

main aim of the School's Act, according to Loock, Campher, Du Preez, Grobler 

and Shaba (2003:40)1 was to introduce a system that would promote 

democratic change in the communfty, integrating various and d'ive.rse school 

models into one model that should be acceptable to all and grant equal 

opportunities to all. 

Traditionally, South African schools were hierarchically structured 

organizati in which key decisions were take y peopie at the top and 
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communicated down to ordinary educators. The new vis'ion for schools is 

,characte,rjzed by fewe'r h~erarchical structures, more participative decisio'''

making,. more nexible job functions, a great deal more teamwork and 

commitment to ongoing personal and organizationat development (Ndh~ovu et 

aI., 2005:97). 

The school system in South Africa has undergone many reformative efforts. 

School-by-school reform projects were implemented in particular social and 

political contexts. 1n South Africa, the wider context was particularly important 

as the country as a whole was mn the throws of politica.l and social 

transformation. By the tate 1980's, the cycle of struggle and repression gave 

birth to a culture of resistance at schools (Fleisch, 2002~1 00). 

On the eve of the 1· 994 election, most disadvantaged secondary schools, 

particularly in urban areas, were on the brInk of collapse. Struc~ural changes 

became absolutely necessary in the process of edlucahonal reform. The main 

changles according to Donald. Lazarus and Lolwana (2002:19'} have involved 

bringing eighteen widely different education departments under one ministry 

with one policy: redressing the differences in resources and access to 

education controlled by these departments and making coherent sense of 

national education needs ~n areas such as curricula, qualification structures, 

support services and teacher education. 

he authors further state that, at the centre of transforming the process in 

education. is the need fO change the values, understanding and actions of 

'ndividual people: parents and members of the community, as well as learners 

and professional educators (Donald et aI., 2002:20). 

Inequality in society has resulted in a range of harmful psychologfcal effects 

on ina,ividuals who experienced it. In this regard. Wilkinson (as quoted by 

Fullan, 1999~8) poilllts out that social. feelings (joblessness, isolatiou, 

oppress'ion, failure, vulnerability and desperation) cause chronic stress and 

contribute to social exclusion and devaluation as human beings. Lewt., 

Samuel and Sayed (2003:130) state that feelings are subjectively experienced 

Pl1,ys,iological sensations and call be clearly distinguished from emotions. 
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Private feelings, the authors state, become emotions whenever they are 

expressed publicly. 

Kgamphe (2004:72) argues that to manage such a system requlires 

approp,r,iate legislati~on, policies and guideUnes that are transparent, as th,s 

would take us to an education system that promotes sustainable human 

deve:lopment and significanUy alleviates poverty. According to the 

Employment of Educator's Act 76 of 1998 (76/1998; hereafter Employment 

Act), the ability of our education system to compete in an increasingly global 

economy depends on OUf ability to prepare both learners and educators for 

new or changing environments. 

Of oarticular importance to this study is the need to manage the educator's 

emotional response to change, specifically curriculum change, democratic 

governance, equity al1d redress. 

Management in education should 'be able to draw on the professional 

competencies of educators, build a sense of unity of purpose and reinforce 

their beliHf that they can make a difference. For educational change to 

,appen, it will require that educators understand themselves before they can 

nderstand others (Fu'lan, 1999:117). 

Since South African education organizations and the enttre society are 

ransforming. it changes the leader's influence over others, as leaders 

understand a growing need to recoQinize educators' experience and expert,ise 

by involving them in leadership, 'taking into account educators' skills, 

knowledge and attitudes (Calitz et al., 2002:44). 

3.2.2 The complexity of the change process 

Change is all around us. Successful chan9'e initiatives in the educational 

setting depend on the skil~s, behaviour and understanding of its managers 

alld leaders. 

Theron (2002: 182) dehnes change as the struggle bet\tveen what is and what 

is desired. A planned, systematic process that takes time to come to fruitlion, 
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is affected by individuals and is a highly personal experience. The author also 

describes change as a phenomenon that affects all aspects of a person's life, 

bringing about alterations in both personal and employment soheres. 

Christie and Potterton (2002:93) present maj,or f.indings of a study in which 

they explore why certain schools succeed wilde s~milar schools - often in the 

same community - do not. The autnors identity common features of what 

hey term resilient schools (those that succeed against the odds). Most of the 

schools described stJugg~ed with problems in their environments, and almost 

all of the schools, except for the few historically white schools, were !n 

communrUes wracked by poverty and unemployment and sometimes by 

violence. Despite beinQl overwhe~med by the difficullties in ttleir environments 

and their histories, these schools were resilient. 

he authors identify the management and leadership capabilities of tile 

principals of these schools as one of the determinants for success. Their 

management styles incllude some sense of accountability to staff, tile 

importance of motivating staff and at least some degree of consLJ~tation and 

parti,cipation. All spoke of the importance of dialogue and communication wi1h 

staff as a feature of managing a functioning school (Christie & Potterton. 

2002:95). 

3.2.3 Three rnlnciptes for tile management of Change 

Accord~ng to Levin (2004:371), schools are facing important external changes. 

The author identifies these changes as; increases j:n the proportion of 

inority children at schools; changes in family structures and parental work 

patterns; changes mn labour market structures and job opportunities; changes 

the values of adolescents; changes in the legal requirements and 

constraints around education and changes in technology. 

Responding to changre is an educational task, in which schools as institutions 

neea to think through problems, analyse data, debate options and values, 

deve'lop and test strategies (leVin & Riffe!l, 2004:367). 
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n this regard, Theron (2002: 198) reflects on di.fferent authors' views on the 

skdls, personal qualities and characteristics Ulat the principal should possess 

Tn order to initiate and imp~ement change successfully: 

•	 Sound interpersonall re~ations!hips and ease ot manner 

A grounding in the ethics and philosophy of change 

• understanding of how groups function 

•	 Familiarity with adult education and with running workshops 

•	 ide teaching experience, a sound know~edge of education management 

and a good general knowledge of other disciplines 

•	 Initiative and innovative ideas 

•	 Skms in enhancing communication, trust and self-confidence 

•	 The ability to generate effective, pos~~ive relatronshfps, give support', and to 

show empathy and sensitivity 

•	 A willingness to cOllfront people where necessary without generating 

hostility 

•	 A sound understandlna of how to ha.ndle conniet and stress 

•	 A flexible and adaptable management style 

The abdity to identify his or her own and others' strengths and weaknesses 

•	 ,""vilis in planning for action and imp'ementatilon 

Wallace and PockSington (2002:58) j·dentify three sequential stages in the 

change process as follows: 

•	 Initiation is the first stage of the process lead*ng to a decision to proceed 

with a change. 
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•	 Implementation as the second stage covers the experience of attempting 

to put tine change into practice. 

•	 'l-inali!Yl the insUtutionaHzation stage refers to tile way the change becomes 

built into normal. practice and fS no longer perceived as anything new. 

Other outcomes are possible the authors state, Not the Ileast, that the 

implementation effort may be abandoned. While one stage foHows another, 

the process is not neatly linear, nor is one stage always totalty distinct fwm 

,he next (Wallace & Pocklingtoo, 2002:58). 

Gultio, Ndhlovu and Bertram (2002:87) suggest three principles for tne 

management of change. Firstly, the process of reform must always expect 

ana even encourage conflict. Wt,enever people are confronted with change. 

they need the opportunity to react, to articulate their ambivalent feenngs and 

work out their own sense of i'L. 

Secondly, the process must respect ;the autonomy of different kinds of 

experience, so that groups of people can organize their own feelings and 

responses without the intrusion of alien conceptions (however well-meaning 

these conceptions may be). Thirdly, there must be some time and patience, 

because the conflicts involve not only the accommodati,on of diverse interests, 

but also the personal realization of continuity in thle meaning of individuals' 

ives. 

.3	 CHANGE AGEM ENT COMPETENCIES IN EDUCATIO, 

Wallace and Pocklington (2002:212) contendlthat in the United Kingdom, the 

arm management has been used for several decades to include what is 

. Icreasingly being given the leadership cachet, especially by central 

government ministers and their agents. Leadership is integral to the actlivity of 

manaClling change and represents a subset of the activities that it entails. The 

contribution of leadership is in stimulating and setting the direction for change, 

gaining acceptance among users first, sustaining an overview of progress, 

and if necessary, instigatirng pre-emptive or corrective action to maintain 

momentum in the chosen direction (VVallace & Pocklingtoo, 2002:212). 
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3.3.1 Identifying change management competencies in educatjo 

Benis and Nantus (as quoted by Stuart & Pauquet, 2001 :30) define leadership 

as the competencies and processes required to enable and empower ordinary 

people to do extraordinary things in the face of adversity. It is the abillity to 

constantly deliver superior performance to the benefit of oneself and the 

organization. The above definition includes being skilled in emotional 

competencies. 

Tomlinson (2004: 126) identifies the four competencies of a true leader as 

follows: 

•	 Management of attention: tfie communication of an extraordinary focus of 

commitmen~which attracts people to the leader. 

•	 Management of meaning: the communkation of the leader's vision, 

making his/her dreams apparent to others and aligning people with them. 

•	 Management of trust: the main determinants of which are reliability and 

consistency. 

•	 Management of self: knowing one's skUls and deploying them effechvelYt 

without which leaders can do more harm thall good. 

Sterling and Davidoff (2000:27} reiterate that having leadership potential is no 

the same as a developed ability. Leadership capacity, accordingl to the 

authors, does not blossom in a ililash once the person has been appointed into 

a leadership position. Rather, becoming an effective leader requires certain 

skiliis and abilit~es and this impltes making a conscious choice to develop 

these qualities. 

3.3.1.1 Critical comnetencies. leadership skills and attributes 

Davies (2004:231) concurs that, aside from .Ieaders at schools developing 

specific skills, they should endeavour to develop a set of generic core 

competencies in the organization so that when a new cha/llenge appears, the 

school can draw on these core competencies to build its own solu~ion. Tne 
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author sites examples such as fundamenta~ understanding of learning and 

diffelrentiation, ability to work as a team in problem-solving, using performance 

data as a means of improvement, not just assessment and respecting and 

valuina students and staff (Davies, 2004:231). 

To manage changle, Winkler (2002:19) sites eight crittcal competencies 

required of leaders: 

•	 Change leadership: the ability to communicate a compelling vision of the 

comDany strategy that makes adaptive responses appear both feasible 

and desirable to its many stakeholders and also arouses their genuine 

motivation and Gommitment. 

•	 Relationship managementlhe ability to establish relationships with and 

influence complex networks of people who can be reQiarded as co-equals 

or who are internal or externat business associates. Their co-operation is 

needed for the organization to succeed. 

Team/process facilitation: Qiroup process skills needed to get diverse 

groups of people to work together effectively to achieve a common goal. 

Personal; competencies: a personality and know-how respected by top

management, sk.ills in teaching, coaching, communication and a mental 

habit of breakthrough ttlinking. 

•	 Strategic-level competencies: knowledge of the strategic ootions and 

direction and the abihty to participate in management and strategic 

visioning. 

•	 Knowledge of change methodology: understanding the techniques used in 

continuous-process improvement. 

•	 Knowledge of technol!ogy: understanding IT methods for rapid 

imp'lementation of systems. 
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•	 Cultural skills: understanding changed corporate values and how to inst' 

them, as well as understanding corporate culture issues wilen culture can 

be changed and how to change it. 

Gulrtig et al. (2002:83) mention that change initiatives do not run themselves, 

but require substantial effort to be devoted to such tasks as monitoring and 

implementation, keeping everyone informed of what is happening and ta'king 

clear cooing action. The authors highhght three essential ingredients in the 

successful management of change, as discussed below. 

In the first instance, the management of change functions at ibest when it is 

carried out by a cross-role group (consisting of educators, department heads, 

administrators and often learners and parents). mn such a group different 

worlds collide, more learning occurs and change is reaUstically managed. 

here is much eVidence, the authors (Gultig et al., 2002~83) state that steering 

a change effort in this way results in SUbstantially increased educator 

commitment. 

En the second instance, such a cross role group needs legitimacy. It needs an 

exp~icit contract, Widely understood at school, as to what k'inds of decisions it 

can make and what money can be spent (GUltig et a1. I 2002~ 83). 

n the third instance, everyone has to learn to take the inibative instead of 

complaining, to trust cotleagues, to live with ambiguity, to face the fact tha

shared decisions mean conflict. Principals have to rise above the fear of 

losing control and hone new skills such as initiating actions firmly without 

being seen as controlling, supporting others without taking over for Ulem 

(Gultig et aJ., 2002:83). 

Embarking on education reform and creahng and sustaining significant level 

of improvement, Riley (2004:293) says, are not one and the same thing .. 

School reform is about change. Change in its turn depends on Ihe will, 

capacity and actions of many players at different levels in an education 

system. The degree of alignment between any reform initiative and the 

personal goals and aspirations of individual's and organizations engage .. 

the reform process is a powerful force in school change ('Riley, 2004:293). 
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According to Daresh and Arrowsmith (2003:23), another list of critical 

leadershiD skills and attributes that woufd have an impact on learning at 

schools has been deve:lioped by the National CoWlege of School Leadership 

(NCSL) in the United Kingdom. These skills include (Daresh & Arrowsmith, 

2003:23): 

•	 creating and securing commitment to a clear vision for an effective 

instituti,on; 

•	 initiating and managing change and improvements In pursuit of strategic 

objectives; 

prioritizing, p~anning and organizing; 

•	 dIrecting and coordinating the work of others; 

•	 nuilding support and working with high performing teams; 

•	 workin,g as part of a team; 

•	 devolving responsibilities, deleg:ating tasks and monitoring practice to see 

that they are being carried out~ 

•	 setting standards and providing a role el for Ilearners and educators; 

•	 seeking advice and support when necessary; and 

•	 dealing sensirtively wUI, people and resolving conflicts. 

avis (2003: xiv) reiterates tllat being an effective leader jmpl~es knowledge 

and application of certain competencies, cultivating specific skills and abilities 

and maintaining appropriate attitudes. Knowledge 01 basic organizational 

theory, an awareness of what learning is and why it must be guarded as the 

fundamental purpose of the institution, the ability to communicate effectively I., 

a variety of forms, knowledge of change theories and skill in responding to, 

initiating and managing change, an awareness. of what constitutes a positive 

work environment and the ability to work with others in creatina such an 
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environment all consHtute some of the leadership competencies outlined by 

the author (Davis, 2003:iv) 

Heifetz (as quoted by Fullan, 2001 :3) sees leadlershnp not as mobilising others 

to solve prob'lems they already know how to solve, but to help them confront 

problems that have never yet been successfully addressed. 

3.3.2 Creating and securing ,an effective school 

According to Van der Walt (as quoted by Oosthuizen, 2003:73), th-e essence 

of a school as a societal relationship is to develop the logical and analytical 

faculUes of the learner. In order to futfll this task, these authors point out that 

a school's primary task is to create a teaching and learning, opportunity. 

The creation of this opportunity is included in the educational task of a school 

wnich is concerned with imparting cognitive, affective and psychomotor skills, 

as well as the cunure of a community to the learner (Oosthuizen, 2003:73). 

Accordino to Earley and Weindling (2004:155), the early work on school 

effectiveness began in the United States of America and consisted of large

scale input-output studies of sludent achievement The depressing conclusio 

drawn from this work was that schools made little or no difference and that 

home background, 10 and rather surprisingly, luck, were found to be the mair; 

variables determining 'earner achievement 

The most influential advocate of the effective schools movement, Earley and 

W8iindW,ing (2004:156) state, was a black superintendent and researcher, 

Ronald Edmonds. He defined an effective school as one that brings the 

children of the poor to those minimal masteries of basic school skilils that now 

describe minimally successful iearner performance for the children ~rl the 

middle class. An effective school, according to Edmonds, must bring: an equal 

percentage of the highest and lowest social class of learners to minimum 

mastery (Ear!ley & Weindling, 2004:156; cf. 7.2.1). 

Working in Detroit and New York, Edmonds identified a number of correl1ates 

hat are associated with effective schools, known as the Five Factor model: 
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strong leadership,. high expectations of learner achievement, an orderly 

atmosphere conducive to learning, an emphasis on basic skin acquisition and 

frequent monitoring of student progress which is used as feedback (Earl'ey & 

We,indling, 2004:156). 

d1hloVll et al. (2005:n) provide a summary of the characteristics of effective 

schools in developing countries, based on the work of two researchers, Levin 

and Lockheed. The summary follows below. 

3.3.2.1 N,ec,essary inputs 

The researchers highlight that the curriculum content needs to be relevant to 

the experiences of the learners, pmperly sequenced and appropriately paced. 

The avaHability of textbooks to facilitate learning ,is also emphasized, as well 

as spending time on a task, as this promotes learning. Effective schools 

encourage active learner jnvolvement, including djalogue and debates among 

learners and educators ,(Ndhlovu et al., 2005:77). 

3.3.2.2 Facilitating condiUons 

Schools are more effective when the community contributes to the school and 

participates in school activities. The principal and the educators, according to 

Ndhlovu et al. (2005~77)" have a crucial role in effectiveness and shaping tne 

school. Effective schools take steps to improve educators' skills and 

knOWledge and educators are jointly responsib1le for producing good reSUlts. 

:ffective schools are also able to adapt to local needs and conditions, 

especially in making 'Curricula reJevant, and organizing fllexib'ly to make the 

best use of resoullces. 

3.3.2.3 Ensuring a vision 

For schoo'ls to be effective there needs to be a commitment Oill the part of the 

state, political parties, business, parents and learners to worlk together and to 

achieve excellence. Effective schools need to have a high degree of 

utonomy, while being accountable to parents and the local community 

(Ndhlovu et ai., 2005:77). 
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In the United Kingdom, in contrast witn, the United States' emohasis on 

primary schools, Earley and Weindling! (2004:156-157) point out, most of the 

studies have looked at secondary schools usinQl16+ exam resu'ts as outcome 

variables, rather than standardised tests of reading and matns. 

3.3.3 Creating an effective learning environm,ent 

Du Plessis, Bouwer and Eloff (2002:70) posit that establishing an effeetirve 

learntna envirorlment presents several challenges to management, therefore 

educational leaders and managers should be sensitive to internal and external 

forces which oreate barriers to learning and development. Managers should 

also develop personal and interpersonal skills in order to deal with the barriers 

to learning and development, and be able to balance the need to be task

orientated with the need to maintain sound relationships and to care for 

everyone at school (Du Plessis et aI., 2002:70). 

Earley and Weindling (2004: 156,-157) have ,ident~f,jed eight characteristics 

'nfluencing the functioning of effective schools. These wi!' now be discussed 

below. 

3..3.3.1 An emphasis on learning 

A curriculum, relevant to all learners and educators who have hiah 

expectations that all learners can learn, given the right conditions, is 

favourable. Regular setting and ma!rking of homework is imperative, as well 

as visible rewards Qiiven for academic achievement (Earley & Weindling, 

2004;158). 

3.3.3.2 Classroom managemen 

Earley and Weindling (2004: 158) state that effective classroom management 

will ensure that a high proportion of the time is spent on the subject matter of 

the lesson, teaching strategies are appropriate to the topic and type of lesson, 

and I.essons begin and end on time. Clear and unambiguous feedback is 

given to learners on their performance and what ~s expected of them. 
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3.3,.3.3 Discipline and school climate 

his implies keeping sound order and promoting a safe and orderly non

oppressive climate that is conducive to teaching and learning. Buildings are 

kept in g,ood order, repair and decoration (Earley & Weindling, 2004:158). 

3.3.3.4 School leadership 

According to Earley and Weindling (2004:158), positive leadership by the 

principal and o~her senior staffs is necessary to both initiate and maintain 

scnool wmprovement. Leadersh~p functions are widely distributed throughout 

the school and include the 8GB and a management style that encourages 

collegial work and shared decision-making. 

3.3.3.5 Vision and monitoring 

A clear vision shared bv all. Ear,ley and Weindiing (2004: 158) state, is needed 

along wirth achievable goals for school improvement and regu,lar monitoring of 

leamer resullts to determine whether goals are realized and implemented. 

3.3,.3.6 Staff devellopme,nt 

To influence the whole school, staff development has to be school-wide, 

rather than specific to indivtdualteacher's needs and closely related to the 

curriculum. An effective school development plan is needed whi!ch integrates 

staff developmentl instrucUonal devetopment and currieulum development 

(Earley &Weindling, 2004:159). 

3.3.3.7 Parental involvement 

an effective school, Ear'ley and Weindling (2004: 159) state, parents are 

viewed and valued as full partners tn the learning process and staff work to 

achieve positiv.e home-sGhool relations in which parents actively support the 

schoo~. 
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3.3.3.8 Departmental and outside suppo 

Fundamental changes require support from the education departments and! 

or other outside agencies. Consui~ants employed by ed ucation depariments 

can provide valuabl,e information and training to schools and facilitate the 

school improvement process (Earley & Weindling, 2004: 159). 

According to a report of the British National Commission of Education 

published in 1:993 (as quoted by De Bruyn et al., 2002:114), some features 

commonly character,i,zing effective and successful schools include strong, 

positJive leadership, a good atmosphere generated by shared aims and 

values, high and consistent expectations of learners, dear and continuing 

focus on teaching and learning, participation by the learners in the life of the 

chaoll, parentaJ involvement and rewards and incentives to encourage 

learners to succeed. 

3.4 THE IMPORTANCE O'F ROLES IN EDUCATION 

Sergiovanni (2005~49) expresses the view that roles are markers that help 

define what a person should dLo and definers of covenants, the most sacred 

obligations and ,commitments the principal, parents and educators have 

toward the school and its purposes. These definers of covenants obligate 

educators to meet, even exceed, thelr responsiib~lities toward each other and 

toward the institutions and commun~ties. 

Turner and Hall (as quoted by Bush & Miadlewood, 2005~70) argue that the 

values and beliefs of an institution are expressed in the pattern of role 

relationsh~ps estab~ished by the school. A distinction can be made between 

role-taking, accepting the role as it ,is presented, and role-making, actively 

reconstructing it. In the former model. roles are used to match peop'e with 

tasks and responsibrlities through job descriptions and other formal 

processes. In the 'atter approach, individuals behave differently from their job 

descriptions by responding to both the expectations of their role set and their 

own interpretation of their role set and their OWIl linterpretation of the 

,reauirements of the post. Educators and prjncipals, within the framework of 

their understanding of others' expectabons and roles, attempt to interpret 
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them in ways which are comfortable, rewarding and manageable (Bush & 

Mlddlewood,2005:70}. 

According to Winkler (2002~16), the skill to Ilead effective change is at me core 

of management competenoies needed in the 21 st century. 

For the researcher, the changing role expectations of educators would 

necessarily include a focus on: 

liberating and empowering educators to bui~d theill vision within the school; 

•	 empnasizing teamwork, doing a good job, gaining satisfaction and due 

recognition; 

•	 collaborating with the external env~ronment to enhance whole school 

performance; and 

•	 building and fostering a positive learning environment through enhancinQ 

social and emotional leam.ng. 

3..4.1 The concept of role 

AccordirlQ to Coleman. Graham-Jolley and Middlewood (2003:87). the 

concept of role takes on wider meanings than that of a job description or a list 

Of duties. It can be regarded as the behavioural aspect of pos,itioln, indicating 

how the roWe-ho~der acts in practice rather than what may be set down in 

formal documemation. The authors dte Hall who defines roles as constituting 

the parts peop~e expect and are expected to play in the daily drama of 

educational life. 

Gultig et at. (1999:107) consider a healthy school to be one in which the 

leadership capacity is being developed in all staff members (and other 

constituencies, like parents and learners) through an ongoing personal 

development process. This process should be designed to build th,e capacity 

of staff members to parttcipate meaningfully in the process of school life and 

the successful implementation of the process of change. 
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Accordin,g to Wa:llace and Poddington (2002:590), individuals who participate 

in the change process may be categorized as change agents, contributing to 

bringing abolJt a shift h1 others' practice related to some component of the 

change. whether inside or outside the rnstitutiolfl. 

Lumbv et al. (2003:1111) see change as a perceptual motion that will happen, 

bur "s direction and speed can only be influenced if the process is led. In this 

regard, the role of the principal in particular, but also o~her managers at 

schools, is oritical. 

3.4.2 The role of the principal as manager of chanae 

Wilken (as quoted by Grady, 2004:26) descpibes the school as a knowing 

network, one where organizational competencies typicaUy reside in the 

rel:ationships, norms, memories, habits and collective skills of a network of 

people. The p,rincipal, who is only part of this network, [las a genera'list, not a 

specialist rOile. The skmed principal, Grady (2004:26) states, becomes expert 

at taking in information, asking questions and then searching for answers. 

Accordingl Lo Connor, Lake and Stackmao 1(2003:139) change managers, also 

referred to as change strategists, des~gn, oversee and direct change as part of 

carrying out tlleir regular duties. They lay the foundation and cra-ft the vision 

for change, antJicipate the elements of change, choosing and guiding those 

who will participate mn the change. 

Ferron and Stanton (2004:3) mention previous research as sUbstant,jating that 

there are ~en manageriaW roles namely that of monitor, evaluator, 

entrepreneur, resource allocator, leader, disseminator, distunbance handler, 

igurehead, I.aison negotiator and spokesperson, which are applicable to 

managers in every organization. The authors suggest that successful teaders 

tllrough using different approaches and several leadership styles, can 

manage relationships at school, but this requires a deep understanding of 

themselves and the ~nstitution (Ferron & Stanton, 2004:5). 

According to Shuttleworth (2003:137), the ultimate success of the school 

deoends on the quality of the rol,e the principal plays. In addition to their 
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tradition of finandal, personnem and other administrative dut,es, principals are 

ow expected to be systemic change agents, transformation experts and 

mentall health councillors. Reform demands the powerful principal as a 

heroic, take charge leader who can std! share powers with others. As learning 

leaders, they are expected to expand the school's capacity for learning, by 

creating learning communities that collaboratively so'ive problems facing tine 

school. Schoo'I's seeking to improve should support full service leadership, not 

.ust management by expedience (Shuttleworth. 2003: 137). 

Weare (2004: 135) highlights the fact that leadership by the principal is 

essential in the development of an emotionally literate school: a proactive 

concern with this issue needs to come right from the top and to pe'rmeate 

every aspect of school life and learning. The author states further that 

rincipals need to be prepared to be leaders and not just administrative 

managers, and this i!"wolves more than efficiency: they need to have a sense 

of purpose and the ability to inspire others, to be creat,jve and innovaHve, and 

to manage change and uncertainty. They also need to know their own 

wmitations so that they can make sure they have others to take care of the 

tasks and roles they are not good at, and make sure they look after 

themse~ves properly in the process. 

Van Deventer, Kruger, Van der Merwe and Prinsloo (2003:44) state that tne 

school plincipai as an internal change agent is expected t,o initiate, facilitate 

and implement change. This must be done by means of determining the 

outcomes of the proposed change, determining the procedures and met,hods 

for implementing change, scrutinizing literature relevant to the proposed 

chaflge and contacting other schoo' principal's who have all ready had 

experience of the proposed change (Van Deventer et al., 2003:44). 

According to Everard and Morris (as quoted by Van Deventer et al., 2003:45) 

managers who are effective at managing change possess a distinct mfx of 

knowledge, skills, personal attitudes and values. This mix, the authors (Van 

Deventer et al., 2003:45) state, demands that: 

• school principals know dearly what they want to achieve; 
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•	 interpret proposed changes not only from their own viewpoint but also from 

tha.t of others; 

•	 show irreverence for tradition but respect for experience and insight; 

•	 plan flexibly, matching constancy of ends against a repertoire of available 

means; 

•	 are not d~scoUlraged by setbacks; 

harness circumstances to enable change to be implemented; 

•	 explain change by means of two~way communicaHon and maximum 

information about possible outcomes; and 

•	 involve their staff in the management of change and make change 

personally rewarding for people whenever p,ossible (etA.5.5). 

According to Graham-Jolley (2003: 109), in the context of curriculum change in 

South Africa. the role of the pr,incipal might be that of a co-ordinator of several 

innovations r,eQuired by the new national curriculum. This might include 

parallej activities such as planning a more integrated school day, developing 

learning programmes and devis~ng alternative assessment procedures. Each 

of these initiatives would involve groups of educators wmking together and 

evaluating their progress through ongoing critical reflection. 

Caldwell (2004:314) comments on the mform in Victoria, Australia, whicl1 has 

occurred since ear~y 1993 under the rubric of Schools of the Future. The 

aut.hor notes that the change in role of the prfricipa'i has been profound. The 

raditional role in a highly centralized system that prevailed until the mid 1970s 

is contrasted with the role that emerged with a parallel increase in 

decentralized decision-making (Caldwell, 2004:314). 

Gurr (as quoted by Caldwell. 2004:326) studied the role of secondary school 

principals in Victoria's Schools of the Future and identified 17 themes 

associated with the leadership role of principals. He concluded that leadership 

hich focussed on learning and teaching was jmportant, but less direct than 
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was practised or advocated in the past, that transformational leadership was 

evident, marked by a future mientation with cultural and symbolic dimensions 

and that a capacity for accountability and responsiveness was needed (Ibid.). 

'av,idoff. Kaplan and lazarus (2002: 107) identify the .Ieadersh,ip capacity of 

he principal as being at the heart of a healthy school. Given a broader 

understanding of the role of the principal, a healthy school. the authors state, 

is one in which lead'ershtp capacity is being developed in aU staff members 

(and other constituencies like parents and learners) through an ongoing 

personal development process designed to build the capacity of staff 

memoers to participate meaningfully in the processes of school life. According 

to the authors (Davidoff et al., 2002:107) change iniHatives at schoo'is are 

un~ikely to succeed without some support and Involvement from leadership. 

More and more, the task of educational leaders is to provide leadership and 

guidance in terms of organizational support rather than the specifics of 

classroom dynamics, although the goal of quality teaching and learning 

remains the central aim of the school. 

irgilio and Virgilio (as quoted by Theron, 2002:198) regard the following 

skins, personall qualities and characteristics in the principal as necessary to 

'nitiate and implement change: 

•	 Sound interpersonal relationships and ease of manner 

..	 A grounding in the ethics and philosophy of change 

•	 An understanding of how groups function 

•	 Familiarity with adult education and with running workshops 

..	 Wide teac,hing experience, a sound knowledge of educational 

manaoement and solid g:eneral working knowledge of educatio 

management and a general knowledge of other disciplines 

•	 Initiative and innovative ideas 

•	 Skills in enhancing communication, trust and self-confidence. 
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he ability to generate effective, positive relationships, to give support and 

to show empathy and sensitivity. 

•	 A willingness to confront people v·there necessary without generating 

hostility. 

A sound understanding of how to handle conflict and stress. 

•	 A tmexible and adaotable management sty'le. 

•	 The ability to identify hislher own and others' strengths and weaknesses. 

•	 Skills in planning for action and implementation . 

According to Tomlinson (2004:210), educators are assets who appreciate 

value through the knowledge, skills and experience they acquire during melr 

ime at school, through professional development. A key expectation of 

eaucators is tha1 principals care about them as 'indiv,iduals. It becomes crucial 

for principa~s to create th,is carilng environment in order to ,retatn thek services. 

n mis regard, Beck and Murphy (as quoted by Grady, 2004:24) are of the 

opinion that principals who are leaders view their schools as communities. 

They recognize that communRies and their occupants flourish in caring, 

nurturing environments. These principals utilize a car,ilng ethic to guide their 

"ecisions, actions and re'ationships with others. 

An imoortant influence on the level of an educator's commitment to a goal of 

changle, Leithwood, Jantzi and Steinbach (1999: 140) contend, is educators' 

perception of whether they are capab1le of accomplishing 'the goat Those In 

school leadership roles contribute to such feelings and beliefs to the extent 

hat they prov,ide credibie feedback about efforts to accomplish such goals 

and create opportunities for other respected colleagues to do tile same 

(Leithwood et al., 1999:140) 

3.4.3 The rote of the educator ,as manager of change 

According to James and Connolly (2000:162). thinking about schools and 

roles within schools, H: is obvious that Ileadership has a special role in that its 
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purpose is to enable others, both individuals and groupings such as 

departments and teams, to take up and to enact their roles effectively, The 

aurnors (James & Connol1ly, 2000:162) state further that to carry through a 

more iiundamental change at school, the :Ieaders must bring about changle . 

the way in which others and the school itself view their roles. This 

undamental change requires a much deeper shffl in indrviduals, the various 

sub-systems at the school and the school itself (James & Connolly, 2000:162; 

cr 4.5.5 & 7.2.4). 

Lewin et a/. (2003: 120) outline the rote of the educator under the apartheid 

education policy as a state functionary with limited autonomy. The traditilonal, 

syllabi, for instance, restricted the educator's role to that of deliverer of me 

content within a prescribed Umeframe. The sale requirement of educators was 

bureaucratic and political comp:liance with state education. Compliance was 

ensured through a complex set of instruments, including a system of school

wide and individual educator ilnspection, and a hierarchy of internal and 

external controls. The educator was an obedient civil se-rvant who executed 

the wen-defined tnstructional tasks as per an official syllabus andl a moderated 

examination. 

Anderson and Bennet (2003:7) draw on the role of the educator as that of 

someone who engages in the learning process, has expertise and who 

directly influences the learner through his/her practice. The authors state 

rther that educators are not solitary agents of curriculum dehvery, but they 

are memDers of teams and of wider systems of more or less collegiality. 

Overall, Anderson and Bennet (2003:6) reiterate, educators' practices are 

shaped by their knowledge, attitudes and beliefs. 

Lev.n and Riffel (2004:366) hi91hlight 1he educational task of educators as that 

of harmonizing social change and the'ir evolving educational purposes. The' 

rganizational tasks, the author states, are less to make decisi,ons about the 

~lJture shape of systems and more to create and maintain the conditions that 

ow a future to emerge. 
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Spillane (as quoted by Sergiovann_, 2005:47) explains that school 

improvement literature identifies several functions that are thought essential 

for inshuctiona~ leadership, including constructing and selling and instructional 

vision" building norms of trust and collaborat,ion and academic press 

supporting educator development and moni,toring instruct:ion and innovation. 

Leithwood et a/. (1999:.8) state that instructional leadership typically assumes 

that tile critical focus for attention by leaders is the behaviours of educators as 

they engage in activities directly affecting the gmwth of their learners. 

Coleman and Earley (2002: 14) remark that instructiona~ ,leadership assumes 

that the key focus for leaders in education is the learning of their learners, so 

the influence of leaders would tend to be based in the'ir expert know'ledge and 

tended to improve the effectiveness of educators in the classroom. 

Educator leadership, Iweithwood et al. (1999:116) state, may be formal or 

informat Lead educator, master teacher, department head, union 

representative, member of the SGB, mentor, these are among the formal 

designations associated with formal leadership, ro~es. The funct,ions educators 

are expected to carry out l range from representing the school in d.strict-Ievel 

decision-making, stimulating the professional growth of colleaglues, being an 

advocate of educators' work and improvingl the school's decision-making 

processes. 

Educators exercise informal leadersh,ip at the'ir schools by sharing their 

expertise, volunteering for new pll"Ojects and bringing new ideas to the school. 

They also offer leadership by helping the,ir colleagues to carry out their 

classroom duties and by assisting the improvement of classroom practice 

(Leithwood at aJ., 1999:117). 

For the purposes of the school, James and Connoilly (2000:150) state, leaders 

must be the leadina educators in two senses. Firstly, they have to be the 

expert in the practice of learning and development at alii levels. That is, they 

need to be proficient in the practice of developing themselves and others 

(inc~uding deve~oping their institutions). Secondly. as leading educators, they 
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must have expert knowledge about learning and development (James & 

Connolly, 2000: 150). 

As leading educators, leaders have to be experts about learning and 

development and take a leading role in the deve:lopment of others. m a 

sense, mey have to be the leading 'edge-educators'. They must have 

alJthor~ty in thelir understanding of change, development and learning. 

Leaders must guide their .nstitution's development, as appropriate to as 
context, set the direction of lits development, and know and understand their 

short, medium and long term devel'Opment prioritfes (James & Connoliy, 

2000:151). 

The Minister of Education has, in terms of section 3(4) (f) and (I) of the 

Nationa~ Education Policv Act 27 of 1996 (27/1 996; hereafter Education Policy 

Act), determined Norms and Standards for Educators as the National Policy. 

The Norms and Standards describe seven distinct roles and their associated 

comoetencies of what it means to be a competent educator: 

3.4.3.1 Seven distinct roles of educators 

3.4.3.1.1 leaming mediato 

The educator will mediate learning in a manner which is sensitive to the 

diverse needs of learners, inctuding those with barriers to learning; construct 

learning environments l,hat are appropriatefy contextualized and inspirational; 

communicate effecbv,ely, shOWing recognition of and respect for the 

differences of oUlers. 

3.4·.3.1.2 erDret, and designer of I,earnlng programmes an 

materia.s 

he educator will understand and interpret provided learning pmgrammes, 

design original learning programmes, identify the requirements for a specific 

contest of learning" and select and prepare suitable textual and visual 

resources tor learning. The educator wm aliso select, sequence ana pace me 
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learning in a manner sens.itive to the differing needs of the subject Ilearning 

area and learners,. 

3.4.3.1.3 Leader, administrator and manager 

The educator will make decisions appropr'iate to the level, manage learning in 

the classroom. carry out classroom administrative duties efficiently and 

panicipate in school decision-making structures. These competencies will be 

performed in ways which are democratic, which support learners and 

coll!eagues and which demonstrate responsiveness to changing 

circumstances and needs. 

3.4.3.1.4 Scholar. researcher and lifelong learner 

The educator will receive ongoing personal, academic and professional 

growth through pursuing reflective study and research in their learning area in 

broader professional and educational matters and in other related fields. 

3.4.3.1.5 Community, citizenship and pastoral rolle 

The educator will practise and promote a critical, committed and ethical 

attitude toward developing a sense of respect and responsibility toward 

others. The educator will upholld the constituUon and promote democraHc 

values and pradice at schools and in society. Within the school. the educator 

will demonstrate an ability to develop a supportive and empowering 

environment for theleamer and respond to the educational and other needs 

of learners and feillow educators. 

3.4.3.1.6 Assessor 

The educator will understand that assessment is an essential feature of the 

teaching and learning process and know how to integrate it into this process. 

The educator wiWI have an understanding of the purposes, methods and 

effects of assessment and be able to provide helpful feedback to learners. 
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3.4.3.1 .7 Learn~n 9 area/subject discipline/phase specialist 

The educator will be well grounded in the knowledge, skins, vailues, princ[ples, 

methods and pwcedures relevant to the discipline, subject, learning area, 

phase study or professional or occupahonalll practice. The educator will know 

about different aoproaches to teaching and learning and !low these may be 

used in ways which are appropriate to the learners and the context The 

eaucator will have a well-d'eveloped understanding of the knowledge 

appropriate to the specialism (cf.7.2.4). 

It follows from the above that the educator has a duty to implement change in 

as far as it imoacts on, amonq other things, new leaming programmes and 

assessment strategies. 

According to Burton and Brundrett {2005:4·5), the process of educating is aki· 

to the management of change in the sense that it also reflects an assessment 

of the current situation, the identification and disseminabon of targets, the 

selection of appropriate strategies and monitoring and evaluation. The 

authors indicate further that the deeper, empathetic abillities of educators 

wnich enable them to gain insight into the specific needs and strengths of 

naividual learners should be appreciated as a major asset. 

3.4.3.2 A legal perspective on the role of educators and principals 

According to Joube,rt. and Prinsloo (2001 :75) every educator occupiesI 

ifferen~ legal roles at different times. Educators claim certain fundamental 

rights as ordinary citizens of the country, they have celrtain rights and 

obligations linked to their profession and, depending on the position they hol~. 

as an employee of the South African educatjon system, their actions ar'e 

giovemed by national legislation pertaining to educators. The following 

national legislation regUlates tile legal status of educators.: 

rnpioyment of Educators Act (76/1998) especially Section 4 which deals I 

with the terms and ,conditions of service for educators. In terms of Section 

4 of the Act, the terms and conditions of employment of educators was 
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determined by the Department of Education and published in the 

Government Gazette of 18 February 1999. 

Labour Re~ations Act (66/1 995) 

•	 South African Schools Act (84/1996) - specificaltv Section 16: 

Governance and professional management of public schools, Section 23: 

Membership of govern'ng bodlies of ordinary pubhc schools 

•	 Occupational Health and Safety Act (85/1993) (JolJbert & Prins~ooj 

2001 :75). 

The definition of an educator bound by the Employment Act (76/1998) outlines 

an ed,ucator as any person who teaches, educates or trains other persons or 

who provides professional educationalll services, including pro1essional 

therapy and education psychological services, at any public school, further 

eaucation and training jnstnution, departmental office or adult basic education 

centre and who is appointed in a post or any educator establishment under 

this Act. 

°ossouw (2004:32) proVides an outline of the core duties and responsibimies 

of the educator's job according to the Employment Act (76/1998; cf 7.2.4): 

•	 The maintenance of authority and the exercising of discio\ine. To be able 

to maintaiin authority, it is necessary to apply disciplinarv measures in the 

right way. The immature learner is pSaced under the authority of the 

educator as adu" to ensure t.he creation of and maintenance of security 

and a secure environment. 

•	 liability for ~earner safety. The;n loco parentis function of every educator 

is determined by common law, leading to the concept of 'duty of care'. 

•	 Professional conduct of educators. In compliance wtth Section 29 of 1il1e 

Constitution. one of the primary duties of all educators is to protect 

learners' right to education. 
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rinsloo (2001 :85) state that the duties of the educator involve 

upholding the learners' constitubonal right to education, safeguarding the 

~earners' welt-being and safety, consulting regularly with learners' parents, 

teachingleamers the prescribed academic wor'k, gu,dingi them in developing 

tllemrful~ potential and maintaininQl discipline at schoo'l. 

Joube-rt and Prinsloo (2001 :81) state that the legal status of the prlincipal gives 

him/her the authority to ensure that general education policy and thl8 part'i>cular 

policy of the school are effectively imp,lemented. Because principals 

represent educational authority at school, they have the legal status to assign 

sp,eci,fic tasks and respons'ibilities to competent staff members. School 

principals always remamn the figures of authority who have to accept 

bility for the actions of their staff, even though the task may have 

been delegated to a staff membell'" (Joubert & Prinsloo, 2001 :81 ). 

The formal legal status of educators depends on their training, ability and 

professional attitude. Professional attitude comprises capallility, ability, a 

thorough knowledge of his/her subject and teachinQl competence. Educators 

enter into a contract of employment which contains specif:ic respons,ibilittes 

with regard to the well-beingl of learners placed in their care. The authority of 

educators is limited to the tasks and duties assigned to them (Joubert & 

Prinsloo, 2001 :83). 

The Employment Act {76/1998) highlights the role of the educator and the 

principal as follows: 
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able 3.1: ales of principals and educators 

sibiliUes COlre duUes and responsibilities 
of an educator 

General/administrative General/admlinistrative 

•	 lobe responsible for the I • Co-ordilnate and control all the 
professional management of a academic activities of each 
public school subject taught 

• aintainina school accounts 

• Giving pll'Oper instructiOins and 
guidelines for 'tiimetabling, 
admission and I,earner placement 

• Ensuning proper tlSe and 
maintenance of school equipment 
and grounds 

Handling all correspondence 

Extra-curriculS r 

• To serve on recruitm...,. ", 
promotion, advisory and other 
committees as rea.uired 

• To pla.y an act,ive role in Ipromoting 
extra-curricular activities in the 
school and to plan major functions 
and encourage learner 
participation in sports, educational 
and culitural activities organized by I • 

community bodies. 

•	 Control and co-ordinate stock and 
eauipment 

I • Perform and assist with non
teaching duties such as first·aid, 
imetabling, accidents 

Extra-eurricular 

• To assist the 
aspects which 
attention and 
ad'dress~ngthem 

00 to identify 
require special 
to assist 

To	 cater for the educational and 
general welfare of all learners in 
his care 

To assist the principal in 
overseeing learner counselling 
and guidance, careers, discipline 
and general w.elfare of all learners 

•	 To share in the responsibilities of 
OIrganizing and conducting extra
and co-curricullar activities 
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/Teaching 

I •	 To engage in class teaching as I • To engage in cliass teachin~1 

per workload of the re'llevant post fostering purposeful pmgresslon in 
level and the nreeds of the school. ~earning 

•	 To be a class teacher if requimd I. To pmpareiessons, plan, co
ordinate, control evaluate and 

,. To assess and record toe report on learner progress 
attainment of learners taught 

•	 110 take on a leadership rol.e . 
respect of the subject 

•	 To establish a classroom 
environment which stimulates 
positive learning and actively 
engages learners In the learnIng 
process 

(Adapted from the Employment Act, 76/1998) 

Accordillg to Patton (2005:24), an approach which emphasizes an active 

learner necessitates a new role for learners. Contrary to an information

loaded instructional approach, wi is vital 'that all aspects of the learning process 

are designed for each individual learner. As such, the au1hor states, the 

integration of educator role, curricu~umj and learning and teaching 

approaches, needs to be centred on developing active learners, learners Who 

are p1repared' for a future wheretn lifelong 'leaning is a core competency. The 

change of focus from teaching to learning, and from education to the learner 

necessitates more appropriate terms being used to describe the role. 

Fullan and Miles (2002:81) reiterate that educators still need to focus on 

sctJool-wide change to create the working conditions that will be most effective 

in helpingaill learners learn. Educators must look for opportunities to join 

forces with others and must realize that they are part of a large movement to 

develop al~eaming society through their work with learners and parents. It is 

possible, the authors state, for educators to act locally, while conceptualizingr 

their roles on a higher plane. 

Re'Uectlng on the roles of educators in the face of change, FuUan (as quoted 

by Tom~inson, 2004:211) reflects on what he terms change forces: 
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•	 Educators of the fiuture will make their commitment to moral purpose more 

prominent. more active, and more visible. 

•	 Educators must substantially deepen their knowledge of pedagogy. 

•	 Educators must be cognizant of the links between tile moml purpose of the 

school level and larger issues of educational policy and societal 

development. 

•	 Educators must work in highly collaborative ways. 

ucators will work in new structures. 

•	 Educa~ors must develop the habits and skills of continuous inquiry and 

learning. 

•	 Educators must immerse themse'lves in the mysteries, the highs and lOWS 

of the dynamic complexity of the change process - how conflict is 

inevitable, how vision comes later, how individualism and collectiviism co

exist in dynamic tension, how arbitrary disturbances in the environment are 

par for the course, how you never arrive, and how sometimes things get 

worse, despite your best efforts. 

Ndhlovu et al. (2005:119) site Mbigi who claims that an educator's 

management role is as complex as that of a business manager. He seems to 

suggest that the wort< of educators has airways requir,ed advanced 

management skills, which calls for (Ndhlovu et 81., 2005: 119): 

•	 people management, so that educators can manage learners, organize 

heir classrooms effectively and participate in new dectsioll-making 

structures at schools; and 

•	 knowlledge management, so that educators can access, select and 

organize the infonnation they need to teach learners. 

Leaders, DaViis (2003:195) states, play an important role in creating the 

environments within which they 'lead. They ref,lect on the characteristics of 
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positive WOll~< environments and they ponder human motivation. They are 

aware of basic workplace laws and they go beyond minimum comD,liance to 

estab~ish work settings that are fair and that celebrate diversity. They SUPP0ri 

leadership devel10pment and look for ways to promote organizational learn" 

3.4.4 The role of the SGB in managing school change 

As opposed to the idea of adversarial thinking, school managers operate in a 

climate of ambiguity and paradox, where simple prescriptions do not work. 

These ambiguities and paradoxes show up in many aspects of the manager's 

work. They need to have aright balance between the needs of the peop~e 

and the needs of the task, but external pressures for results have produced 

feelings of conflict wl~hin their roles (Raynor, 2004:27). 

Creese and Earley (1999:11) state that effective 8GBs are also efficient, that 

is, they are organized in such a way as to ena'b:le school leaders to devote 

adequate time to the major educationall issues at their schools. Research 

conducted bv Baginsky, Creese, Eal1ey, Bullock and Thomas (as quoted by 

Creese & Earley, 1999:12) sU9Q1est that ~he attitude of the plilncipal is a crucial 

factor in determining 8GB effectiveness and potential pr~ncipals need further 

assistance to appreciate the value that an effective SGB could add to their 

school (cf.7.2.4). 

According to Grobler et al. (2003:30), SGBs are now ~egaUy responsible for 

the management of the school. This means that such bodies have greater 

d1ecis·ion-making power with regard to the day-to-day administration and 

management of the school, financial management and funding, staff 

management, and management of services, buildings and facWties. 

Earley (2004:2411) mentions that SGBs have a .Ieadership role and it is laige'y 

expressed in the key roles which he identifies as provtding a sense of 

direction for the work of the school (strategic role); supporting the work of the 

school (acting as a critical friend); and holding the school accountable for the 

standards and quaUty of education it achieves (the monitoring and 

accountability role). 
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Accordingl to chapter 3 of the Schools Act (84/1996), the governance of every 

pUblic school is vested in its SGB. SUbject to this Act, an SGB may apply 10 

the Head of Department in writing to be aUocated any of the following 

functions: 

•	 to maintain and improve the schoors property, buildings and grounds 

occup,ied by the school, including hostels, ~f applicable; 

•	 to determine the extra mural curriculum of the school and the choice of 

subject options in terms of provincial curriculum policy; 

•	 to purchase textbooks, the educational materialls or equipment for the 

school; 

o pay for services to the school; 

•	 to pmvide an Adult BasIc Education and Training (ABET! class or centre 

sUbject to any appUcable law; or 

•	 other functions consistent with this Act and any applicable provincial law. 

Creese and Earley (11 999:21) have identified five aspects that make SGBs 

eff,ective in good teamwork, an effective committee structure, the expertise of 

lie princlpa~ and his/her attitude toward the SGB, a suund rellationship with 

the staff and a strong commitment to the school. 

G	 CHANGE EFFECTIVELY IN EDUCATIO 

According to Gronn (2003:7-8), many reformers identify the key ingredient in 

the success of restructured schools as the leadership of principalls whom they 

define as leaders rather than managers. Their assumption; the author states, 

is that leadership, rather than management, is the vehicle for structural: 

change, and that principal leadership drives change. 

Loughridge and Tarantino (2005:19) state that the key to being an effective 

, structional leader is the abiHty to articulate a clear vis'ion for school 

"mpmveme'l1t Moreover, it is 'important that each stakeholder erlVtsion hisl 

her ro~e in achieving the school vision. According to Foreman (as quoted by 
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Coleman et al., 2003:157) contemporary orthodoxy demands that ,leader 

possess personall visions of a brighter future for themsefves and their 

organizations, and the ability to communicate and demonstrate them with 

vigour, persuasiveness and convktion. Vision, the authors state, is tile 

distinguishing feature of the leadership mle. 

lurn and Butler (as quoted by Coleman et al., 2003:158) define vision as a 

desirable future state of the organization. It relates to the intended purpose of 

the school, expressed in terms of values and clarifying the direction to be 

taken by the instrtution. It j,s c~llose'ly identified with school improvement. In 

order to lead effective school change at secondary schools, the principal must 

pmvide opportunities for the school leadership, as well as the staff. 

3.5.1 Key principles concern,ing change 

Fullan (as quoted by Loughridge & Tarantino, 2005:22) has identified key 

principl.es to change that every administrator should know and consider as 

part of the planning process and incorporated and reviewed often aurina the 

implementation of change (Fullan, as quoted by Loughridge & Tarantino, 

2005:22): 

Change is a process, not a blueprint. Too often in education, some type of 

innovation is introduced without considering what needs to happen within 

the organization to implement it effectively. 

Change takes time. Research indicates It takes from 3-5 years for change 

to become instituUonalized. It is important to recognize the time 

commitment and build it into the planning process. 

Change is personal and different for each individual based upon his/her 

own experiences, beliefs and values. Each indlvidual must establish 

h~s/her own meaning of the innovation. It will be necessary to include a 

wide range of risk-free opportunlies within the process for this to occur.. 

•	 The change that actually occurs will not 'look like the one you may have 

originally envisioned. Any change initiative tends to morph into somethin 
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nique to your own organization, based upon the beliefs, val,ues and 

experiences of those going through the process. 

•	 Conflict and disagreements are inevitable. They are also essentia' to the 

change process as different perspectives are considered. 

•	 ThinQs often get worse before they get better. Fullan points to the 

Implementation Dip, during which anticipated results often go down before 

they start to go back up when an innovation is introduced, requiring new 

skills and knowledge. 

•	 Do not expect all (or even most of) the people or groups to change at the 

beginning of the process. 

•	 No amount of frontloading knowledge or information will ever result in a 

clear path of action to be taken. 

•	 People need pressure to change, even in directions they support. 

Principals should articulate and demonstrate a clear expectation that 

stakeholders fully participate in the process. The key is to take steps fha' 

allow p,eople to move through the process at their own rate, react, form 

their own positions, interact with others, receive technical assistance and 

so fort.... 

•	 Do not try to institute too many changes/innovations at one time. This 

resullts in overload, dissonance and general burnout 

Cuban (as quoted by Fullan & Stiegebauer. 1991 :29) states that innovations 

can be categorized into first and second order changes. First-order changes 

are those that improve the efficiency and effectiveness of what is currently 

done, without disturbing the basic organizational feature, without substantially 

altering the way that children and adults perform their relies. Second-oraer 

changes seek to alter the fundamentat ways in which organizations are put 

together, including new goals, structures and roles such as collaborative work 

cultures). 
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Fullan (1999: 15) indicates ~hat learning takes place ,in collaborat,ive cultures 

d that the secret to success of living companies, complex adaptive systems, 

learning communities or whatever terms we wish to use,is that they consist of 

this intricate r embedded interaction inside and outside the organization which 

converts tacit knowledge to explicj1t knowledge on an ongoing basis. 

On the idea and knowledge side, schools should seek to have access to new 

ideas. Bryk et al. (as quoted by Fullan, 1999:46) reiterate that for schoo'is to 

restructure and reform, a process of organ,zational learning must occur. New 

·deas must enter the school about core matters such as curr,iculu... , 

+ - struction, and school organization. In most general terms, the restructuring 

school is open to its externall environment, actively seeking out and trying new 

ideas about how it might work differently. 

regard, Davis (2003:195) deems positive working environments as 

displaying the cilaracteristics of learning organizations. Leaders explore ways 

to create information-rich environments where people are conscious of the 

importance of 'know~edge to their work) where they are encouraged to 

experiment and learn from mista1kes, and where they are brought together 

regularly to share knowledge that willi improve the effic~ency and effectiveness 

of administration. 

3.5.2 Lessons to guide thinking and action during change 

Fullan (1999: 18) proposes eight lessons to present a much deeper and more 

coherent basis for understanding and acting irl complex change situations: 

able 3.2: Lessons 10 guide thinking and action during change 
.r---------

Lesson t~ Moral Durpose is complex and problematic: the more complex 

e change, .8 less you can force it. 

Lesson 2: Theories of change and of education need each other: notably, 

what pedagogical assumptions and associated components are essential to 

the change model and what strategies are formed to guide and support 

impmementation. 
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Lesson 3: Conflict and diversity are our mends: 'cOillaborative' diversity' 

means oonUiet, but If conflict is respected, it is positively associated wit' 

creative breakthroughs. 

Lesson 4: Understanding the meaning of operating on the edge of chaos: 

means getting used to a degree of uncertainty. 

Lesson 5: EI is anxiety-provoking and anxiety-containing: complexity 

creates change, change means facing the unknown and this means anxiety. 

Emotionally intelligent people handle anxiety better. 

Lesson 6: Gollaborat1ve cultures are anxiety-provoking and anxiiety

containing: for co'Uaboration to be effective it must foster a degree of 

difference and this causes anxiety. The leadership cha!'lenge is to develop and 

support people's capacity for 'tackling an ongoing stream of hard problems'. 

Lesson 7: Attack Incoherence: Connectedness and knowledge creation 

are critical: principals shou.d be in.tegrators and synthesizers and attack 

incoherence caused by change, and focus on continuity firom one programme 

to anomer. 

Lesson 8: There is no single solution: Craft your own theories and actions 

Iy Ibeing a critical consumer: because of the intricacy of the change modell, i 

Icannot be captured in any single model. 

(Fullao, 1999:18) 

The new lessons are theoreticaUv and empirically based and are mutually 

"ndependent. The purpose of each ~Iesson is in not to provide a recipe for 

change, but to gUide thinking and action. The meaning of each lesson is 

derived from its interrelationship with the others and the particular context. in 

which change is envisaged (Graham-Jolley, 2003:107). 

A discussion on each lesson follows below. 

3.5.2.1 Lesso,n 1: Moral purpose is complex and problematic 

Acoording to Graham-Jolley (2003:107), the moral purpose of curriculum 

transformation in South Africa is located within a broader poliitical commitment 
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to democracy and equity. Thjs includes the urgent need to address issues of 

gender and race at schools. The particular values underpinning the n.ew 

atiooal curriculum. whi,ch are intended to foster these goals and to enhance 

learning, are located in the Principles Informing Curriculum Development 

Process and the Principles Informing Curriculum Design within the Curricul 

Framework for General and Further Education and Training (Nationa~ 

Department of Education, 1996). Fullan (1999:19) states that moral purpose 

is complex because ,j,t involves altering the power structure. Whl,l'e change 

cannot be achieved in a too-down manner, there is at the same time a need 

for pressure in the form of mandates which legitimate local reform. 

3.5.2.2	 Lesson 2: Theories 01 education and theories of change need 

each other 

Fullan argues that strategjes for change which articLJ,late both the assumphons 

made about teaching and leaming (theories of education) and ttJe strategies 

adopted for guiding and supporting change are Iikefyto be successfut 

3.5.2.3	 Le,sson 3: Conflict and diversity are our friends 

In South Africa the amalgamation of education departments formerty 

separated by race and the introduction of a new national curriculum, with its 

w'de-ranqina implicatiions for teachers and communities, have created an 

enormous potential fOIl conniet. Fullan (1999:22) argues that reaching 

consensus and avoiding or smoothing over disagreement is more desirable 

when seeking to bring about curriculum chang,e. Conflict which arises out of 

co~laborative diversity based on ethnic, cultural and gender differences can 

also bring benefits. The reason why change is a complex phenomenon is that 

to be effective, relatioflships have to be formed with people one might not 

"'nderstand and might flot Iil<;e. 

3.5.2.4	 Lesson 4: Understand the meaning of o'perating on the edge of 

chaos 

Graham-Jolley (2003: 109) states that this lesson teaches ~hat change should 

not be managed by excessive rules, rigid structtllres and formal channels of 
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communication. Instead, the management practices for navigating the edge 

of chaos involve the followwng (Graham~JoUeYl 2003: 109) 

.,	 Foster a Gunure of frequent change of a few strict rules 

•	 Keep most activities toosely structured but rely on critical structure points 

of priorities, targeted measures, reall deadlines and responsibilities for 

major outcomes 

•	 Create channels for real-time, fact -based communicat,ion with'j,n and 

across groups. 

3.5.2.5	 Lesson 5: EI is anxiety-provoking and anxiety-containing 

Change and anxiety are inextrjcably linked. According to Fullan (1999:25), 

facing changie means fac~ing the unlmown and this inevitably leads to anxiety. 

Educators in the South African context are no strangers to change, especially 

with the first intfoduction to outcomes-based teaching and learning. Tht,s was 

dealt with differentty by most: some have adopted a fatalistic approach, others 

wish it away and some reject tt without providing an argument which woul 

justify such a posiltion. Fullan (as quoted by Graham-Jolley, 2003: 110) states 

Ul,at emotionally inteSligent people acknowledge their anxiety, seek suppo(' 

form and give help to others, persist in the face of challenges and identify with 

and are sustained by a higher goal (moral purpose). 

3.5~2.6	 Lesson 6: Collaborative cultures are anxiety·,provoking and 

anx'ety-containing 

According to Graham-JaUey (2003:110). making curriculum decisions 

collaborativel1y r working collaborative~y and refle.GtIII9 critically irl a 

co.laborative way are crucial to affecting curriculum change at schools. 

Educators are exposed to conflicts and tensions in the education system 

wnich also incorporates anxtety containing supportive relationships. Fultan (as 

quoted by Graham-Jo~ley, 2003;110) stresses the value of coUaborative 

cultures as they provide support, but also because they recognise the vatue of 

dissonance inside and outside the organization. 
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Graham-Jolley (2003:110) states that central to managing cuniculum change 

at South African schools, it is important to take Into account the extent to 

which the fragmentation of the teaching profession has mitig,ated against the 

development of such co"aborative cultures Th_s has resuMed in educators 

be~ng massfvely under-prepared to face the challenges of transformation. 

3.5.2.7	 Lesson 7: Attack incoherence· connectedness and knowledge 

creaUon are critical 

uUan's message (as quoted by Graham-Jolley, 2003:111) is that overcoming 

fragmentation and incoherence is cruciall to the tas1k of know.edge creation 

(innovation). He points out that neither top-down nor bottom-up strategies by 

themselves can achieve coherence. This leads him to the importance of the 

role otayed by principals who can, as manag.ers, ,intercede and assist their 

staff to attack ;ncoherence. 

3.5.2.8	 Lesson 8: There ils no single solution - craft your own U1eories 

and acti,ons by being a critical consumer 

Fullan (as quoted by Graham..Jolley, 2003: 111) devotes his final lesson to a 

re-affirmation of the imvortance of context and a rejection of earlier technlical 

thinking about which gave rise to the notion of models of change. Accordjn~ 

to Fullan (1999:28), tlhe previous seven lessons in combination make it clear 

,hat ~here can be no silver bullet for ,change. The change process, tille author 

states, is too intricate and organic, differs from organization to orgaruzatio 

d therefore difficult to be captured in any single model. Ultimately, Ilesson 8 

says 'that no-one can solve an organl,zatlon's change probtems but 

himself/herself. 

Van Deventer at al. (2003:44) sUQ,gest that the principal as internal change 

agent is expected to initiate, facmtate and implement change by determininhl 

the outcomes of the proposed change, determining the procedures and 

ethods for Implementing change and contacting other school pri,ncipals who 

have already had experience- of the proposed cnange. 
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3.5.3 The paradox of school cnange 

Hargreaves (as quoted by Levin & Riffe.l, 2004:356) cites seven key areas of 

change, a.1 of which affect the needs of students and the situation of schools, 

namely the flexib~e economy, globalization, the decline of certainty and 

knowledge, the need for organizations that are less rigidly structured, changes 

in people's sense of sen and the 'increasingl pressl:ue on individuals to define 

and create themselves. 

Amidst these changes, schools have been criticized as not dealling with the 

realities of modern life for young people, not instilling firmer disGipline and 

failing to keep pace With social change, and school systems are described as 

still organized largely on the nineteenth century lines which characterized their 

beginnings (Levin & Riffel, 2004:357} 

Slavin (as quoted by Levin & Atftel, 2004:358) states~hat others accuse 

schools of changing too much and too frequently~ of being prey to every fad or 

bandwagon that comes along. According to these critics, new tasks are 

asstgned, new curricula developed!; new methods of teaching proposed and 

new organization forms introduced too often (Slavin, as quoted by Levin & 

Riffel, 2004:358). 

3.5.3.1 Leading the strategic planning process and change 

Creese and Earley (199'9~13), posit that those managing the change process 

need to be clear about the nature of the desired outcomes and to be 

convinced that these will be considerab'y better than the result of doing 

oming and continuing with the status quo. They need a clear and accurate 

picture of the current situation, together with a clear vision of the desired 

endpoint, and shoutd also consider what will have been learned by 

themselves and thelr coUeagues as a result of a successful innovation. 

According lo Haynes (2004:116), aU managers have to have a good command 

of the wider issues affecting their sellVice, in terms of general demographic, 

social, and economic indi'Ctors. This, the author states, wilE enable them to 

develop strategies that make the most of idenUfied opportunities and to 
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minimize the threats to the organization. Strategic management is about 

reconciling 'ex1:ernaJ alldi~nternal change, with the err,phasis on the external 

environment as a driver, but with an interest in the interaction anc ~eedback 

between these two parts of the system ,(Haynes, 2004: 116). 

Fidler (2004:257) argues that strateg,ic management at school level will be 

crucial and wi~1 require new ways of thinking and acting. Strategic 

management is important because it is the ,key to all ~t'ler :l1anagement 

processes. n is the blueprint which informs other decisions on marketing or 

pUblic relations, staffing and resourcing. Strategic management is concerned 

with deciding on strategy and planning how to implement it. It consists of 

analysis, decision-making, implementation and evaluation. Strategic 

decisions are concerned with the whole scope of the school's activities, the 

school's long term direction and matching of the school's activities to the 

environment (Fidler, 2004:258) 

Ferron and Stanton (2004:28) posit that strategic planning .5 fundamentally 

about leading a significant collaborative change effort. The authors quote 

Cope who states that ~f strategic planning works well, it is a collegial process 

for the design of an imaginable Mure - one harmonizing diverse activities 

while proViding a good fit between opportunities and strengths. 

Leading this co&legial effort requires skill in managing the emotional and 

creative aspects O'f the process so that pal1i,cipants with diverse perspectives 

can be prodluctively engaged in what is a practical and rational process 

(Fenon & Stanton, 2004:28). 

Fidler (2004:12) considers the strategic plan as valuable for dealina with 

unexpected opportunities and threats, identifying assumptions on which it is 

based and monitoring it for any changes, recognising priorities, synchronizing 

and co-ordinating efforts to produce a greater effect and engendering a sense 

of purpose for all staff. 

For Fldler (2004269) the most potent elements in implementing any strategic 

change are people and systems. The systems make sure that the things 
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people are doing are co-ordinated and reinforce each other in the direction 

that the strategy required and nther actions are discouraged. 

3.5.3.2 Strengthening interpersonal relationships to effect change 

Aocording to lFid~er (2004:268), the structure of tile school, the relat:ionship of 

people and tasks are _ntended to faci'Htate the work of the school. 

Cycles of trust and quality relationships form a supportive base within the 

school for socia' learning and form a sound backgwund to enabl08 effective 

self-organization to 'take place (Raynor, 2004:132). 

n th08 management of change, Haynes (2004:69) calls for a reconciliation of 

personal" interpersonall and organizat.ional conflicts and ind'icates tilat a 

personal contextual approach is required to effect this. According to Pfesk 

and WHson (as quoted by Haynes, 2004:69). those seeking change and 

organization should harness the nalural creatfvity and organizing abiWity of its 

staff and stakeholders through such principles as generative relationships. 

inimum specffl.cations, the positive effBctors of change and a constructive 

approach tn variation in areas of practice where there are only moderate 

certainty and agreement (ct. 8.4.8). 

3.5.3.3 Sustaining chanae 

Van Deventer et aJ. (2003:44) see the school principal as an internal change 

agent who is expected to initiate, facilitate and implement change by means of 

determining the outcomes of the proposed change, determining the 

procedures and methods for implementing change, scrutiniz'ing literature 

relevant to the proposed change and contacting other school principals who 

have akeady had experience of the proposed change. 

To sustain the process of change it has to be successfully managed (ct. 4.7 & 

7.2.4). 

verarO j Morris, Reitzburg and BllJHello (as quoted by Van Deventer et ai., 

2003:45) posit that managers who are good at managing change possess a 

dist'nct mix of knowledge, skillls, personal attitudes and values. This mix 
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demands that school plincipalls (Everard et al., as quoted by Van Deventer et 

al., 2003:45): 

•	 know clearly that they want to achieve; 

•	 interpret proposed changes not only from their own viewpoint, but also 

from that of others; 

•	 show irreverence for tradition but respect for experience and insiaht 

•	 plan flexibly, matchingl constancy of ends against a repertoire of available 

means; 

•	 are not discouraged by setbacks; 

hamess circumstances to enable change to be implemented; 

•	 explain change by means of two-way communrcation 3n,d maximum 

information about possible outcomes; 

•	 involve their staff in the management of change and protect their security; 

uO not pile one change on top of the other, but await assimilHtion; 

•	 presen1 change as personally rewarding for people, wherever possible; 

•	 cn,m~1 f"n~1' ~n'~nge is related to surviiVal and developmental excellence; 

•	 set and demand high standards of excellence; and 

•	 have a history of successful change behind them. 

3.6 CHANGE, LEADERSHIP AND EI 

According to Evans (2001 :21}. if chanQ'e is to be strictly defined, iii: simplY 

denotes a difference ;n the state or C1uality of something. It is perceived as 

sometning positive! notably in social change, of which school reform is an 

example. It is phrased plimarlly in terms of growth and renewal. 
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elping learners learn and grow, the educator experiences different 

emotions during this process of change. In this regard, Barrett and Salovey 

(2002:60) state that feelings sefdom occur in a vacuum. The emotions people 

feel almost always occur in the presence of a myiriad of stimuli that arouse 

and shape the.... 

For Mayer and Salovey (as quoted by Eloff & Ebers6hn, 2004:33) EI involves 

both the capacity to reason about emotions and to use emotions to assist 

reasoning. It inc'ludes the ability to ident.fy emotions accurately in ourselves 

ana in others, understand emotions and emotional language, manage 

emotions in ourselves and 'n other people, and use emoti,ons to facmtate 

cognitive activities and motivate adaptive behaviour (Mayer & Sallovey, as 

quoted by Elott & Ebers6hn, 2004:33). 

3.6.1 M,anaglnlg complex educaUonal change 

The process of change is inevitable in the school as organization, thus making 

the task of the ed'ucatjonal leader more complex. Loock et aI, (2003:49) 

contend that new leadership requires that principals become invo.lved as 

learners in real reform situations, craft their own theories of change, while 

consistently testing them against new situations. The author states further 

that I,eaders need to attend to therr emotTonal1 health and assist educators, 

parents ana learners to create a!1 environment of support in which people see 

problems as issues to be solved. 

Haynes (2004:69) states that complexity ,implies that managers and 

professionals need the openness to challenge events and the ability to reflect 

on d~fficult questions. The autholf sftes Plesk and Willson who comment that 

leadershiD msp'ired by compl:exify theory recognizes that change occurs 

naturally within the system and individuals engage jn this effort tor a variety of 

reasons. Complexity theory puts great emphasis on understanding the 

tenStons in an organization and their possible causes (Haynes, 2004:69'). 
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3.6.1.1 Themes typical of successful cn'ange 

Fullan and Miles (2002:78) jdenttfy basic themes derived from cllrrent 

know!edg,e of successful change that form a set and must be contemplated in 

relation to one another. The authors say fla1ly that reform will not be achieved 

untn these orientations have been incorporated iinto the thinking and reflected 

into ~he actions of those involved in change efforts. What fo'ilows is a brief 

outline of these themes. 

3.6.1.1.1 The more complex the change, the less you canl force it 

What really matters in Ulle accomplishment of important educational goals and 

complex goals of change are skills, creative thinking and committed actjon. 

Thinas that can be effective'ly mandated are things that (a) do not require 

thinkillilg or skill in order to implement them; and (b) can be monitored through 

close and constant surveillance. Almost all educational changes of va~ue 

require new s""ls, behavlitOur and beliefs or understanding. A cardinam rule of 

change in the human condition is that you caonot make people change and 

they cannot be forced to think differently or be compelled to develop new skins 

(Ful~an & Miles, 2002:78). 

3.6.1.1.2 Change is a journey, not ,a blueprint 

Schools are in the business of implementing a bewUdering array of multiple 

innovations and policies simultaneously. Moreover, according to Fullan and 

Miles (2002:78), restructuring reforms are so multifaceted and complex that 

solu1ions for particular settings cannot be known in advance. Even well

developed innovations represent ~ourneys for those encountering them for tne 

first time. Other more comp,lex reforms represent even greater uncertainty 

because more is being attempted, but above all because the solution is not 

known in advanoe. 

3.6.1.1.3 IProbl,ems, are our friends 

According to Fullan and Mi~es (2002:78), it is on,ly through immersing 

urselves in problems that we can come up with creaUve solutions. Problems 
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aretthe roots to deeper change and deeper satisfaction. In this sense, 

effective organizations embrace problems, rather than avoid them. Success 

in school change e'Horts is much more likely when problems are treated as 

natural!, expected phenomena and are looked for. 

3.6.1.1.4 Vision and strategic planning come late 

Visions are necessary for success, but few concepts are as misunderstood 

and misappJied in the change process, Visions come later for two reasons. 

Firstly, under conditions of dynamic complexity. one needs a good deal of 

reflective experience before one can hope for a plausible vision. Vision 

emerges from, more than it precedes action. Secondjy, shared vision, whic." 

is essential for success, must evolve through the dyillamic interaction of 

organizational members and leaders (Fullan & Miles, 2002:78). 

3.6.1.1.5 Change is too important to leave to the expert 

e authors identify two basic reasons why every person working in an 

organization committed to change must be a change agent with moral, 

purpose. Fulfan and Miles (2002:78) state firstly that, since no one person 

can possibrV understand the complexities of change in dynam~cally complex 

systems, it follows that responsibilily cannot be left: to others. Secondly. and 

more fundamentally, the conditions fm the new paradigm of change cannot be 

estab!lished by formal leaders working by themselves. Each indlvidual 

educator has the responsibility to help create an organization capable of 

indivldual and collective enquiry and continuous renewal. 

3.6.1.1.6 Change is learning and loaded with uncertainty 

Change is a pwcess of coming to gr,ips witill new personalrneaning, and so it 

is a learning process. An important proposition for success then is to 

understand that an change involves ~Iearnjng and that all learning involves the 

com~ng to understand and to be good at something new. Thus, conditions 

that support learning must be part. of any change effort (Fullan & Miles, 

2002:78). 
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3.6.1.2 Characteristics of change at schools 

Change at schools, Creese and Earley (1999:12) state, may involve the 

introduction of new teaching material - a new curriculum, new ways of 

teaching - that is, different ways of presenting the mater,ial, and it may require 

educators to change their fundamental ideas about the processes of leaming 

and teaching. 

Those who initiate change have to maintain their pressure to change and 

become embedded in the school's culture. However. if it is to be successt....• 

the change must be owned at least partly, by all of those involved and this 

imDlies that the originator(s) must be prepared '.0 share their power and allow 

others to take responsibility (Creese & Earley, 1999: 13). 

Wallace and Pockling10n (2002:37-42) state that to understand school change 

as a complex phenomenon, it j,s necessary to identify tile five essential 

characteristics of this complexity: 

•	 Firsfly, complex educational change is typically large-sale, impinging on 

he lives of many peopfe. A multitude of stakeholders with an extensive 

range of specialist knowledge and priorities will probably be involved or 

affected, by design. 

•	 SecondlYl Wallace and Pocklington (2002:37) state, complex educational 

change is componential, an entity made up of interrelated and 

differentiated parts which vary over time. The content of the change is 

ikely to consist of a diversity of sequenhail and overlapping comoonents 

affecting different stakeholders at particular times. A var,iety of 

components, perhaps coupled with their cumulative impact over time, will 

dictate that a multip~iGity of differentliated but interrelated management 

tasks must be addressed. 

•	 Thirdly, complex educational change tends to be systemic, taking place 

across two or mom administrative levels of a large education system whic 

both shapes and constrains tine ways In whi,ch stakeholders interact 

(Wallace & Pocldington, 2002:37). 
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•	 Fourthly, complex educational change is differentially Impacting on people 

involved or affected, contlibuting to the diversity of management tasks. 

According to (Wallace & Pocklington, 2002:37) there will be a variable shift 

in practice and learningl required of different indiViduals and grouns 

accordina to the novelty of whatever they do. The change will have a 

variable reciprocal effect on other ongoing actMties. Complex educational 

change is .ntrinsically cont,extually dependent. facilitated and constrained 

by many aspects of the w~der political and historical milieu wifu which it 

interacts. The change will interact with an evolving profile of other planned 

and unplanned change (Wa111lace & Pocklington, 2002:42). 

•	 Fifthly, complex educational change is intrinsically contextually dependent 

facilitated and constrained by many aspects of the wider politicail and 

~jstorjcal milieu with which it interacts. The impact of the accreUon of past 

changes affecting resource parameters for the change, may be facilitative 

or inhibitory (Wanace & Pocklington, 2002:43). 

The authors (WaUace & pocklington, 2004:43) conclude their discussion 

stating that the potential capacity to manage complex change :is likely to be 

inherently restricted because there are so many factors impacting change 

beyond any individual's understanding and control. Yet, while a degree of 

ambiguity and unpredictability may be endemic, it must still be feasible to 

aximise a school's capacity tor change, where possible (Wallace & 

Pocklington, 2002:43). 

3.6.1.3 Leadership and attitudes to change 

Ofeve~and (as quoted by Tomlinson, 2004:127) explores leadership as a 

profession with eight attitudes indispensable to the management of 

complexity: 

•	 A lively inteillectual curiosity - eve Ing: is related to everything else. 

•	 A genuine interest in what other peop~e think - and why they think lin that 

way - which means you have to be at peace wllth yourself. 
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•	 A feeling of speciall responsibility for envisioning a future - different from a 

straight line projection of the present. 

•	 L.l. nl lnr-n m~,T rnA~T rl~iI<'S are there - not to be avoided, burt taken. 

•	 A mindset that crises are normal and self-pity is reserved for those who do 

not want to be leaders. 

•	 A sense of personal responsibility for general outcomes of your effort. 

A 'Quality named unwarranted optimism, some more upbeat outcome from 

adding up expert advice. 

SterUng and Davidoff (2000:32) offers a leadership wheel (ct. F~gure 3.11 

which offers a way of expressing the tension between a range of ways of 

leading. The Vl.l1heel focuses on four major roles wh~ch the leader can draw on: 

e healer, the warrmor, the educator and the visionary. These are discussed 

hrieJly be:I'ow. 

Each of these four rol.es carries wirthin it the opposites or dualities of 

leadershio. Within the role of the warrior, for example, one wm sometimes be 

directive and sometimes non-d.irective. Within the rol'e of the educator, one 

willi sometimes need to offer guidance or wisdom, wh'le at other times one will 

encourageomers to take responsibility for uncovering the'ir own wi'sdom. 

The leadership wheel encourages deve'opment of the soft aspects of each 

ro'le, thus faci1itating the development of holistic leaders. The leadership 

wheel is depicted in Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1: The leadership wheel 
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According to Wallace and Pocklington (2002:212), a popular image dictates 

that leaders make things happen- their agency appears boundless. Effective 

leaders are seen to be those who have sufficient agency to come up with the 

big ideas, make their ethical decisions to set the direction for the organization. 

However, the authors suggest that the converse may equally hold that morally 

upstanding leadership is not enough. There is much more which is essential 

to managing complex change than simply proclaiming a general direction and 

garnering support for it. Sophisticated and differentiated management activity 

is required to ensure that complex change gets further than a vision. 
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3.6.1.4 Character'fstlcs of the changing leader 

Leithwood et al. 0999:3) are of the opinilOn that the concept of teadership has 

not been c1earl,y defined over the centuries. If anything, the definition is 

arbi:trary and subjective, some definitions are more useful than others, but 

here is no correct definitjon. 

Sterling and Davidoff (2000:27) state that old notions about leadership drawn 

from mil~tary, colonial and Imperial environments are giving way to more. 

democratic and ho~,istic ideas. This new approach limplies the following about 

leadership: 

•	 Effedive leaders draw on a wide repertoire of skills to lead appropriately i 

different sii~uations. 

,.	 EffectivH 'eaders work together with others to achieve the organisation's 

dreams and hopes. 

•	 Effective l'eaders are wininato make mistakes and learn from them 

•	 Effective leaders are adaptable. They are not afraid to change their minds. 

They can drop ideas, attiluaes d roles which prove to be mistaken or 

piUsn forward at other times. 

•	 Effective leaders reveal their humanness, their doubts and vulnerabWties. 

They are able to be themselves (real, honest). 

Effective leaders affirm and deveilop the leadership and potentiall in others 

(Sterling & Davidoff, 2000:27). 

rle authors (Sterling & Davidoff, 2000:27) further identify core qualities that 

are most often associated wilth Ileadership: accountability, disciplline, flexibility, 

courage, humdity, intHgrffy, tolerance, linner stmngth, confi!dence, 

assertiveness, sensftivity~ gentleness, perseverance, compassion, 

consfstencv, deCtsiveness, enthusiasm, honesty, empathy, dedicatiion, loyalty, 

transparency, staying power, dependability and fairness (Ster~ing & Davidoff, 

2000:22). 
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According to Raynor (2004:168), the changing face of educational leadersh~p 

means that principal's need greater intellectual ability for management than in 

the past. The cognitive abilities, ranging as they do, over the kind of 

rationality needed for financial planning and management to the abstract 

thinking associated with phIlosophy, to the wisdom and praglmatism needed 

for working wtth people, are unlikely to be simply those measured by 

intelligence quotients. 

Gardener (as quoted by Moss, 2005:45) llists fourteen characteristics of 

leaders, including ability to motivate, confidence, assertiveness, f1ex,ibility and 

physical stamina, but goes on to say that the required attributes depend on 

the leader's style, the demands of Ule situation and the nature of the followers. 

These characterj1stics tio8' in with Sterlingl and Davidoff's view (2000) that 

leaders need to draw on these skills to lead appropriately in different 

situations, always considering the .ndividual. 

Re'flectlng on the change concerning the imag;e of the United States' pdncipa,l 

between 1900 and the 1990s, Beck and Murphy (as quoted by Earley & 

Weindling, 2004:84-85) site a hi,storical approach. They found that in the 

19008 orincipals were seen as educators with administrative responsibilities 

and as the guardians of accepted values. By the 1,920s the dominant view 

was ot the principal as scientific manager, but there were also numerous 

references to spiritual and religious value images. These disappeared in tne 

1930s and the stress was on principals as business managers and school 

executives. 

For the 1940s and 1950s principals were leaders of democratic schools while 

in the 1960s principals were asked to use proven strategies to, promote 

excellHlilce. The 1970s principal: should lead the way to promote the 

development of a stable economy. The ear'v 1990s were part of the secon 

wave of educational reform - fhe restructuring movement (Earley & Weindl,ing, 

2004:84-85.). 

The authors (Earley & Weindling, 2004:84-85) argue that this created new 

demands on principals and that ths can be seen in these metaphors: 
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•	 Leader: a move from the manager to the leader. 

•	 Servant: how to lead, not from the top of the organizational pyramid, but 

from within the web of :interpersonal relationships; to use empowerment 

rather fhan controL 

•	 Organizational architect: principals have to reshape the school to the 

changing environment and become proponents of change. 

•	 Social architect: in this role principals have to bridge the connection 

between the condnions of education and tne changing social fabr'c 0

society. 

•	 Educator: the principal must become the head learner at the school. 

lMoml agent this concerns the fundamental issue of values and ~he moral 

issues of schooling and the principalship. 

•	 I-Jor~rm In me community: prffincioals must continue to remember that their 

work as an educational leade,r is first, foremost and always with people. 

The key concept hem is that of equity (Earley & Weindling, 2004:84-85). 

Ful'l-an (2001 b:11) has idemified five essential, components of leadership and 

states that leaders will increase their effectiveness only if they continually 

work on these. 

These components are encapstllated in a framework (Figure 3.2), which the 

researcher will now discuss. 
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Figure 3.2: Essential components of leadership 
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According to Fullan (2001 b:11), leaders must be guided by moral purpose and 

this means acting with the intention of making a positive difference in the lives 

of employees, customers and society as a whole. Secondly, it is essential for 

leaders to understand the change process. Leaders who combine a 

commitment to moral purpose with a healthy respect for the compleXities of 
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the change process will not only be more successfuL but will also unearth 

deeper moral purpose. Thirdly, a sing-Ie factor common to every successfu 

change initiative is that relationships 'improve. If relationshmps improve, things 

get better. Thus leaders must be consummate relationship builders w' 

diverse people and groups - especially with people different from themselves. 

EffecHve leaders constantly foster purposeful interaction and pmblem-solving 

and are wary of easy consensus. Fourthly, leaders should commit 

themselves to constant knowledge creation and sharing. ConsequenUy, what 

is requilr8d to turn information into knowledge is a socia~ process which jn 'turn 

reouires good relationships (Fullan, 2001 b:11). 

Coherence is seen as part and parcel of the complexity and can never be 

complete~y achi,eved. Leaders 'in a culture of change value and atmost enjoy 

e tensions inherent in addressing hard-to-solve problems, because that is 

where the greatest accomplishments lie. 

Lastly, Ileaders should also possess more personal characteristics which the 

author labelled the energy-enthusiasm-hopefUlness const6'lilation. Energetic

enthusiastic-hopeful leaders cause greater moral purpose in themselves, burl 

themselves in change, naturally build relatio£lships and knowledge and seek 

coherence to consolidate moral purpose. 

3.6.2 Changing schools from top-down to p,arti'cipatory management 

Accordli,ng to Leithwood et al. (1999:12) the term participative leadership was 

adopted from YukI's (1994) description to encompass group, shared and 

teacher leadership. Part1iicipabve leadership; examined in nine articles in the 

review, assumes that the decision-making process of tile group ought to be 

the central focus for leaders. 

Nogobo (2003:195) reiterates that staff involvement in decision-making 0, 

issues that affect them offers a safe forum for tackling differences before 

these can lead to confIiG~. 
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According to James and ConnoUy (2000:110), the role of middle-managers 

and heads of department at secondary schools become increasingly important 

as they were often v~ewed as the key people in the change process. In many 

instances then, the location of leadership moved from top-down to the heads 

of department. Fullan (as quoted by James & Connony, 2000: 110) subscribes 

to the view that leadership should be shared across the school. 

Steyn (as quoted by Kaabwe, 2003:115) arg,ues that the key to effective 

school management in South Africa is educator empowerment which involves 

educators as leaders, rather than as committee members. Effective 

empowerment leads to meaningful partic;ipation in school management 

because li:he edulcators' expertise is acknowledged and utilized to deal with 

issues in which they have an interest. 

3.6.2.1 S,pecific princIples that reflect on managing schooJS 

Gmbler et al. (2003:30) postulate that, with the introduction of SGBs to public 

sctlools via the Schools Act (84/1996) the principal occupi:es a diverseI 

manageria~ position. Apart from being the education leader of the school, the 

principaJ now acts as the executive officer of the SGB, is accountable to both 

the educational authorities allld the governing body and has to manage in a 

Illulti-dimensional environment with unfamiliar role expectations such as 

entrepreneur, financial executive. marketing manager, legal and DubUc 

rel,atiorls oHicer (Grabler et al" 2003:30) 

Grann (2003:64) refers to this as intellsification of work, which has become 

part of the territory of the educational leader and manager. It is partly about 

task overload, not iust in the sense of occasionally having mQlle things to do 

han usual, but also the experience of a never-endingl treadmill effect in which 

the awareness of overlloading is constant, sustained arld compounded by 

umerous deadlines. tn these circumstances, Clarke and Newman (as quoted 

"y Gronn, 2003:65) note that the management of one's emotions becomes 

vital, as this new work reg,ime becomes emotionaf;ly dratning for the individual 

and impacts 00 his/her own quality of hfe. 
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dhlovu et al. (2005:62) ident:ify the following principles that should be borne 

'n mind in the manaQ'ement of schools: 

•	 Principal,s lead rather than instruct. P1rincipals who operate as leaders 

realize that theIr status depends on their abibty to lead and motivate their 

team of educato,rs. At new schools, the principal must be seen as leading 

learners and educators to achieve desired outcomes, rather than as 

inst/1Jctingthem. 

•	 The decision-making hierarchy becomes flatter. 

•	 In the past, decisions were made at the top and then passed down through 

a clearly defined hierarchy. New schools should be trying to reduce their 

run9s on ~he hierarchical ladder to produce flatter, more open and more 

participative structures. This will allow better information flows, and 

creates an atmosphere in which all members feel a sense of ownership. 

This in turn t makes it easier for managers to lead rather than instruct 

(Ndhlovu et al., 2005:62). 

•	 he roles we play at schoolcS become more flexible. Our country is 

changing rapidly. But many of our schools sWI lock educators 'nto very 

fi'xed mles and responsibilities. 

•	 New schools require a much more flexible structure so that they can adapt 

to change. Roles and ~l..Jnctions need to be reassessed so that individuals 

have the capacity to respond quickly to changing situations and new 

demands. 

'. Leadership is about empowering parHcipants, not wielding power. Creating 

a col'laborative management culture requires that those in senior 

management positions learn to see their leadership role as that of 

empower'ng others in the organization, rather than controlling them. 

Leadership then becomes a process of building and developing 

participation and conaboration. 
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•	 ~mphasis is on effective schools, not simply on efficiency. In the past, 

many schools were not educationally effective and were not producing 

desired learning outcomes or outputs. Ndhlovu et at. (2005:62) are of the 

opinion that producing schouts as learning organizations invo!lves a 

commitment to continuous development and improvement and a constant 

striving for smaU, but significant improvements in a process which involves 

everyone at the school. A scnoors success will be measured by its 

meeting pre-defined and measurable performance indicators that must be 

related mo its key functl0n: educating youn9! people. 

A culture of I,earning should b,e created, rather than controlling behaviour. 

In 'new' sChools, the approach should be to ensure that the agreed-upon 

outputs are being achieved by entrusting educators and learners to work 

towards these without constant supervision. The task of school managers 

is to create and develop a culture that enables committed educators and 

learners ~,o do their work (Ndhlovu et al., 2005:62). 

This culture of transformation which I'eaders at educational institutions should 

subscribe to is essential if sustainable change is to be ensured at schools. 

Droppler and Lauterburg (2001 :33) argue for a change in emphas,js relatina to 

management's tasks, mainly ,n three directions: 

•	 Securing the future. Looking ahead, ensuring the necessary infrastructure 

as well as resources for cLJrrent work. 

•	 Leadershio. Training and looking after educators, developing capable 

teams and providing advice and support on specialized problems. 

,.	 Managing constant organizational change. Coordinating everyday 

usiness and project work, managing' staff allocation; clearing up 

dirfferences of opinion and conflict situations and ensuring internal and 

external communication. 
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3.6.2.2 Managing people in an era ofchanae 

Anderson (as quoted by Fosken & Lumby, 2003:189) describes the 'k'ds 

come first' mantra, a bellief that the central concern of schools should be the 

individual learner and linked to this, a conviction that ~he aim of education is to 

develop the potentia'l of each individual. Leaders are therefore to have a 

primary role in focus:ing everything on the development of individual learners. 

Antidote (2003:23) argues for creaUng emotionaJ:lly literate schools and 

emphasizes that practising emotionall literacy provides everyone in the school 

community- staff as wen as students- with opportunn:ies to manage the difficult 

emotions they are experiencilng. U does so by providing them with 

opportunities to think about how emotions influence the way they behave and 

to work out the principles ~hat wU! guide their dealings with one anotller 

Antidote,2003:23}. 

Emotiona' literacy seeks to create more harmonious interactions at schools by 

enabling people to understand the causes of their own behaviour and that of 

others. It seeks to avoid enforcing compliance in ways that restrict the energy 

which young people bring to learning or their openness to new knowledge 

'Anttdote, 2003:24). 

3.6.3 TransJormationalleade,rship 

Bolman and Deal (as quoted by Earley & Weindling, 2004:85) devised an 

instrument to explore how school principals and other leaders perceive their 

leadership style in terms of organizational frames or lenses. Using the frames 

provides a different perspecti~e on what leadership is and how it operates in 

organizations. The four frames are referred to as political, numan resource, 

structufal and symbolic. 

The frames will now be discussed below. 

3.6.3.1 The pollticaI Irame 

This frame points out both the limits of authority and the inevitabl1itythat 

resources are too scarce to fuUiI jn all demands. The princfpal is power broker 
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or statesperson. The school is seen as a collection of special interest groups 

and the task of the principal is to mould these into a school-wide coalition 

(Bolman & Deal, as quoted by Earley & Weindling, 2004:85). 

3.6.3.2 e human resource frame 

Thts frame highlights mhe importance of needs and motives. In the imagery ,of 

the school as extended fami~y, the principal's leadership role is concentrated 

on meeting individuall needs. According to Bolman and Deal (as quoted by 

Earley & Weindling, 2004:85), the principal communicates praise and 

construcUve feedback for the sake of promoting both satisfaction and growth. 

The principal ,listens and helps educators, and Ilearners grapple i1v;'~h personal 

strellgths ana weaKnesses. 

3.6.3.3 The structural frame 

This frame emphasizes productivity and assumes that organizations work best 

when goals and II'Oles are clear, and when the efforts of individuals and groups 

are well coordinated. Bolman and Deal (as quoted by Earley & Weindling, 

2004:85) say that the school-as-factory image emphasizes the principal's role 

as engineer and supervtsor. As an engineer, the principal focuses on 

designing a system of roles and relationships that uses the talents of staff, 

upports the instructimlal programme and allows the school to deal with tile 

environment. As a supervisor, goal1s are clearly defined and the principal sees 

to it that these are translated into objectives for educators and non-educators. 

3.6.3.4 The symbolic frame 

This frame centres attention on symbols, meaning and faith. Seeing the 

school as drama or theatre requ~res a principal to be a poet or symboltc 

leader. The principall spends time bUilding the culture of the school -- sharing 

and articulating shared value, celebrating heroes and heroines, orchestrating 

key rituals dramati,zing the school's identity and working hand in hand with 

'·he priests and priestesses, storytellers and gossips to keep the spirit of the 

school aiive (Earley & Weindling, 2004:85-86). 
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Transfmmational ~eadership, Leithwood' et al. (1999:9) state, has been used to 

siGnify an appmpriate type of leadership for school's taKing tJp the challenges 

of restructuring. It refers expHci,Uy to charismatic, visionary, cultural and 

empowering concepts of leadership. This form of leadership assumes that the 

central focus of leadelfship ought to be the commitments and capacities of 

organizational members. 

According to Hallinger and Heck (2004:231), a synthesis of several studies on 

the impact of the princ~pal from a transformationall leadership perspective, 

Leithwood et al. highlight people effects as a cornerstone of the 

transformational leadershiD model. Within this model proposed by Lenhwood 

and h.s colleagues. many of the outcomes of interest in terms of restructuring 

schools are educator effects (such as changes of behaviour, adoption of new 

programmes and teaching techniques). They therefore suggest that a major 

impact of principal efforts is to produce major changes in people. A 

conclUSIon clrawn from Leithwood's studies (as quoted by HaIlinger & Heck, 

2004:231) i.s that transformationa.l leadership has an impact on educators' 

perceptions of school conditions, their commitment to changle and the 

organizationaJ leaning thattakes place (Hallinger & Heck, 2004:231). 

Earley (2004:238) cites Bass, Campbell and Gold who recognize that 

transformational leadership models conceptualize school leadership along a 

umber of dimensions and give emphasis to building vis'ion, establishin 

commitment to agreed goals, providing intellectual stimulation, offering 

individuaflzed support, and exp'icating and encouraging high expectations for 

the staff. 

smns and Mutford (as Quoted by Foskett & lumby, 2003:172) reiterate that 

the ~eadership c:haracteristics of a school are important factors in promoting 

structures and systems that enable the school to operate as a learning 

organ~zation. School leaders need to be highly skilled in transformational 

leadership practices which work, directly and jndirectly, through others 

towards bringing about consensus in the organization's mission, structures 

for shared decision-makino, continualleaming through reflective practice, hig'l' 
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standards of professionalism and a supportive and appreciative climate that 

promotes a culture of trust and collaboration. 

3,6.4 Managing 'the educator"s emotional response to cnange 

Ndhlovu et al. (2005:115) posit that change is difficult and prone to resistance 

from those affected, even when it is regarded by most people as good and 

beneficial. Thus, to sustain change sLlccessfullYI the authors state, it seems 

important to f~nd out why th*s is so and to develop strategies for dealing with it. 

Coping with school change, Levin and Riffel (2004:366) say, is often a way of 

avoi,dingl disaster or at least m~nimizing the effects of unwanted external 

chanQies on the organization. Educators might think of themselves as 

engagea in a process of finding a future for schoolls and view their educational 

task as that of harmonizing social change and their evolving educational 

purposes. The organizational tasks are less to make decisions about me 
utulre shape of systems and more to create and maintain the conditions that 

allow a future to emerge. 

Leithwood .et al. (1999:142) believe that it is not enough for educators to have 

goals compatible with the school's change inniatives, rather educators must 

believe that they are personally labelled to achieve those goals and that their 

school env'ronment will mavide the support that they requir,e. 

In this context, according 'to Leithwood et al. (1999: 142) the main function of 

emotion ils 10 create a state of action readimness, to stimulate immediate or 

vigorous action by reducing the salience of other competing issues or concern 

and to maintain patterns of action, 

As educators engage from day 10 day in efforts to restructure, those efforts will 

be sustained by a pos.itive emotional climate which includes frequent and 

positive feedback from parents and students about their experiences with the 

school's change iniUatives, feedback from colileagues and other school 

leaders about one's successes in achieving gaols assoC'iated with change 

'nitiatives and a dynamic and changing jlob (Leithwood et aI., 1999:142-143). 
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According to Grobler et al. (2003:40), resistance to change is a fundamental 

block to change and at prime reason why change does not succeed or lis not 

·mplemented. The authors cite Marttn, Forgeson and Green who have 

identified three factors causing resistance, rlamel'y individual factors, referring 

to at need for control and achievement, group factors which ,refer to group 

conesiveness, social norms and partjcipation '0 decision-making and 

organizational factors signifying threats presented by the unknown, challenges 

to the unknown and wor'kload consequences (Grobler et al., 2003:40). 

Fineman (2003:127) notes that signs of resistance indicate important 

diffelr8l1ces in the way a change is seen, presented or Inegotiated. 

Resistance, if accurately read, provides important diagnostic information on 

Ilhe way change is being in1roduced, delivered and supported. It also 

indicates the feelinQs that have to be addressed if operational continuity, a 

semblance of normal organizational service, is to be sustained dUriing the 

hange. 

Huy (as quoted by Fineman, 2003:127) refers to this process as emotional 

balancing. It fa"s upon managers, he argues, to work with their own and their 

subordinates' feelings, it both change and continuity are to be achieved. 

Responding to change is an educational task in which schools as institutions 

need to think through problems, analyse data, debate o,Pt,ions and values, 

develop and test strategies and learn trom experiences (LeVin & Riffel, 

2004:367). 

3.7 LEADING CHANGE WITH 

El is increasingly recognised as an important ingredient of a successful 

school. Given this importance, it becomes necessary for the educational 

leader 10 engage in emotional inteUligent leading. 

Managing emotionally means puttill1g a high priority on re-cultming, not merely 

restructuring. Re-culturing involves changing the norms, values, incentives, 

skills and relationships in the organilzation to foster a different way of workin 

together (Loock et aI., 2003:50). 
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Tomlinson (2004:22) states that, for change management, the application of 

emotional intelligent leadership can: 

•	 adapt to changing circumstances and lead others through the personal 

discomfort of cnana,e; 

•	 offer innovative solutions, identify key issues) simplify problems and find a 

way through unclear situations; 

•	 have confidence in their own abilities to enable them to encourage the 

team and keen them motivated and productive; and 

•	 remove barriers to change as others are enabled to overcome the fear of 

risk and failure which can produce defensive and cautious behaviour. 

Moss (2005:41) pas.its that times are repllete w~th change and ·the need to 

ake critical decisions. This heightens the advantages of regulating and 

managing emotions and Ulle importance of .Ieaders in our age needing EI 

skills. Among others, the author states tlnat the current agre requires people to 

grapple with the unknown and its enduring emotional issues. leadership 

becomes more influenced by emotion in the face of difficult decisions, 

lkherefore a proac~jve understanding of emotions and how they develop and 

. teract can prevent crises and undesirable outcomes. 

According to Moss (2005:52), a correlation has been shown between EI and 

leadership style, specmcally among health care leaders. In a study of health 

care executives who self-assessed thek leadership style through a series of 

descriptors, those choosing a team management style garnered higher mea.. 

scores on the Mayer-Sa~ovey-CarusoEI Test than did those choosing other 

categories. The au1hor sites Goleman who points out that leaders could 

increase their flexibility within a leadership sty~e by Ilearning about and 

developing Et (Moss, 2005:52). 

Eartey (2004:239) contends that the modern conceplion of leadership, be it 

with~n schools or elsewhere, is dispersed throughout the whole organization. 

The leadership demonstrated by principals, deputy pfincipals and others at 
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the apex of organizational structures, is crihcal:iy important, but part of that 

leadership is to distribute or disperse responsibility and to empower others to 

give of their best. Goleman, (as quoted by Earley, 2004:239) reiterates that 

leadership is distributed and does not reside solely in the individual at the top, 

but in every person at every leve:ll, who, in one way or another, acts as a 

leader to a group of followers. 

According to Haynes (2004:68)~ studies of leadership place an emphasis on 

the need for leaders to demonstrate key traits in the~r personalities such as 

strength of character and self-belief, enablinQl them to deal with periods of 

cribcism and diverse c,ircumstances. Recent literature on El, the author 

states, makes a strong case for teaching such personall awareness and 

&mplies that this will result in bette,. social and work.ng relationships. 

Accordingl to Kaabwe (2003:111 5), effective education managers will not only 

seek to produce leaders with inspiration and wisdom, but will also seek to use 

available administrative knowledge to empower colleagues to share sch 

management. If in the process, great leaders emerge, this will add value to 

the functioning of schools, allowing them to develop excellent working places 

for aU stakeho~ders, and making them better able to cope with the ever 

increasing demands of the future. 

3.1.1 Creating an environment for change 

.According to Levin and Riffel (2004:361). the environment cOI..dd be 

understood to include anything which might affect the school. The author 

states tlhat toere is a general consensus in the I,iterature that schools must 

adapt to changes in their environments if they are to survive. This is the 

essence of an open systems model of organization, which rema~ns the 

standard conceptualiza~ion. 

In a period in which schooling is under attack from so many sources, it is 

hardly surprising that peopfe ins~de the system see the mer'its of stabilitv and 

conserving that seem to them to have worked well. lJf educators are inclined 

sometimes to blame the problems of education on parents and learners or on 

government policles, this is 'flot much different from governments b1lamina the 
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problems of the economy on educators and schools (Levin & Riffel, 

20D4:364). 

Change always requires a balance between idealism and realism. Levin and 

Riffel (2004:366) argue for a better understanding both of what schools 

currently do and of what they might realist,ically do better. Respondiilng to 

change is an educational task in which schools as institutions need 10 do tne 

same things educators say they want to do with learners - think throlJlgh 

problems, analyse data, debate options and values, deve,lop and test 

strategies and learn from experience. 

3.7.2 The role of emotions, in educa,tional change 

Claxton (as quoted by Moller, 2002:263) regards worl)'1ing and anx.iety as two 

of the most freauently experienced emotional problems for both educators and 

learners. In order to gain control over them, the author states, educators and 

leamers must become proactive, which assumes that human be~ngs have the 

ability to rise above conditions by mak,ing responsible decisions. The 

manager (educator) who acknowledges and controls his emotions can make 

responsible choices with an appropriate response. To expand the circle of 

cOl1trol, M6'ler (2002:263) states, people need to be aware of their feelings 

and how to manage them proactively, have weN-structured value systems as 

the foundation for their aims and show emoathy towards others (cf. 4.3). 

3.7.3 Emotional skills required for effective leadership 

According to Calitz et al. (2002:54), leadership relies on oersonal bonds within 

a team environment. Foundation skills estabtish Ule basis of this bond', yet tlhe 

leader's constant reflection develops the bond furtner. 

Effective leadership is linked to E~, which is exemplified in the leader's seU~ 

confidence and self-awareness, integrity, enthusiasm and drive, empathy and 

social ski,l!,.ls (Calitz et al., 2002:54;. The authors emphasize a olose !,ink 

between EI and intellectual skills and reiterate tbat leaders need to know their 

jobs and must have knowledgle and experience to deal with situations that 

they are likely to face (Calitz et al., 2002:54). 
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Coleman and Earley (2005:13) state that using empathy and social skills is 

one aspect of emotional leadershipl but there is a growing body of research 

into the emotional aspect of being a pllincipal which has identified how leaders 

may experience a range of negative emotions associated with their role. 

hese emotions, according to the above-mentioned authors, include anger 

caused by carrying the w8'ight of other peoples' emotions, behaviour, 

demands and expectations; dis1ress created by their own and others' 

expectations added to an overdeveloped sense of personal responsibility; 

anxiety associated with enacti!ng their role and the consequent tendency to 

avoid anxiety by accentuat1lng fne positive, and anger about the isolation that 

they experience and the pressure they feel to be perfect managers (Coleman 

&Earley, 2005:13-14). 

According 10 Grady (2004:40). principals of effective schools contjnuaHy 

model the value they p1ace on accomplished teaching and powerfull learning 

observina dasses, conferring with educators, learners and 'families abou~ 

curriculum and instruction; and by acting on policy decisions that supoort the 

schooll's short. and lona-term goals. Effective leaders, the author states, 

carefuUy and consistently model interpersonal behaviours that lead to a 

shared sense of care and conceru. 

3.8 ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE AND SCHOOL CHANGE 

Theories of school leadership emphas;ize the influence of organizational 

culture on the meaning people associate with their work and willingness to 

change. According to Hallinger and Heck (2004:232), this is the view 

expressed by Ogawa and Bossert, Leithwood, Bolman and Deal who argue 

hat leaders operate within environmental and organizational cutlures and 

affect how their Dartictpants interpret organizational events and 'thus influence 

how they behave. This focuses on the importance of developing shared 

meanings and values (cf. 7.25 & 8.4.7)). 

Similarly, ~in earlier effective schools studies, cultme was perceived as climate. 

The authors (Hallinger & Heck, 2004:232) cite WeiI who found that effective 

and typicaJ schools differed in several organizational processes. Tl1ev termed 
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these processes school learning climate (for example collaborative processes, 

open communication), social climate Cor example sense of community, 

silident ~rlvolvement). 

Grobler et al. (2003:25) state that the school climate focuses on interpersonall 

relationships as it affects educators, principa~s and learners. To h,ghlight this 

relatiorlShip, 'l:he author refers to humanistic schools which place greater 

emphasis on developing self-discipline in leamers. They involve learners in 

decisioml-making and educators co-operate With one another so that a sense 

of achievement motivates them (Grobler et al., 2003:25). 

Bush (as quoted! by Lumby et al., 2003:58) sU9gests that one tangible way for 

leaders to generate cultufe is to focus upon the aims of a school since these 

are meant to be the key ways in which values and beliefs of an organization 

are reinforced. 

3.8.1 Conceptions of culture 

ughes (2004: 130) loose~y defines organizational climate as that set of 

internal character~stics which distinguishes ol'le school from another and 

wnich influences the behaviour of people at each school. The author refers to 

an open climate as being characterj,zed by authenticity on the part of both the 

principal and staff: the principa~ leading by example and the staff showing 

commnment and wor'king wen together so that acts of leadership emerge 

naturally as needed. The closed climate is in stark contrast: the princiDal 

provides no effectij1ve leadership and is preoccupied with formalities and trivia, 

ile the educators are frustrated and apathetic, responding at a minimum 

.Ievel. 

A few years ~ater, Leithwood et al. (as quoted by Hallinger & Heck, 2004:233) 

conceptualized school culture as widespread agreement about norms, beliefs 

d val·ues. They proposed that school cul~ure was central to achieving the 

coordination necessary to implement change. Principals were found to impact 

on schonl CUlture, which, in turn, impacted on a range of restructuring 

outcomes inclUding proglramme, policy, educator behaviour and learners 

(cf.7 .2.5). 
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Torrington and Weightman (as quoted by Nlcgobo, 2003 :223) view 

organizatio.nal culture as the characteristic spmrit and belief of an organization, 

demonstrated, for example, in the norms and values that are generally held 

about how people treat one another, the mature working relationshi,os that 

should be developed and attitudes to the process of change. 

Stoll, MacBeath, Smith and Robertson (2004:268) see the essence of school 

cUlture as me deeper level of basic assumptions and beliefs shared by 

members, operating unconsciously and defining ~he organization's view of 

itself and its environment. Ndhlovu et at. (2005:38) define culture as the way 

of life ot the people at a particular school. It refers to the underly~ng beHefs 

and assumptions, norms and values, relationships and interactions, shared by 

people at a school (cf. 7.2.5 & 7.2.5.1 ~7.2.5.5). 

The authors (Ndhlovu et a/ .• 2005:38) cite David Hopkins, a British researcher 

studying school, change, where he exp~ajns the various dimensions of culture 

at a school as fol'lows: 

..	 Observed behavioural irregularities. These describe educator Interaction 

in a staffroom - the language they use and the rituals they establish. 

•	 Norms. These evolve in work1ng groups of educators in terms of lesson 

planning or monirtoring learner progress. 

Dominant values. These are espoused by a school iln its alims or mission 

stateme 

•	 A philosophy. This gUides the dominant approach to teaching and leaming 

of particuiar subjlects at a schooL Depending on the domililant philosophy, 

the 'culture' of one school will differ from another. 

•	 The rules of the game. These must beleamr by new educators in order 'lo 

get along at the school and in their deoarlment. 

•	 The feeling climate. This is conveyed by tine entrance hall to a school, or 

the way in which learners' work is disp~ayed (or not displayed) (Ndhlovu et 

al..	 2005:39)·. 
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According to De Bruyn et al. (2002:120), culltureis related to the Latin word 

colo which means to build and to develop and it includes everything people 

do and create as members of a specific society, which j,s a body or people 

with similar knowledge and conv~Gtions. 

Bates (2004:5) posits that culture 9i'ves meaning to Ilife and the cultural 

baggage (beliefs, va~ues, conventions) of any group are the resources from 

which the individual and sociam identities are constructed. They provide a 

framework upon which individual's constnJct their understanding of the wor'd 

and of themse~ves. 

Fidler (2002: 16) regards organizational culture as having a powerful influence 

on ~l1e thinking of the school and the staff. The author reiterates that rt has a 

powerful conditioning effect and unless culturall influences are made exp~icit, 

hey may lead to strategic possibilities being prejudiced with the rejection of 

those that are not consistent with the prevailing culture. 

Schein (as quoted by De Bruyn et aI., 2003: 143) argues that to establish a 

healthy organizational culture at a school, the principal must constantly be 

aware of: 

• the things ~o which he/she must pay attention, measure and control; 

• his/her response to crises, which can erupt at any moment; 

• staff development; 

• the bUildings and other facilities of the school; 

• stories, legends and myths about people related to the schoo~; and 

• the formal policy and philosophy of 1he school. 

3.8.2 The significance of culture In educational change 

According to Middl,ewood and Lumby (2003:56), a large number of changes 

that schools had to undergo in the late 1980s and in the 1990s have 

accentuated the emphasis on organizational culture because of the increased 
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understanding of the complexity of change management in education. The 

. creased awareness that Ireal change only occurs througtl the extent of the 

educators' absorption of the changes underlies the importance of those 

factors which constitute culture. 

Eloff and Ebersohn (2004:259) are of the view that professionals need Lo 

observe and study others, but they need to examine themselves first and 

snould recognise their lack of knowledge about what is dlfferent to them so 

that they can begin to ask the ,right questions of learners and, their families. 

Viewing culture as a social context, the authors state, gUides future health 

care and education professionals to develop cultural competence, wh~ch in 

urn directs their actions to develop 'the best practice (Eloff& Ebersohn, 

2004:259). 

3.8.3 CharacterisItcs of c 

OUe (as quoted by Ngcobo, 2003:223) highlights the following characteristics 

of culture: 

•	 Culture is not characteristic of individuals, but of a collection of individuals 

who share commoll values, beliefs and ideas. Each group has ways of 

hinking, behaving and perceirvina that are common 'to aU its members or 

its category, but which differ from those of other groups. 

•	 Culture is learned. Children are taught the norms, belliefs, traditions and 

values of these societies and families they are born into by parents, while 

learners learn their school culture from teachers and senior learners. 

•	 Culture develop,s over 1ime and is partly the product of a group's history, its 

demographic and economic development, its ecological environment and 

its geography. 

•	 Culture has different layers and is divided jnto sUbjective and objective 

sub-cultures. 

a study of effect~ve schools and departments, Sammins, Thomas and 

Mortimore (as quoted by Lumby et al., 2003:58) identified three broad 
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categories of culture at both levels which could act as gUidelines for the 

manaaer to focus upon jn influencing culture at schools The categories will 

now be discussed. 

3.8.3.1 Order 

This encompasses a common vision and goals to develop a positive 

environment, both within and outside the classroom. Patterns of acceptance, 

punctuality, behaviour and motivation affect order (Lumby et a/.; 2003:58). 

3.8.3.2 Task achievement 

The I<ey emphasis is on a shared agreement that achievement outcomes 

(such as examination resuUs) are important in assessing effectiveness. High 

expectations and! consistency in approach are typ,j,cal features of emphasis 

(Lumby et al., 2003:58.,. 

3.8.3.3 Re'latio'n,shlps 

This focuses on the learners' actual experience of learning and indeed of 

being at schoo~. Learners feeling valued as people. Feeling cared for and 

being satisfied with the experiences are all aspects of this (Lumby et aI., 

2003:58). 

3.8.4 Leadin.g a culture 01 Change 

According to Davidoff et al. (2002:67), schools in South Africa were previously 

un with a focus on management ,rather than on leadershio. Effective 

principals were efficient bureaucrats who ensured that the school functioned 

as smoothly as possible. Systems for covering for absent teachers, 

invigi~ation schedules, procedures for disciplinary probllerns and systems of 

reporting were alii regarded as essential aspects of a weU-run school. As a 

reSUlt, most schoots have been rigid in form and slow to respond to 

chaflenges (Davlidoff et al., 2002:'67). 

dey (2004:29'3) states that to embark on education reform and to create and 

sustain significant levels of improvement are not one and the same thing. 
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School reform lis abou~ change. Change in its turn depends on the wiU, 

capacity and actions of many players at different levels ,in an education 

system. The author sites Silver who argues that school mform is an inhere:li1tly 

political process and that notions of what constitutes a 'good' school are 

bound in culture and context (cf. 8.4.7). 

Davis (2003:157) sees the nature of change as being influenced by the size 

and diversity of the organization. Before ,embark,ing on the change initiative, 

effective leaders ask what kind of change ,is contemplated. A leader's 

strategy for bringing about change wilt vary according to the type of change 

undertaken . 

.,8.4.1 'Four Iheoriesfor vieWing change 

Sparks (2005:32) proposes improvement efforts which are shaped 'by theories 

of action which he describes as a set of underlying assumptions about how 

the organization Will move from its current state to ,its desired future. The 

author states further that once school leaders and educators have a theory of 

action that is suffkiently robust to produoe the desired result, that theory must 

be repeatedly shared in many places over a long period to motivate and gUide 

change efforts. 

Accordina to Kotter and Cohen (as quoted by Sparks, 2005: 105), emotion 

underlies tasting change and emotion, the authors beHeve, is generatea more 

by vivid stories and images- even images that disturb rather than up~ift- than it 

is by research and analysis that provide logical reasons for change. 

Connor et al. (2003:31) propose that some characteristics prepare a 

organization to be ,nnovative and receptive to change, and some tend to 

cause it to resist or avoid change. The authors reiterate that there are 

structural and cultural characteristics of importance to how an organizatio 

views cnange. 

Kezar (as quoted by Davis, 2003: 157) presents four theories for viewin., 

change. A discussion on these theor,jes follows. 
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3.8.4.1.1 Teleological theories 

These theor~es assume that organizations are purposeful and adaptive, and 

that at the centre of the change process one can lind leaders who set goals 

and are influential in brinaing about change. These theories, Davis 

(2003:157) posits, are also known as planned change, scientific management 

or rationa.1 models and employ techniques such as strategic planning, 

organi1zational development or continuous quality improvement. Teleological 

theories stress ~he importance of leaders, change agents, vision and 

persistent pursuit of goals, 

3.B.4.1 .2 Evolutionary Iheories 

According to Davis (2003: 157), these theories draw on change as dependent 

on situational variables and as greatly influenced by the environment. These 

models focus on the inability of the or9anizat,ion to plan for and respond to 

change, and their tendency rather to manage change as it occurs. 

3~8.4.1.3 Life cycle theories 

These theories stress organizational growth, maturity and decline. Change 

occurs as individuals within the organization adapt to its life cycle. Because 

the environment is ambiguous and threatening, people in organizations must 

ight 011 its decline through change processes that create new organizational 

purposes and identities (Davis, 2003:157). 

3.8.4.1.4 Cultural theo,ries 

ese theories emphasize that cultures are always changing, but the change 

process tends to be long term and slow. Change proceeds through tne 

alteration of values, beliefs, myths and ritua:l:s and the leader's role is to use 

symbolic actions, ~anguage and metaphors to influence cultural change. 

Leaders become change masters. by crea1iling new myths and rituals (DaVis, 

2003:157). 

D'e Bruyn et al. (2002: 143) state that, in order to lay down an effective 

organizational culture, principals must understand the power of symbols, and 
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the elements of organizational culture and the impact and inHuence of these 

on thek schools. The authors cite Scheh1 who states that establishing a 

healthy culture is not an easy task and the principal should constantly be 

aware of the things to which they must pay attention, measur1:ng and 

controlling, staff development, the formal policy and philosophy of the school, 

the buildings and other facinties and how they respond to crises which can 

rupt at any moment (De Bruyn et aI, l 2002:143). 

According to Kaabwe ~2003:115), cuiture can be shaped in desired ways to 

meet organizational obJectives, thus the changes in afl aspects of education 

provide opportunities fm managers with vision to shape the cuijures for their 

organizations. 

3a9 EFFECTING CHANGE AT SECONDARY SCHOO,LS 

Creese and Earley (1999': 12) state uneql..llirvocally that the complexity of the 

change process shou~d not be underestimated and those responsible for 

plannmng change should always consider what it means for those who will 

have to implement U. For managers, the authors state, the key ~o successful 

change lies irl helping others to understand what change really means (ct, 

7.2.4 & 8.4.3,. 

Kanter, Stein and Jick (as quoted by Connor et a1., 2003:188) have identifwed 

ten commandments tor executing change. These commandments irlClude 

analysing the organization and its need for change, creating a shared vision 

and common direction separate from the past, creating a sense of urgency, 

supporting a strong: leader role, having political sponsorshtp, crafting an 

imp]ementation plan, developing enabling structures, communicating and 

'nvoMng people and reinforcing and institutionalizing change. 

Benne and Birnbaum (as quoted by Connor et a/., 2003:188) are of the view 

that there are five principles of strategy that are necessary for effecting 

institutional change. FirstJ:y, recognising that, in order to change a subsystem 

or any part of a subsystem, relevant aspects of the environment must a:lso be 

changed. Secondly I to change behaviour on any level of a hierarchical 

organization it is necessary to achieve complementary and reinforcing 
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changes in organization levels above and below it. Thirdly, to effect change 

involves emotion and causes stress and strain. Fourthly. in diagnosing the 

possibility of change in a given situation j it is always necessary to assess the 

degree of stress and strain at the points where change is sought. Fifthly, both 

he formal and informal organi1zation of an institution must be considered in 

planning any process of change. Lastly, the effectiveness of planned change 

is often d,irectly reTated to the degree to wh~ch members of all levels of an 

institutional hierarchy take part in the fact-finding and in the diagnosing of 

needed changes and in the formu~ating and reality testing of goals and 

programmes of change (Connor et alo. 2003: 1, 88). 

3.9.1 Important change factors 

Fll'Offi the preceding sections it is evident that in order for educational leaders 

to be effective, they should acknowledge and address the challenges of 

change (cf. 7.2.4). 

Stoll and Fink (as quoted by Thrupp & Willmott, 2003: 186) state that change is 

relentless and emphasise the necessity for change at schools. The autnors 

rei,terate that in terms of change, it is vital to understand underlying values and 

surface behaviours and how they motivate norms and actions. This is 

particularly significant in that norms, be.liefs and values also influence 

educators' perceptions and definitions of what it means to be effective. The 

principal therefore plays a cruoial role in shaping the culture of the school 

{Thrupp & Willmott, 2003:2:01). 

In this regard, Sparks (2005:xiii) hi,ghlights one of the most important 

responsibtlities of school leaders as the deve~opment of a high-performance 

culture that has at its heart mutual respect and trust, collaboration and 

continuous improvement and in which Q<enerative human connections cal,. 

thrive. 

According to James and Connolly (2003:30), the polit~cs of change will oe 

closety linked to emotions, especially anxiety and managing the non-rational, 

emotiona~ dimension as a crucial determinant in the leadership of change. 
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Change managers will thus have to manage the emotional responses of 

individuals and groups dur1ng change. 

3.9.2 Resistance to change 

According to Lucas and Associates (2000:51), change ,1s usually resisted, 

either actively, through protest or sabotage, or passively, with an expectation 

that the request for change IS simp'Y a whim, because individuals fee.! they 

'know what they have and they betieve the results of change cou~d make 

matters worse. 

According to Kane (2005:29), leaders must face resistance. For any c:hange 

effort to be successful, it is critical to keep communication channels open so 

that resistance is transparent and leaders can intervene. 

Hoskins (as quoted by Calitz et al., 2002:230) identifies three levels of dealing 

with resistance to change by collaborating with resistant people. These are 

briefly discussed below. 

According ~o Hoskins, the first level of deal,jng with resistance to change 

entails observing the behaviour of the res:istant person. Types of resistance 

include bullying behaviour, poor-me syndrome, too-busy-for-anything-else 

behavtour and back-stabbing behaviour (Gantz et aI., 2002:230). 

At the second level, dealing with resistance to change requires determining 

what holds the resistant person,'s benavlour in place. Usually res,istant 

behaviour ,is used to protect a person from perceived danger, such as fear of 

fai'lure, or of losing status or control. By acknowledging his/her fears and 

concerns, one makes the resistant person realise one is sensitive to his/her 

feelings (Hoskins, as quoted by Cal~tz et al., 2002:231). 

Hoskins (as quoted by Calitz et aI., 2002:231) emphasises that the third level 

is to determine what the resistant person really wants. For example, a person 

who fears failure may really want to be successful, and a person who fears 

losing control, may actuamly want to be in COl'iltrol. Since wanting to be 

successful and wanting to be in conlml are actually reasonable desires, 
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effective interactions to mange the resistance can be implemented at this 

level. By focusing on the individual's goals and what the resistant person 

wants, collaboration and participation in the change may be achieved. 

3.9.3 Embracing change In education 

According to Evans (2001 :63), change redefines profiC'iencv. It devalues 

current skins, even .1 they ,have been applied artfully and even lif those who 

have been app]yingl them still see them as vail,id and successful. The author 

states that the implementation rea,uires staff to move from what has become 

at least old competence (if not,incompetence) to what is now defined as new 

competenoe. Thts need to help staff acquire new skills is an area where 

principals shoUlld playa crucial role (Evans, 2001 :63). 

Yuki (as quoted by James & Connolly, 2003:29) outlines a set of guidelines 

which provides a checkllist of prompts for principals managing change at 

schools. These guide'lines are discussed below (cf. 7.2.4). 

3.9.3,.1 Generate a sense, of urgency about the need for change 

As the change progresses, the percephon of its need could fade. Creating a 

sense of! urgency can energlze those participating in the change and help to 

reassert the need for the change (Yuki, as quoted by James & ConnollYJ 

2003:29). 

3.9.3.2 Prepare people to adjust to the proposed cnange 

uk! (as quoted by James & Connolly. 2003:29) states that even if ttle change 

is beneficial and the need for it Widely accepted at the school, those 

participating still need to be prepared for it. The most important preparation 

"'ork will have to be done on the emotional dimensions of change. 

3.9.3.3 Help people cope wi otchange 

Because so many of the responses to change are emotional. the change 

process can cause real pain. The author reiterates that the sense of loss, 
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even a feeling of bereavement at the loss of the old ways can be very 

powerful (James & Conno~IIY, 2003:29). 

3.9.3.4 Ten people about the progress 01 change 

Telling people what is happening can help to maintain commitment to the 

change especially if work on the change process is gojng on behind the 

scenes. It can also help reduce anxieties that may be the resun: of fantasies 

created by not knowing what is going on (Yuki, as quoted by James & 

ConnoUy, 2003:29). According to Sparks (2005:32), change efforts are 

snaped by theories of actioll and once scbool' leaders have a theory of action 

that is sufficiently robust to produce the desired result, such a theory must be 

repeatedly shared in many pllaces over a long period to motiivate and guide 

change efforts. 

3,.9.3.5 Show continued commitment to the change at aU ,stage~ 

Accordingl to Yuki (as quoted by James & ConnoHy, 2003:29), an essential 

task for the leaders of change is to continuaUy express their commitment to it. 

Evans (2001 :69) states that although the unimate goal may be a true school

wide consensus for change, the first and most crucial target is a critical mass 

of committed supporters. Change agents need ways to hoe.p key parhcipants 

reach a consensus for change and then, with their help, expand this 

consensus mroughout the school community (Evans, 2001 ;70). 

3.9.3.6 Empower peop,le to Implelment chanae 

Change that is imposed on the school only for the top is less Iik,sly to be 

successful than change that 'is driven from aU parts of the school. 

Empowering educators. parents and the SGB to implement the change is a 

way ot releasing energ.y from within the school (Yuki. as quoted by James & 

Connolly t 2003:29). 

In ~his regard, Moloi (2002:49) advocates for a shared vi'sion within tile SChOD! 

and states that this will only emerge if Hlle educators tru~y care about one 

another and about their current practices and the future of their learners. 
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According to the author, successful transformation depends on a powerful and 

shared vision. Change is not possible unless educators are willing and 

motivated to help in the change efforts. However, the most powerful medium 

of communicating the school's vision is the strategic leadership position as a 

principal. 

3_10 SUMMARY 

Schools serve the needs of the present and the future generation. Signrricant 

hanges in education raise questions about the appropriateness of the ways 

in which schooJs are currently led and managed. 

The process of chang,e is a complex phenomenon and change at secondary 

schools is particularty complicated. James and Connolly (2000:141) believe 

hat effective leadersh.ip is essential in effectwng change at secondary schools. 

In attempting to identify the essence of that leadership, the authors state that 

"t is important to consider the rolle the principal and educators play ill the 

change process. 

The traditional view of leadership is based on assumptions of people as 

powerless beings and lacking an abi~ay to manage ~he forces of change. The 

contemporary role of the leader is to assist people to deal with realjjty in a 

more insightful, challenging way. Leaders need to have a vision for the 

schOOll, but more jmportantly, must listen to others' visions and !eadin an 

emotional intelligent way. 

Being emotionally intelliQlent limplies haVing the ability to manage emotions, 

develop emotiona~ literacy and an awareness of seU and others. 

In order to lTleet the demands of the complex changes in education, these four 

concents underpinning EI may signmcafltly assist leaders and managers in 

education to manage the school in an emotionally intelliigel1l way. 

fhe next chapter provid.es the theoreticall background for the proposed EI 

competency framework for change (cf. Chapter 7), in order to assist educators 

to taokle change in an emotionally intelligent way. 
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CHAPTER FOUR
 

A POSS:IBLE FRAMEWORK FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF 

I TO EFFECT CHANGE AT SCHOOLS SUCCESSFULLY 

4.1 INTRODUCTIO 

Educators face the challenge of being skilled in a multitude of areas. Change 

initiatives a~ schoo~ may be one of those areas where some educators do not 

want to venture for fear of being unskiUed to deal adequately with the 

demands placed on them as mentors to learners. Being an emotionally 

inteUigent adult in the school setting will certainly enhance the prachce of 

every educator in an ever-changing school environment 

In this regard, B~uestein (2001 :304) U1rges educators to climb out of the 

confines of a power-based, win-lose tradition and to embrace and create a 

win-win and peace-promoting environment for all learners. These, the author 

states, are process changes that require time, faith and energy, as safety at 

the :/'evel of learner behaviour is crucial in crea~ing the k'ind of environment and 

power dynamics that inspire co-operation and a sense of community. 

,4.2 PAND'ING UNDERSTANDING 0 E CHANGE PROCESS 

Evans and Schaefer (2001 :107) define any process as simply a 

transformation or conversion of something into something else. The process 

can be relative~y small or large. 

Duke (2004:16) stresses that the process by which a change is accomplished 

is referred to as the chanqe process. The aulhor states further that the object 

of the change process can be characterized by various dimensions. including 

purpose, unit, nature, magnitude, extent and duration. The change process 

tine process by which an indlviduaJ group or organization attempts to achieve 

cnange- is also complicated (Duke, 2004:31 J. 

According: to Balogun and Hailey (2004~7), change needs to be context

specific. This ~mp~Les that the design and management of any change 
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process should be dependent on the specific situation or context of each 

organization or institut~on. The authors reiterate that it is a dangerous 

exercise to apply change formu~ae that worked in one context directly into 

another (Balogun and Hailey, 2004:7). 

Bascia and Hargreaves (as quoted by Hoban, 2002:29) state that the 

educational landscape is not static as the context of change operates as a 

complex and interrelated system where everything depends on everyth~ng 

else. 

SimUarly Goodson (as quoted by Hoban, 2002:29) recently defined segments 

of the change process as internal, being: the change agents wfthin the 

schools, external being the outside forces that mandate change such as a 

new curriculum, and personal being' the individual beliefs and experiences that 

are brought to the change process. He concluded ~hat change is more likely 

to occur when these segments are 'integrated and harmonised' leading to a 

new ballance to promote a socia~ movement for change. 

Educational change may be defined as any intentional change designed to 

. nprove teaching and learning. More specifically, educational change is a 

chanQ,e imended to alter the goals of education and to improve what learners 

are expected to learn, how learners are instructed and assessed, and how 

educational functitons am organized, regulated, governed and financed (DUke, 

2004:31 ). 

Hargreaves (2004:558) states that when writers consider educational cnange 

ill general, most of them ignore or underplay one of the most fundamental 

aspects of teaching and how educators change: the emotional dimension. 

Emotions are vlrtuaUy absent from the literature and advocacy of educational 

change. Strategic planning, cognitive leadership, plOblem-solving, ech.lcator 

reflection" higher-order thinking and standards-based reform, have vi.rtually 

namingl to say about emotion. ~t is as If educators think and act; but they 

never feel. 

Peters (as quoted by Mulford, 2004:616) mgards the core paradox of massive 

change as creating stability at the school in order to encourage the purSUit of 
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constant change. Schools should thrive on change and not leave many 

educators confused, disillusioned and exhausted. Educators should rather be 

enmusiastic contributors to any changH initiatirve. 

4.:2~1 Approaches to change at SChOOlS 

According to Balogun and Hailey (2004: 10), it is commonly accepted that 

during change it is necessary to consider three states: the current, the future 

and the transition. Essential inputs to the diagnosis of the cunent 

organizational state are an understanding of the organi'zation's need for 

change and an understandlngl of the internal organizational context. It is also 

necessary to develop some sort of vis:ion of the desired future organizational 

state. The transition state, the process of changing the organization from 

what it is now into the desired future or9anization, can only be designed once 

the current organizational state is understood (Balogun & Hailey, 2004:10) .. 

's analysis of educationa~ change, Duke (2004:29) identifies the comma 

elements of the change orocess as follows: 

•	 Discovery: The initial phase of the change process during which a need for 

change is identified. 

•	 Design: The phase during which a new or improved way to address the 

need is created or chosen. 

Development The phase dUring wh~ch planning related to implementin 

change is undertaken and support is secured. 

•	 Implementation: The phase when the chang,e is introduced and adapted to 

a particular setting. 

It is the researcher's view that if the above process i,s to be followed whe 

initiating change, what needs to be considered are .he emotional investments 

educators make in their relationships with their learners, parents of these 

learners and one another, and the role of the principal when providing 

strategic direction and development of the school. The challenge for 

principals as educational change ,leaders, together with the 8GB's as school 
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governors, is to dHfine what core competencies exist in their school and those 

that need develoD,ing. 

Leithwood ana Duke (2004:91) describe three stages iln approact1ing school 

leadership. The first stage documents failure and draws general implications 

or gUidelines for success; this stage assumes that' the seeds of success are 

evident in failure. Stage two involves sharing successful best practi'ces to be 

used by others. At the th~rd stage there are efforts to prescribe a set of 

sequenced tasks to be carried out in order to manage the change process in 

an orderly fashion. 

acGrath (2002:43) states that there are many ways in wh.ch individual 

learners may become demoralized by their experience at school. Educators 

are sometimes perceived as always correcting learners and not 

acknowledging wnat has been done. The author reiterates that if educators 

trust that young people, by their very nature, tend to learn that the 

environment is ,colllducive to expressing themse,l;ves naturaUy, the information 

or skUl has some relevance to them, they are linterested by the subject matter 

or process of ~earning, and they become relaxed enough tn order to 

concentfate. Then perhaps educators too can relax a liltle and sometimes 

allow a short period of triumph before movirlg on. 

HOChschi&d (as quoted by Hargreaves, 2004:561) refers to this as emotional 

labour which requilres the educator to mnduce or suppress feelings in order to 

sustain the outward countenance that produced the proper state of m.nd of 

others. 

Emotional labour can thus be positive as it involves sincere emotional 9'iving, 

and negative as it also exposes educators, making them vulnerable when the 

conditions and demands of their role as managers of change ,impede 0 

respondmng adequately to the change process. 

4.2.2 Responding to ,change 

Burdett (as quoted by Paton & McCalman, 2000:262) argues that 

org,anizations are approaching a new era and that this era requlilres a new 
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response. In particular, he argues that organizations need insightfu~ thinking 

and that there are three potential means to respond to change better. These 

aspects are discussed below: 

•	 At Ulle centre of every storm there needs to be an area of calm - a need to 

define and manage with a set of well-stated organizationa~ values. 

•	 At an times keep it simp,l:e - complex theories and solutions take time and 

I,ose context 

•	 There is the need for and the benefits of systems thmnking - a holist,ic 

perspective on change. 

According to Burns and Bass (as quoted by Morrison, 2002:64), leadersr:J of 

the emergent; self-organizing school, resonates with certa:" aspects of 

transformational leadership as the emergent organization transforms itse"~ 

over "me. Here the leader provides platforms for change and self

organization. Kelly and AUlson (as quoted by Morrisoifl, 2002:64) state that this 

includes articulatingl the v:j,sion and identity of the school, creating new 

initiatives at school, developing the expertise of the school, increasing 

communication, and seeing and articulating opportunities for learning 

development. 

CentraII to transformational ,Ieadersh~p is the empowerment of others. This 

implies that the principal as manager of change should create a supportive, 

encouraging and challenging learning environment for both learners and staff 

embers. 

Bryman (as quoted by Fiddler & Afton, 2004:270) identifies the particular 

contribution of charisma within transformational leadership as being 

associated with organizational change. He points out that transformational 

leadershiD per se was originally concerned with transforming followers, not the 

organisation. Transformational leadership, it liS claimed, ultimately becomes 

moral in that n raises the level of human conduct and ethical aspirat;ions of 

oth leader and led, and thus has a transforming effect on both. 
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Biueste,in (20011 :350) mentions that change happens best in supportive 

environments; educators tend to function effectively, grow professionaHy and 

personally and avoid stress and burnout when they can create a support 

network for themselves. Change is also most effective when individuals take 

responsibility for their own growth and when it is encouraged. rather than 

coerced. 

In creating a positive school ,climate, the principal has a pivotal role to pllay. 

Bluestein (2001, :354) highlights that pJincipals who demonstrate high levels of 

interpersonal functionirlg, cultivate respect for learner and educator, show 

empathy and use praise, have the ability to change their schools into 

producti;ve sites of learning. 

There are many telrms that have been used to denote those responsiblle for 

the effective implementation of change: for examp:le, problem owners, 

faciHtators, change agents or project managers. For the purposes of this 

study, the person or persons ultima.tely accountable and responsible for 

managing change will be referred to as change agents. 

What needs to be considered is that schools derive their ability tofunctio 

effectivlely from their human resources. Therefore chan.ge agents need 

human relations skills to transform their environment. According to Rusaw 

(1998:15), change agents are people who have an interest in transforming 

schools and who use skUls of thinking holistically, planning, coordinating, and 

facilitating to enable transformation to ocour. The key factor is being 

concerned about making changes in cultural work processes and having a 

desire to create a work environment that is more effective and efficient, 

provides more control and self-actualization and promotes community and 

commitment among staff members (Rusaw, 1998:15). 

Buchanan and Huczynski (as quoted by Paton & McCa'lman, 2000:49) 

suggest the need to encourage participation and invollvement in Ule 

management of the change by those who are affected. The aim is to 

stimulate interest and commitment and minimize fears, thus reducfng 

opposiion. It may also be necessary to provide facilita1ing and support 
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services. These could assist in promoUng an individual's awareness for tns 

need for change, whUe counselling and therapy could be offered to help 

overcome fears. 

Geertz (as qlloted by Rusaw, 1998:20) compares the change agent to an 

anthropo~ogist who enters a foreign culture and soaks up what people say, 

what they do, how they interact and how they carryon their interactions at the 

school on a daily basIs. Denhardt (as quoted by Rusaw, 1998:223) says that 

change agents create settings in which peop,le are stimu'ated to lear, 0, 

setungs in which learning is the norm and settings In which ilearning is valued 

above anything else. 

Balogun and Hailey (2004:8) ,~dentlfy four managerial skills for change agents. 

These managerial skills aile outlined be'ow: 

4.22.1	 Change agents need to develop their' analytical, judgemental an 

implementation skills 

Wnhout analysis, the temptation is to draw upon readymade change recipes, 

without judgement. After contextual analysis, change agents can miss the 

most crucial aspect of the change conlext; without action, the process ca 

remain a planning exercise (Ba'iogun & HaBey, 2004:8). 

4.2.2.2	 Change agents need to possess analytical abilities 

According to Balogun and Hailey (2004:8), they need 10 be able to dig deep 

into an organization, to understand its culture and the motivations of its staff, 

to develop a full and holistic picture of the organizahon concerned. 

4.2.2.3	 Change agents should have the abiUty to judge 

"he change agent has to prmoritise or weight the organizational features 

he/she uncovers iiln terms of how critical they are to the process. The key skm 

for a changre agen~ is to be able to recognize what is critical in the particular 

change context. (Balogun & Hailey, 2004:8). 
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4.2.2.4	 Change agents need to develop the ability to manage the 

mplementatlon of change 

BaloQun and Hailey (2004:8) state that management is practice, not just 

analysis - it is about making things happen. Two key aspects of 

implementation that have to be addressed are which interventions to make in 

a change situation, and in what order to apply them. The change agent may 

recognize that a reward system must be changed within an organization along 

with changes roles and responsibilities. 

For Paton and McCalman (2004:197), the mechanisms used during the 

process of change and the efforts of the change agent to ensure particioation 

and involvement in the changes beinQl contemp:lated can increase the 

"kelihood of a successfu.1 intervention. The authors reiterate that the most 

effective change agent needs to fWnd a balance between be~ng the technical 

expert - the person assumed to have the answers - and the mocess facilitator 

- the person with the techniques to allow the organization to find its own 

answers (Paton & McCalman, 2004:1.97). 

4.3	 BUILDING AND CREATING SCHOOLS THAT AR,E PASSIONATE 

FOR CHANG 

Accordingl to Deming (as quoted by MacGrath, 2002:50), 'joy in learning' is a 

key necessity for improvement in edLJcation, namely that learners learn best 

when they enjoy it. Educators should thus encourage learners to enjoy 

learning by applying 'the two major motivating factors of achievement and 

establishing, and improving the relaflonship between themselves and their 

leamers. The learning process should encourag:e learners to be independe~ .•, 

and enjoy a degree of responsibility towards their own Ilearning. If this is not 

done, it may lead to frustration, demoraliza.~ion and conflict. 'it is therefore 

helpfUl if the individual educator can create opportunities for learners to have 

some influence over how learning takes p'ace (MacGrath, 2002:50). 

Hargreaves (as quoted by Beatty, 2004:179) states that if education reformers 

ignore the emotional dimens'ions of educational change, emotions and 

feelin9s will only .-e-enter at the back-door. Beatty (2004~181) reveals furrner 
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that in the education and adminislration literature, leadership behaviours that 

have emotional implications are repeatedly recommended: lending support 

exhibiting moral integrity, providing safety, fostering collaboration, offering 

"nte'll!ectual stimulation, encouraging organizational learning and pract~sing 

consurtativ,e and shared decision-making. optlimal1ly, it is theorized that these 

features combine to create cultures at schools that generate and sustain the 

energy necessary for change and transformation (Beatty, 2004: 181). 

From what is mentioned above, it is clear that emotions cannot be dismissed 

or set aside in the management of change. As the emotional nature of work 

itself can be overwhelm~ng, influencing the actions of principals and educators 

wino worik at schools, it is important to explore how the emotions of the 

principal as leader influences his/her abiUty to manage the change process 

(cf. 3.7.2). 

4.3.1 The human side of school Change 

According to Hargreaves (2004:558), emotions are at the heart of teaching, 

but they are usually only acknowledged and talked about in so far as they 

help administrators and reformers manage and offset educators' resistance to 

change or help them set the climate in which the business of cognitive 

learning or strategic planning can take place. 

4.3~2 Achieving educational cnange 

From the literature presented in this study it is evident that for schools to 

change, it becomes necessary for educators and learne,rs ali~e, to change 

from the inside out. This implies that the sel'f reqUires nOilJiI'ishing throug 

developing skilts in E•. 

To achieve change in education successfully. smns et a/. (2004:424) advocate 

that schools that function as learning organizations in a context of rapid global 

change are those that collaboratively and continuousry learn and put new 

-nnovations to use. 
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t1Usaw (1998:54) states that building trust dUring the process of change is 

vital as this prepares the individuals involved mentally and emotiona.lly for 

undertaking change. Because of the human subjective basis of school 

systems and re~ationships, having hi,gh leve!ls of confidence that change will 

succeedlis a vital precursor to success. 

4.3.3 The chanenges of lead~ng successfully at se,condary schools 

Owens (as quoted by Van Wyk, 2000:74) outlines the purpose for secondary 

schooling as preparing learners for admission to higher education, preparing 

learners for the world of work and seeking to fuse academic studies Wli1h 

practical. work-orientated studies. 

Van Wy'k (2000:79) states that schools situated in a particular district or area 

often reflect the characteristics of that area. Schools in urban, particularly 

inner-city areas face tremendous chaUenges in provid~ng successful schooling 

experiences for the cu"urally, eth~cally, racially, economicalfy ali"ld socially 

diverse learners they seNe. 

Lightfoot (as quoted by Van Wyk, 2000:81) highlights that problems faced by 

inner-city schools include high learnell numbers; :largest educator and 

administrator turnover; tendency to place the greatest demand on educators' 

time and energies in t,erms of discip'IWne, instruction, Ilesson planning and class 

sizes; highest absentee rates among personnel of any urban school and 

greatest amount of educator burnout of any type of school. 

According to Hall and Southworth (2004:89'). being a principal has less to do 

wi~h managing a steady state school and more to do with anticipatjng and 

responding to new initiatives, challenges and opportunities. Brighouse (as 

quoted by Hall & Southworth, 2004:89) regard such change as 'learning and 

connect it to notions o'f learning organizations and lifelong learning for all. 

Silins et al.. (2004:427) propose tha~ the ~ransformational nature of the 

principals' leadership practices that promote organizationa' learning may be 

descrrib,ed by siX factors. These factors are: 
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•	 Vision and goals: the extent to which the principal works toward who'le

staff consensus in establishing school priorities and communicates those 

priorities and goals to learners and educators, giving a sense of overall 

purpose. 

•	 Culture: the extent to which the p,rincipal promotes an atmosphere of 

caring and ~rust among staff, sets a respectful tone for interaction with 

learners, and demonstrates a wilUngness to change his or her practices in 

the liGht of new understandings. 

•	 Structure: the extent to which the principal establishes a school structure 

that promotes participative decision-making, supports delegation and 

distributive leadership, encourages educator autonomy for making 

decisTons. 

'.	 -ntel:lectual stimulation: the extent to which the principal encourages 

educators to ref'lect on what they are trying to achieve with leamers and 

how they are doing j,t, facihtates opportunities for educators to learn from 

one another and models confinua~ learning in his/her own pracHce. 

•	 Individual support: the extent to which the principal provides support, 

shows appreciation for the work of individ ual educators, takes their opinion 

into account when making decisions. 

•	 Performance expectation: the extent to which the principal has hiQh 

expectations for educators and for learners to be effective and innovative 

(Silins et af" 2004:427-429). 

Van Niekerk (2000:204) posits that dramatic social change requires all people 

to become lifelong Ilearners and that this has created a new role for educators 

as well. The current paradigm shift requires a learner-centred approach ana a 

deconstruction of the educator's role. Trac1i1iona1l1Iy; educators were viewed as 

the expe.rts who made their knowledge known to learners through lecturing. 

AccardinQ to the new paradigm, the educator must create the conditions for 

learning and should be instrumental in establishing a learning culture (Van 

Niekerk, 2000:204; cf. 7.2.1). 
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Spector (as quoted by van Nieke,rk, 2000:205) aptly illustrates this shift in tne 

role of the educator by contras1ing educators in the still dominant paradigm 

against educators in the new paradigm. The author describes t11le new 

paradigm educator as one who views 'Iearners as equal partners, adopt 

teaching methods that are congruent with the way Ilearners learn the subject, 

collaborate with other educators as equalls to determine options for practice 

and serve as change facilitators, designing and imp'lementing strategies for 

improvement in education (cf. 7.2.1). 

4.4 TH o AL PRO,CESSES OF THE PRINCIPAL 

Leadership as a topic has been discussed widely in literature and aspects of 

research. Welter and Egmon (2006:21) regard leadership as acting with 

foresight in the best interest of Ulle organisation's value chain, in line with 

personal and societal values. The authors reiterate that ~or teaders to bring 

about effective opportunity and change, some core ideas in the current 

system need not change. In fact, they need to be reinforced and buitt on as 

foundational to success (We;lter &Egmon1 2006:20). 

To ensure success at schools, Benus and Nanus (as quoted by Sergiovanni, 

2005:44) caution school principals to provide the management support ·to 

ensure that peopl,e do things right while they focus on the leadersh'ip they 

provide and 0111 doing things right for ~eaching and learning. 

Leiding (2004:34) states that ,leaders can visualise a purpose and generate 

value in work, are imaginative, passionate, nonconforming, risk takers and 

often need to achieve control of themselves before they can control others. 

This calls for leaders to be emotionally ilntemgent and to understand 

themselves and their emotions, have self-awareness and handle relationshios 

with others within the school (cf. 7.2.2.3). 

The emotions of t:he leader are likely to be fundamental to his/her practice. 

cCluskey (as quoted by Morrison, 2002:78) suggest that a leader's Et is a 

k,ey fea1ure In regarding schools as organic wholes that grow and develoPI in 

wh~ch all partilCipants and their knowledge are ilillterrelated, and where this 

interaction ex.tends to the surrounding environment. Loader and Beatty (as 
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quoted by Morrison, 2002;78) suggest that a leader's EI concerns the ability to 

foster a safe environment and the auVhors see emotions as playin9 a 

significant role in the emergent construction of meaning at schools (ct.? .2.2.3). 

From a study undertaken at the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, 

reflectingl on how leaders experience, express, reflect upon and understand 

the emotionality of their work, Beatty (2004:186) concludes the following: 

•	 Leaders' emotional responses to perceptions about others' emotions and 

lack thereof, shape their behaviours and attitudes 

•	 Passion, purpose and determination are crucial to providing the emotional 

drive and force necessary to lead, even if you are the only one who can 

see the goa~ line. 

Sustaining passion j·s often intertwined with troubling anxiety associated 

with vulnerability and need for approval and success. 

•	 The hand'ing of the fear of loss of control can be a significant part of the 

emotional experience of a I,eader. lit is illustrative of the leader's emotional 

coping strategies and indicabve of the style of Ileadership 'in use' . 

•'	 Managing others' emot~ons is seen as essential to leadership. 

•	 An intsfnal emotional management system is important to sustaining 

confidence and commitment (cf. 7.2.2.3). 

Taylor (as quoted by Moss, 2005:96) describes the currency of leadership as 

having a vision. It is what sets the leader apart from the manager wnose 

emphasis is on the implementat~onof someone else's ideas (cf. 7.2.3). 

According to Leiding (2004:35), managers prefer working with others, are 

COllaborative, maintain a tow ~eve~ of emotional involvement In re1lationships 

and ma.y be viewed by others as inscrutabl,e, detached and maniDulatjve. 

Leaders, on the other hand, maintain inner perspectives that they can use in 

their re'ationships with others, reil:ate to people in intUitive, empathi,c ways, 

focus on what it means to participate in events and decisions and create 
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systems where human relations may be turbulent, intense and at times even 

disorganized. 

Moss (2005:93) identihes the effective leader as someone who is not only 

creative, but is a1so able to share a vision with followers. The author states 

urther 'that change in and of itself is futile unless 11'it leads to the fulfilment of a 

defined purpose or vision. Effective leaders :influence change deliberately 

they know what they want to achieve' and are skilled at ach,jeving it throunl 

people (ct. 7.2.3). 

In forming and promoting a vi,sion, it is important that school Ileadem and 

foll~owers realise how emotions are affecting the will and ability to innovate and 

suoport the vision wholeheartedly. 

James and Vince (as quoted by Fidler & Atlon, 2004:2 t 2) refer to a small 

scale study of We'lsh principals who gave insights into the nature of stress 

which they felt and some ways of lessening it. The principals suggested four 

areas to help develop prindpals' emotional understanding. These areas were: 

•	 II earning how to give back the projections and expectations that the role 

attracts 

•	 L8'arn~ng how to make choices about what the role involves and to 

establish dear boundaries around what it does not 

Learning about the function of the role of principals in containing the 

emotions that are generated as an everyday aspect of organizing 

•	 Learning] how to accept being good enough rather than trying to be 

perfect. 

For leaders to be successful In the learning env,ironment, Roper, Pettit and 

Eade (2003:100) propose that the conventional notions of leadership need to 

be replaced from authoritative to facilitative leadership, from vertical, unillateral 

accountability within a wor1< group to muhilateralll accountability and from a 

manipulative orientation to a cOil'I'aborative orientation towards people (cf. 

7.2.3). 
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James (2004:264) notes that in educational ,institutions, emot,jons and the, 

feelings they engender, flow back and forth- somebmes dangerously. 

Emot:ion is how Dower is experienced and interpreted within Ule system. Over 

ime, the author states, the continual flow of power and the experience of 

emotion create ways of workina. n could eaheif create In the mind a school 

~hat is stable, permanent and enduring or entrap Ul0se who work there, block 

creativity and neutralize the passion required to undertake good educationall 

work. Such institutions become very resistant 'to change. 

4.5 AN EI FRAMEWORK FOR SUSTAINED SCHOOL CHANGiE 

ccording to Moss (2005:98), one of the distinguishing features of lEI is toe 

ultitude of variables that could be present in a situation and the ability of 

those involved to process the scenario intelligently. This implies that 

nderstanding of the interactions of emotions, of people and their emotions 

and of oneself and one's emotions can be a key element in sound decisions 

thai involve the future of a school {cf. 7.2.2}. 

Anthony (2003:243) ouUines the principles of EI as fol~ows: 

•	 Individuals with hi,gh EI place the emotiortal impact of their words and 

actions at the forefrorlt. 

•	 An individual's tone defines the emotional current for the message that is 

spoken. 

•	 Emotionally intelligent iTldivlidua~s carefully rehearse the responses they 

utilize in emotionally charged and rlegative situations. 

•	 The emotionally inteUigent indiVidual pursues perso1nal growth as an end 

not a means (cf. 7.2.2). 

Emotions typieally arise in respunse to a person's changing re,lationships. 

Thus, for the researcher, EI is an imperative prerequisite for -leaders to 

venture into the future with confidence. EI is the capacity to recognise the 

meanings of emotions and their retationships and understandlhe wnformation 

of those emotions and manage them. 
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According to Mayer, Salovey and Caruso (as quoted by Moss, 2005:99) 

emoUonally skilled' school principals have insight j,nto how their emotions 

influence ~heir thoughts and affect particular behaviours. As they envisi:on the 

ideal, their emotions may e,ither be motivating or discouragin9. 

Caruso and Salovey (2004:66) state that the emoHonally intelligent principaW 

leverages the da~a of emotions and the wisdom in feehngs while recognising 

that moods arise for unknown reasons. How people deal with emotional 

events makes a difference in how successful they are in achieving objectives 

and how information is remembered and Drocessed (Caruso & Salovey, 

2004:66). 

For Morrison (200.2:77) effective leadership requires EI. According to Palmer 

et al. (as quoted by Morrison, 20'02:77), effective leadership for developing 

strong relations and connectedness, and to facihtating communication for 

emerging self-organization, requir,es cons,iderable EI. For Beatty (as quoted 

by Morrison, 2002:77), EI compr'ises ilhe ability that participants have to 

~~andle themselves and relationships sensit~vely and effectively (ct. 7.2.2), 

Anthony (2003:251) stresses that Elis the result of se:l,f-discip'line in an arena 

wnere people are fighting the raging bUlls within themselves. Positive intent, 

the author states, can lead to practised responses and practisea responses 

can lead to behaviour habits which ultimately lead to what is called character 

d character defines our destinies (ct. 7.2.2). 

As education change influences many elements of classroom and school 

organization, a framework is needed to guide Iiong-term and sustained 

change. This framework, with an emphasis on develop:ing responsib~e and 

emotionally hea.thy learners and educators, focusing on school change. will 

assist orincipals to achieve the primary objective of schonls, namely cognitive 

and academic development, while addressing the complex iss'lJes facing 

educatio... 
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4a5.1 Create the right setting 

Schlechty {2001 :87) states that learning is to schools as profit is to business. 

Businesses cannol survive unless profits are made; schools should not 

survive if [earners fail to lear 

For Schlechty (2001 :63)., the art and science of teaching are found in the 

alJility of an educator to invent things ;that learners will do and from which they 

... Ilearn those things educators and other members of the adult world believe 

they need to learn. The author states further that it is necessary that 

educators become discerning and systematic in assessing the level of 

engagement lin their classrooms because without engagement, there is little 

likelihood that learners would learn that which is in~ended they should learn. 

MacGrath (2002:vii) is of the opinion that emotions and relationships cannot 

be ignored. s~nce teaching is, at a fundamental level, about relating to other 

peoplie. Real improvement in the qufdity of learning, the author states, comes 

about when discipline is firm yet respectfu'l and learning is enjoyable. This is 

possible only when educators are highiy skiUed, supported, at ease with their 

work and able to relate posmvely with the learners in their classes (MacGrath, 

2002:viii). 

Bluestein (2001 :346) notes that healthy school environments promote 

educator morale, while at the same time physically and psychologically 

healthy educators he.lp create a positive, heaM:hy school environment. Mosely 

(as quoted by Bluestein, 2001 :346) sug.gests that adults in a school system 

needl to feel emotionally safe within themselves to be grounded and healthy 

and capable of meeting their own needs, before they can implement the kinds 

of orog'rammes that would promote emotional safety throughout the system. 

According to Le,ding (2004:ix), schools are first and foremost learning 

communities that should be carefully 'led and managed. Tiley should be 

aesthetically pleasing, offering beautiful images and language that nurture 

learners and educa.tors. Schools should be democranc and emphasize moral 

connections, which means taking responsibility for one's actions and doing the 

right thing (Leiding. 2004:ix). 
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Paton and McCalman (2000:36) state that managing change is a multi

discipUnary activity. The authors reiterate that those responsible, whatever 

their designation, must possess or have access to a wide range of skills, 

resources, support and knowledge. T~hese are cited be,low: 

•	 Communication skins are essential and must be applied both within and 

,ith the managing team. 

•	 Majntain~ng motivation and providing leadership to all concerned is 

ecessary. 

•	 The ability to facilitate and orchestrate group and individual activities is 

crucial. 

..	 Negotiation and influencing skills are invaluable. 

.. The ability to manage on all planes, upward, downward and within the peer 

,roUPI must be acqutred. 

•	 Knowledge of and the facility to influence the rationale for change is 

essentiaJl (Paton & McCalman, 2000:3,6), (cf. 7.2.1). 

According to Sergiovanni (2005:42), teaching can be thought of as a practice 

shared by educators and principals. In each case, sharing is a characteristic 

of thl8 practice itself. It is not a separate decision controlled by a perso... 

Principals as we'l as educators are entit1ed to assume leadership roles as long 

as tne roles they assume are matched with their levels of competency and 

commitment (Sergiovanni, 2005:42). 

South African schools face the challenge of haVing to provide a mui1icultura1 

setting wh,ere teaching and learning are central as well as providing a ,Iearner

centred, emotionally supportive learningl environment With the ultimate goal of 

improving learner achievement. Ndhlovu et al. (2002: 97) ~dentify the new 

v~sion for South Afrfcan schools as characterized by less hierarchical 

structures, more particip,ahve decision-making, more flexible job functions, a 

great deal of teamwork and a commitment to ongoing personat and 

organizati,orlal development (cf. 7.2.1). 
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Roper et at. (2003:26) describe this adequately as organizational leaming 

(OL) which is defined as a process of developing new knowledge that 

changes an organization's behaviour to improve future performance. For the 

educators and learners at school, such learning; is not simply about making 

better decisions. but also about making sense of their perceptions and 

inte:lrpretations of their environment 

These authors (Roper et al., 2003:26) further state that,fundamentally, 

transformaHon needs to take the culturall;evel as it touches on the beliefs and 

value system of individuals. In this respect, the leadership of the school plays 

an ~mportant role in developing an appropriate value system of the school. 

Such a value system is not necessarily imposed form the top, but needs to 

evolve gradually in response to the school's processes of sharing .learningl (cf. 

7.2,5). 

MacGrath (2002:2) identifies some of the elements that help create ordered 

procedures and a calm environment as having routine procedures irl the 

c.l'assroom, asserting limits lin the form of rules and expectations, rewarding 

positive behaviour, implementing consistent sanctions for negative behaviour 

and training learners how to sit quieUy and listen attentively. 

At the same time, MacGrath (2002:74) suggests that cooperative relationships 

among learners lead to three major advantages: 

•	 I he greater the cooperation between learners, the less conflict is likely 

betweell1them. 

•	 In an atmosphere of relative harmony, one potential source of angler which 

could be directed towards an educator is eliminated. 

"	 Learners can either help or hinder one another. If the former, more 

learners can succeed and will have a greater investment in making school 

wor1k. ·for them and their behaviour will improve. The latter results in 

learners disengaging from their learning (MacGrath, 2002:74; cf. 7.2.5). 
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4.5.2 FoUow a programme 

Every management system within a school has ideas of what the school is all 

about and how tt functions. 

Roper et al. (2003:90) define a management structure as the critical mass of 

decision makers who ~nfluerlce the school's strategic perspective and policies. 

A menagement system in contrast, refers to the formal, codified set of 

proceoures that determine the processes of decision-making (cf. 7.2.3). 

In Chapter 3, reference was made to the school as a learning organization. 

Paton and McCalman (2000:201) posit that the learning organization concept 

has been suggested as a way of moving an organi,zation towards improved 

performance on the understarlding that improvement depends on learni:ng 

somethjnQi new, on seelng through things with a different perspechve and that 

cominuous amprovement requires a commitment to learning. The risk of not 

Ilearning; lis tha~ old practices wUl be repeated and any changes would be 

mere'ly cosmetic. 

Roper et al. (2003: 103) stress that the creation at a learning organization is a 

task that requires a process of organizational transformation. The authors 

uggest a flow chart that indicates four stages in the process (cf. 7.2.4). 

4.5.2.1 Stage 1: Exploratio 

Roper et al. (2003: 104) indicate that the main purpose of ~his stage is for 

school principaJs to explore ideas and concepts about human schools as 

organIzations. Expl!oring ideas and concepts means employing a vocabulary 

and syntax that is simpl,e, jargon-free and that refers to people's common 

exper~ences. This is best done in a non-invasive, non-.ntrusive manner such 

as in seminars where there is ample opportunity for all to express opinmons 

and! experiences without haVing to defend any particular positiorl. The general 

theme for tile seminar in stage 1 may be called exploring school 

effectiveness. 
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According to Fink and Ston (2004:304), schools are perceived dtfferently by 

learners, educatms, principals, parents and communit~es. Effective schools 

are the result of the interactions of innumerable individuals and groups. The 

authors reiterate that in order for a school to be perceived as effective or 

ineffecbve j exploring questions such as the foUowing becomes all-imponant: 

What are educators doing? How are learners involved? How does th'e 

principal contribute? What are the roles of parents and communities? How do 

the individuals and groups relate to one another? 

4.5.2.2 Stage 2: Org,anlzationaE ana.ysis 

It is only at this stage that the team is encouraged to examine its own 

organizat~on in terms of understanding structures and procedures within the 

school, as well as its value systems and culture. 

he methodO'logy used will change from seminars to workshop exercises, 

relying On exper,iential: methods with the theme purpose and performance. 

The objective of this stage would be to achieve a firm understanding of the 

school and its change processes and options available to school principa~s to 

sustain long-term performance and change (Roper et aI., 2003:104). 

4.5..2.3 Stage 3: naa1ln9 performance 

According to Roper et al. (2003:104), the team takes on the responsibility of 

conceiVing, design~l1g and introducing helpful structures for ~he 

transformational process. At this stage I the team will readily see the 

. -ercoll1nections. across structures, processes and values. This may be 

completed in a relatively short time or extended over a consi,derable Der'o~. 

This is the stage in which participants would discover several interconnected 

school processes to be dealt with that had not been foreseen. The critical 

reauirement is to examine the performance of learners and the entire school 

constantly, reinforcing conditions for achievements and addressing conditions 

for shortfalls. 

Hopkins (as quoted by Fink & Sta,ll. 2004:307) proposes that different change 

strategwes, leadership styles and communication networks may be reqUired t 
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effect change at a schooL Datin and Rust (as quoted by Mulford, 2004:632) 

warns that it is fatal to assume that the school is learning only jf it is 

undergoing change. More crucial is its ability to monitor its own system 

constantly, and accept as well as reject new practices and new products a 

they are found to be appropriate and inappropriate. 

4.5.2.4 Stage 4: Inlernalization 

This stage involves recogniizing the systems needed to ~d the outcomes 

sought. Notably documentation and information systems, systems for 

reinforcing the value premises underlying the new practices, both rewarding 

and corrective mechanisms and training and development measures should 

be considered. This indudes both the technical skWs and the soft skills to 

help educators adopt the new practices more effectively. It wm be seen that 

training follows changes in structures and processes (Roper et al., 2003;106). 

Silins et al. (2004:430) posit that active leadership represents the extent to 

which the leaders at the school are perceived by educators as visible, 

accessible and actively involved in the core work of the school, including 

monitoring and reviewing the change process and the progress of learners. 

The focus now turns to a more detai'led discussion of monitoring and 

evaluating the' process of change. 

4.5.3 Monitor and evalua,te 

BaloQun and Hailev (2004:209) outline the following techniques as important 

when monitoring and evaluating change progress: 

Hold focus groups and workshops. Workshops could become a way of 

sharing learning when educators are drawn together to discuss the cillange 

process, contribute ideas on how problems may be solved and perhaps help 

one another with probfems they are encounterin,... 

Manage by walking about and following an open-door policy. Senior 

managlers cou'd make a point of being visible and available for staff to talk to. 
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They could visit departments and classrooms and discuss the progress of 

change with the staff 

Organize team briefing. Many organizations use team bn,efing to keep staff 

appraised of the progress made with the process of change. These meetings 

couWd be made two-way so that comments that staff members make are 

collated by speciaUy nominated staff and passed back upwards. 

Host question and answer sessions. Man:agers host a question and answer 

sessio'll for staff. These may take ·the form of informal staff/management 

meetings such as special breakfast or ~unchtime meetings, or more formally 

organized meetings. 

Call in external consultants to monitor progress. External consuttants cou]d 

be engaged to run focus gmups or workshops, or conduct staff surveys. Staft 

may be more prepared to be open and honest about what they say in front of 

an outsider, particularly if guaranteed some level of autonomy. 

Implement staff suggestions or commentary schemes. This could be used to 

gather feedback on things that need chang'ng or improvement. This cou~d be 

dlone through e-mail or intranet discussion groups or hewing a suggeshon box 

(Balogun & Hajley. 2004:209). 

In order for the school to expertence change positively, it becomes important 

for educators to monitor ·Iearner progress and performance within the schooL 

According to Hart, Dixon, Drummond and Mcintyre (2004:171), educators can 

posrtilvely contribute to the progressive transformation of their learners' 

capacity for learning. The authors reiterate that one central priority for 

educators is to try to increase the extent to which learners feel emotionally 

safe, comfortable and positive about their participation in learning activities. 

Central to their professi:onam thinking should be the recognition that capacity to 

learn is affected by emotional states, and that the common classroom reality 

tor many learners is one of feeling disengaged, insecure and alienated. 

A necessary ongoing task for educators is therefore the transformation of 

these emotional states (Hart et al., 2004:171). This will foster greater learner 
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panicipation at the school which will u'limately result in less likelihood of 

alienation which could have dire consequences for the learner, the SChOOll, the 

community and society as a whole. 

For the purpose of this study an EI Competency Framework (cf. Chapter 7) is 

proposed to assist educators and principals to effect change in their schools 

successfUllly. 

The researcher of this theslls created the framework to address the question of 

how schools can become emotional change sites of teaching and learning 

delivery. This implies that the role of each participant in the change process 

e establishment of a sound learning culture of the school is important. 

Managers of change therefore need to steer the school, considering the 

feelings and emotions of those involved in the change process. 

What is important to consj,der when thinking about educational change IS that 

these frames act collectively, not individually, to influence the change process. 

Consequently, educatl0nal change behaves as a complex system with 

multiple frames or elements interacting together as a system to produce no...

linear interactions. Furthermore" these interactions are complex, meaning that 

the system can respond with inertia to resist change and stay ~he same, or 

dynamically self-adjust to a new order or balance (Hoban, 2002:36). 

Significant educational change (Hargr,eaves, as quoted by Hoban, 2002:19) 

can no Iionger be achieved in a step-by-step linear process. School 

imorovemenl processes are not implemented smoothly through locked-in fiv,e 

yeall development plans. Schools do not have the luxury of being able to 

focus on a singular goai and go through stages of achieving it over several 

years while the rest of their worlld stands still. 

Attempts at managing change need to consider the mult~ple influences 

collectively and focus on the whole dynamics of the change process (Hoban, 

2002:36)_ 
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The next few paragraphs provide an exploration of the EI Competency 

Framework postulated by the researcher of this thesis, for possibl,e 

implementation at schools undergoing change. 

Schools implementing the framework could poss,ibly enhance the educatiOil 

experiences of learners and educators. Implementation of thi,s framewor:k 

could have a posihve ~mpact not only on classrooms, but also on how 

principals lead and manage, how educators teach, how learners learn and 

how parents participate in their children's learning. This could a'iso enhance 

the functioning of SGBs at such schools. 

Making the commitment to implement the framework lis a huge step for a 

school. It is agreeing to ma~e basic changes in the way the school does 

iness and to open up classroom procedures, activtties and assessments to 

collective reflection (Atlen. Rogers, Hensley, Glanton & Livingston, 1999: 1). 

Roles of educators, learners, administrators, parents and communi!ty 

memoers will change, and people will be asked to act in different ways. 

Schools must therefore respond to providing support to all learners and 

eaucators to create a setting of coll!aboration and collective responsibility. 

In addition to focusing on learners' cognitive development, educators must 

also be prepared to address learners' continuing physical, emotional and 

social growth. Educators should therefore be equipped to meet the value

re!lated expectations of the external school environment as well as imparting 

knowledge to leallners. 

To contribute, the learners need to feel safe, not only with the educator but 

with one another. What should be reflected at the school is respect for 

individuals' ideas which they are expected to show for one another. The 

expectation is that individuals do not disregard ottlers' contributions, 1l1at each 

learner experiences himself/herse:lif equal to the rest of the group. The 

learners' readli!ness to contribute to collective work is affected by awareness 

and appreciation that their educators always try to set work willere everyone 

can get involved (Hart et al., 2004:108). 
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School change emphasizes the need for strong, effective transformatiorlal 

leadership. Leaders have a primary influence over the opportiUlI1ity to reframe 

~he school setting and the receptivity from stakeholders to alternative 

interpretations of their experience of the change. Systemic change also 

demands more central direction in the form of formal and informal 

communication and influence, Ilargely because the process is fraught with 

anxiety and conflliet (Seashore Louis, 2004:406). Thus, transformat,ionaJ 

change appears to demand influence from both leaders and subordinates, 

and frequent adjustments between ~he degree of decentralization versus 

coordination and integration. 

For the researcher of th,is thesis, successful schools signify a learning 

environment where the educators and :Iearners are motivated by personal 

influence, incentives and concern for physical and emotionall needs, health 

and safety. and are encouraged to grow and improve continual~y. This 

learning environment also encourages active participation with and concern 

for the community of which the school forms part. 

In order for the school to survive, the challenge for today's secondary schools 

is to be sites of emotionally intelligent interactions. Accordtng to Fisher, 

Ashanasy and Mehrabian (as quoted by Coon" 2003: 371), people wlho excel 

in life tend to be emotiona,lIyintellmgent. The costs of poor emotional skills can 

be high. A lack of EI can ruin careers and sabotage achievement. For 

learners, having poor emotional skills can contribute to depression, eating 

disorders, unwanted pregnancies, aggression and viollant crime. The 

researcner deems all of these possible consequences resulting from a lack of 

Ell as possible threats to a stable, safe school environment Ifor the learner. 

According to Duke (2004:30-31), educaUonal change is a change intended to 

alter the goals of education and improve what learners are expected to learn, 

how learners are instructed and assessed, and how educational functions are 

org;anized; regulated, governed and financed. 
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Sergliovanni (2005:103) is of the opinion that leadership emerges as a 

powertul force and provides the conditions and SUpDort that schools ~'~eedi:o 

succeed and educators need to be effec~ive_ 

The changing- srtuation in education places particular demands C'l '~~e 

rincipal and other senior managers at the schools of South Africa, Tsukudu 

and. Taylor (as quoted b~f Coleman, 2003:181) sum these up as: 

•	 to try and introduce strategies to restore a positive learning enviror:T1e71t to 

their schools; 

•	 to restore authority and discipline; 

to work with parent teacher associations in order to create conditions of 

stability; 

•	 to make schools a safe place for educators and pupils; 

•	 to develop a professional culture of learning; and 

•	 to encourage parental participation in the education of their children 

(Tsukudu &Taylor. as quoted by Coleman, 2003:181). 

Dalin (1998:1065) states tha1 learners are faced with an ever increasingly 

complex worIDd in which they need to define their lives. Schools should not 

prepare for a -given future, but first and foremost help students prepare for the 

unknown. There should be time for personal growth and development 

Learning is taking place much more in a workshop setting than in a 

classroom. The school is fun of activities, it is a meeting point for people of a 

ages, ,its members have a role in decision-making and take responsibility for 

implementation. The role of learners h.as to change dramafica~ly by bringing 

hem into aspects of school development, both at the C/lassroom ,level as weH 

as at the school level. They need to experience the change process, ,learn tne 

skills of solving problems, of communication in groups, of Ileadership and 

membership. It is by practising change process in the 'school laboratory' that 

they can gain the security and strength to face an uncertain future. 
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4,.5.4 Guide school change 

According to James and Connolly (2000:16), change is complex because it is 

inextricably linked to our emotions. Imposed as well as self-Imposed change 

could call up a whole range of emot:rons~ anger at the impos~iorJ and the 

denial of personal autonomy, sorrow at the sense of loss of the old and 

anxiety at the uncertainties that the new would bring. Anxiety is likely to be the 

dominant emotion in the management of both imposed and self-imposed 

change (James & Connolly, 2000:16). 

The authors state further that emotional Iresponses are essentially non-rational 

by definit~on, and manag,ing these non-rational responses to change, 

especia1ly anxiety, is crucial to change management as such (James & 

Connolly I 2000:16). 

Based on a framework for secondary school reform, produced by Brown 

University the fo~lowing gUiding phases were identified 

(http:www.alliance,brown.edu/programs Ilab2000/secondary): 

Phase 1: Establishing an improvement team. The improvement team serv,es 

as a core group in facilitating communication about the improvement process 

throuohout the school. The team could include educators, learners, parents 

and other designated staff. 

Phase 2: Mapping current school improvement initiatives through self

assessment. A taking stock process is Llsed to identrty school improvement 

initiatives currently occurring at the school and how they can be integrated. 

Phase 3: Compmng ongoing data on student achievement The school should 

have performance indicators for learners and record data about student 

achievement and performance. This allows educators to identify areas for 

improvement and to document changes in learner performance over time. 

Phase 4: Having an implementation plan. Based on the results and analysis 

or learner performance data, each school develops a pllan indicating priorities 
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for improvement, defines action steps for implementati,on and describes 

evidence for determining progress and success. 

Phase 5: Implementing the plan: School structures for implemen~ing the plan 

are established, there is ongoing data collection on learner performance and 

the plan is updated r8'gular'ly to suppmt continuous improvement. 

For the researcher of this thesis, the purpose of applying these steps would 

be to engage the entire schoo:1 as a team in the change effort. 

n this regard Cherniss and Gol,eman (2001 :251) write that relatio nships are I 

an essential part of our environment and that our most crucial relationships 

are often in groups that have particu'lar importance to us, such as the school. 

These re!ationships and groups, the authors state, give educators and 

learners a sense of identity I guide tnem to appropriate behaviour and provide 

feedback on their behaviour. 

4.5.5 Oufline the educalo,r's role as facilitator of chang,e 

According 10 Schlechty (2001 :101), the primary product of the school today is 

academic work that. if properly pursued, results in academiic learning. What js 

a~so QioinQi on at schools is a transaction between lea,mers and educators. 

What learners wantfi'orn schools and their educators are activities that 

respond to their needs and satisfy their motives and values. What educators 

want from learners is their attention and commitment. 

Gardner (2004:135) states that one of "the challenges for educators is to 

socia~ize learners into the school's setting: helping learners to progress trom 

learning through observation to learnin.g through formal tuiti,on. 

Douglas and Wy'kowski (1999:8) believe that effective change in organizat.ions 

is a orocess. which is in contrast to the traditional view of change as an event 

followed by another state of business as usual. Effective and enduring 

change, according to the authors, is seen as the analogue to effective 

organizational learning. 
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While educators have certain rights that are protected by tile Constitutio.. , 

they also have the obligation to protect learners' right to education 

(1996:sect.29), learners' rights to freedom and security of the person 

(1996:sect.12), and learners' right to a safe environment (1996:sect. 24) in 

terms of the common Ilaw principle of in loco parentis. According to Shaba, 

Campher, Du Preez; Grobler and Laack (2003:74). this principle means in the 

place of parents. For the duration of the learner's stay at school, the 

educators and the principal act as parents to such a learner. These officials 

are vested wrth parental authority for as long as learners are under their 

control. Learners, in turn, are expected to subject themselves to the authority 

and control of those actinQi in the place of the'ir parents and obey all 

reasonable and 'awful Instructions. 

According to Rusaw (19908:181 ),individual responsibmty for learning depends 

on motivations, opportunities, rewards and satisfaction at school. 

erforming direct roles (invo'ving teaching skills in a structured format to 

achieve outcomes) and ind,i"rect roles (influencing learning by modelling 

certain behaviours). Rusaw (1998: 182) states that change agents accomplis! 

fom primary objlectives: to eqUip people with skills, attitudes and abilities; to 

connect poop'e with reSOUifces for putting new ideas, information and 

strategies into actmon; to influence motivation to learn; to encO'uliage people to 

take certain responsibility for making specific changles in their worik 

environment. 

Connor et al. (2003:140) hrghlight ,different demands that are made on the 

educator as chanQ,e agent. as this role requires a temporal capability, which is 

the ability to comprehend various temporal conceptions (such as time 

perspectives, including clock, inner and social time) and dimensions (SUCh as, 

sequencing, time and pacing) of change (cf 3.4,3). 

According to GonnOli et at. (2003:141), change agent roles include catalysts 

who p,recipitate change by acknowledging, and sometimes encouraging 

dissatisfacti·on wifh the status quo. SoluUon givers offer suggestions about 

what could be done to snlv8' the problems the catalyst has made obvious. To 

make useful and appropriate suggestions for soluttons, change agents in this 
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role must understand the intricacies of the organization as it currently stands 

d the extent of its availab~e resources. Process helpers advise change 

managers and organization members on how the change process works in 

aspects such as communication s!kills, securing cooperation and persuasion in 

accomplishing these processes. To successfully carry out the role, process 

helpers must not only have skills, but also credibiltty with the participating 

indiVilduals and groups. Resource linkers bring ~ogether various financial, 

people and knowledge resources. Change agents effective 'in this role know 

Where the necessary resources are, how to avail themselves of them and 

apply them to the present case. Once the change is ,implemented, the school 

must be stab'ilized around it. Stabilizers do not playa change agent role, but a 

management role and management may appoint stabilizers to work with the 

recipient group. However, they serve as an extension of the manager, not as 

change agents (Connor et al., 2003:142-143). 

Woodman and Pasmore (2005:198) state that the role of an effective princiDal 

or change agent begins to shift from one of knowing the answers and directing 

p!anned change aimed toward specified outcomes, to one of creating a 

con~ext for self-organizing change in which purposeful outcomes are jointly 

created by diverse members of the system. Pnincip8lls and other change 

agen's in the school must become ade1pt at eng-aging the wisdom within the 

system in tlhe ongoing process of co-creating meaningful action that serves 

the whole system (Woodman & Pasmore, 2005;198). 

n tne educational context, schools tradit~onally provided the jntelleetual 

capital, literacy, numeracy and scientific understanding, while the family 

provided the sociall capital. The change in employment patterns. ~he 

breakdown of traditional family QIImupings, the decline of religious practice and 

the growth of consumerism have all impacted on 1he socia'l capital supporting 

the child. The change aff,ects many schools so that they now need to provide 

the social, the emotional as well as ilrhe intellectual capital for learners (Davies, 

2004:221). 

Evans and Schaefer (2001 ~1 03) stress tile fact that a[though roles are created 

in the changle process and designate some people to work in the change, 
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everyone in the school plays some part in the overall effort and everyone is 

ultimalely a target of the change. 

4.5.6 Key factors for effectlv,e change management 

Leithwood and Duke (2004:118) advocate an attempt to simplify the complex 

processes of change at school to make th,em more manageable for school 

principals. This means conceptualiz.ng the chaflge process as a series of 

temporarily sequenced stages, each focused on a key set of functions or 

tasks such as diagnos~ng readiness for change, developing goals for change 

and choosing programme to achieve the goals. 

Boss and Golembiewskt (as quoted by Woodman & Pasmore, 2005: 179) state 

~hat while principa~s and other change agents often assume that change ;s 

something that someone with power and authority does to someone who has 

less power and authority (logic of rep:lacement), the view of continuous and 

emergent change reqUires a form of leadership that shows people how to be 

(logic of attraction). lit assumes that peop:le change to a new position because 

they are attracted to ft, because they choose to engage in a pmcess of co

creating intentions and actions that have meaning for them. The energy of 

attraction that sustains se~f-organizing change is fuelled by the quantity and 

quality of connections among peop,le at the schoo:! (Quinn & Dutton I as quoted 

by Woodman & Pasmore, 2005:179) and by their beUef in the possibUities of 

what they can create together (Ludema, Wilmot & Srivastva, as quoted by 

Woodman & Pasmore, 2005:179; cf.3.4.2). 

Schlechty (2001 :161) states that, from tile perspecUve of principals, guiding 

change is largely a matter uf effective communication, monitoring, evaluation 

and enforcement. The new procedure must be described and commun~cated 

to those who need to use it through writing, workshops and one-on-one 

conversations. To be sure, this communicat,ion must be persuasive, because 

old habits are typically valued highly, no matter how inefficient they miQiht be. 

Paton and McCalman (2000:265) caU for the consideration of ten key factors 

prior to initializing change. Those factors wou~d enable the change agents to 

confidently manage the process of transition flam that which is inadequate to 
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that which is desired. A discussIon of the ten factors follows in the next few 

paragraphs. 

4.5.6.1 Change Is aU-Dervasive 

Any change impacts on people, therefore a holistic view of change must be 

taken to ensure that the full environmental impact is understood (Paton & 

rIJIcCalman, 2000:265). 

4.5.6.2' Effective change needs active senIor ma,nagement suppa 

Paton and McCalman (2000:266) state that it is vital, for senior management to 

support the change process. Without this support, the change willi lack vis*o 

and senior management will not get the backing for change from staff. To 

ach'ieve this, Fidler and Alton {2004: 58) highlight competencies they regard 

as vital for seni'or managers suc,h as se,lf-confidence, achievement focus, 

;nfluencing others, having a strategic perspective and communication. 

4.5.6.3 Change is, ,a multi-disciplinary activity 

Successful change projects are conducted via a project team. Therefore. for 

the success~l!J1 management of change, a multidiscipllinary approach is 

necessary (Paton & McCalman, 2000:266). Fink and Stolll (2004:301) propose 

that change fm the sake of change is a refated issue that can be a cause of 

oveuoad. Not all change is improvement and the pace, timing and 

appropriateness of each particular change needs to be considered carefu~ly. 

4.5.6.4 Change Is about people 

According to Paton and McCalman (2000:266), when contemplating change, 

management should involve the people in U11e process 1rom the outset. 

Change management is about people management and concepts of 

openness, communication and involv€ment are vjtaL 

4.5.6.5, Change is about success 

Schoofs must be flexible enough to rise to the challenges of today and 

tomorrow, Creating a schooll culture which is receptive to change should 
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enable the school to reach its goals for success (Paton & McCalman, 

2000:267)1. 

4.5.6.6 Change is a perceptual process 

Paton and McCalman (2000:267) reiterate that change is about idenbfying 

triggers, seeking visbn, recruiting converts to the vision and ma~ntaililing and 

renewing the need for change on an ongoing basis. The effeotive 

management of chang,e demands management action on afl these fronts. 

4.5.6.7 Effective change requires competent change agenl~ 

Change can upset people; they can become overjoyed, be overenthusiast:ic or 

sny away from it. The change agent therefore needs to feel comfortable i 

dealing with interpersonal reilationships, coping with conf:lict and ambiguity a.nd 

the thousand and one different emotions ~hat staff could display as a result af 

the change process li~self. The change agent has to be able to facilitate those 

involved through this process by taking their teell,jngs and emotions into 

account, getting them to address how these emotions rellate to change liiself 

and steering the school forward (Paton & McCalman, 2000:268). 

4.5.6.8 In terms of methodologV, there is no best way 

The authors warn that there lis no singular approach to change. Change 

agents must not be too bUnkered about change management. What works for 

one change siltuation might not be fully appropriate to another (Paton & 

McCalman I 2000:269). 

4.5.6.9 Change is about ownership 

The management team of the sehool must feel that they are responsible for 

the successfu~ implementation of the change. This responsibility is 'best 

discharged through a desire to succeed ratheif' than to survive. There should 

be a movement from control to commitment. When people feel ownership of 

'the change process, and feel that it offers opportunity. they are committed to 

its satisfactory accomplishment. Get ownership by getting involvement; get 
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involvement by openness and communication; get people to ~lve the change 

(Paton & McCalman 1 2000:269). 

4.5.6.10 Change Is about fun, chaUenge and opportunity 

Management of change should be challenging and faced positively. Senior 

management should provide those involved in it with the' opportunity to 

develop themselves and the rest of the schooll. Make it a fun experience for 

all (Paton & McCalman, 2000:.270). 

Mo.insky (as quoted by Woodman & Pasmore, 2005:49) suggests that 

principals leading change at schools are oft.en in a wirJ-Jose situation. Early 

wins resuit in advancement be'ing made before change projects have been 

completed. Thus rotation may prevent managers from having to take long

term responsibility for any potential failure. 

The role of the orincipall as change agent in continuous change is not 

necessarilly one of creating. or ,nitiahrlg change in a linear, pllanned fashion. 

Instead, ,it ~is one of facilitating increased awareness of the patterns of eXisting 

change (Woodman ,& Pasmore, 2005:172). 

According to Stickland (1998:164), any change intervention aimed at 

improving org,anizational effectiveness - in whatever area - must attempt to 

unde1rstand the meaning and importance whictl organizational members 

attach to what constitutes successful cnange, 

4.6 OVERCOMaNG OBSTACLES TO CHANG 

Over the past few decades, schools have been marked sites of change and 

educators have been on the receiving end of these new innovations. 

Doyle and Ponder (as quoted by Stoll & Fink, 2004:299) view resistance as a 

natura) and predictable response as change has usual~y been something 

done to educators, as opposed to something done with them. 

Gustavson (as quoted by Stoll & Fink, 2004:299) explains that people are 

afraid of drastic innovahons partmy because they prefer the familiar, and partly 
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because the vested interests of most people are normallry bound-up with the 

existing set-up. 

According to Evans and Schaefer (2001 :2), the prospect of change confronts 

people with the reality that they are not separate from their work, that in a 

deeper sense they are what they do and they are def;ined by how they do it. 

Evans (200'1 :92) supports this statement, addingl that one's openness 10 

innovation depends on a combination of factors, including personality. life 

experience and career experience. The author states that too often, wh 

educators prove reluctant or unwilUng to change, their behaviour is interpreted 

psychologically as a kind of character flaw (She's a resistant person; He is 

rigid). 

Paton and McCalman (2000:49) state th,at change needs to be poirtrayed in 

positive terms, and this is regarded by the authors as a necessity to ensure 

long-term survival of an organization. In so doing, the authors argue 'that 

gurus, executives, governmen~s and principa's must be aware that not all 

resistance to change needs to be negative. Rational, principled and shared 

resistance to mODosed developments may we,I'1 signal that acUng :In 

everyone's best interest may not be best served by implementing change. 

Resistance to change, Balogull and Hailey (2004:214) state, should be 

expected at schools as an emotional process and should be seen as natura!!. 

The key, however, j,s to help people through their resistance so that they Can 

move on to accept the changes (cf.3.9.2). 

ames (2004:267) states that resistance is a social defence which maintains 

the status quo by opposing change. ~n this way. !he anXiety associated with 

the change is reduced. Importantly, resistance, especially when it is given a 

loss of rationality, also reduces anxiety associated with revealinQ that a 

response to Ule proposed change is essentially emotional and not rational 

(James, 2004:267). 
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According to Sikes, Huberman and Acker (as quoted by Hoban, 2002:35), 

educators are often more receptive to change up to the age of 40, but then 

tend to resist change or even become disenchanted due to educator burnout. 

Loyalty, a positive response that is expected to result in implementation of the 

chang:e projects, leads to burnout or change fatigue. Shiron (as quoted by 

Woodman & Pasmore, 2005:47) defines burnout as a chronic condition of 

pnysical and emotional reduction that is a result of extenSJve demands in 

work. Pettigrew (as quoted by Woodman & Pasmore, 2005:48) uses the term 

change fatigue to describe change programmes that appear to be ail input 

and process without achleving cnlange. 

Gardner (2004:125) posits that those affected by change may be excited or 

left unmoved by innovations, but they may also be repelled by them. ~ ne 

autnor states that while resistance is usually seen as negative, it can also play 

a more pos.it~ve role: It is valuable to wrestle with ideas that were initially 

resisted, to show where they are inadequate or wmng. Such struggle can 

stmngthen the perspective, hel1p the person to understand it better and, at 

times, stimulate a change of mind (Gardner, 2004:125). 

Connor (as quoted by James & Connolly, 2000:19) states that people respond 

to change both in a logicall way and ;n a way which is clearly underpinned by 

emotions. The author sites the main reasons for resisting, change as follows: 

•	 Lack of trust. Those indMduals who are resisting change may not trust the 

change initiators' i:nterpretation of the need for change. Those resisting a 

proposed chang.e may feel that is has hidden. ominous and serious 

consequences that will only become apparent at a later time. 

•	 Belief that change is unnecess<ll}'. If there is no clear evidence tha1 the 

need for change is high, then resistance will also be hiQlIli. 

•	 Belief that change ;s not feasible. Although the need for change may be 

recognized, resistance to it may be justified on the grounds that the 

proposed chang:e will not work, 
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•	 Economic threats. Proposed change is likely to be resisted jf it threatens 

he job security of those affected by it. Changes ~n ways of working might 

make existing skij,lls redundant Chalilges in structure may make particular 

posts redundant. The change may signal a shift, the future impiications of 

which may affect i:ob security. 

•	 Fear of failure. Change requires adaptation to a new way of workina. Tl1Je 

anxieties that individuals may have about their capabmty to adapt to these 

cause resistance to change. They may also be anxious that they wil~ not 

be as effective in the new situation as they are at present (James & 

Connolly, 2000:19-20) 

Gardner (2004:' 27) states that people's thought processes sharpen when 

ey wrestle with the idea of change and ilt is even possible that they might 

eventually find merit in the ideas that they once rejected. For the researcher, 

the principal is therefore a key figure in understanding and ~nfluencing the 

environment while setting the examp~e and gaining commitmen~ for the 

change process from the school communfty' (cf.3.4.2). 

4.7	 s A' AKE fOR LASTI CHANGI: 

The Oxford Engl,ish Dictionary defines change as making or becoming 

different; difference form previous state; substitution of one for another. 

According to Stickland (1998:61), this captures two contrasting attributes: 

irstly, that of making or becoming which implies process and activity over 

lime; secondly, substitution, suggesting that chang.e can also be more of an 

. stantaneous event, in which a physical switch-over takes place at a discreet 

moment in time. Djssect'ing the defin.Cion further, making can imply a planned 

and directed change endeavour, whereas becoming suggests a more natural, 

unconscious change which is intrinsically part of the life cycle of the entity or 

system concerned (Stickland i 1998:61). 

In enhancing tne management of schools, Drucker (as quoted by leid~ng, 

2002:55) states that schools must be transparent and this implies that 

educators have to know and understand the school structure they are 

supposed to work in. Someone in the school must have the authority to make 
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the final decision and someone must be in command in a crisis. The writer 

reiterates that one does not manage peop:le. The task is to lead people. The 

goal is to make productive the specDic strengths and knowledge of each 

individual. Management exists for the sake of the school's results. It has to 

start with the intended msults and has to organize the resources of the school 

to attain these resuilts. The goal lis to make the school capable of producing 

results outSide of itself (Le-iding, 2002:56). 

According to AI~en et al. (1999:89), there are several elements that support 

the change process. What follows is an exploration of each element (cf. 

3.5.3.3) 

.761	 Educators must be active in the change process. as well as 

principals and parents 

Allen et al. (1999:89) state that for real change to occur, the ways decisions 

are made must themselves be changed. It makes common sense to have 

decisions made by those who will be most ,involved in implementing tlilem. 

The greater the involvement of those who will affect the change, the greatelr 

the chance for achieving success. The:refore, a shared governance process 

allowing for school-based decisions about teaching and teaming will make for 

more effective change. 

4.7.2	 Educators need to be in touch with new ideas, effective practjces 

fld the late,st methodologies 

Implementing change reqUires that the school community think in new and 

different ways. Educators and administrators need access to new concepts, 

the Ilatest information and opportunities to interact wlith other educators. This 

may include seeking outside information, SUPPOIt and resources and 

interactions with other educators at conferences, active participation m 

rofessional organizations, acquiring up-to-date literature, participating In 

electronic discussions and identifying outside experts (Allen et al., 1999:90). 

Schon (as quoted by Hoban, 2002:62) sees refilection as the hallmark of a 

rofessional and saw it inappropriate to treat leaching as a craft based on a 
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prescriptive knowledge base to apply in a recipe-type fashion to practice. 

lnstead, professionals need to recognize the complexity, uncertainty, 

instability; uniqueness and va'ue-conflict of a work settling and have reflective 

conversations about a situation that is consistent with a conception of 

teaching as an art or profession. 

Barnes (as quoted by Hoban, 2002:62) states that to achieve change, 

educators' need to discover their existing frame for understandln91 what 

happens in their classes is only one of several possible ones, and this, 

according to Schon, is Ukely to be achieved only when educators 'themselves 

reflect criticaUy upon what they do and its resuilts. 

4.7.3	 For educators to change, they need new skills and access to 

knowledge and training, inclUding research skills 

According to Maeroff (as ,quoted by Allen et al., 1999:91), to change learners, 

eoucators must change. Most educators attend an assembly at the beginning 

of the school year, a session generally meant to pat participants on the back 

and charge them up for the new school year. There is nothing wrong with a 

motivating pep talk, Allen et al. (1999:91) state. However, the general pattern 

of staff development as practised ;01 many schools does not have a direct 

impact on I'earners' achievement because .t is unfocused; it is not connected 

to the needs of educators or learners or to the real work of the school. This 

kind of staff development ignores the complexity of teaching and learning 

and also ignores what is known about Ilearning and implementing complicated 

and elaborate new curricula'r programmes or instructmonal strategies. Staff 

development must be tied to the school's covenant. Educators need tne 

technjcal knowllsdg:e to emp1loy new methodologies based on the needs of 

learners and 10 put ~n practice curncular, instructional or organizational 

changes. 

WohlsteUer and Mohrnan (as quoted by AUen et al., 1999:92) state that 

educators need knowledge about curriculum development and what teaching 

should look like when geared toward independent learning. Without expertise, 

educators have litUe authority jill decisions they make. putUng in pllace 
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governance and research processes also requims that educator leaders know 

how groups work, how to assess anxiety levels and how to reduce conflict. 

Such skUls a~iow faculty and staff to deal with problems immediately- an 

essent,jal trait for stlccess- and to bu.ld the capaGity for copingl with the 

exigencies of the change (Allen et al.) 1999:92). 

467.4	 Educators need real authority to make things happen Bind a 

support system for their well-being 

otning can demora'lize a school community more than to see its efforts 

rejected. G'ickman (as quoted by AUen et al., 1999:93) reiterates the 

rnportance of having' school manag,ement approval and support in 

imploementJing any change. It is also wise to have any exemptions from District 

or National Education Departments policy in writing. Glass scheduling and 

homework pohcies are examples where assurances may need to be secured 

befme the school begins extensive effort lin impl!ementing different 

programmes or po'Hcies (Allen et al., 199:93). 

4.7.5	 To promote sustainable changle, buUd a collaborative schoo 

culture where educators do not Jus,t share decisions. but actually 

work logelher 

Joyce and Showers (as quoted by Allen et al., 1999:93) found that 

establishing a school culture in which educators work collaboratively is a 

"ecess8ry component of school success. Professional growth is bound to be 

"mpaired in a setting where practitioners do not see their colleagues practise 

their profession and hardly ever teach one another techn.ques (Maemff, as 

quoted by AIDlen et at., 1999:93). 

4.7.,6	 Change must be relevant 

Miles and Louis (as quoted by Allen et al _, 1999:94) found that for schoo~s to 

change, the change must be meaningful and the entire school community 

must be motivated to change. If a proposal is not meaningful, it is met with 

reluctance and cynicism. The value is for the school to inwtiate cnange 

through a process of study and a driving focus (Allen et al., 1999:94). 
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4.7.7 Do not chanQe for the sake ot cnange 

According to Allen et al. (1999:94), whatever the focus of the school, it shaul 

be tied to the covenant and restated at all meetings, even listed at the top of 

the agenda. Without focus, meetings and conversations can become ungtued 

anO result tn nothing but gripe sessions. Without a focus on what a school 

wants for its learners, decisions are not re'lated to an ultimate goal. 

For tine researcher of thfS thesis, a few core elements are vital to enSlJr8 

lastinG change at schools. These elements are discussed in the next few 

paragraphs: 

Principals have to recognize that educators have a cOlltribut'ion to make to the 

change process. This implies that it lis the principal's responsibilitv to share 

leadership at the school to effect lasting change. According to Sergiovanni 

(2005:41), this implies that leadership belongs to a designated leader. It is the 

leader's choice to share or not to share. The dictionary defines to share as to 

grant or give a share and sharing as the original holder grants to another the 

partial use, enjoyment and possession of a thing" The author states further 

that there is wide agreement that effective practice requires principals and 

other designated leaders to share the leadership responsibrlities tthey have by 

Virtue of their rank or position. 

James (2004: 271) states that the principal has a mi,e wiU"j others in containing 

anxiety and emotion and sustaining the transitional zone, thereby transformin 

anxiety and emotion into creativity. This can be done by employincr the 

following strategies: 

The principal providing a secure 'framework within which the work of the 

school and the change process takes place. 

•	 111'1 times of change, continuaUy explaining to the school community what is 

really going on l especially in terms of internal and external real~ties" 

•	 Modelling - walk the talk, not falling prey to their own emotional 

mismanagement 
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•	 Learning to identDy the defensive behaviours - in otners 

•	 Identifying and rectifying anti-task behaviour. 

•	 Encouragif1g coUeagues to talk about how they feel. 

•	 Facina up to and resolving conflict 

•	 Being constantly aware ot their own feelings and sensitive to others' 

feelings. 

Fullan and Hargreaves (as quoted by Busher, 2006:83) offer eight guidelines 

for action that prilncipals as leaders may employ to sustain successful schools. 

These guidelines are as follow: 

•	 , Iinderstalld the curture 

Value each educator by promoting professional growth 

•	 Extend what you value (breath of vision that is inclusive of all good 

practice, not just ilncluding the leader's preferences) 

•	 Express wnat you vaJue(remember the importance of using symbo's to 

reflect va~ues) 

•	 Promote collaboration, not co-optation (principals do not have a monopoly 

of wisdom, therefore vision bUilding is a two-way process with staff, 

learners and parents) 

•	 Malke menus, not mandates (offer a choice of ways in which people can 

engage with teaching, learn~ng and management successfully) 

•	 Use bureaucr.at;c means to facilitate, not constrain, peop:a's actions 

•	 Connect with the wider environment (lFuUan and Hargreaves, as quoted by 

Busher, 2006:83). 

According to Duke (2004:174), sustaining change requiresi:rat reforms be 

'ntegrated into the regUlar operations of the classroom, school or school 
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system. For the author, it is limp,erative that principals mobilize broad-based 

support for the change process, continue to emphasize the benefits of change 

and maintain a sound factlitative organizational structure in order to ensure 

sustained change at thei'f school. 

Hall and Southworth (2004:90) state that because of the constancy of change 

at schools and in society, and thoe acce,leratton of educational developments, 

principals need to be: future-orientated, capablle of being soph.sticated 

managers of multiple changes; able to l~ve with change in proactive and 

productive ways; aware of the professiona~ learning needs of themselves and 

the school community, active in orchestrating development activities whic 

support educators and learners and which advance the school's capacity to 

mprove. 

4.8 SUMMARY 

Change comes about lin schools because peop~e set out to devellOp all groups 

within the schooL The assumotion therefore fol'llows that change should be 

beneficial to all participants. Busher (2006: 149) pos~ts that change and 

development may not benefit all groups at a school equal1ly and may even 

resu~t in educator's spending more time on developtng the changes and less 

time on working with particular fearners. The role of tlhe educator as facilitator 

of change therefore becomes crucia,1 as one which should enhance the quality 

of learner's learning and 

The chapter explored the approaches to change, the responses to change 

and the educator's role as facilitator of change (ct. 3.4.3). The key factors for 

effective change management I(Cf. 3.2.3) and the elements that make for 

last.ing change (cf. 3.5.3.3) were also scrutinized. 

The next chapter will focus on the empirical research design. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

EMPIRICAL RESEARCH DESIG 

5.1 INTRODUCTilO, 

The framework for the empirical research was provided in chapters two and 

three which formed the literature study for this research. The focus of this 

chapter is on the research instrumel1ts which were central to the gathering of 

data for this research. This includes, among others, a discussion on 1he 

research Goncemingl the measuring instruments themselves, reasons for 

selectina a questionnaire as quantitative instrument, and se:l!ecting, focus 

group discussions and structumd interviews as qualitative instruments. The 

construction of question items is provlided arld~he format of the final 

questionnaires is included. This chapter also outlines how the sample was 

determined and how the questionnaires were d'istr,ibuted. The North-West 

University Information Technology (Vaal Triangle Campus) was consulted to 

analyse the data col,lected" 

Chapter one outlined the overall aim of this study as foUows (cf. 1,3): To 

investigate the impact of EI on educators' roles as managers of change, 

This was undertaken by 

•	 dellineattng EI as important contributor to workplace success (cf. Chapter 

2); 

•	 presenting an overview of the educator as manager of c~ange (cf. Chapter 

3J; 

•	 exploring the change management process in disadva~-:'~2ged secondaty 

schoolls and ex-Mode,l C schools in the Eastern Cape anc Gauteng and 

the effect of these management practices on educators and learners (cf. 

Chapter 6); and 

•	 suggesting an EI competency framework to effect cha~;:8 at schools in 

Eastern Cape and Gameng successfully (cf. Chapter ",'). 
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The empirical investigation aimed at gathering information to the background 

of these a,ims, I.e. the current change management process at disadvantaged, 

mixed and ex-Model C secondary schools, perceptions regard,ing the effect of 

he process on educators and learners and th,e impact of EI to manage the 

change process successfully. 

According to Verma and Mallick (1999;187), there are two ways of considering 

the value of school-based research. A professional researcher might well 

assess its value in terms of Us methodological rigour, the extent to which it 

buUds on the body of existing knowledge and extends it, and its 

generalizabiility, that js,~he extent to which its findings can be applied to wider 

populations. For much educational research, these are valid criteria (Verma & 

Mall'lck,1999:187). 

Verma and Mallick (1999:187) state further that if the effectiveness of 

classroom research is to be improved, it is essential that the research 

community involves educators as partners in the research process. Both 

communities need to embrace this modem professionalism. Ilf research and 

development 'Work is to become relevant to educational advancement, 

researchers must understand the point of view of the classroom practitioners 

erma & Mallick, 1999: 190). 

According to Mayer (2005:67), educational practice should be guided by 

scientific evidence, or evidence-based practice. For tile author, the Quality of 

research is tied to the adequacy of the research met'tl0ds - that is, U18 

research methods must be able to help test 'the research hypothesis or 

uestion (Mayer, 2005:71). 

Ranson (as quoted by Verma & Malilick, 1999:71) states that an agenda for 

educational research in and for the future needs to be shaped by a distinctive 

theoretical frame which theori,zes the values, purposes, conditions and 

practice of active learn~ng, which can be brought to bear upon and ref~ned as 

a result of analysing the issues of learnwng embedded in the layers of historical 

change affecting individua~s, institutions and communities. 
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Tnis study was conducted following the principles of school-based research. 

The theoretical framework which forms the basis of this study will now be 

presented. 

5.2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

According to Verma and Malick (1999: 6), the main role of the term theory is to 

help guide the researcher. In the social sciences, it usual~y implies a set of 

statements desoribing and explaining the relationship between human 

behaviour and the factors that affect or explain it. 

Best and Khan (2003:90) describe a theory as an attempt to develop a 

general exp'lanation for some phenomenon. A theory, according to the 

authors, defines non-observable constructs that are inferred from observable 

facts and events and are thou(]ht to have an effect on the phenomenon under 

study. A theory describes the relationship among key var,iables for purposes 

of explaining a current state or pred',icting future occurrences. A theo,ry is 

primarily concerned with explanation and therefore focuses on determining 

cause-effect re~ationshiDs. 

Thus, a theoretical framework helps the researcher summarize previous 

information and guide the future course of action. Sometimes the formulation 

of a theory may indicate missing ideas or links and the kinds of add,i,tiona!1 data 

reQuired. A theory is therefore an essential tool of research ~n stimulating me 

advancement of knOWledge slm further (Verma & Mallick, 1999:6). 

The research philosophy that underpins this study reflects the principles of 

positivism and post-positivisl' •. 

5.2.1 Positivis 

According to Remenyj et al. (as quoted by Saunders et al., 2000:85), the 

positivist researcher prefers working with an observable socia' reality and th'e 

end product of such research can be Ilaw-like generalizations similar to those 

"roduced by the physical and natural scientists. The researcher in this 

tradition assumes the rol,e of an objective anal,yst, making detached 
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interpretations about those data that have been collected jrn an apparently 

va'ue-free manner-

Gill and Johnson (as quoted by Saunders et a(., 2000:85) state that for the 

p'ositivist, there wilr be an emphasis on highly structured methodology to 

facilitate replication and quantffiabre observations that lend themselves to 

statistical analysis. The assumption is that the researcher is independent of 

and neither affects nor is affected by the subi'ect of the research. 

W,eliman et at. (2005:6) state that the positi,vist approach underlies the naturall

scientific method in human behavioural research and holds that research must 

be limited to that can be observed and measured objectively, that is, what 

exists independently of the feelings and opinwons of individuals. 

In this study, the researcher distributed a questionnaire to Grades 10 and 11 

educators and learners at secondary schools in the Gauteng and Eastern 

Cape Provinces and assumed the role as observer of phenomena in a natural 

setting. 

5.2.2 Post·positivism 

According to Denztn and Lincoln (2003: 14}'J post-positivism relies on multiple 

methods as a way of capturing as much of reality as possibl'e. At the same 

mime, emphasis is placed on the discovery and verif~cation of theories. 

Traditional evaluation criteria, such as internal validity, are stressed, as is toe 

se of Qualitative procedures that lend themselves to structured (sometimes 

statistical) analysis. Computer-assisted methods of analysis that permit 

frequency counls, tabulations and lOW-level statishcal analyses may also be 

employed. 

Muijs (2004:5) posits that post-positivists accept that the world cannot be 

obsef\,ed by totally objective and disinterested outSiders, and that the natural 

sciences do not provide the model for atl social research. However, they do 

beheve in an objective social reality. Rather than focusing on certainty ami 

absolute truth. the post-positivislt will try and represent reality as best hel she 
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can and wUl focus on confidence: How much can the researche.r rely on his/ 

II"Ier findings? How we~1 do they predict certain outcomes? 

Scott and Usher (2000:3) state that proponents of post-positivistic research 

argue that research, even scientific research, is a product of certain kinds of 

social, historically located practices. Post-positivism refllects a djstrust of 

absolutes and foundational. truths. No longer does following the correct 

ethod guarantee true results. Instead of only one truth, there are many. 

ducational research literature reveals that truth is funda,~~entally depender~'~ 

on language, a socially constructed phenomenon and as such, post-positivists 

believe, this distorts reality on which positMsm is built. 

In this study. a mmxed method of data collection was used. The researcher 

employed focus group interviews, in-depth interviews and survey 

questionnawll'es to collect data for the investigation. 

An exploration of the research design employed by thi's study wi~1 now be 

provided. 

5.3 RESEARCH DESIGN 

For the purpose of this study, the researched used survey research and 

phenomenology to gain insight into the typical experiences of the participants 

'n order to arrive at sound conclusions. 

According to Leedy and Ormrod (2005: 139), a phenomenological study is one 

that attempts to understand people's perceptions, perspectives and 

understandings of a particular situation. By looking. at mUltiple perspectives on 

the same situaiotn, the researcher can then make some kind of generalizatio 

of what soemth~ng is like from an mnsider's perspective. 

5.3.1 Survey research 

Scott and Morrison (2006:232) provide Denscombe's (1998) definition of a 

rvey as an approach in which there is empirical researcn pertaining to a 

given point of time which aims to jncorporate as wide and indusive data as 
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possible. The authors reiterate that survey is an approach or strategy rather 

than a single method or technique which draws upon a range of methods that 

include the questionnaire and illtervrew survey. 

According to Best and Khan (2003:300}t a Questionnaire is used when factual 

'nformation is required. Weiman et at. (2005:152) state that survey 

quest,ionnaires may be used to obtain information from participants such as 

biographical details, typical behaviour, opinions, beliefs, convictions and 

attitudes. 

Wilkinson and Birmingham (2003:43) state that interviews are used in 

research as a way of obtaining detailed j,nformation and it is far more 

resource-intensive. It requires the researcher to e1icit information from 

respondents and provides the researcher more of an insight into the meaning 

and sianificance of what is happening. 

Accordino to Scott and Usher (2000:86), survey researchers choose to 

concentmte on a group of seemingly II'ike cases, for example secondary 

schools in a ,locality or country and then work backwafds so that the case is 

defined by tine characteristics of the parent populatton as it is presently 

understood. The authors state that it is important to note that the case is still 

treated in the same way as in eil:hnographic research, but with Jess attention ~o 

detail, context and presentation. The implication is therefore that drfferent 

methods are appropriate in survey research because researchers have to 

handle a large number of cases which, for the sake of comparison, have to be 

expressed in a standardized way. 

Fmenkel and Wallen (as quoted by Scott & Morrison, 2006:233) posit that tne 

most commonly identifiable characteristics of survey research is collecting 

information from a group of people in order to desC'ribe characteristics such as 

attitUdes, opinions, beliefs, attitudes, abilities or knowledge; asking question 

on which the responses or answers to those Questi,ons constitute the data of 

the survey and collecting data from a sample rather than from every member 

of the populatiol .. 
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For the ourposes of this study, luhe cross-sectional survey type was used. The 

first step was to identify the research popullatioll1, thereafter interviews and 

questionnaires were used to gather data. 

5.3.2 Phenomenology 

According to Fouche (2002:273), this approach aims to understand and 

interpret the meaning that participants Qiive to their everyday life. Creswell (as 

quoted by Fouche, 2002:273) regards a phenomenological study as one that 

describes the meaning which experiences of a phenomenon, topic or concept 

has for the various individuals. 

For the IPurpose of the qualitative phase of this study, the researcher utilised 

semi-structured interviews and focus group interviews as data col~ection 

methods. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with SMT and SGB 

memlJers of the disadvantaged, mixed and ex-Model C schools in the 

Gauteng Province and the Eastern Cape Province, and focus group interviews 

were conCllucted with Grades 10 and 11 educators and l-earners at the schools. 

Throughout the research, the researcher suspended any preconceived 

notions or personal experiences which could unduly influence what the 

researcher heard ttle participants saying (Leedy & Ormrod, 2005:139). 

5.4 RESEARCHI o 

Tile research was conducted by means of a literature review (ct. 1.4.1) and 

empirical ,'esearch (cf. 1.4.2). 

5.4.1 Literature revle 

Prlmary and secondary literature sources were studied to gather information 

on ~I, 1ransformationalleadership and change management, how change has 

taken place at secondary schools and how this impacts on educators' roles as 

change managers. This was done by exp!oring ~he value of emot,ions rn the 

workplaoe (c.t 2.2), describing what emotim131 and socia~ intelligence implies 

at school (af 2.3), focusing on what it means to be emotionally and socially 

intelligent (ct 2.3.1), highiighting EI in the workplace (ct, 2.4), investigating 
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why EI is important at work (cf. 2.4.3), reflecting on EI and emotional 

leadership, and how to manage emotions (cf. 2.5.2), investigating what 

emot,ionall leaders:hip in the school context imolies and how to create an 

emotional~y safe school (cf. 2.6.2), pointing out what signities an emotionally 

intelligent school (cf. 2.7), discussing seven characteristics of emotional1ly 

intelligent leaders (cf. 2.7.3.1) and the importance of EI in ensuring academic 

success (cf. 2.8). 

Information was also gathered from primary and secondary sources to present 

an analysts of the educator's role as manager of change. This was done by 

roviding an overview of the South African school context (cf. 3.2" 

highlighting the complexity of the change process (cf. 3.2.2), reflecting on the 

change management competencies in education (ct. 3.3) and the importance 

of ro'les in education (cf. 3.4), notab'IY those ot the school principal (cf. 3.4.2) 

and of the educator (cf. 3.4.3), discussing how to lead change effectively in 

education (cf. 3.5), exploring change, leadership and 'EI (cf. 3.6), pointina out 

how to manage the educator's emotional response to change (ct. 3.6.4), how 

to lead change with EI (ct. 3.7), how to create a sound organizational culture 

along with school change (cf. 3.8) and how to effect change at seconda 

schools (cf. 3.9). 

e informabon gathered during the literature review informed the 

construction of the questionnaires, i.e. the quantitative empirical research 

instrument. 

5.4.2 Emp,hical research 

The research de'sign used for this study was a combination of the quaJitative 

and the quantitalilve approaches (cf. 1.4.2 & 6.1). For the purpose of this 

thesis the researcher selected structured questionnaires as the researc~ 

instrument for the quantitative part. 

The rationale for choosing a structured questionnatre will now be pmsented. 
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5.4.2. e questionnaire as resear,ch instrument 

The New Dictionary of Social Work (as quoted by Delport, 2005:166) defines 

a questionnaire as a set of questions on a form which is completed by the 

respondent in r.espect of a research project. The basic objective of a 

questionnaire is to obtain facts and opinions about a phenomenon from 

people who are informed on the particular i;ssue (Delport, 2005:166). 

According to Scott and Morrison (2006:189), questionnaires are rooted in the 

positivist paradigm and questionnaire surveys have been used as mantras for 

positive and negative critiques of quantitative research. Underpinning both, 

however, is the sense in which the questionnaire is appropriate in both the 

latural and social sciences, and the fact that the researchable is only that 

which is amenable to our senses and capable of measurement. 

Wilkinson and Birminglnam (2003:8) posit that an effecUv,e questtonnarlfe is 

one mat enables the transmission of useful and accurate data from the 

participant to the researcher. This is a complex process which involves 

resenting questions in a clear and unambiguous way so that tlhe part,icipa 

may interpret them, articu*ate his or her response and transmit it effectively ~o 

the researcher. 

5.4.2.1.1 The design of a questionnaire 

Wel!man et al. (2005:174) are of the opinion that when designing a 

questionnaire, the concepts and variables involved and the rel:ationships 

being investigated - possibly in the form of hypotheses, theories, models or 

evaluative flfameworks - should be clear and should gUide the questionnaire 

design process (cf" 1.3.1 .4), 

Scott and Morrison (2006: 192) cite Fowler and Oppenheim who posit that the 

key issue is that questionnaires are designed to proVide measurement. 

Above all, this requilres queshons tl1at must be judged in terms of the 

question's capacity to promote responses that are I,inked directly to that which 

the researcher set out to measure, and an equivalence in each question and 

its asking. 
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Wilkinson and Bmrmingham (2003::19) state that when designing 

uestionnaires, it is easy to overlook mistakes and ambiguities in question lay

out and construction. Pil,oting, the instrument with colleagues or a smaJ 

sample of those who wUl eventually complete the questionnaire will allow 

'fresh eyes' to comment 011 its suitabi'lity and clarity. UsuaUy mistakes are 

quickly spotted throu.gh piloting and can be rectified relatively eas~ly. In the 

same way I ambiguous questions can be re-stated or re-developed. During the 

piloting stage" the interviewer can obselrve how ~ong it takes respondents to 

complete the instrument (VIl~lkinson & Birmingham, 2003: 19). 

Muijs (2004:45) poi,nts out that it is impoirtant for researchers to take heed not 

only of the way questionnaires are designed, but also of how questions are 

worded as these aspects will affect the answers participants give. It is 

herefore important; 11he aulhor states that researchers think carefully about 

what kind of questi,ons are asked. 

Saunders, Lewis and ThornhiU (2000:278) state that the design of the 

questionnaire wiU affect the response rate, the relfability and the validitv of the 

data cnllected. Response rates, v3l1iidity and reliability can be maximized by: 

• careful design of individual questions; 

• clear layout of the questionnaire form; 

• lucid explanation of the purpose of the questionnaire; and 

• pilot testing. 

The focus now turns to the advantages and disadvantages of using tne 

questionnailre as research instrument. 

5.4L2.1.2 Advantages of a questionnaire 

A solid questionnaire, Best and Khan (2003:307) state, deals with a significant 

topic, seeks onEy informatj'on that cannot be obtained from other sources, is 

anractive in appearance, neatly arranged, clearly dupli.cated or printed, and 

contains clear directions to objective Questions. 
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Usingl the questionnaire as research instrument has the foUowif1lg advantages 

(Best & Khan, 2003:301; Willkinson & Birmingham, 2003:390; Muijs, 2004:41): 

•	 It is familiar to users and allows them to complete the questionnaire at their 

own convenience, while allowing them some time to think about their 

answers. 

•	 Questionnaires can facilitate the collection of vast amounts of data with 

minimal' efto.•. 

Well-designed questionnaires can allow relationships between data to be 

·,dentified. They are particularly usefu~ for showing relationships with data 

that are easily qu.antifiab~e. 

•	 As research instruments, questionnaires can be used time alld time agai 

to measure differences between groups of peop1le. They are reliable data

gathenilllg tools. 

•	 The person administering the instrument has the OpportUJi'tty to establish 

rapport, explain the purpose of the study and elaborate on the meaning of 

items that may not be clear. 

•	 The availability of a number of participants in one place makes possible 

economy of time and expense and provides a high proportion of useable 

responses. 

However, using the questionnailre as research instil"Ument also has its 

disadvantages, as will be pointed out below. 

5.4~2.1.3 Disadvantages of a questionnair, 

The questionnaire as research instrument has the following disadvantages 

(Wilkinson &Birmingham, 2003:39; Mufjs, 2004:41): 

•	 Questionnaires often provide low response rates, Ume-consuming fonow

up and data ,entry. 
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.'	 Ease of production and distribution can result in the collection of far more 

data than can be effectjve.ly used. 

•	 Questionnaires are everywhere, competing for partic~oants' time. 

•	 Lac'k of adequate time to complete the instrument may result jn ine re 

of superficial' data. 

•	 Lack of personal contact (if the questionnaire is mailed) may mean that 

response rates suDer, necessitating the expense of fo~low-up letters, 

tel'ephone calts and other means of chasing the participant. 

5.4.2.1.4	 Suitability of the questionnaire as research ,instrument for th~s 

study 

Questionnaires were appropriate as research instruments for this study sh1ce 

they helped alie,i,t responses connected to specific attitudes, perspectives or 

nerceptions. 

The participants were learners, educators, SMTs and SGBs who were 

involved in the management of change at school level. Theif responses led to 

identifying the urgency to develop an lEI framework as a possib\e solution to 

assist educators and school managers in managing the change process 

successfully. 

The questionnaires comprised three sections (cf. Appendix C & Appendix D): 

•	 Section A: This section co,llected biograohicaJ information of educators and 

leamers pertaining 10 aspects such as gender, culture, position and grades 

taught. 

•	 Section B: This section collected responses relating to the school 

environment, aspects of learners and educators' EI, notably tlow they 

perceived themselves and how they reacted in certain situations and what 

the retationships were between learners and educators within the schooL 
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•	 Section C: This section explored educators and learners' perceptions on 

leadership and change within the schoo,1 and the role of the principal as 

agent of chang,e in the school setting. 

The questionnaires used in this study were constructed using the partial 

agreement statement or question descr'ibed by Scott and Usher (2000:69) as 

a questionnaire type where respondents are asked to state their own degree 

of agreement or disagreement with a statement or in answer to a question. 

One questionnaire was developed for Grades 10 and 11 learners and another 

questionnaire was developed for Grades 10 and 11 educators. Both 

questionnaires were made available in Afrikaans and English (cf. Appendix C 

& Appendix D). 

5.4.2.1.5 e need for a pilot study 

Saunders et al. (2000:305) state that the purpose of a pilot test is to refine tne 

questionnake so that participants wm experience no problems in answering 

the questions and there wiH be no problems when recording the data. In 

addition, it will enable the researcher to obtain some assessment of the 

questions' validity and the likely reliability of the data that will be collected. 

Janesic (as quoted 'by Strydom & Delport, 2005:331) concurs that the pilot 

study in qualitat,lve roesearch aUows the researcher to focus on specific areas 

that may have been uncfear previously Of to test certain questions. By testing 

the nature of Questions in an interviewing schedule or for focus grouDs in tne 

pilot study I the qualitative researcher wm be able to make modif'ications with a 

view to quality int,erviewing during the main investigation. A pilot study also 

contributes to the establishment of relationships with the respondents or with 

the community and to obtaining permission for the project. The pi!ot study 

assists, moreoverI in estimating the time and costs that may be invo'l:ved as 

well as in pre-empting tile problems that may arise during the actual 

qualRative interviews (Janesic, as quoted by Strydom & Delport, 2005:331). 

According to Wilkinson and Birmingham (2003:52), the researcher can begin 

to identify and COirrect imperfections by piloting or testing a questionnaire with 
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a select few people in order to establ'ish their clarity. Pil'otingfurther assists in 

eliminatinQl ambiguous questions, as wel~ as in generating usefu' feedback on 

~he structure and f,low of the intended interview. 

Weiman et a1. (2005:148) summarize the purpose of a pilot study as follows: 

•	 To detect possible flaws in the measurement process (such as ambiguous 

instructions, ~nstructions and inadequate time Iimds. 

•	 To identify unclear or amhiguously formulated items. In such a pilot study 

the actual questions are put to the 'part ic.i.pants' and they are then asked to 

indicate how they have interpreted the fOlrmulated questions. 

•	 An opportunity for researchers and assistants to notice non-verbal 

"ehaviour (on the part of participants) that may possibliy s~gnify discomfort 

or wording of the questions (Weiman et al., 2005:148). 

The purpose of pre-testing the questionnaire was to determine if there were 

any flaws in the measumment procedures j notably ambiguous Instructions, 

inadequate tjme hmits and whether the wording of questions was understood 

e pilot study (ct. 5.4.2.1.5) was conducted at three secondary schools in the 

Eastern Cape Province and three secondary schools in the Gauteng Province. 

Schools tha~ welf8 piloted were not included in the actual population that was 

sed in conducting the research. 

The pilot study was useful in identifying defects in the question items and 

these were subsequently changed. The final questionnaires were discussed 

with the Statistical Consultation Services (SCS) at the Vanderbijlpark Campus 

of the North-West University, to ensure that the data would not be problematic 

when it had to be analysed. 

For this study. the intelView schedule was piloted by the researcher as 

interviewer and the fieldworker as participant, with the purpose of determining 

clarity and interpretation at the proposed questions. Comments were also 

elicited on the wordino, sequence. possible redundant questions, and missing 

and/or confusing Questions. 
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5.4.3 Quantitative research 

According to Verma and Mallick (1999:26) quantj,tative research, as its name 

suggests, refers to any approach to data collection where the aim is to gather 

information that can be quantified; that is to say, ,i,t can be counted or 

'ifleasured in some form or another. Miaykut and Morehouse (as quoted by 

Verma & Mallick, 1999:26) state that Quantitative research is concerned with 

he acquisition and interpretatiolil of data which can be presented .n the for 

of disorete units that can be compared with other uniits by using statistical 

techn~ques (cf. 6.2.1). 

Suter (1998:87) describes quantitative research as studies that test specific 

hypotheses, usually stated in advance, and that incorporate measures which 

can be analysed statistically. This type of research, the aLJthor states, uses 

tables or charts to display fjndings which can be generalised beyond the 

sample to a wider population. The researcher is distant in a sense, and 

guards against bias and other influences which may skew the results. 

Robson (2002:99) points out that there is currently an anti-quantitabve vogue 

in some quarters, asserting or implying that quantitative research is 

necessarily alienating! posiltivistic, dehumanising and not 'spiritual'. In fact. it 

is clear that using quantitative methods to identify causes of human and social 

problems and suffering can be of immense pract~cal, human an.. 

emancipatory significance and are not necessarily positivistic in Qilientation. 

Oakley (as quoted by Robson, 2002:99) suggests that this anUpathy to 

quantitative research derives in part from the influence of feminist 

methodologists who have viewed quantitative research as a masculine 

enterprise, contrasting it with qualitative research which is seen as embodying 

feminine values. 

5.4.4 QuaIitative research 

Bell .(1999:4) states that when researchers adopt a qualitative research 

perspective, they are more concerned with understanding individuals' 

perceptions of the world. They seek mnsight, rather than statistical analysis. 
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According to Saunders et al. (2000:188), qualitative research can IDe 

described as an approach rather than a particular design or set of techniques. 

Van Maanen (as quoted by Saunders et al., 2000: 188) descri,bes it as an 

umbrella phrase covering an anay of interpretive techniques which seek to 

describe, decode. 'translate and otherwise come to terms with the meaning of 

naturally occurring phenomena in the social world. Therefore the qualiltative 

approach is also fundamentaUy a descriptive form of research (cf. 6.3.1). 

Saunders et al. (2000:188) state further that qualitative field studies can be 

used successfully in the description of groups, (small) communities, and 

organizations. 

Denzin and Uncoln (2003:9-11) concede that qualitative research, as a set of 

'nterpretive actMtles, privileges no s,ingle methodological practice over 

another. The authors explain that qua'itabve research, as a set of practices, 

embraces within Its own mun:.iple disciplinary histories constant tensions and 

contradictions over the project itself, including its methods and the forms its 

findings and interpretations take. The field sprawls !beh'Veen and crosscuts all 

ot the human disciplines and its practitioners are sensiltive to the value of the 

multi-method approach. 

Bogdon and Biklen (as quoted by Jones & Komer, 2006:82) identiiied five 

el'aments that are characteristic of qualitative research procedures: 

•	 Usually conducted in naturall settings. Natural settings (such as 

classrooms and schools) are ttle overwhelming preference for such 

studies, based on the belief that separating the phenomena being 

investigated from the site at Which they occu r diminishes the quality of the 

"nformation provided. 

•	 Extensive use of descriptive data. Although qualitative researchers are 

likely to descr:ibe a phenomenon with words rather than with numbers, the 

researcher may also include every type of date even remotely associated 

with the phenomenon. Whether it could be reduced to a number or not. 
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•	 Emphasis on process more than product. The emphasis in qua'll,itative 

research is	 much more on process than ~t is on outcome, on t:hle level of 

Ie deeper process taking place. 

•	 Often based on inducti,ve logic. Most, though not all, qualitahve research 

emphasizes ind uctive reasoning and analysis, going from the specific to 

the general. The researcher often uses extensive and detailed analysis in 

a specific setting to construct a theory explaining what was found. 

•	 Search for meaninQ is often evi:dent. TIl,e search for meaning focus in 

qualitative research is the deliberate attempt to learn how people try to 

maike sense of their ~ives. How it is may be nearly as important in a 

qualitative study as how the participants think it is. 

The focus now turns to the elements of the qualitative research used in this 

study 

For the purposes of this study, focus group interviews were conducted with 

ttle Grades 110 and 111 learners of si'x schools in the Gauteng Province and the 

Eastern Cape Province (1 disadvantaged school, 1 ex-Model C school and 1 

mixed schooll in each province). W,elman et al. (2005:201) state that focus 

groups are also described as group in-depth interviews. These groups consist 

of a small number of individuals or interviewees who are drawn together for 

the purpose of expressing their opinions on a specific set of open questions. 

Wilkinson and Birm~ngham (2004:97) summarize the purpose of focus-group 

interviews as fonows: 

•	 To gather ins'ight into, or rai'se awareness of an issue or topic 

To uncover complex motivations, attitudes or behaviours 

•	 To prepare for a larger study 

•	 To interpret previously obtained research results 

•	 To stimulate new ideas and creative concepts 
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•	 To identify problems with existing services 

•	 To learn 'how participants tailk lin their own words about the researcher's 

focus of interest. 

Group interviews are essent,ally a qualitative technique for collecting 

information. The researcher d.rects the interaction and inquiry either in a very 

structured or unstructured manner, depending on the aim of the investigaHon. 

The aim of using such group interv,iews is not to replace individual 

ioterviewing t but to gather information that can perhaps not be collected! easily 

by means of individual intervjews (Weiman et a/., 2005:201). 

Krueger and Casey (as quoted by Greeff, 2005:300) state that the purpose of 

focus groups is to promote self-disclosure among parhcipants. H ,s to know 

what people really think and feel. Focus groups are useful when multiole 

viewpoints or responses are needed on a specific topic. Focus groups are 

fundamentaUy about I,istening to people and learning from them, and about 

creatjng ~ines of communication. 

According to Morgan and Krueger (as quoted by Graeff, 2005: 3011) focus 

groups create a process of sharing and comparing among participants. The 

researCher creates the groups for a well-defined purpose and they produce 

large amounts of concentrated data in a short period of time. 

Morgan (as quoted by Graeff, 2005:312) states that the strength of rallying on 

focus groups is their ability to produce concentrated amounts of data on 

precisely the topic of interest. An additional strenqtln lis the re:lfance on 

interaction in the group to produce the data. Also, the comparisons the 

participants make between 'One another's experiences and opinions are a 

uable source of insight into compfex behavioUlrs and motivati.)n. 

Greeff (2005:312) states that focus groups can also be quite costly and 

require researchers who are skilWed in the group process. Bias may :Oe a 

problem. Nyamathi and Shuler (as quoted by De Vas et a/., 2005:312) 

ention that a disadvantage is that findings cannot automatically be projected 

onto the Dopulation at large. If the group facmtator is ur1s\l<iIIed, expressions of 
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only the active participants may be voiced. This creates the risk that passive 

participants may be unduly influenced or ,inhibited by active participants. 

Another cr1iticism of focus groups cites participants' social postunng or desire 

to be polite and fit in with the nmm, or else their forced compliance (Nyamathi 

& Shuler, as quoted by Greeff, 2005:312). 

The focus group interviews conducted for the study comprised a mixed group 

of ten Grades 10 and 11 educators and a mixed group comprising ten Grades1 

o and 11 learners at each school. According to Wiikinson and Birmingham 

(2003:98), the focus group need not contain a fixed number of participants, 

thouQlh fewer than four may jeopardize the valuable group dynamic the 

researcher seeks, and more than twelve may make thegmup unWieldy. 

Greeff (2002:311) states that groups which incllude six to ten participants allow 

everyone to participate while still~ eliciting a range of responses. 

5.4.5	 Rationale tor choosing the qualitative as well as quantitative 

method 

Muijs (2004:11) refers to quantitative research as explaining phenomena by 

collecting quantitative data which are analysed using mathematically based 

methods, in particular statistics. 

Denzin and Lincoln (2003: 13) contrast qualitative and qlJantita.tive research by 

stating that the word qualitative implies an emphasis on the quaillities of 

entities and on processes and meanings that are not experimentally examined 

OIY measured in terms of quantity, amount, intensity or fmquency. Qualitative 

researchers stress the socially constructed nature of reality, the intimate 

relationship between the researcher and what Is studie·d, and the s,ituatJonal 

constrailnts that shape enquiry. Such researchers emphasize the value-laden 

nature of enquiry. In contrast, quantita~ive stud~es emphasize the 

measurement and analysis of causal relationships between variables, not 

processes Proponents of such studies claim that their work is done from 

within a value-free framework:. 

Scott and Morrison (2006:186) pmvlide a number of key features about 

quantttative research, notably that it ,is interested in causality I making freauent 
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use of variable measurement, associated with cross-secti,onal and longitudinal 

surveys; quantitative researchers have a key interest in demonstrating that 

their findings can be generalized beyond the location of the project and while 

quantitative researchers accept that research can never be entirely value-free, 

they are specifically mnterested in whether the research can be replicated. 

Jones and Kottler (2006:86) state that the key determinants for quantitative 

studies are essentially the mirror opposites of those used to identify a 

qualitativ,e study and mention that quantitative stud'ies place more emphasis 

on numerical than on narrative data and that participants in quantitative 

studies are usually selected wirth the expectation that their results would be 

general,ized to a larger target population. 

Furthermore, the authors state that quailitative studies p~ace more emphasis 

on narrat,ive than on numerical data and the partioipants in qual,itative studies 

are more likely to be selected by using purposive rather than rand 

techniques (James & Kottler, 2006:82). 

To ease of the interpretation of the findings, the researcher will now briefly 

present the main characterisHcs of qualnative and quantitative methods as 

outlined by Neuman (as quoted by Fouche & De Vas, 2005:102). 

Table 5.1: Characterlstlics of qualitative vs quanlitaUve methods 

Qualitative Quantitative 

Construction of social reality Measurements of objective facts 

Focus on interactive processes, Focus on variables 
events 

AU1hentlcity as the key criterion of Reliabi lity as the key cri1erion of 
scientific excellence scientific excellence 

Siruationally constrained A value-~ree stance 

Research conducted independently of 
context 

Few cases or subjects involved Many cases or subjects involved 
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Statistical analysis as the method of 
choice 
Thematic analysis as the method of 

choice 

Researcher maintains detached 
attitude 

Researcher is involved 

(Taken from Neuman, as quoted by Fouche & De Vos, 2005:102) 

Table 5.1 aptly sets out the characteristics of both qualitative and quantitative 

research lused in ihis study. In terms of analyzjng data, Leedy and Ormrod 

(2005:96) state that quantitative researchers tend to rely more heavily on 

deductive reasoning, beginning with eertain premises and then draWling Illogical 

conclusions from them. They also try to maintain objectlvtty in their data 

analysis, conducting predet8nT1ined statistical procedures and using objective 

criteria to eva~uate the outcomes of those procedures (cf. 6.2), 

contrast, qualitativH researchers make considerable use of deductive 

reasoning: they ma:ke many specific observations and then draw inferences 

about larger and more general phenomena. Furthermore, their data analysis 

is more subjective in nature: they scrutinize the body of data in search of 

patterns- subjectively identified - that the data reflect (Leedy & Ormrod, 

2005:96). 

It is the researcher's in~enUon to analyse the data for H11'is study using both 

these methods, hence a sound understanding of the concepts is deemed 

necessary. 

For the purposes of this study, a combination of qualitative and quantitative 

research, or the mixed-method, was used. 

5.4.5.1 ·xed-method research 

Mouton and Marais (as quoted by De Vos, 2005:357) are of the opiflion that 

the quantitative approach is highly formalized, as we'll as more explicitly 

controlled than the qualitative, with a range that is more exactly defined, and 

that is re~ativ8'ly close to the social sciences. In contradistinction, quallitative 

approaches are those in which the procedures are not as s,trictly formalized, 
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wnile the scope is more likely to be undefined, and a more philosophical mode 

of operation is adopted (Mouton & Marais, as quoted by De Vos, 2005:357). 

De Vos (2005:358) states that a combined-method study can be described as 

one in which the researcher uses muttiple methods of data collection and 

anallysis. According to the author, mixed-method studies are those that 

combine the Qualitative and quanU~ative approaches into the research 

methodology of a single stUdy or mult~-phased study. 

Tashakkori and Teddlie (as quoted 'by De Vas. 2005:361 ) ·Lhus define mixed

modef studies as studies that are products of the pragmatist paradigm and 

that combine the qualitative and quantitative approaches ~~~ c:;~erent phases of 

the research process. 

In this study I the researcher provided a qualitative data collection method and 

report~ng, followed by quantitative analysis after the data had been converted 

using the SPSS statistical package. 

Muijs (2004:9) refers to this combination of qualitative and quantitat~ve 

methods as a mixed method design. Mixed method, the author states, is a 

flexible approach where the research design is determined by what the 

researcher wants to find Qut, rather than by al11y predetermined 

epistemological posttion. In mixed method research, qualitative or Q,uantitative 

components can predominate, or both could have equal status (Muijs, 

2004:9). 

Scott and Mor,rison (2006:158), advocates of mixed method research, argue 

that: 

• a combination enhances triangulation; 

• ualnative research could be used to facilitate quantitative research; 

• ,,·antitative research could be used to facilitate qualitative research; 

• a comolnation gives a fuller overall research picture; 
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•	 a combination facilitates both outsider and insider perspectives and the 

research is thus improved; 

•	 a combination may facilitate a better derstanding of the relationship 

between variables; and 

•	 a combination allows appropriate emphases at different stages of the 

research process. 

Saunders et aJ. (2000:98) state thlat there are two major advantages to 

employing multi-methods in the same study. Firstly, different methods can be 

used for different purposes in a study. This would give the researcher 

confidence that he/she has addressed the most rmportant issues. The second 

advantage of using mUlti-method approach is that it enables triangul1ation to 

take place. 

5.4.5.2 Methodological tri,angulalion 

According to Creswell (as quoted by De Vos, 2005:360), the concept of 

triangul1ation is based on the assumption that any bias illillherent in a particular 

data source, investigator and method would be neutralized when used in 

conjunction with other data sources. investigators and methods. Padget (as 

quoted by De Vas, 2005:360} describes triangulation in qualitative research as 

toe convergence of multiple perspecbves that can provide greater confidence 

that what is being targeted is being accurateJy captured. Thus the concept of 

tr~anaulation is sometimes used to designate a conscious combination of 

quantitative and qualitative methodology. 

Saunders et at. (2000:98) define triangulation as the use of different data 

collection methods withrn one study i.n order to ensure that the data are telling 

the researcher what he/she thinks it is tel~ingl them. 

Denzin (as quoted by De Vos, 2005:361-362) sites four methods of 

triangulation: 

.,	 Data triangulation, ·s denotes the use of more than one data source. 
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•	 Investigator or observer triangulation. --:-:'"1:s is the use of more than one 

observer in a single study to achieve intersubjective agreement. 

•	 Theory triangulation. Th~s indicates the use of multiple theories or 

perspectives to interpret a single set of data. 

•	 Methodological triangulation. This denotes the use of multiple methods to 

study a single top~c, for example combining qualitati,ve and quantitative 

methods in a sinQlle study. 

For the purposes of this study, a combnation of data triangulahon and 

methodological triangul:ation was used. 

Jick (as quoted by De Vos, 2005:362) discusses the following advantages of 

using triangulation in qua~itative researcn: 

•	 lit allows researchers to be more confident of the,ir resuttts. This is the 

overall	 strength of' the multi-method design. Triangulation may also 

.,imuiate the creat,ion of inventive methods and new ways of capturing a 

mblem. to balance with conventional data collection methods. 

•	 It may also h-elp uncover the deviant or off-quadrant dimension of a 

phenomenon. Different viewpoints are likely to produce some elements 

wnich do not fit a theory or model. Thus, old theories are refashioned or 

new theories developed. Moreover, divergent results from multi-methods 

can lead to an enriched explana1~on of the research problem. 

•	 The use of mutti-methods can also lead to a synthesis or integration of 

theories. 'n this sense, methodological triangulation closely paral~els 

theoretical triangulation, i.e. to ring diverse theories to bear on a common 

problem. 

•	 I riangulation may a~so serve as the critical test, by virtue of its 

comDrehensiveness of comoeting theor'ies Pick, as quoted by De Vos, 

2005:362). 
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Harrison (as quoted by De Vos, 2005:364) notes that it is important to 

recogn;ze that technical quanti:tative and qualitative methods are inextricably 

intertwined. They are indeed two different perspectives, but each perspective 

exists on'ly artmcially: in the sense of being manufactured rat'her than as an 

'ndependently existing, natural entity. 

5.5	 MEASUREMENT CHARACTERISTICS OF A QUANTITATIVE 

ESEARCH INS' 

Two key concepts in quanmative research methods will be explored in this 

section, namely reliiabiUty and validity. Both concepts have to do with 

measurement. 

5.5.1	 Reliability 

Fouche and De Vos (2005:162) concede that the reliability of a measurement 

procedure is the stabmty or consistency of the measurement. This means that 

if the same variable is measured under the same condibons, a reliable 

measurement procedure will produce identlical (or nearly identical) 

measurements. In other words, it refers to a measuring instrument's ability to 

yield consj,stent numerical results each time it is applied, it does not fluctuate 

nless there are variations in the variable being, measured. 

Suter (1998:159) states that reliability teUs us how well an instrument is 

measuring whatever it is measuring. If it is measuring whatever it is 

measuring, with IitUe error, then it may be deduced that it is reliable. 

Reliability does not tell us what is being measured; only how well it is be'ing 

measured. 

Accord'ng to D'Agostino (2005:11 1'6), re~iabllity typically refers to the 

consistency of test results, but has at least two relevant factors: consistency of 

resultS over the testing period (assuming no change on the latent variable) 

and consistency among scores on componen~ parts (e.g. internal consistency 

of test items). 
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MuijiS (2004:71)' states that whenever researchers want to measure 

something, there is some element of error called measurement error. 

Reliabiility then refers to the extent to which test scores are free of 

measurement error. 

5.5.1 .1 The pilot study"s rOle 

To test reliability for this study, a pilot study (cf. 1.3.2.4 & 5.4.2.1.5) was 

conaucted at three secondary schoailis in the Eastern Cape (Port E[izabeth 

,~istrid) and three secondary schools in Gauteng (Sedibeng East and W,est, 

D,stricts 7 & 8). Schools that were piloted were not included in the actual 

pO,pulation that was used ,in conductingl the research. 

According to Pietersen and Maree (2007:216) the coeffident that IS used to 

measure the internal reliability of an instrument is called Cronhach's alpha 

coefficient and is based on the inter-item correlations. If the items are strong~y 

correlated with each other, their internal consistency is high and the a1lpila 

coefficient win be close to one. ft, on the other hand. the ,items are poony 

formulated and do not correlate strongly, the alpha coefficient will be close to 

zero. According to UCLA Academic Technobgy Services, the Cronbach a:I'pha 

measures how wei' a set of items ot variables measures a single construct. 

Guidelines for the interpretation of Cronbach's alpha coefficient have bee~i 

suggested and the foUowing seem generaUy accepeted by researchers: 

• 0.90 - high reliability 

• 0.80 - moderate reliability 

• 0.70 - low re'liiabiUty 

Depending on what an instrument has to be used for, different degrees of 

internal reliabmty are required. Re'laibility estimates of 0.80 are regarded as 

acceptable in most applications While val'ues lower than 0.60 are regarded as 

unacceptable (Pietersen & Maree, 2007:216). 
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The calculated value (0.9.2) for the learner questionnaire and that of the 

educator questionnaire (0.94) in the pilot study, indicated that the 

questionnaires complied with reliabi'lity criteria. Validity was arrived at by 

considering both content validity and construct validity. The content validity 

was suoported by the fact that the specific questionnaire .fems were 

constructed stricHy according to the definition of each section. The construct 

vallidity was underpinned by the fact that although the questionnaire focused 

n different sections, they al,1 dealt with aspects wh,ich were important in 

determining the impact of EI on the educator's role as manager of change. 

aving completed the actual study, the Statistical Consultancy Services of the 

North-West University (Vaal Triangl:e Campus) analysed the questionnaires 

and found the Cronbach alpha reliability scores (of. 1.3.2.4) as indicated 

below. 

Table 5.2: Calculaled values, for the actual stud 

Population 

categ,ory 

Sections 
-

Cronbach alpha 

~ 

.nter-item 

correlation 
~ 

Educators Section B 

Section C 

0,954966 

0.983726 

0.250513 

0.438554 

Learners Section B 

Section C 

0.900427 

0.936234 

0.168991 

0.224674 

The foul!" reliability coefficients were h,igher than 0.9 and ranged from 0.90 to 

.98. These exceptionally high values indicated sound internal consistency 

moog the items. The inter-item correllations revealed acceptablle results 

(0,15-0.5). 

5.5.2 Validity 

Suter (1998: 158) states that validity is the primary concern of a~1 researchers 

wno gather educational data. Validity, he states, is considered the most 

important qualtty of a measured dependent variabJe. Th,is is because vaJidity 
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is concerned with whethS'!" the instrument used actually measures what it is 

supposed to measure. 

ijs (2004:65) reiterates that validity asks the question: Are we measuring 

what we want to measure? Creating the right measurement instrument with 

the right manifest measures is of crucial importance, as most concepts in 

educational research that researchers want to measure are abstract and 

cannot be measured directly. Therefore, ~he author states, researchers need 

to develop instruments that measure these concepts indirectly. by usin9' a 

,questionnaire for exampfe. Every question then becomes a manifest variable, 

a variable we actually measure, designed to tease out an underlying lataH 

concept (Muijs.. 2004:65). 

According to Babbie (as quoted by Fouche & De Vos, 2005:160), validity 

refers 10 the extent to which an empirical measure accu rately reflects the 

concept it is intended to measure. Thus the def~nition of validity has two 

aspects: that the instrument actually measures the concept in question, and 

that the concept is measured accurately. Obviously, it is possible to have the 

first without the second. but not vice versa. That is, a concept cannot be 

measured accurately if some other concept is being measured instead 

(Fouche & De Vas, 2005:160). 

5.5.2.1 Internal vaUdlty 

According to Weiman et al. (2005,: 107), the t8'rm internali validity describes the 

degree to which changes in the dependent variable are indeed due to the 

independent variable rather than to something e111se. Internal validity is 

herefore crucial to experimental research designs and may be obtained uS'lng 

at least two groups that are equa'i in respect of both the dependent var~able 

and all nuisance variables. 

To test the internal validity for is study, the questionnaire was distributed for 

completion among colleagues the INorth-West UniversJty. 
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5.5.2.2 te'mal validity 

Suter (1998: 132) states that educational researchers reserve the term 

external validity to refer to how well the findings in a sample can be 

generallized to a larger population. If a study lacks external validity, then one 

is not cormdent that the findings can be applied beyond the narrow confines of 

the study. One especially common threat to external validity IS lack of random 

selection. When the sample does not fairly represent the population, external 

validity is lacking (Suter, 1998:132). 

Stanley (as quoted by Scott & Usher, 2000~55) has suggested four areas of 

doubt concerning tile ability to Qieneraii1ze findings: 

• II he researcher's inability to conceptualize performance indicators, so that 

other researchers can rep~icate the experiment. 

•	 The researcher's inability to ensure that the experimental and control 

groups are representative of larQ'er populations. 

•	 The researcher's inability to be confident that the operationalized varia!bles 

in the experimentall setting can be replicated i!n real-life situations. 

•	 The researcher's inability to be certain that internal validity variables such 

as history, maturation, pre-test sensitization, test reliability and selection 

will not detrimentally affect 'external validity. 

The strate9Y used ~n this thesis, to pay special attention to its external validity, 

was that of the representative samp~e (ct. 1.3.2.3; Scott & Morrison, 

2006:.219). 

5.6 POIPULATION AND SAMPLE SELECTIO. 

K,erUnger (as quoted by S1rydom, 2005:193) states Lhat sampling means 

taking any proportion of a population or universe as representative of that 

popu~ation or universe. This definition implies that the samp~e is considered 

represemative. A popLJlation is the totaliiy of persons, events, organizatron 
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units, case recordings or other sampling units wit.h wh,ich the research 

problem is concemed (Strydom, 2005:194). 

5.6.1 Samp.e se'I'e<:taon 

The target population comprised of secondary school educators of all races, 

learners, SMTs and SGB members. To achieve the aims of this study, a 

representative sample, was purposively selected (cf.1.3.2.3). Puroosive 

sampling was used as the researcher intended to identify six schoo1s for an in

depth investigation. 

According to 'Weiman et at. (2005:69), purposive sampling is the most 

important type of non-probability sampling. Researchers rely on their 

experience, ingenuity and/or previous research findings to deliberately obtain 

units of analysis in such a manner that the sample they obtain may be 

regarded as being representative of the relevant population. 

Jones and Kottler (2006:66) states that in quanmative studies, purposive 

samples may be chosen because the researchers know (or at IIeas1 think they 

know) things about the characteristics of peop:le in the samD~e that would 

probably make them reflective of the target popu'ation. The adequacy of this 

k.ind of sampling for quantitative studies rests on the judgement of the 

researchers and is sometimes even called judgement sampling. 

Silverman (as quoted by Strydom & Del1port, 2005:329) states that in 

urposive sampling, a particular case is chosen because it i~lustrates some 

feab.ue or process that is of interest for a particular study. 'n purposive 

sampling the researcher must first think critrcaUy about the parameters of the 

populalion and then choose the sample case accordingly. Clear identification 

and formulation of crneria for the sel,ection of participa!1ts is, therefore, of 

critical imnortance. 

Scott and Usher (2000:71) reiterate that purposive sampling is used much i 

case study work, where lhe design is considered to be emergent. Samplin 

decis'ions within the case are made in terms of the developing theory. Thus 

sampling and theory are understood as dialectical and symbiotic. 
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6.6.2 Choice of schools 

Six secondary schools were used for an in-depth investigation, three schools 

in the Gauteng Province and three schools in the Eastern Cape Province. 

This comprised one school in a disadvantaged community, one ex-Model C 

schooll and one mixed or cobured school for each of the afore-mentioned 

provinces. 

The study was conducted in Port Elizabeth because the schools were easdy 

accessible. Secondly. the researcher is famil.tar with the region as she grew 

up and also studied there. As the researcher curr,ently resides in tne 

Sedibeng East District, Gauteng Prov;,nce (ct. 1 .5), this made the selection of 

schools in this provilnce equat~y easy and accessible. 

5.6.3 Response rate 

Verma and Mallick (1999: 202) posit th,at any tendency causing an individual 

to give different responses to test items than he/she would when tne same 

content is present in a different form,is known as a response set. 

Weiman et al. (2005:73) state that non-responses occur because participants 

ave refused to be involved in the research for various reasons. Non

respollse may occur due to inter-rellated problems such as: 

• Refusal to respond 

• Ineligibility to respond 

• Inability to locate partmcipan 

• Particip,ant located but unable to make contact. 

For this study, Questionnaires were distlibuted to Grades 10 and 11 educators 

and learners of six secondary schools. Three of the schools were located in 

the Eastern Cape Province and three in the Gauteng Province. In each 

province, the schools used fOIl' the study, were categorised as either ex-Model 

C, mixed or disadvantaged. Table 5..3 illustrates ~he return rate of the 

uestionnaires per population categmy. 
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Table 5.3: Questionnaire return rate 

Population 
,category 

Distributed Returned 
I 

% returned 

- 
Educators 

Gauteng 110 16 -15 I 

Eastern Cape 120 63 53 

Learners 

Gauteng 

Eastern Cape 

660 

470 

471 

273 I 

71 

58 

I 
~ 

5.7 QUALITATIVE DATA COLLECTIO·' 

Quanlitative data-co:llection methods often emptoy different measuring 

instruments- To yie~d data for the qualitative investigation, a combination of 

interview types was used. 

S.7.1 Interviews 

Scott and Usher (2000:108) regard interviewing as an essenHa! tool of the 

researcher in educational enquiry. This is because the preconceptions, 

perceptions and beliefs of social actors liln educational settings form an 

inescapably important part of the backdrop of social interaction (cf.1.3.2.2). 

Powney and Watts (as quoted by Verma & Mallick, 1999:122) define an 

interview as a conversation between two or more people where one or more 

of the participants take the responsibility for reporting the substance of what is 

said. It represents an interaction between three elements: the inteMBwer, the 

'nterviewee and the context of the interview including the issues/ouestions 

raised in the interview. Thus tile role of the interviewer tS a demanding one as 

hey have to ask questions, record answers and try to keep the interview 

sesslon interesting and worthwhile for the intervltewees (Verma & MaUick, 

1999:122). 
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Kvale (as quoted by Greeff, 2005:287) defines qualitative jlnterviews as 

artemots to understand the world from thre pa,ti1icipant's point of view l to unfold 

tine meaninQ of people's experiences and to uncover theill 'lived world prior to 

scientilfic explanations. 

Robson (2002:271) identifies circumstances in whilch a quallitative research 

interview is most appropriate and 1tl,ese are high"ighted in Table 5.4 below. 

Table 5.4: Circumstanoes in which a qualitative research interview is 

ost aDpropriate 

•	 Where a study focuses on the meaning of partj,cular phenomena to the 

partieipants 

•	 Where individual perceptions of processes with,n a social unit - such as a 

work group, department or whol,e organisation are to be stud.:ied 

prospectively, using a series of interviews 

•	 Where individual historical accounts are required of how a particular 

phenomenon developed: for instance a new shift system 

•	 Where exploratory work is required before a quantitatiive study can be 

carried out 

Where a quantitative study has been carr,ed out, and qualitative data are 

reauired to validate particular measures or to clarify and illustrate lhe I 
meaning of tile findings 

(King" as quoted by Robson, 2002:27 

Typically, research 1exts hilghlight three types of interviews used 

educational research, which are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

5.7.1.1 Standardized open-ended interviews 

Accordina to Best and Khan (2003:256), the exact word.ng and sequence of 

questions are pre-determined in advance. All interviewees are asked the 

same basic questions in the same order. Questions are worded in a 

comp,letely open-ended format. 
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II 

These authors (Best & Khan, 200a~256) highlight a few streng::'~s of this 

interview type which include: 

Participants answer the same questions, thus increasing comparability of 

responses, data are complete for each person on the topics addressed in 

the interview. 

USiing this interview type reduces intervi·ewer effects and bias when 

severa~ wnterviewers are used. 

•	 Standardized open-ended interviews permit evaluation users to see and 

review the instrumentaUon used in the eva~uation. Organization and 

analysis of data are facmtated when using standardized open-ended 

interviews. 

Data analysls is simple, responses can be directly compared and easily 

aggregated; many questions can be asked in a short time. 

Weaiknesses attached to the use of standardized open-ended interviews 

include the following two aspects (Best & Khan, 2003:256): 

•	 little flexibil~ in relating to the interview to particular indiv~duaJs and 

circumstances 

•	 Standardized wording of questions may constrain and limit naturalness 

and re~evance of questions and answers (Best & Khan, 2003:256). 

he researclner of ~his thesis found that while interviews provide highly 

valuable data, the latter may be compromised if the use of the tape recorder 

e interview is not adequately explained. Some participants w,ere 

reluctant to express the'ir feelings as soon as they realized that their 

responses were going to be recorded. lin order to gain the confidence of the 

participants, the researcher had to explain the purpose of the recording even 

more carefully than was planned, thus minimizing any undesirable effects of 

having the intefView recorded. 

A br~ef discussion of the semi-structured interv.iew follows. 
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,.7.1.2 Semi-structured inteIViews 

Wi~kinson and Birmingham (2003:45) state that the semi-st'rUctured interview 

allows the interviewer and participant more flexibility. The ,interviewer directs 

the interview more closely. More questions are pre-determined thougn mere 

is suffic~eni fl,exfbility to al~ow the participant an opportunity to shape the flow 

of information. 

According to Weiman et al. (2005: 148), semi-structured inte:rviews offer a 

versatile way ol collecting data. They can be used with all age groups. This 

method may often be used when no other is available or appropriate. In semi

structured interviews, the researcher has a Ilist of themes and questions to be 

covered, although these may vary from one schedule to the next (Weiman et 

al.,2005:148). The researcher uses an interview guide which involves a list of 

topics and aspects that has bearing on the given theme that the interviewer 

should raise during the course of the interv~ew. The order of the questions 

may also be varied, depending. on the way ,in which the interview develops. 

Scott and Usher (2000:109) posit that in a semi-structured interview, 

participants are encouraged to set the agenda of the interview, th,ough the 

presence of an interviewer and other forms of control exerted by them means 

that the participant never has full control of the setting. The interviewer sets 

up the interview, is involved in the negotiaHon of place, purpose and agenda 

at the initial stages and asks questions, prompts answers and elicits 

reformulations of responses. Participants provide answers and give accounts 

of their lives in terms of their understanding of the settings in which they are 

located. Thus, gender, race, class and other types of power re:lations are 

conveyea by the researcher and form an essential backdroo to the answers 

that participants provide (Scott & Usher, 2000:109). 

5.7.1.3 Structured inlerviews 

Wilkinson and Binmingham (2003:45) state that the structured interview is 

,ometimes regarded by researchers as a mere questionnaire that ;s 

completed face-to-face. The interviewer has control over the order of 

uest.ions, all of which are predetermined. There is an element of 
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predictability to the structured interview which allows the event to be 

timetabled with some precision. Unlike other models for interviews, tne 

stwctured interview may provide an easier framework for analysis. 

May (as quoted by Greeff, 2005:287) states that the cha~II'8ngles faced by the 

researcher when using quaHtative research interviews are establishing rapport 

in order to gain information from participants, coping with the unanticipated 

problems and rewards of interview~ng jn the field and recording andI 

managing the large votume of data generated by evelll relatively brief 

interviews on behalf of the researcher. 

Greeff (2005: 299) states that interviews have particular strengths. They are a 

useful way oj getting large amounts of data qUickly and are an especially 

effective way of obtaining depth in data. However, interviews also have 

limitations, since they involve personal interaction, and cooperat,ion is 

herefore essential. Participants may also be unwilling. to share informatio.., 

and the researcher may ask questions that do not evoke the desired 

responses "from participants. Furt:Jhermore, the responses could be 

misconstrued, and at times even untruthful (Greeff, 2005: 299). 

According to Verma and Mamok (1999: 128), cr*tics of the interview as 

research instrument state that the collection of data by interview involves a 

complex set of social relationships that can contaminate the final product. 

The sociial reiationshio may result in the distortion of the information supplied 

as well as being open to unconscious bias 011 the part of the researcher in 

assessina it. 

The fact remains that interviews can yi'eld rich material unobtainable in any 

other way and which can support: or be supported by other data tro 

questionnaires or standardized test responses. The interview lis wonderfully 

adaptable and flexibl'e (Verma & Mallick, 1999:128). 

Seidman (as quoted by Greeff, 2005:293) provides the foHowin9' interviewing 

techniques and tips for the researcher to keep in mind to ensure an effective 

interview: 
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•	 Ask clear and concise questions. Questions shouad be easy to understand, 

short, and devomd of jarglOn. 

•	 Ask single questions. Ask one question at a time. 

•	 Ask truly open-ended qtJestions. Truly open-ended qlLlestions do not 

predetermine the answers and they aMow room for the participants to 

respond in their own terms. 

Avoid sensitive questions. The participant might feel uneasy and adopt 

avoidance tactics if the questioning is too deep without the necessary 

rapDort. 

it Sequence questions. Funnel questions from general to specific, from 

broad to narrow. 

•	 Ask questions when you do not understand. 

•	 Avoid lead~ng questions. 

• ncourage a free rein, but remain in control 

Allow for pauses in the conversation. Do not I,et periods of sUence fluster 

you. 

•	 Conclude the interview with general questions such as: Is there anyth'ing 

further you feel is important? 

•	 End the in1ervtew at a reasonabte time. 

•	 Do not use the interview to show off your knowledge, vocabulary, charm or 

other abilities. Good interviews do not shine; only their interviewers do. 

For the purposes of Ihis study, the semi-structured interview and me 

standardised open-ended interview were used to collect data. 
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5.7.1.4 Focuis glroup Intervle,ws 

Powney and Watts (as quoted by Verma & Mallick, 1999:122) dehne an 

interview as a conversation betwe,en two or more people where one or more 

of the palrticipants take the responsibility for reporting the substance of what is 

said. It represents an interaction between three elements: the interviewer, the 

in~erviewee and the con~ext of the interview inclUdina the issues or questions 

raised' in the interview (cf. 1.3.2.2). 

Robson (2002: 284-285) describes a focus group as a group interv,iew on a 

specific topic, which is where the focus comes from. It is an open-ended 

group d~scussion guided by the researchelf, typically extending over at least 

an hour, possibty two or more. Illn terms of the size of the g'roup, Stewart and 

Shamdasani (as quoted by Robson, 2002:285) state that figures of eight to 

twelve are usually thought suitable although smaller group sizes have been 

used. 

Krueger and Casey (as quot,ed by Greeff, 2005: 306) site the purpose of focus 

group intervilews as promoting self-disclosure among pal1'icipants, to Know 

what people really think and feel and to obtain a variety of viewpoints or 

responses on a specific topic. 

Morgan (as quoted by Greeff, 2005:306) provides three basic uses of focus 

groups: 

•	 Firstly, they are used as a self-contained method in studies in which they 

serve as the orinciple source of data 

•	 Secondly, they are used as a supplementary source of data in studies that 

rely on some other primary method, such as a survey 

•	 Thirdly, they are used In multi-method studies that combine two or more 

means of gathering data irl which no one primary me~hod determines the 

use of the others. 

Furthermore, focus groups offer many advantages and also pose a few 

disadvantages. These are discussed below. 
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5.7.1.4.1 Advantages and disadvantages of focus grouDs 

Accordino to Morgan and Krueger (as quoted by Greeff, 2005:.307) focus 

groups create a process of sharin9' and comparing among the participants and 

should be seen as a way of closing the gap between the peop!le. They are a 

powerful means of exposing realliry and of investigating complex behaviour 

and motivatiml .. 

Table 5.5: Advantages and d'sadvantage·s of a focus group 

Advantages 

•	 A high1y efficient technique for qualitative data collection since the amount 

and range of data are increased by collecting from several people at the 

same time. 

•	 Natural quality contro' on data collection. For example, participants tend to 

provide checks and balances on each other and extreme views tend to be 

weeded out. 

•	 Group dynamics hel'p in focusing on the most important topics and ,t is 

fairly easy to assess the extent to which there is a consistent and shared 

view. 

Participants tend to enjoy the experience. 

•	 The method is rel,atively inexpensive and flexible and can be set up 

quickly. 

•	 Participants are empowered and ab~e to make comments in their ow 

words, while being stimulated by thoughts and comments of others in the 

group .. 

•	 Contributions can be encouraged from people who are reluctant to be 

interviewed on their own, feel they have nothing to say or may not usually 

participate in surveys 

•	 Peop~e who cannot read or write or who have other specific difficulties are 

ot discriminated against. 

Facilitation can hello in the discussion of taboo subjects since less inhibited 

members may break the ice or provide mutual suppa 
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Disadvantages 

•	 The number of questions covered is limited. ypicailly fewer than ten 

major questions can be asked in an hour. 

•	 Facilitating the group process requires considerable expertise. 

•	 The interview process needs to be well managed or the less articulate may 

not share their views, extreme views may predominate, and bias may De 

caused by the dominaNon of the group by one or two people. 

•	 Conflicts may arise between personamies. Power struggles may detract 

from the interview and there may be conflicts of status within the 

procedure. 

•	 Confidentiality can be a problem between participants when interactina an 
the group situation. 

•	 The resu:lrts cannot be generalised as they cannot be regarded as 

representative of the wider populat~on. 

•	 I he live and immediate nature of the interaction may lead a researcher or 

decision-maker to place greater faith in the findings than is actually 

warranted. 

(Adapted and abridged from Robson, 2000:284-285) 

The focus now turns to the advantages and disadvantages of using 

interviews. 

5.7..1.5 Advantag,es of using interviews 

According to Robson (2002:269), interviewing as a research method involves 

the researcher asking questions and hopefiully, receiving answers from the 

people being interviewed. 

Wi'lkinson and Birmingham (2003:63) high~ight some of the advantages as 

follOWS: 

•	 Because of the direct involvemen~ of the interviewer, 100% response rate 

for the questions can be achieved. 
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•	 The iotervtewer can decide on folllow-up questions (consideringl whether 

they are appropriate or if the interviewer can glean any further useful 

information by asking them). 

•	 The interviewer hears far more than lust what the participant tells him. The 

interviewer can observe body language and in~erpret the tone of a 

response to a question. 

•	 Parhcipants often see interviewers as oppOirtunities to voice opinions and 

let off steam about sUbjects. 

•	 In most cases, they provide vast amounts of rich and useful data for further 

analysis. 

The d;sadvantages of using interviews follow'. 

5.7.1.6 Disadvanlages of using interviews 

According to Wilkinson and Birmingham (2003:63-64), the following 

di,sadvantages may be noted: 

The	 disadvantages of using interviews foMow. 

•	 A ,good interviewer requires considerable training in interview techniques. 

•	 Interviews are time-consuming and costly to conduct. Data-generated 

,erviews can prove difficult for the lone researcher to analyse. 

•	 1n1terpretations of interview data may differ between researchers: Whose 

'nterpretation should be applied? 

Unless strict'ly controlled, interviews can easily meander from the main 

subject 

5.8	 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Permission was obtained from the participants, notably the SMT and 8GB 

members, to conduct trle necessary interviews. They were contacted 

teiephonica~ly and convenlienl. times were scheduled for the interviews to take 
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place. The participants remained anonymous and the information supplied by 

them was treated confidenfIially: only the researcher and the tie-Idworker 

ilandted the data. 

The researcher also ensured that the collected data were not used to the 

detriment of those involved. 

The researcher ascertained that the consent of participants was voluntary and 

informed (cf. 1.5}. 

•9 SUMMARY 

his chapter set out the methods for data co'!ection and enquiry. The study 

incorporated a combination of the qualitative and quantitative research 

methods in an investigation into the change management practices at 

secondary schools in the Gauteng Province and the Eastern Cape Province. 

Oenzin and Unco~n (2003:13) state that qualitative research signifies many 

:hings to many people and that its essence is t\lvofold: a commitment to some 

version of the naturalistic, interpretive approach to its subject matter and an 

ngoing critique of the politics and methods of post-positivism. Quantitatjve 

research emphasizes the measurement and analysts of causal relat1ionships 

between var~ables, not processes. 

To ga~her data for this investigation, focus group Interviews were conducted 

with Grades 10 and 11 learners at six secondary schools from two provinces 

and these learners also completed questionnaires. Focus groUD interviews 

were also conducted with Grades 10 and 11 educators, and semi-structured 

open-ended interviews with the SMT and the SGB of each school. The 

educators also completed Clluestionnaires. 

he data analysis was done by running frequencies and cross tabulations of 

elicited responses by making use of the statistical package SPSS10 

(Statistical Package for the Social Sciences). 

The next chapter explores the data analysis for this study. 
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CHAPTER SIX
 

DATA ANALYSIIS AND INTERPRETATION
 

6.1 INTROOUCTION 

This study was conducted in two provinces - nameiy the Eastern Cape 

Province and the Gauteng Province. Three schools were selected in each 

prov,nce, one being a disadvantaged school, one mixed school and one ex

Mode~ C school. 

This thesis followed a mixed-method approach as outlined in Chapter 5. This 

mixed-method! research design signifies combin,ng ell:ements of both 

qualitative and quantitative methods in the same study (cf. 5.4.5 & 5.4.5.1). 

Marshall and Rossman (as quoted by Best & Khan, 2003:254) point to three 

techniques, among others, that are critical procedures for collecting quaHtative 

data, namely observation (which they separate into dimct observation and 

participant observatton), document review, and lin-depth Interviewing. 

The data collection for this study took place in July and August 2007 and was 

carried out by the researcher and one trained fieldworker. The fieldworker 

had extensive experience in conducting' research and was recruited on the 

basis that he lived in the areas in which the samp'e schoolls were located and 

was familiar with al~ lan9uages. 

The researchelf and tile fieldworker visited schools together to ensure thattne 

interiViews could be conducted' Quickly and effidentlV, and to minimize the 

disruption caused at the schools. The researcher supervised the fieldworker 

and ensured that the selection procedures and interview guidelines were 

followed correctly_ 

he following empirical methods were used to collect data for this study: 

•	 Questionnaires - For both provinces the questionnaires were delivered to 

the schools. Each schoo'l had to compl,ete two questionnaires - one for 
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the educators and one for the learners (cf. 5.4.2.1; 5.4.2.1.1; 5.4.2.1.2; 

5.4.2.1.3 & 5.4.2.1.4). 

•	 Semi-structured interviews - conducted with four 8MT members of each 

school and two 8GB members of each school (cf.5.7.1; 5.7.1.2 & 5.7.1.5). 

•	 Focus group interviews - conducted with Grade 10 and 11 educators and 

Grade 10 and 11 learners at each school (ct. 5.7.1.4 & 5.7.1.4.1). 

The focus now turms to the interpretation and analysis of the data for tlnis 

study_ 

6.2 ANALYSING AND	 INGTHE DATA 

Marshall and Rossman (as quoted by De Vos, 2005:333) describe data 

analysis as the process of brlinging order, stwcture and meaning to the mass 

of collected data and as a messy, ambiguous, time-consuming, creative and 

fascinating process. It does not proceed in a 'linear fashion and signifies a 

search for general statements among categories of data. 

Best and Khan (2003:334) posit that the analysis and interpretation of data 

represent the application of deductive and inductive loglic to the research. 

Verma and MalWkk (1:999:29) state that the interpretive approac'h, which 

involves deduction from the data obtained, relies more on what it 1e-els like to 

be a participant in the action under study and this is part of the qualitative 

research. Very often, the researchers rely on their experience of particular 

settings to be able to read the Information provided by the subjects involved 'in 

the study. 

While this thesis employed the combined method of data collection, namely 

the quantitative and qualljtative methods (cf. 5.4.5 & 5.4.5.1), it focused on the 

phenomenollogical approach. 

Antonius (2003:2) states that the word data points to information that Is 

collected in a system~c way and organized and recorded in such a way that it 

can be interpreted correcUy. Data are therefore not collected haphazardly but 

response to some qluestions that the researcher wishes to answer. 
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Procedures and techniques used to analyse data numerically are called 

quantitative methods. 

De Vas (2005:335) states that a qualitati,ve study involves an inseparable 

relationShip between data collection and data analys,~s in order to bu il ::; a 

conerent interpretation of the data. An assumption of the quallitative 

researcher ,is that the human instrument is capable of ongoing fine-tuning iu 

order to generate the most fertmll,e array of data. 

Morgan and Krueger (as quoted by Greeff, 2002:318) re!iterate that the 

analysis of qualitative methods must be systematic, sequential, verifiable, 

continuous, requilwes time; is jeopardized by delay, is a process of comparison, 

is improved by feedback, seeks to enliighten and should entertain alternative 

explanations. 

Robson {2002:387) posits that the process and products of ana'lysis provioe 

the bases for interpretation and analysis. It is therefore not an empty rituall, 

carried out for form's sake between doing the study and interpreting it, nor is it 

a bolt-on feature which can be safely ignored until a'lI the data are collected. 

Robson (2002:459) forthermore states that the centra'i requirement in 

qua'litaHve analysis is clear thinking on the part of the analyst. 

Miles and Huberman (as quoted by Robson, 2002:459) provide a sequential 

list of what they describe as a fairly classic set of anaM'ic moves: 

•	 Giving codes to the inmtial set of materia~s obtained from obse,rvation, 

intelViews and documentary analysis 

•	 Adding comments anc1 reflections (commonly referred ~o as memos) 

•	 Going through the materials trying to identify similar phrases, patterns, 

themes, re'lationships, sequences and differences between sub-groups 

Talking these patterns and themes, out of tlhe f,ield to help focus the next 

wave of data collection 
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•	 Gradually elaboratjng a small set of generalizations that cover the 

consistencies you discerned in the data 

inking these generalizations to a formalized body of knowledge in the 

form of: constructs or theories. 

mn the next few paragraphs, the researcher will explore the interpretation of 

quantitative data and the quantitative analysis of the data collected for this 

thesis. 

6.2.1 Interpreting quantitative data 

Best and Khan (2003:277) state that quantification has been defined as a 

umerical method describIng observations of materials or characteristics. 

An~onius (2003:7) states ~hat the term quantitative methods is used to refer to 

methods and techniques of statlstircs whkh are applied to concrete problems. 

It includes practical COiocerns such as finding solutions to the problems arising 

from the colWection of real data and interpreting the numerical results as they 

relate to concrete situations (cf.5.4.3). 

Leedy and Ormrod (2005:96) posit that quantitative researchers tend to rety 

heavily on deductive reasoning, beginning with a certain premise and then 

drawing logical conclusions from them. Research,ers also try to maintain 

objectivity in their data analysis, conducting predetermined statistical 

proceClures and us,ng objective criteria to evaluate the outcomes of those 

procedures. 

According to Kruger, De Vos, Fouche and Venter (2005:218) data analysis in 

the quantitative paradigm ,does not in itself provide answers to research 

questions. Answers are found by way of interpretation of the data and -tne 

results. To interpret is to explain and to find meaning. Analysis means the 

categorjzing~ ordering:, manipu~ating and summarizing of data to obtain 

answers to research queshons. The purpose of analysis is to reduce data to 

an in1elligible and interpretable form so that the relations of research problems 
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can be studied and tested and conclusions can be drawn (Kruger et al., 

2005:218). 

In~erpretation, Kruger et al. (2005:218) posit, takes the resLdts of analysis, 

makes inferences pertinent to the research relations studied and draws 

conclusions aboutt these re,lations. The researcher who interprets research 

results searches them for the meaning and implications. The authors site 

Kel1inger {1986) who reasons that lhis is done in the following two ways: 

The relations within the research study and its data are interpreted. This is 

the narrower and more frequent use of the term interpretation. Here 

interpretation and analysis are closely intertwined. One almost 

automatically interprets as one analyses, with a view to eventually 

reaching meaningful conclus.ons. 

•	 The broader meaning of research data is sought. Researchers compare 

the results and the -inferences drawn from the data to theory and to 

research results. Their aim is to learn more about the population from 

which the samples were drawn .. Here the researcher seeks the mean'ing 

and implications of research results within the study results, and their 

congruences or lack of congruence with the resu~ts of other researChers 

{Kerlinger, as quoted by Kruger et al., 2005:218). 

At this stage it is important for the researcher to emohasize that the 

questionnaire were not designed to measure the EI of the part,icipants, bUl to 

look into whether they possess emotional competencies, how they manage 

emotions lin a changing school culture and how they experience and interpret 

their own school environment in the face of change. 

6.2.1... Anatysis, of the questionn aire 

The data for 'this study was analysed using the statistical package SPSS 

wt1ich stands for Statistical Package for the Social Sciences The statistical 

consultancy services of the North-West University Vaal Triang~e Campus were 

approached for assistance in the analysis and interpretation of data collected 
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from the ,qllestionnaires. Frequency statist,ics were computed and these were 

scheduled in tabular and graphic form where necessary. 

Antonius (2003:6) states that the term statistics is used in two different 

meanings: it can refer to the discipline of statistics or it can refer to the actual 

data that has been collected. As a scientific dltsci.p~ineJ the object of statistics 

'is the numerical treatment of data that pertain to a large quantity of individuals 

or large quantity of objects. 'It not only inc~udes a general, theoretical aspect 

which ils very mathematical, but it can also include the study of the concrete 

problems that are raised when we app~y the theoretical methods and 

techniques of statistics which are applied to concrete problems (AnlonilJs, 

2003:6). 

SPSS is a powerful programme wh!ch provides a very wide range of statistical 

procedures. Creating a data set with SPSS simply involves defining me 

characteri,stics for each column ~1I1 the data set. SPSS v. 10 differs from 

previous versions in that the researcher defines the characteristics of the data. 

SPSS provides a wide range of summary statistics also commonlly known as 

descriptive statistics, while at the same hme also providing for incorporating 

summary statistics into graphical displays (Robson, 2002:407). 

Graphic representations will be used to illustrate data. Royer (as quoted by 

Kruger et at., 2005:227) states that graphic displays are visually effective and 

easy to interpret and they are often used j,nstead of tables for frequency 

distributions. 

Frequenoies were run to interpret the data for this study (cf. 1.3.2.2). 

According to Robson (2002:403), a simple means of exploring many data sets 

is to recast them ~n a way which counts the frequency (such as the number of 

times) that certain things happen, or to find easy ways of displaying that 

ormation. Antoinus (2003:2880 defines a frequency as the number of items 

or cases, falling (or expected to falO into a category or classification. This is 

usually presented as a table and called a frequency table. 

The analysis for the ,quantitative data for this thesis wil~ now be presented. 
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6~3 ANALYSIS OF QUANTITATIVE DATA FOR THIS STUDY 

Pafticioants, educators and learners respective~y at the six schools used in 

the investigation, were requested to complete two questionnaires, 

Questionnaires were handed to the parhcipants personally and the responses 

were collected at a given time. 

Table 6.1: ~articipatlng learners at Gauteng schools 

Secondary 
schools 

-
School 1 

TDtal distributed Total r,elurned % returned 

350 
-

208 
- -

59 

School 2 160 150 94 

Scnool3 150 113 75 

Total 660 
-

471 71 

Tabme 6.1 depicts the number of learners who partidpated in the completion 0' 

the questionna.ire. 71 % of the questionnaires distributed to learners at 

Gauteng schools were completed and returned. Learners completed the 

questionnaire during their life Ori,entation period. 

Table' 6.2- articipating learners ,at Eastern Cape schools 

Secondary 
school 

Total distributed 

150 

150 
-
170 

r

470 

Total returned 

104 

71 

98 

273 

-
School 1 

School 2 

School 3 

Total 

% returned 

-
69 

47 
-

58 

58 
-

Table 6.2 depicts the number of quesUonnaires d,stributed to and mturned by 

learners at Eastern Cape schools. On average, 58% of the questionnaires 

were retllrned. 
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able 6.3: articb>atlng educators at Gauteng schools 

r Secondary school Total distributed Tota"retumed % returned 
-

7 

23 

School 1 30 2 

School 2 
-

40 9 

School 3 40 5 13 

Total 110 16 15 

Table 6.3 depicts the number of questionnaires distributed to and returned by 

ediucatms at Gauteng schools. Most of the educators were not keen 10 

complete the questionnaire and this may be interpreted as a lack of interest in 

research. Some educators explicitly stated that it was not worthwhile for them 

to complete the questionnaire. Only 16% of the educators completed the 

questionnaire. Although this was at first disturbing to the researcher, it 

became clear that several other post-graduate students are experienc~ng 

similar occurrences with research studies which include Gauteng educators 

as participants. 

Table 6.4: Participating educators at Eastern Cape schools 

Secondary 
schools 

School 1 

School 2 

School 3 

Total 

Total 

40 

4 

4 

120
 

16 

18 

29 

63 

% return,ed
 

40
 

45
 

73
 

3
 

Table 6.4 depicts the number of educators at Eastern Cape schools who 

completed the questionnaire. 51 % of the number of questionnaires that were 

d.stributed t were completed. Educators at these schools showed more 

participation and were eager to contribute to the research amid curriculum 

time constraints. 
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Both, the educator and learner questionnaires were divided Into three parts 

wnlch dealt with: 

• SECTION A: BIOGRAPHICAL DATA 

• SECTION B: HEALTHY SCHOOLS 

• SECTION c~ LEADERSHIP AND CHANGE (ct. ADDENDA C & D.) 

'6.3&1.1 Data on the general Information 

he quantitative phase of research provides for the presentation of data on 

general information reQlardinQl the participants in the study. The aim of the 

items in this section (ct. Section A) was to gather information which could 

poss~bly be used when interpreting data. 

6.3.1.1.1 Review of participants 

A total of 1130 learner questionnaires were distributed among six schools, 

three in the Eastern Cape Province and three in the Gauteng Province. From 

the above-mentioned questionnaires, 744 participants returned the 

questionnaire. (cf. Tables 6.3 & 6.4) 

A total of 230 educator Questionnaires were distributed amonQl six schools, 

three schools in the Eastern Cape Province and three schools in the Gauteng 

Province. From Ihe above-mentioned Questionnaires, 79 participants returned 

the questionnaire (cf. Tables 6.5 & 6.6) .. 

6.3.1.1 &2 S,eetion A: Biographical data ,of learner participants 

The quantitative plnase of research provides for biographical data of the 

learners. The aim of the items In this section (cf. Section A of the 

questionnaire, items 11 to 4) was to gather jnformation which could possibly be 

i1ized when interpretina data. 
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Item A1: Gender of learner participants 

Table 6.5: Gender of learner participants at Gauteng (G) and Eastern 

Cape (EC) schools 

Ex Model C Mixed Disadvantaged 

EC % G % EC % G % EC % G % 

Male 20 28 
1 

92 44 71 70 63 42 34 35 63 56 

Fema,le 49 69 114 55 31 

0 

30 83 57 60 62 49 44 
I 

M,jssi,ng 2 3 2 1 0 2 1 3 3 0 0 

Totall 71 1'OG 208 100 102 1:00 148 100 97 100 112 100 

I I I Ia I I IC]) 
OJ G ' . _a -: r .. .:.:. ~ I l ., ; ....- ='I2 
c 

I j I I I I Ieu -
> 
-g EC ' . -" ..,... : 'IcJ) " - . 
n I I I I I j I 

G - - - -
- -, .. r, • -,' , -. 

"0 

r I r I I I I
C]) 
x

~ EC '~_"_I..._.A1,;'-_!J __~~_L.~_,.~:.: _L L',I 

I I I I I I I
0 
ai G '. ~..-; "r·----:.'v.-;-· lj 
"0 

\ I I I I I I0

~ 
X EC I' J j-4 .....~. ~_'_I 
w 

I I I I I I I 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 

IID'Male OlFemale .MiSSIIl9\ 

I I 

I I •I I 
I 

I I 
I 

I I 
I 

I I 
I 

I I 

80% 90% 100% 

Column 1 and 2 of Table 6.5 depict the participants' gender at an ex-Model C 

school in the Eastern Cape Province. The majority of the participants (69%) 

were female, while males accounted for 28% of the total participants. 

Females therefore had a greater representation at these schools than their 

male counterparts. Two of the participants did not indicate their gender on the 

questionnaire. 
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CQlumn 3 and 4 of Tabe 6.5 depict the participants' gender at an ex-Model C 

schoo~ in the Gauteng Province. The majority of the participants (55%; livere 

female, while males accounted for 44% of the total participants. Females 

therefore had a greater representation at these schools than their male 

counterparts. Two of the participants did not indicate tflleir gender on the 

questionnai re. 

n columns 5 and 6, the participants' gender at mixed schools in the Eastern 

Cape Province is represented. The majority of the participants (70%) were 

male, while females accounted for 30% of the total participants. ~'j;ales 

therefore had a greater representation at these schools than their female 

counterparts, which is different from the situation at the ex-Model C school 

wnich participated. All the partileipants indicated the,j,r gender on :he 

questionnaire. 

Column 7 and 8 depict the participants' gender at a mixed school in the 

Gauteng' ProViince. The majority of the participants (57%) were female, while 

males accounted for 42% of thle total parUcipants. Females therefore had a 

greater representation at these schools than the,ir male counterparts. Two of 

tlfle participanls did not indicate their gender on the questionnaire. 

Column 9 and 10 of Table 6.5 depict the participants' gender at a 

disadvantaged school in ~he Eastern Cape Province. The majority of 

participants (62%) were females, While males accounted for 35% of the total 

partioipants. Females therefore had a greater representation at tnese schools 

than their male counterparts. Three of the participants did not indicate their 

gender when compteting the questionnaire. 

Column 11 and ~12 represent the participants' gender at a disadvantaged 

school in the Gauteng Province. The majority of the participants (56%) were 

male, while females accounted for 44% of the totall participants. Males 

therefore had a greater representation at these schools than their female 

counterparts which is similar to the situation at mixed schools in the Eastern 

Cape. A1l1he participants indicated their gender on the questionnaire. 
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Item A2: Age of learner participants 

Table 6.6: Age of learner participants at Gauteng (G) and Eastern Cape 

(EC) schools 

Ex Modell C Mixed Disadvantaged 

~ 

% 1 EC ,% 1 G EC 1% IG% %EC 1% [G 

15-17 I 262 I 94 I 193 I 93 I 210 I 83 I 122 I 81 I 89 I 43 I 66 , 59 
years 

18-21 I 14 I 5 I 14 I 7 I 40 I 16 I 7 i 18 I 108 I 52 I 411 I 37 
years 

Older 
than 21 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 1 I 0.3 I 0 I 0 I 6 I 3 I 2 I 2 
years 

issing I 3 I 1 I 1 I 0.5 I 2 I 0.7 I 2 / 2 I 6 I 2 I 3 I 3 

Total 1279110012081100110011001151 110012091100 1112 100 
I 

----g- I I I 
~ G 

~ I
 
-g EC 

~ I 
G .--: .. I 

-0 
(l) 

.~ -
~ EC • 

I r j I 
<-) G - ....... " ., ....- ,.
ai 

~ I 
x EC ,-.. ... 
W I 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 

!19 15-17 years 018-211 years .21 years-older D Missing I 

Table 6.6 depicts the ages of the learner participants for this stUdy. Three age 

categories were represented. The data revealed that ages for learners at the 

Eastern Cape schools were as follows: The distribution for learners at the ex

Model C school was 94% for category one, 5% for category 2 and 0% for 

category 3. 1% of the participants did not indicate their age. The mixed school 
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revealed the number of learners for category 1 as 83%; 16% for category 2 

and 0.3% for category 3. At the disadvantaged school, ~earner participants for 

category 1 totaMed 14%. For category 2 it was 52% and 3% for category 3. 

At the Gau1eng schools, the ages of learner participants may be summarized 

as follows: The distribution for the ex-Model C schoo' was 93% for category 1 

and 7% for category 2. At the mixed school it was 81 % for category 1 and 

18% for category 2. The percentages fOJ the disadvantaged school were 43% 

for categolry 1, 52% for category 2 and 3% for category 3. 2% of the 

participants did not indicate their age. 

Most of the learners who participated in the study were between 15 and -17 

years of age_ 

6.3.1.1.3 Section A: Bioaraphical data of educator particiDants 

Item A 1 ~ Gender of educator participants 

e quantitative phase of research provides for biographical data of the 

educators. The aim of the items ,in this section (cf. Section A of tfle 

questionnaire, items 1 to 4) was to gather information which could possibly be 

utilized when interpreting data. 

Table 6.7:	 'Gender of educator participants at Gautengl (G) alnd Eastern 

Cape (Ee) schools 

EC 

Ex~ Model C 
-_.

,0/ G %/·0' 

.. 

EC 

Mixed 

0/0 G % 

! 
-

Disadva,ntaged 

Eel % 

-
G % 

Male 4 22 4 22 1 -I 69 6 74 2 9 2 50 

Female 14 78 18 78 5 31 1 13 9 41 2 50 

Missing 0 0 0 0 

~ 

0 0 1 13 11 50 0 0 

Total 100 

-
100 100 100 

-
100 100 
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0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 

!IC Male 0 Female. Missing I 

It is evident that while there were more female participants on average at the 

ex-Model C and disadvantaged schools which participated in both provinces, 

this situation was reversed at the mixed schools of both provinces. 

Item A2: Culture of educator participants 

Table 6.8:	 Culture of educator participants at Gauteng and Eastern 

Cape schools 

Ex Model C Mixed Disadvantaged 

EC % G % EC % G !% EC % G % 

Afri,can 0 0 11 92 0 0 I 7 87 9 82 4 100 

Coloured 1 6 0 0 3 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-
Indian 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

-
0 0 0 

White 117 94 0 0 13 81 0 
-

0 0 0 0 0 

Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Missing 0 0 1 8 0 0 1 13 j 2 18 0 0 

Total 18 100 12 100 16 100 8 100 11 100 4 100 
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The culture of educators in the Eastern Cape Province may be summarized 

as follows: no educators of African decent completed the questionnaire at the 

ex-Model C school, while the table indicates that 6% of the educators who 

completed the questionnaire were coloured and 94% were white. 

At the mixed school, 16 educators completed the questionnaire. 19% were 

coloured, 81 % were white and 0% were of African decent. The figures for the 

disadvantaged school indicated that 82% of the educators who completed the 

questionnaire were African and 18% did not indicate their culture. 

The culture of educators in the Gauteng Province may be summarized as 

follows: at the ex-Model C school 92% of the educators of African decent 

completed this section and 8% did not complete it. 87% of educators at the 

mixed school were of African decent while 100% of the educators who 

compeleted the questionnaire were also of African decent at the 

disadvantaged school. 

What follows is the analysis of educator perceptions of Sections Band C of 

their questionnaire. 
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6.3.1.1.4 Section 8: Educators and healthy schoo's 

his part of the data analysis reflects on the role of ~he educator as manager 

of change, EI and workplace success and change management at ex-Model C 

schools, mixed schools and disadvantaged schools in the Eastern Caoe 

Province and the Gauleng Province. 

6.3.1.1.4.1	 Role of the educator as manager of cnange 

able 6.9:	 Educators at an ex-Model C school in the Eastern Cape 

Dutline the,i r role 

lu:n 

B·· Learning 

Activity 

takes place i.. a non- I Strongly agree 
~_%-
1 

judgemental environment Agree 11 I 65 

Disagree 5 29 

Strongly 0 0 

disagree 0 0 

Missing 

B42 

otal 

I I feel free to contribute to the school Strongly agree 

7 

8 

1100 
-

47 

in ways wh~ch are meaningful to me Agree 8 47 

Disagree 0 0 

Strongly 0 0 

disagree 1 6 

1 I 

Total 

Missing 
I - - 

832 The principal fosters a positive Strongly agree 

eaming environment where change Agree 12 7 

's likely to occur Disagree 1 5 

trongly 0 0 

disagree 0 0 

Missing 

I I 
Total 

I I 17 1 o __ 

17 100 

4 24 
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44 I The leadership of the school Strongly agree I 2 

conv.nces staff, parents and! Ileanlers 

that change is necessary and 

achi,evable 

-
645 I The mave. and extent of the imposed 

change in recent years have 

increased Ilevelis of anxiety for 

educators at this schoo'l 

Total 

B46 I Leaders at the school ~now staff to 

grow as individuals 

-
Total 

B67 II am encouraged to bring my 

personal as well as my professional 

self to the classroom 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly 

disagree 

Missing 

7
 

StronQiily agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly 

disagree 

Missing 

12 

2 

0 

1 

1 

11 

2 

3 

11 

1 

, 

0 

17
 

Strongly agree I 5 

Agree I 9 

Disagree \ 2 

Strongly I 0 

disagree I 1 

Missing 

-
17 

Strongly agree I 7 

Agree I 8 

Disagree j 2 

Strongly 0 

disagree I 0 

Missing 

Total I 1 17 

~~
 
1 

: 

6 

1 

1 

I 

65 

12 

1 14 

6 

I 0 

29 

I 53 

I 12 

I 0 

I 6 

~
 

100 

411 

I 47 

I 12 

I 
0 

0 

1100 

274
 

100 



C76 The principal assists educators and 

learners in understanding what 

change really means 

StronQily agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly 

disagree 

Missling 

1 

11 

4 

0 

1 

6 

65 

24 

0 

6 

Total 17 100 

C83 Before implementing any change 

initiative, the princip,al fliTSt gains 

acceptance from educators 

Strongly agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly 

disagree 

Missing 

4 

10 

2 

0 

1 

24 

59 

12 

0 

5 

Total 17 100 

C92 The school has an effective school 

development p~an whilch integrates 

staff development instructional 

development and curriculum 

development 

Strong!ly agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly 

dilsagree 

Missing 

4 

11 

2 

0 

0 

24 

65 

12 

0 

0 

Total 17 100 
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I I I I I j I
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- -... - . -,832 
I '., I I I I I I I I -. - . B42 ."- ' '~ -I I [ I I I I I 

831 IIII!!!!!!!m 
I I I 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 

I v J - ~ - - - -v - - _~ Disagree 0 Strongry disagree. Missing I 

6.3.1.1.4.2 EI and workplace success 

In Table 6.11 most of the respondents (65%) indicated that they strongly 

agreed that the level and extent of imposed change at their school in recent 

years have increased levels of anxiety for the educators at the school. Only 

14% of the educators disagreed with this statement. About 47% of the 

educators agreed that they feel free to contribute to the school in ways they 

deem meaningful and 41 % strongly agreed that they were encouraged to 

bring their personal as well as their professional self into the classroom. What 

is encouraging to note, is that the principal of the school endeavours to create 

a stable emotional climate at the school and this is evident from the responses 

which indicated that 65% of the educators agreed that the school had an 

effective school development plan which integrated staff development, 

instructional development and curriculum development. However, 12% 

disagreed with this statement. 

The leadership of the school apparently also tries to convince staff members, 

parents and learners that change is necessary and achievable. 71 % of the 

educators agreed and 12% disagreed with this statement. 53% of the 
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educators agreed that the leaders of the school aIilowed staff members to 

grow as individua'ls, while 29% of the educators strong,ly agreed wi1:h this 

statement (cf. 8.3.1). 

".ucator questionnai,res at the ex-Model C school in the Gauteng Province 

were decllared void by the Statistical Services as ~he educators only 

comoleted section A of the questionnaire. 

Table 6.10:	 EI and workplace success at a disadvantaged school in the 

Gauteng Prov.nee 

Item 
-
B5 

Activity 

Expressing emotions is 

of weakness 

a sigln Strongly agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strong~y disagree 

Missing 

F 

0 

1 

3 

0 

0 

% 

0 

25 

75 

0 

0 

812 

Total 

I am abJe to express 

personal emotions 

my Strongly agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

Missing 

4 

1 

2 

1 

0 

0 

100 

25 

50 

25 

0 

0 

816 

Total 

When I am under pressure, I 

have the ability to stay positive 

and focused 

Strongly agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

Missing 

4 

2 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1100 

50 

25 

0 

25 

0 

Total 4 100 
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B17 I I aJilow I.earners to express Uleir 

feelings 

Strongly agree 

Agree 

Dj1sagree 

Strongly disagree 

Missing 

1 

2 

o 
o 

25 

50 

o 
25 

o 

I 
Total 

I 
4 

l-
00 

18 Learners are encouraged to 

build collaborative relationships 

witn peers 

Stronglly ag.ree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

Missing 

o 
1 

3 

o 
o 

o 
25 

o 
o 

Total 4 l' 

20 I Learners are encouraged to be 

open with Uleir educators about 

how they experience school lite 

Strongly agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

Missing 

o 
4 

o 
o 
o 

10 

o 
o 
o 

Total 4 100 

622 The school encourages 

learner involvement 

active Strongly agree 

Agme 

Disagree 

Stronglty' disagree 

Missing 

o 
4 

o 
o 
o 

o 
100 

o 
o 
o 

Total 
--- -----,-- - 4 100 

815 Worrying and anxiety are two of 

he most frequently experience 

emotional problems for both 

educators and learners 

trongly agree 

Agree 

isagree 

Strongly disagree 

Miss,ing 

1 

3 

o 
o 
o 

25 

75 

o 
o 
o 

Total 4 00 
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856 The principal develops specific Strongly agree 1 25 

interventions in order to permit Agree 3 75 

educators to deal with emotions Disagree 0 0 

Strongly disagree 0 0 

Missing 0 0 

Total 4 100 

857 The principal creates an Strongly agree 1 25 

organizational culture that Agree 3 75 

recognizes the legitimacy of Disagree 0 0 

I emotions Strongly disagree 0 0 

I Missing 0 0 

Iota~ 4 100 

I I I I I I I I I 

I 

857 . .. J 

I I I I I I I I II 

856 - -" . 
I I I I I I I I r 

815 . " ~ . -  'I I 

I I I I I I I I 
822 I 

I I I I I I I I 
820 

I I I I I I I I I 
818 

~ , J j I I I I 
817 

I I I I I I I I I 
816 L I - I" - . - .. - ~ .. .:J I 

I I I I I I I I I 
812 . 

" 
. :.  : I 

I I \ I I I I I 
85 

I 
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 

l!iStronglyagree OAgree .Disagree OStrongly disagree. Missing! 

From the responses gleaned, educators emphasized the importance of 

emotions at the workplace and therefore 75% of educators disagreed with the 

statement that the ability to express emotions is a sign of weakness, while 

25% of the respondents agreed with the statement. 50% of the educators 

declared that they were able to express their personal emotions, while 25% 
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stronaly agreed and 25% disagreed with the statement. 50% of the educators 

confirmed that they allowed learners to express their personal feetings in the 

classroom. All the educators (100%) indicated that learners were encou'raged 

to be open with their educators about how they experience their school life. 

However, to the question of whether learners were encouraged to build 

collaborative relationships wiith thei,r peers, 75% of the respondents 

responded negatively whHe and 25% agreed. 75% of the educators agreed 

and 25% strongly agreed when asked to' indicate if the principal of their school 

developed specific interventions to pefTllit educators to deal with emotions. 

75% agreed that the principal created an organizational cuhum that 

recognlilzed the legitimacy of emotions at the school. 

n executing change successfully at schools, principals will have to take into 

account the emotions of their educators and learners and provide 

mechanisms for them to cope with the imposed changes. 

Table 6.11: EI and workplace success at a disadvantaged school in the 

astern CaDe Province 

Item 

85 

Activity 

Explressing emotions is a sign Strongly agree 

F 

1 

% 
0_

9 
-

of weakness Agree 3 27 

Disagree 5 46 

Strongly disagree 1 9 

Missing 1 9 

-
Total 11 100 

B12 I am able to express my Strongly agree 2 18 

persona.l emotions Agree 7 64 

Disagree 2 18 

Strongly disagree 0 0 

Missing 0 0 

Total 
- -

11 
- -~-~-

100 
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B16 I When I am under pressure, I 

have the ability to stay positive 

and focused 

Strongly agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

MissIng 

1 

6 

2 

2 

o 

9 

55 

1 

18 

o 

Tota~ 
_ ----L

B17 I aUow learners 

their feelings 

to express trongry agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

Missing 

I 
1 

5 

5 

1 

o 
o 

I 
100 

45 

4 

9 

o 
o 

Total 100 

B18 Learners are encouraged to 

build collaborative 

relationships with peers 

otal 

620 I Learners are encouraged to be 

open with their educators 

about how they experience 

school life 

Stronalyagree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strong;lly d1isag ree 

M.ssing 

l 
I 

Strong1lyagree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

Missing 

4 

6 

1 

o 
o 

1 

7 

4 

o 
o 
o 

3 

5 

o 
o 

Total 11 100 

B22 The sch.ool encourages active Stron9ly agree 

~earner involvement Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

Missing 

6 

5 

o 
o 
o 

55 

45, 

o 
o 
o 

Total 100 
I J I I 1_ 

28 

9 



81,5 I Worrying and anxiety are two Strongly agree 

of the most frequently Agree 

experienced emotional Disagree 

problems for both educators \ Strongly d'tsagree 

and learners M.ssing 

5 

6 

o 
o 
o 

45 

55 

o 
o 
o 

o1a 1 00 

856 The principal develops Strongly agree 1 9 

specific interventions in order Agree 5 45 

to permit educators to deal Disagree 1 9 

with emotions Strongly disagree 3 28 

Misstng 1 9 

--j 
Total

11--1----
857 The principal creates an Stronglyag;ree 

organizational cultore that Agree 

recognizes the legitimacy of Disagree 

emotion Strongly disagree 

Missing 

I 
1 

o 
6 

2 

3 

o 

100
1

o 
55 

18 

27 

o 

otal 11 100 
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I 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 

Strongly agree 0 Agree. Disagree D Strongly disagree. Missing 1 

In order for educators to manage their classrooms and the change process, 

the way they manage their emotions becomes vital. 27% of the educators 

agreed that expressing emotions is a sign of weakness, while 46 % disagreed 

with this statement, 9% strongly agreed and 1% strongly disagreed _ 64% of 

the educators agreed that they were able to express their personal emotions, 

18% strongly agreed and 18% disagreed with this statement. 45% agreed 

that the principal developed specific interventions to permit educators to deal 

with emotions, while 27% strongly disagreed. Educators (55%) also indicated 

that their principal created an organizational culture that recognizes the 

legitimacy of emotion, but 27% strongly disagreed with this statement. 

As this aspect is of vital importance for the creation of a successful school, 

principals need to direct urgent attention to this aspect (cf. 8.3.2). 

6.3.1.1.5 Section C: Leadership and change 

The focus now turns to presenting the data analysis for Section C of the 

educator questionnaire which dealt with EI and change management 
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6.3.1.1.5.1 EI and chanae manaaement 

Table 6.12: EI and change management at a mixed school in tne 

Eas,tern CaDe Province 

Activity
 

665
 

hem 

Educators have a sense of 

shared responsib iIity tor 

I supporting and learning from 

each other 

Total 

B72 I beHeve that I have a real role 

to play in shaping how the 

school is run 

I-

Total 

873 The educators at the school 

are committed to the change 

process 

Total 

874 There is a need w~thln the 

school to change the values, 

understanding and actions of 

educators 

~+Total 

-
F % 

Strongly agree 1 6 

Agree 12 75 

Disagree 3 19 

Strongly disagree 0 0 

Missing 0 0 

16 100 

Strongly agree 4 25 

Agree 12 75 

Disagree 0 0 

Strongly disagree 0 0 

Missiflg 0 0 

16 100 

Strongly agree 5 31 

Agree il1 69 

D,sagree 0 0 

Strongly di,sagree 0 0 

Missing 0 0 

16 100 ~~ 
Strongly agree 2 1'2 l 

Agree 12 75 

D'sagree 2 13 

Strongly disagree 0 0 

MEssiing 0 0 

16 100 

2,84 



C78 I The principal recogn~zes 

educators' expert~se by 

. vo~ving us in leadersh1lp 

SUonglyagree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

Missi,ng 

3 

12 

1 

o 
1 

13 

75 

6 

o 
6 

mal 16 100 

C91 The principal creates a Strongly agree 4 

supportive open climate for all Agree 8 

Disagree 2 

trongly disagree a 
Missing 2 

- -I -

Total 6 
I 

C93 I The schoo~ is successful Strongly agree 5 

because It has strong positive Agree 8 

leadership Disagree 2 

Strongly disagree o 
Missing 1 

25 

50 

13 

a 
13 

00 

31 

50 

13 

a 
6 

Total 
- I 
C95 The ultimate success of tne Strongly agree 

school depends on the quality Agree 

of the role the principal plays Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

Missin9 

Tota 

C100 I Management prenares Strongly agree 

educators to face the Agree 

challenges of cnang Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

Missing 

alai 

6 

5 

9 

1 

o 
1 

16 

3 

8 

2 

1 

2 

16 

31 

57 

6 

a 
6 

100 

18 

50 

13 

6 

13 

100 
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C107 I The leadership manages the Strongly agree 6 37 

emotional responses of Agree 7 44 

educators and learners Disagree 1 6 

Strongly disagree 0 0 

Missing 2 1,3 

I Total 11 6 100 

, I I I I I I I I I 
C107 ~ . .' . , 

I I 1 I I I I I I 
C100 :!..I 

I I I I I I r I I I 
C95 . - .. ~., 9:,.. 

- I I I I I I I I 
C93 - . - -;, =--., "I 

I I \ I I I I I I 
C91 - c -111 

j I I I I I r I 
C78 I 

I I I I I I I I I 
874 

I I I I I I , I I 
873 . - .. . . 'I 

I I I I I I I I I 
872 ' - , .. ~ 

E ' I I I I I I :-i I865,C I ! 
I I I I I I 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 

[. Strongly agree 0 Agree. Disagree 0 Strongly disagree. Missing I 

Most of the educators (75%) agreed that they had a shared responsibility for 

supporting and learning from each other, While 19% disagreed and 6% 

strongly agreed with this statement, 75% of the educators also declared their 

belief in the role that they have to play in shaping how the school is run. 

However, 25% did not share this belief. With change being a process that 

educators have to cope with and manage, only 69% indicated that they 

agreed that educators were commited to the change processs, while 25% 

indicated that they strongly agreed with this statement. 75% of the 

participants agreed that there is a need within the school to change the 

values, understanding and actions of educators, while 13% disagreed and 

13% strongly agreed with this statement. 75% of the educators agreed that 
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their principal recognises educators' expertise by involving Ihem in leadership. 

Yet 19% strongly agreed and 6% disagreed with this statement. 

According to 50% of the partIcipants, the principal creates a supportive, ope 

climate for all, while 25% strongly agreed and 13% disagreed with this 

statement. 31 % of the participants declared that they strongly agreed that the 

ultimate success of the school (ct. 7.2..1) depends on the quality of the role the 

principal plays, while 56% agreed and 6% disagreed with this statemen•. 

Sustained change (cf. 7.2.5; 7.2.5.1 - 7.2.5.4) is important for the success of 

any sct'llOol. The largest percentage of the educators (50%) agreed that the 

management of their school prepares educators to face the challenges of 

change, while 13% disagreed and 19% strongly agreed with this statement. 

44% of the educators agreed that the leadership of the school manages the 

emotional responses of educators and learners during the process of chanae. 

Moreover, 38% strongly agreed and 6% disagreed with this statement. 

The responses of participants at a mixed school in the Gauteng Province are 

represented below. 

Table 6.13:	 EI and change managem,ent at a mixed school in the 

Gaul,eng Province 

Item 

665 Educators 

shared 

supporting 

each other 

Activity 

have a sense of 

responsibility for 

and learning from 

Strongly agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

Missing 

F 

3 

2 

3 

0 

0 

% 

38 

25 

38 

0 

0 

-

872 

Total 

I believe that I have a real role 

to play in sllaping how the 

school is run 

Strongly agree 

Agree 

Disagme 

Strong~y d1,sagree 

Missing 

8 

3 

5 

0 

0 

0 

100 

38 

63 

0 

0 

0 

Total . 8 100 
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B73 he educators 

are committed 

process 

at the school 

to the change 

StronglY agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

Missing 

4 

4 

o 
o 
o 

50 

50 

o 
o 

o 

I TotalI  I . I 8 100 
-1--

874 There is a need within the 

schoo' to change the values, 

understanding and actions of 

educators 

Total 

C78 I The principal recognizes 

educators' expertise by 

vOiving us lin leadership 

Total 

1-1C-9-1-1 The principal creates a 

supportive open dimate for all 

Total
 

C93
 I The school is successful 

because it has strong posilbve 

leadership 

Total 

Strongly agfee 

AgJee 

Disagree 

Stronglly disagree 

Mi1ssing 

Strongly agree 

Agree 

Disagme 

ongiy disagree 

Missing 

3 38 

3 38 

1 12 

o 0 

1 12 

8 o 

4 50 

1 12 

3 38 

o o 
o o 

I 8 I 100 

Strong'Y agree I 4 50 

Agree I 4 I 50 

Disagree I 0 I 0 

Strongly disagree I 0 I 0 

Missing I 0 I 0 

8 00 

Strongly agree 4 50 

Agree 4 50 

Disagree o o 
Strongly disagree o o 
Missing o 

8 100 
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I 

r

C95 
-,..

The ultimate success of 

school depends on the quality 

of the role the principal plays 

the Strongly agree 4 50 

Agree I 4 50 

Disagree 00 

Strong.y disagree 0 0 

Missing 0 0 

8 100 

prepares Strongly agree 4 50 

the Agree 3 38 

Disagree 0 0 

Strongly disagree 1 12 

Missing 0 0 

I 8 100 

the Strongly agree 3 38 

Agreeof 4 50 

Disagree 121 

Strongly disagree 0 0 

Missing 0 0 

- -
8 100 

Total 

Management 

educators to face 

challenges of change 

C100 

f- 

Total
 

C107
 The leadership manages 

emotional responses 

educators and learners 

Tota! 
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I I I r 1 I \ I I 

- - .,." ~ - - IIC78 ,r " . 

I I I I I I I 
' 874 - . .'.\ 

I I I I I I I....873 .11 
I •

I I I I I I I I I 
872 

,I I ) I I I I I 
- ~. :=- - CY!.-I865 , I 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 

Strongly agree 0 Agree. Disagree 0 Strongly disagree. Missing I 

Most of the educators (63%) strongly agreed and agreed that they have a 

shared responsibility for supporting and learning from one anther. However, it 

is discomforting to note that 38% disagreed with this statement. A probe into 

the culture and values of the school seems imperative to determine where and 

how this belief came about. 63% of the educators also agreed with the role 

that they have to play in shaping how the school is run, while 38% strongly 

agreed with this belief. 

With change being a process that educators have to cope with and manage, it 

is comforting to note that 50% indicated that they agreed that educators are 

commited to change processs, and that 50 % indicated that they strongly 

agreed with this statement. 76% of the participants agreed and strongly 

agreed that there is a need within the school to change the values, 

understanding and actions of educators. Educators were consistent in voicing 

their experience of the values of the school and the need to change the 

actions and understanding of educators, as only 13% disagreed with this 

statement. While 62% of the educators agreed that their principal recognizes 
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eaucators' expe,rtise byinvo:l,ving them in leadership, a disturbing 38% 

disagreed with this statement. 

is clear that educators would hke to play a more significant role in 

influencing the leadership and the decision-mak'ing at their school. Toe 

leaders should therefore recogn~ze that engaging educators inl.eadership 

activ,ity could only maximise educator and learner performance, enhance the 

emotional climate and lead to ~he ultimate success of the school. 

According to aU the participants, the principal creates a supportive, open 

climate for aU. 50% of the participants declared that they strongly agreed that 

the ultimate success ofthe school (cf. 7,2.1) depends on the quality of the role 

the orincipal plays and 50% agreed with this statement. Sustained change 

(ct. 7.2.5; 7.2.5.1 - 7.2.5.4) ,is important for the success of any school. Most 

of the educators (88%) strongly agreed and agreed that the management of 

their school orepares educators to face the challenges of change, while 12% 

strongly disa9reed. 50% of the educators agreed that the leadership of the 

schoo~ manages the emotional responses of educators and learners during 

the process of change, while 38% strongty agreed and 13% disagreed with 

thts statement. 

he TOcus now turns to presenting the analysis of the data for the learner 

questionnaire, presented in the themes as outlined for the educator data. 

6.3.1.1.6 Learners and healthy SChOOlS 

The tollow,ing section highli'ghts learner perceptions regarding the role of me 

educator as manager of change, EI and workplace success and EI and 

change management. 
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6.3.1.1.6.1 Role of the educator as manager of change 

Table' 6.14:	 Learners at an ex-Model C schoo' fn the Eastern Cap 

Province outline the role ,of the educator as manager 0,' 
change 

Item 

831, 

Activity 

earning takes place in a non

iUdgemental environment 

Strongly agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

trongly d,isagree 

Missing 

F 

20 

41 

10 

o 
o 

% 

28 

58 

14 

o 
o 

844 

Total 

Apart from imparting academic 

skililis and knowledge, the 

school promotes the personal 

and social deve:llopment of 

earners 

Strongly agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

Missing 

71 

o 
15 

44 

12 

o 

100 

o 
23 

62 

17 

o 

852 

Total 

I Educators show 

concern toward 

this s·chool 

care and 

learners at 

Strongly agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

Missing 

1 

J 

I 

I 

22 

3,8 

8 

1 

1 

I 100 

31 

I 55 

I 11 

I 1 

I 1 

Total 711 00 

C69' I The leadership espouses an 

open learning environment, 

conducive to change 

Strongly agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Stronglly di'sagree 

Missing 

34 

31 

5 

o 
1 

48 

44 

7 

o 
1 

otal 71 100 
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C70 I The leadershio of the school I Strongly agree 

supports the full growth of Agree 

earners academically, socially Disagree 

and emotional'y Strong,ly disagree 

Missing 

39 55 

26 37 

3 4 

2 3 

1 1 

71Total 100 

C75 I I feel comfortable and Strongly agree 

physically and emotionally Agree 

safe at the school Disagree 

Strongly disa9'ree 

Missing 

18 25 

38 54 

12 17 

3 4 

o o 

71 100Tot 

C88
 

Total 71 
~-+. 

C95
 

Before implementing any 

change initiative, the principal 

gains acceptance from 

educators and ~earners first 

Strongly agree 29 

Agree 35 

Disagree 4 

Strongly disagree 1 

Missing 2 

The ultimate success of the 

schoo,l depends on the quality 

of the role the principal 

displays 

Strongly agree 31 

Agree 31 

Disagree 7 

Strongly disagree o 
Missrng 2 

41 

49 

6 

1 

3 

100 
-I- - 

44 

44 

1 

o 
3 

otal 71 100 

C100 I Management prepares 

educators to face the 

chal'lenges of change 

Slmnglyagree 

Agree 

Disag;ree 

Strongly disagree 

Missing 

19 

46 

5 

o 

27 

65 

7 

o 
1 

Tot 71 100 
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C107 I The leadership manages the 

emotional responses of 

educators and learners during 

change 

Strongly agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

Missing 

22 

29 

18 

1 

1 

I 
31 

41 

25 

1 

2 

Total I 71 100 

C107 

C100 

C95 

C88 

C75 

C70 

C69 

852 

j , , , , 
- " . - J •

I I I I I I I 
'=- . ---. !CI-

I I I I I I I I 

I I I I I I I

I I I I I I----I _.I I I I I I 
,

I I. -. .-.. "'I -_I 
I I I I I I I I I
 

I I I I I I I I
 
_ .. --=--' ,11 •

-! I I I I I I 

I 

844 

j.•~q4!-_I_-:831 
1~!! 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 

Strongly agree 0 Agree. Disagree 0 Strongly disagree. Missing I 

28% of the learners strongly agreed that that learning takes place in a non

judgemental environment, while 58% of the learners at the school agreed with 

this statement. Yet 14% did not share this experience. A disturbing result is 

that most of the learners (62%+17%=79%) did not believe that the school 

promotes the personal and social development of learners, with only 23% 

agreeing with this statement. 86% of the learners indicated that the educators 

show care and concern toward them. Only 12% did not share this view. 

It is evident that educators aspire to create more caring classroom 

environments which are commendable, as this improves learners' social

emotional skills and they feel more comfortable to approach and interact with 

educators. 
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It is also clear that the leadership at this school espouses an open learnin 

environment which is conducive to change. 48% of the learners strongly 

agreed with thcs statement, 44% agreed and only 7% of !lle participants 

d'isagreed wah this statement Learners also indicated that the leadership of 

the school supports the full growth of all learners academically, socially and 

emotionailly: 55% strongly agreed, 37% agreed and only 4% disagreed with 

thIS statement Physical and emotional safety ranked high with the learne1fs, 

as 54% agreed lhat they generally feel safe at the school and 25% strongly 

agreed. However, 17 % d.'isagreed with the statement. 

able 6.15:	 Learners at an ex~Model C school in the Gauteng PrOVine 

outline the role of the educator as Imanager' of change 

Item Activity F % 

831 learning takes place in a non-

judgemental environment 

Strongly agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

Missing 

53 

122 

23 

2 

8 

25 

59 

11 

1 

4 

Total 208 1100 

B44 Apart from impartingl 

academic skills and 

knowledge, the schooll 

promotes the personal and 

social development of .earners 

Strongly agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

StrongJy disagree 

Missing 

4 

35 

97 

65 

7 

2 

17 

47 

31 

3 

852 

Totall 

Educators show 

concern toward 

this school 

care and 

learners at 

Strongly agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

Missing 

r 208 

66 

115 

17 

2 

8 

100 
-

32 

50 

9 

1 

8 

Totro 208 100 
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e leadership espouses an 

open learning environment, 

conducive to change 

C69 Strongly agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

Missing 

69 

103 

19 

1 

16 

33 

50 

9 

1 

7 

Tota 208 10 

C70
 The leadership of the schoo" 

supports the full growth of 

learners academically. socially 

and emotionally 

Total 

C75 I feel comfortable and 

hysically and emotionally 

safe at the school 

Stronglly agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

Missing 

Strongly agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

Missing 

109 

68 

o 
4 

17 

208 

38 

104 

37 

7 

22 

52 

33 

5 

2 

8 

18 

50 

18 

3 

11 

C88 
I 

Total 
I --------- 

Before implementing any 

change initiative t the principal 

gains acceptance from 

educators and learners first 

Strongly agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

Missing 

208 

66 

92 

19 

3 

28 

00 

32 

44 

9 

1 

13 

Tot 208 100 

C95 The u"wmate success of the 

school depends on the quality 

of the role the principal 

disp~ays 

Strongly agree 

Agree 

Dfsagree 

trong~y disagree 

issing 

60 

77 

30 

11 

30 

29 

37 

114 

5 

14 

Total 208 100 
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Management prepares Strongly agree 35C100 17l 

46Agreeeducators to face the 95 

challenges of change Disagree 40 19 I 

4Strongly disagree 8 

114Missing 30 

100Total 208 

C107 The leadership manages the Strongly agree 67 33 

emotional responses of Agree 4695 

educators and learners during Disagree 10 5 

change Strongly disagree 13 

Missing 33 15 
-_. 

Total 208 100 
I 

I I I I I I I I I I_._. 
.......u~~
C107 . .•... 

I , I I I I -,I I I 
C100 . - --, 

-II I I I I \ I I 
I IC95 

~ I I I I I I !,. 1 

C88 

._, I i - I I I I I I I 
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- I ! I I I I I I I 
.~,zC70 ~ ~'- . -- .. -:~'''''II 

I I I I I I I I I 
·r. 0-_ ,•• : I -.C69 .: 

j- I I I ! I I I 
: ~~ . •. J I852 

-/I I I I I I I I I 
844 J 

- I l I I I I I I -I 
831 . •. " . I 

I-

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 

!t?strongly agree DAgree .Disagree o Strongly disagree .Misslng I 

Most of the learners (59%) at the ex-Model C school in the Gauteng Province 

agreed that apart from imparting academic knowledge, the school promotes 

the personal and social development of learners. 82% indicated that 

educators generally show care and concern toward learners as the school and 

10% disagreed with this statement. 83% of the participants declared that the 

leadership of the school espouses an open learning environment which is 
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conducive to change. Yet 10% did not agree. 52% strongly agreed and 33% 

agreed that the 'leadership, of the school supports the full growth of learners 

academjcally, socically and emotionally. However, while 68% of the 

participants also ind1cated that they feel comfortablle and physical:ly and 

emotionlly safe at the school, 211 % did not agree with this statement. 

When probed about change at the school and whether the principal gains 

acceptance from learners and educators f.rst, before implementing change, 

76% agreed that this was the case and 10% disagreed. 79% indicated that 

managemem prepares educators to face the challenges of change, while 6% 

disagreed and 15% did not respond to ~he question. As change impacts on 

the ultimate success of the school, the leadership team needs to consider this 

aspect carefully_ 

6.3.1.1.6.2 and workplace success 

Table 6.16:	 EI and workplace success at a disadvantaged school in the 

Eastern Cape Province 

Activity 

Expressing emotiml is a
 

of weakness
 

Total 

am able to express 

personal emotions 

Total 

Item 
I, 

85 

-_.  I 

IB12 

sign 

F % 

Strongl:y agree 23 24 

Agree 67 69 

Disagree 4 4 

Strongly disagree 0 0 

Missing 3 3 

97 100 

my Strongly agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

StrongJy disagree 

Missi,ng 

20 

46 

18 

8 

5 

21 

47 

19 

8 

5 

I 

97 100 
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820 

627 

816 When I am under pressure, I Strongly agree 15 15 

have the ability to stay positive Agree 36 37 

and focused isagree 25 2 

Strongly disagree 18 1 

Missing 3 3 

lotal 97 00 

B117 I I am encouraged to talk about Strongly agree 35 36 

y feelings at school Agree 40 4 

Disagree 11 11 

Strong1ly disagree 6 6 

Missing 5 5 

----t-I------ 

18 Strongly agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

Missing 

I 
97 

32 

39 

18 

5 

3 

10 

33 

40 

19 

5 

3 

Tota 97 10 

Learners are encouraged to be 

open with their educators 

about how they experi.ence 

scnool me 

Tot 

Educators deal immediately 

with negative incidents SUL;U 

as learners fighting 

Strong1ly agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

Missing 

Strongly agree 

Agree 

Disagme 

Stmngly disagree 

Missing 

24 25 

31 32 

28 29 

10 o 
4 4 

-
97 100 

26 27 

39 40 

3 24 

6 6 

3 3 

Tota 97 100 
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832 Educators create a posihve Strongly agree 27 28 

emotional environment at the Agree 43 44 

school Disagree 14 14 

Strongly disagree 5 5 

Missing 8 8 

Total 208 100 

841 The leadership of the schooll Strongly agree 17 18 

constantly motivates learners Agree 35 36 

Disagree 24 25 

Strongly disagree 16 16 

Missing 5 5 
-

Total 208 100 
r ., 

C71 I have the freedom to make Strongly agree 6 6 

choices and influence my own Agree 37 38 

learning Disagree 37 38 

Strongly disagree 12 12 

Missing 5 5 

Total 208 100 

~ 

I I I I I I I I I 
C71 - 1 I -I I I I I I I I I I 
B41 II -I I I I I I I I I I 
B32 I ....J . -'I 

I I I I I I I I I I 
B27 -I I I I I I I I I I 
B20 ~ .... - , -I I I I I I • I 

II 
B18 .~ ~ r 1,· =-- \ : -. ... '-'''1 -I I I j I l 
B17 - .~_. - 'I -. ] I I I \ I I I I 
B16 " . ':1 -I I I I I I I I I 
B12 ~ -I I I I I I I I I I 

B5 - • -
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 

I[J Strongly agree .0 Agree. Disagree 0 Strongly disagree. Missing J 
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It is disconcerting to note that learners fee,l that expressing any ktnd of 

emotion is a sign ()f weakness: 69% agreed, 24% strongly agreed and only 

4% dilsagreed with this statement. 68% indicated that they are able to 

express their personal emotions, yet 19% disagreed and 8% strongly 

disagreed. Learners also confirmed that 45% of the participants do not handle 

pressure well. However, 52% of them indicated that they can stay focused 

under pressure. 

76% of the learner participants at this school indicated tnat they are 

encouraged to talk about theiif fee,hngs at school and 73% of them indicated 

that they have stable reJationships with their peers. Yet 24% of these 

participants did no~ agree with the latter and 17% of them did not agree wfih 

the former. 

Whi'le 57% of the learner partici,Dants at thts school indicated that they are 

encouraged to be open with their educators about school experiences, 39% 

did not agree with this statement and 30% of them also did not agree that 

educators dea~ immediately with negative incidents. It would appear that the 

educators at this disadvantaged school are not successful in influencing their 

learners posihrvely regrarding EI. 

The majority of the learners (44% agreed & 28% strong'Y agreed) concurred 

that educators create a positive emotional environment at this school. 

,.owever, 41 % of these I,earners did not agree that school leaders maliva 

learners. It stands to reason that the leadership of the schoo'l needs to create 

an atmosphere and cultllre for change and needs to communicate continually 

and pmvide assistance to their learners. 
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Table 6.17: EI and workplace s'U'ccess at a disadvantaged school in the 

Gauteng Provinoe 

Item Activity F % 

85 xpressing emotion is a si:gn 

of weakness 

Strong:ly agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

Miss,jng 

I I - I 
Total 

B12 I am abSe to express my 

ersonal emotions 

Strongly agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

M~ssing 

f- j - I 
Total 

816 When I am under pressure, I 

have the abjlity to stay positive 

and focused 

Strongly agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

Missing 

I 

1 

66 

41 

2 

o 
3 

2 

28 

48 

24 

12 

o 

112 

24 

33 

24 

31 

o 

1

5 

37 

2 

o 
3 

100 

25 

43 

21 

11 

o 
- -

100 

21 

29 

21 

28 

o 

Total
I-t---

B17 II am encouraged to talk about 

my feelings at sclloo! 

I 
I Strongly agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

Missing 

I 
112 

28 

48 

26 

8 

2 

100 

25 

43 

23 

7 

2 

Total 112 100 
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B18 I have stable relationships wfth 

my peers at SChODI 

Strong,ly agree 

Agfee 

Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

Missing 

52 

44 

1 

5 

o 

46 

39 

1 

4 

o 

-----I 
Total 

820 I Learners are encoumged to be I Strongly agree 

open wihtheir educators Aaree 

about ~ow ~hey experience IDisagree . 

school life Strongly dl'sagree 

Missing 

I 
112 

49 

47 

13 

2 

1 

I I ---

Strong.y agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Stronoly disagree 

Missing 

827 

Total 

Educators deal immedfately 

with neg,ative incidents suc 

as learners fighting 

I I 
112 

35 

46 

23 

7 

100 

31 

41 

21 

6 

1 

Total 112 
-

100 

832 l Educators create a positive Strongly acnee 

emotional environment at the Agree 

schoo~ Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

Missing 

42 

49 

16 

4 

1 

3 

44 

14 

4 

1 

84 

Total 

The ,leadership of the schoo 

constanlly motivates learners 

Strongly agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

Miss'ing 

112 

30 

67 

6 

1 

8 

00 

27 

60 

5 

1 

7 

Total 112 100 
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C71 I I have the freedom to make I Strongly agree 15 13 

choices and influence my own Agree 61 54 

learning Disagree 17 15 

Strongly disagree I 6 I 5 

Missing I 13 I 12 

jTotal I 112 I 100 

C71 

841 

832 
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I I I I I I I I. 
I • - . I , 

I I I I I I I I- ---. I •
I I I I I I I I 

- - - ~I 

I I I -- I I I I I 
- ---.~' . ~'. 

\ I j I I J I I I 

""_'~ ' -~ . - ,  .... --lit ------,

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 

{lei Strongly agree 0 Agree. Disagree 0 Strongly disagree. Missing I 

Similar to the learner participants at the disadvantaged school in the Eastern 

Cape, (93% of them), learners at this school also indicated that to express any 

kind of emotion is a sign of weakness: 59% strongly agreed and 37% agreed 

with this statement (96%). Despite this, most of the learners (25% strongly 

agreed & 43% agreed) indicated that they have the ability to express their 

personal emotions. However, 32% did not agree with this statement. 

49% of these participants indicated that they could not stay positive and 

focused under pressure. This is reminiscent of the 45% of the participating 

learners at the disadvantaged school in the Eastern Cape. 

68% of the learners agreed that they are encouraged to talk about their 

personal feelings at school, but 30% did not concur with this statement. 
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Educators should encourage learners to learn to recognize and manage their 

emotions and to handle interprersonal situations effectively. It is eviden.! 

however, that ~earners are encouraged to be open with their educators about 

how they experience school life, since 86% reacted positively to this 

statement. 

While 72% of these learner paoJcipants reacted positively to educators' 

dealing with 

statement. 

negative incidents, 27% of them reacted negatively to this 

6.3.1.1.6.3 EI and change management 

able 6.1 B: EI and change management 

Eastern ICape IProvince 

at a Imixedschool in th 

- 
Item 

C93 

Activity 

TIne school is successful 

because it has strong' positive 

~eadership 

Strongly agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

M~ssing 

IF 

41 

41 

11 

2 

7 

% 
-

40 

40 

11 

2 

7 

I 

C96 

C102 

Total 
-
The principal creates a caring 

environment for learners and 

educators 

Total 

The principal explains chalilge 

by means of two-way 

oommunica1ion 

Strongly agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

Missing 

Strongly agree 

AQlree 

Disag:ree 

Strongry disagree 

Miss'illg 

102 

14 

44 

26 

10 

8 

102 

18 

49 

17 

9 

'9 

100 

14 

43 

25 

1,0 

8 
-

100 

18 

49 

17 

9 

9 

Total 102 100 _. 
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, --- ~-r i 

C104 he orincipal p,mpares Strongly agree 20 20 

learners and educators to Agree 411 40 

adjust to proposed change Disagree 24 23 

Strongly disagree 

Missing 

6 

11 

6 

11 

Total 102 100 

C110 I The leadership empowers 

learners and educators to 

imp'lement change 

-
Total 

C1111 I The leadership maximises 

opportunities for educators 

and learners to reflect 

together on what ~s happening 

emotionally in their current 

relationships 

Total 

C11 2 II am motivated to assist with 

change at the school 

Total 

C861The princtpal sets high 

standards lor the schoo:1 an 

provides a role model for 

learners and educators 

Strongly agree 29 29 

Agree 38 37 

Disagree 18 18 

Strongly disagree 6 6 

Missing 11 11 

102 00 

Strongly agree 29 29 

Agree 39 38 

Disagree 18 18 

Strongly disagree 5 5 

Missi1ng 11 11 

102 10 

Strongly agree 20 20 

Agree 45 44 

O'isagree 17 16 

Strongly di'sagree 9 9 

Missing 11 ," 1 

102 100 

Strongly agree 31 31 

Agree 44 43 

Disagree 15 15 

Stmngly disagree 7 7 

Missing 5 5 

Total 102 100 
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C78 I The principal aspires to Strongly agree 20 20 

change the shcool culture Agree 42 41 

through the installation of new Disagree 26 25 

values and beliefs Strongly disagree 9 9 

Missing 5 5 

Total 102 100 

C82 I Whil'st implementing change, Strongly agree I 37 I 36 

the principal provides Agree I 44 I 43 

opportunities for learners to Di,sagree 

I 
12 I 12 

articulate their feelings Strongly disagree 4 I 4 

Missing I 5 I 5 

ITotal I 102 I 1'00 
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Strongly agree 0 Agree. Disagree 0 Strongly disagree • Missing I 

In Table 6.18, 80% of the learners agreed that their school is successful 

because It has strong, positive leadership and 57% agreed that the principal 

creates a caring environment for learners and educators. However, 35% of 

these learner participants did not concur that the principal creates a caring 

environment. This does not augur well for the role of EI when managing 

change at schools. 
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Most of the learners (49% agreed & 1B% strongly agreed) that the principal 

explains change by means of two-way commt.mi,cat;on and Iprepares leamers 

and educators to adjust to the proposed change (40% agreed & 20% strongly 

agreed). Yet 29% did not concur with the latter statement. The majority of the 

learners also indicated that they agree that the leadership empowers 'learners 

and educators to implement change (37% agreed & 29% strongly agreed) and 

that the leadership maximises opportunities for educators and learners to 

reflect together on what is happening emotiona!lly in their current relationsh~ps 

(67% reacted positively). However, 19% of the participants did not concur 

with the former statement and 23% did not concur with the latter. 

Whi,lle the leade.rshio generally motivates learners to assist with change at 

school (44% agreed & 20% strongly agreed), 25% did not concur. Principals 

need to respond urgenUy to the chaliilienge of change and encourage more 

ownership of the process by both educators anCli reamers. 

able 6.19:	 EI and change management at a mixed school in the 

Gauteng Province 
,....-  -

Activityhem F % 
- I
 

C93 The school is successful S~rongly agree 25
 17
 
I


because it	 has strong posiHve Agree 32
49
 

leadership Disagree 40
 26
 

Strongly disagree B 5
 

Misstng 29
 19
 
_. 

Total 151
 100
 

C96 The principal creates a caring Strongly agree 26
 17
 

environment for leamers and Agree 43
65
 

educators Disagree 19
29
 

4
Strongly disagree 3
 

Missing 27
 17
 
, 

Total 100
151
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C1i 02 I The p'rincipal explai'ns change Strongly agree 14 9 

by means of two-way Ag,ree 51 34 

communication Disagree 43 28 

Strongly disagree 15 10 

Missing 28 19 

Total 151 100 

C104 I The principal prepares Strongly agree 16 U 

learners and educators to Agree 71 47 

adjust to proposed change Disagree 31 20 

Strongly disagree 4 3 

Missing 29 19 

I-wi Total 

C110 The leadership Strongly ag ree 
- I 

empowers 

151 
1-

19 

o 
13 

learners and educators to Ag1ree 61 40 

implement change Disagree 31 20 

Strongly disagree 10 7 

Missing 30 20 

Total 151 100 

C111 I The leadership maxwmises 

opportunities for educators 

and learners to reflect 

together on what is happening 

emotionally in their curre 

relationships 

Strongly aoree 

Agree 

Dlsagree 

Strong:I,y disagree 

Missing 

23 

64 

23 

12 

29 

'54 

42 

15 

8 

~9 

I 
C112 

Total 

I am motivated to assist with Strongly agree 

cnange at "the school IAgree 

Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

Miss:ing 

I 

I 

I 

I 

151 

24 

62 

33 

4 

28 

I 
I 
I 

I 

I 

I 

100 

16 

41 

22 

3 

19 

-

Total 151 100 
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C86 The principal sets high Strongly agree 20 13 

standards for the school and Agree 65 43 

provides a role model for Disagree 25 17 

learners and educators Strongly disagree 15 10 

Missing 26 17 

Total 151 100 

C78 The principal aspires to Strongly agree 15 10 

change the school culture Agree 35 23 

. through the installation of new Disagree 54 36 
, 

values and beliefs Strongly disagree 23 15 

Missing 24 16 

Total 151 100 

C82 Whilst implementing change, Strongly agree 29 19 

the principal provides Agree 47 31 

opportunities for learners to Disagree 35 23 

articulate their feelings Strongly disagree l5 10 

Missing 25 17 
I 

Total 151 100 
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11:3 Strongly agree DAgree • Disagree D Strongly disagree. Missing I 
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In Table 6.19, 32% agreed, 17% strongly agreed and 34% did not concur with 

the statement that their school is successful because it has strong, positive 

leaders1llip. 60% concurred that the principal created a caring env,ironment for 

learners and educators, but only 43% indicated that they agreed that the 

pnncipail expla~ns change by means of two-way communication. 38% did not 

concur with thi's statement. However, 58% of the learners indicated that nle 

principal prepares learners and educators to adjust to proposed dnange and 

53% concurred that the I,eadership empowers learners and educators to 

implement change. However, 38% dj,d not concur with the former statement 

and 23% did not concur with the latter. These results do not confirm the data 

ofthe educator participants (cf. Table 6.14 & 6.15), 

What was disconcerting, was that 51 % of these learner participants did not 

concur that the principal aspires to change the school culture through the 

installation of new values and beliefs. Only 33% of the particioants reacted 

positively to this statement. 

Only 50% concurred that Whilst implementing change, the principa'i provides 

opportunities for learners to articulate their feeWings. 43,% did not concur with 

this statement. What emerges from the change efforts adopted at the school 

is that the leadership sh,ould assist learners and educators in the adoption and 

implementation of plans for change. 

t therefore seems appropriat,e to conclude that there is a need for leaders 

within the school to assume a areater responsibility for effecting change 

successfully and to involve I,earners and educators in the process and to 

supply actions and strategies needed to effect the change. 

The focus now turns to presenting the qualitative analysis of the data for this 

hesis. 

6.4 ANALYSIS OF QUAUT.ATIVE DATA FOR THIS STUDY 

In the next section, the researcher provides a synopsis of important aspects to 

consider when interpreting qualitative data and then proceeds witn a 

discussion on the qual'itative analysis of the data for this study. 
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6.4.1 Interpreting quaInative data 

Marshall and Rossman (as quoted by De Vos, 2002:340) state that qualitative 

data analys.is is a search for general statements about relationships among 

categories of data. In contrast with quantitative methods that examine cause 

and effect, Muijs (2004:9) posits that quantative methods are more suited to 

looking at the meaning of particular events or circumstances. Friedl and 

Friedl (2002:443) refer to meaning as the intention of the original author (ct. 

5.4.4). 

Patton (as quoted by De Vos, 2005:333) posits that qualitative analysis 

transforms data into findings. ThfS involves reducing the volume of raw 

information, sifting significance from trivia, identifying sigoli,ficant patterns and 

constructing a framework for communicating the essence of what the data 

reveal. 

Leedy and Ormrod (2005:97) state that quaUtative researchers construct 

interpretive narrative from their data and try to capture the complexity of the 

phenomenon under study. They use a more personal, literary style, and they 

often include the participant's own language and perspectives. 

"obson (2002:459) rej~erates that qualitative analystS remains much closer t 

codiflied common sense than to the complexities of statistical analysis of 

quantitative data. 

According to Best and Khan (2003:259)1 the first step in analyzing qualitative 

research involves organizing the data and the method of organizing the data 

will differ depending] on the research strategy and data collection techniques. 

Once the data have been organized, the researcher can move to the second 

stage in data anaf'ysis, namely description. The researcher describes the 

various pertinent aspects ot the study !ncludingthe setting. both temporally 

and physically; the individuals being studied; the purpose of any activities 

examined; the viewpoints of participants and the effects of any activities on 

e participants. 
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Patton (as quoted by Best & Khan, 2003:259) describes the final phase of the 

analysis process namely interpretation as involving an exp;lanation of the 

findings, answering why questions, attaching, significance to particu'lar results, 

and puttingl patterns ilnto an analyttc framework. The discipline and rigour of 

qualitative analysis, the author states, depend on presenting solid descriptive 

data in such a way that others reading the result can understand and draw 

their own interpretations. 

Miles and Huberman (as quoted by Robson, 2002:480) list the following 

thirteen tactics for generating meaning in qualitative analysis: 

•	 r..'oting patterns and trends and seeing plausibility. Do the trends, patterns, 

and conclus1ions make sense? 

•	 Clustering. Grouping events, places, people and processes together lif they 

appear to have similar patterns or characteristics. 

•	 Making metaphors. Metaphors are rich, data-reducing and pattern-making 

devices wh~ch he*p to connect data with theory. 

..	 Counting, Helps to en.ab~e the researcher to see what is there by counting 

frequency of occurence of recurrent events 

•	 Making contrasts and comparisons. Establishino similarities an 

differences between and within data sets. 

Partitioning variables. Splitting variabl'es may help find more coherent 

descriptions and explanations. 

•	 Subsuming particulars into the general. Linking specific data to general 

concepts and categories. 

•	 Factoring. Attempting to discover the factors under~ying the process under 

. vestigation. 

•	 Noting relations between variables. Using matrix displays and otnsr 

methods to study intene'ationships between different parts of the data. 
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•	 Finding intervening variables. Trying to establish the presence and effects 

of variables intervening betlJ!J'een observed variables. 

•	 BUilding a loglicall chain of evidence. Trying to understand trends and 

patterns through developing loglical relationsh~ps. 

•	 Makingl conceptual/theorehcal coherence. Moving from date. t2 constructs 

to theor~es through analysis and categorization. 

~n the next section, the focus turns to providing a discussion on ti-le analys:is of 

the data gleaned from the focus group, interviews. 

6.4.2 Analysing the data from focus group inlervi,ews 

For the purpose of this thesis, focus group interviews were conC:!_.cted wit 

Grades 10 and 1 i edu.cators and learners at six secondary schools in me 

Gauteng Province and the Eastern Cape Province. Semi-structved :(~terviews 

were conducted with the SMT and 8GB members at each school. 

Creswe!'l and Neuman (as quoted by Leedy & Ormmd, 2005:146) state that 

focus groups are especially useful under the following circumstances: 

•	 When time is limited 

•	 Some peop,ie feel more comfortable talking in a group than talking alone 

•	 Interaction among participants may be more informative than individuallY 

conducted interviews 

•	 When the researcher is having difficulty interpreting what he or she has 

observed. 

Greeff (2002:318) states that In qualitative analysis, the researcher strives to 

be open to the reality of others, therefore the aim of the analysis lis to look for 

trends and patterns that reappear withjn a single focus group QIr among 

various focus groups. The basis for analysis is transcripts, tapes, notes and 

memory. 
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Morgan and Krueger (as quoted by Greeff, 2002:318) contend that a focus 

group analysis combines many different elements of Gu.alitative research and 

in addition, adds to the comp1lex1ity of group interaction. In anal'yzjng the 

researcher should therefore consider the words, the context, the internal 

consistency, frequency 'Of comments, extensiveness of comments, specificity 

of comments, what was not said, the dynamics of the group; as well as finding 

he central idea. 

Analytic efforts wiu also ,involve drawing together and comparing discussions 

of similar themes, and examining how these relate to the variation between 

. dividuals and between groups (Barbour & Kritzliillger, as quoted by Greeff, 

2002: 318-319). 

6.4.3 Ana.ysing the data from semi-structured interviews 

Best and Khan (2003:257) state tlhat intervi.ews are used to gathelr information 

regarding an individual's experiences and knowledge, his/her opinions, beliets 

and feelings. Demographic infOlimatilon and interview questions may also be 

asked to determine past or current information as well as make predictions for 

he future. 

When engaging in qualitative analysis, there are recurring features that the 

researcher wishes to highlight Scott and Usher (1999:84) posit that a typical 

qUalitative anaiytica'l approach may include the following aspects: 

•	 Coding or classifying field notes, observations or interview transcripts by 

either inferring 'from the words being examined what is signdjcant or tram 

the repeated use of words or phrases whether a pattern is developing (i,e 

that all the act~vitles which have been recorded are being understood in a 

simimar way). 

•	 Examining those classifications to identify relationships between them and 

at the same time beginning the process of understanding those 

relationships in general terms, so thai they have credibility beyond the 

boundar~esofthe case being examined. Researchers draw upon previous 
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knowlledge about the world that has enabled them to distinguish between 

obiects and between occurrences in their lite. 

•	 Making explicit these patterns, commonalities and differences - in short, 

making sense of the data, and taking these by now more developed 

theoretical constructs into the field to test or reHne them. 

•	 E'aboratino a set of generalizations which suggest that certai 

relationshios hold fwrm irn the setting being examined, and affirming that 

these cover all the known eventualdies in the data set 

•	 Formalizing these theoreHcal constructs and making inferences from them 

to other cases in place and time (Scott & Usher, 1999:84). 

he researcher will now provide the qualitative data analysis of semi

structured interviews and focus group interviews conducted for this study. 

To facilitate analysis, the participants' answers were grouped into five broad 

themes. The healthy schools category ilncorporates perceptions about 

classroom atmosphere, staff development anclthe vision and goals of the 

school. Educators and learners' perceptions regarding the process of change 

illcludes how educators and learners perceive change and resistance to 

change. Leadership and tile process of change focus on the role of the 

pr,incipal as leader of change, the mle of the educator as manager of change, 

characteristics of the principal as leader and changes that took place at me 

senoo!. The impact of EI on the management of change incorporates the 

imoortance of E~ at schools, the role of emotions and the emoti,onal climate at 

the schools. The las~ theme, school culture centres around school culture as 

the focus of change, learners' expectations of their school experience and tne 

schoofs expectations for ~earners outlined in Table 6.22. 

fhe data collected from the indjvidual interviews with SMT members and SGB 

members were presented verbatim without chang1es to grammatical errors. 

e	 researcl1er then coded the taped transcripts and identified lhe themes 

and categories in keeping with the constant comparative method. Robson 

(2002:193) states that the repeated comparison of information from dat 
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collection and emerging theory is referred to as the constant comparative 

.~etho~. 

Verma and Mallick (1999:85) posit tha~ liln comparative studies, two different 

groups are compared using the same measure or the same variables at, or 

nearly at, the same time. 

n the next section. the focus turns to providing the analysis of the data from 

the focus group and semi-structured interviews which were conducted for this 

study. 

The themes for both the educator and learner focus grouos and the semi

structured interviews conducted at all the schools are OllJllined in the next 

section. The researcher provides feedback, based on the responses obtained 

in the interviews, on each of the themes and sub-themeswhich are indicated. 

lResponses from aU the participants in the focus groups and semi-structured 

'nterviews, namely the educators, learners, 8GB members and SMT members 

are presented. 

able 6.20:	 Themes and sub-themes that emerged from the data 

anal,ysi,s 

EMES
 

Theme 1: Healhy schools • Classroom atmosphere 

" 8taff development 

• School's vision and goals
 

heme 2: Educator and
 • 'esistance to change 

learner perceptions
 

eglarding cnange
 

Theme 3: Leadership and I "	 Characteristics and role of 'U1e principal as 
leaderthe process of change
 

Role of the educator as leader
 

"
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heme 4: Impact of EI on • Imoortance of EI at schools
 

he management of change
 •	 Role of ,emotions at schools 

• Schools emotional C'Iimate 

Theme 5: School culture •	 Schoo'l cu~lure as the focus of change 

•	 Learners' expectations of the~r school 
experience 

•	 School's expectations for educators and 
learners 

______ I 

In the next section, the researcher will p,resent the feedback obtained from the 

focus group interviews which were conducted with educators and learners, as 

well as provide the insight from the interviews which were conducted wit 

SGB and SMT members in the themes outlined in Table 6.20. 

6.4.4 Feedback from focus (UOUD interviews, 

The information gleaned from focus group interviews conducted wH:h Grades 

10 and 11 educators and learners, SGB and SMT members at disadvantaged, 

ixed and ex-Model C schools in the Eastern Cape Province and Gauteng 

ravince will now be presented. 

6.4.4.1 Theme 1: HeaUhy schooJs 

he	 school should be sens,itive to the needs of learners, ~herefore a healthy 

c:hool environment with the key ingredient of Ell shou~d be fostered. Here the 

researcher was concerned with how the satisfaction of these needs contribme 

to a heaUhy. safe and successful school. The subcategories below explored 

he needs and perceptions of educators and learners in this regard. 

6.4.4.1.1 Sub-category: Classroom atmosphere 

Educators and learners of the schools in the study ,generally experienced their 

learning environment in disadvantaged, mixed and ex-Model C schools as 

safe, but identified learners being m-disciptined as a major cause for concern, 

ducators attributed this change in discipline at schools as learners' 
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heightened awareness of their rights and a breakdown in family systems and 

values as increasing, due to economi,c pressures and parents need1ng to 

work. 

Educators also contended that learners are emotionally immature to handle 

these righ~s that they are so sensitive to, they do not have the know-now or 

"-e wisdom to do so and in the end they take over in classrooms that result in 

e roles of educator and 'earner being reversed. 

Some learners depicted their classroom atmosphere as loud and roudy, and 

that ~eamers generally show a lack of interest in their work. Learners also 

indicated that the atmosphere for each dass would uSl.mlly differ, depending 

on the educator and what educators are prepared to tolerate in their 

classrooms. 

There were no discrepancies - learners at all schools in the study 

experienced the same classroom atmosphere. 

It was the researcher's observation that disadvantaged schools still bear the 

brunt of the apartheid education, fac,ng probiems of overcrowding i 

classrooms, resource shortages and de-motivated educators. This, the 

educators ascribed to a lack of support from the Department of Education in 

the respective provinces. 

Three educators remarked: 

We have difficulty adapting to the change directives from the Department of 

Education. Resources present a major challenge to effect change. 

(Educator, disadvantaged school, Eastern Cape Province) 

Ons weet nie waar ons staan met die Departement nie, want hu/Je kan nie vir 

ons rig/yne gee waf om te doen nie. 

(Educator, mixed school, Eastern Cape Province) 

There is no consistency in something that the Departme'nt issues and says, 

this is what we are going to do, it happens so often that they backtrack and 

say, ok, we've decided to do this, but it is going to change now, it is going to 
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be in that direction, so nobody takes them seriously anymore... hulle het 

hul/eseff gediskreddeer. Inconsistency and lack of decision-making, you have 

no faith in them anymore. 

(Educator, mixed school, Eastern Cape Province) 

In contrast, ex-Model C schools ~ave benefited from the education system of 

the past and can draw on their reserves and given the nature of the 

communitl8sthey are situated in j may charge high school fees to pay for 

additionall resources. Learners in disadvantaged' schoolls can only pay tne 

minimum, because of the communit~esthey hail from. 

The availability of resources was evident in a comment made by a senior 

member: 

From the Department's side, the curriculum changes constantly along with the 

pass requirements. From the school's side, we are constantly looking at what 

the kids' needs are, I'm talking subjects and extra mural activities ... new 

sports started In the school, hockey, socce" we have a horse-riding team, we 

support them in that way. The disciplinary system has changed, you have to 

handle the child more, find out what the problem is, get behind the problem, 

talk to them, get the parents involved. The contact with the parent is 

obviously a major change, it always used to be between teacher and child and 

I think the parent has become the third party in the changing environment in 

th',e school. 

(SMT member,. ex-Model C school, Eastern Cape Province) 

he locus group interviews conducted with Grades 10 and 11 educators and 

Grades 10 and 11 learners, both groups were asked to describe their 

particular classroom atmosphere. There was general consensus (among 

educators and learners) at most of the schools that the educator sets hislner 

own atmosphere in the classroom and is responsible for provid,ing a safe 

environment for the learners. 
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Referring to classroom atmosphere, learners remarked· 

Different educators use different systems, learners exploit new educators, 

learners show more respect toward strict teachers 

(Learner, ex- Model C school, Gauteng Province) 

They communicate well with each other. In some cases the kids get out of 

hand, it depends on the teacher. If you .have a strict teacher, you would sit 

still. OUf Maths class is a very relaxed atmosphere, we do talk, but we do 

also know our place, when to stop talking and when to work. Yes, the 

environment promotes teaching and learning. 

(Leamer, ex-Model C, Eastern Cape Province) 

It also depends on th'e teacher, expectations learners have of the teacher as 

being strict or not. 

(Leamer. mixed school, Eastern Cape Province) 

It depends on the educators and the siJbject, the attitude toward the educator 

or the learner, because it would mean that there you won't be concentrating. 

The atmosphere would be one of hard work as the other class, you would not 

be paying attentiofl', you would be disturbing the other learners because you 

have an agenda with the educator. 

(Leamer, disadvantaged school, Gauteng Province) 

Learners at all schools described the desirable characteristics of educators as 

those of mutual respect, having a sense of humour and not shouting. Most 

learners also indicated that educators are accessible when they have 

problems {personal or otherwise) and need to consult with them. Howeve,r, the 

Ufe Orientation classes seemed most valuable in this reg-ard. 

The learners remarked: 
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Down to earth and understanding, someone who respects you so that you can 

sort of return the respect. Someone you can talk to when you have a 

problem. When a teacher is willing to help you, the teacher must know what 

he is talking about. the teacher must do work with us. 

(Leamer, mixed school, Eastern Cape Province) 

If he or she is not strict or respect me, it atso depends all the way the teacher 

is and tl1e way he does things. 

(Leamer, disadvantaged school, Gauteng Province) 

I look for mutual respect, the right attitude and patience. 

(Leamer, disadvantaged school, Gauteng Province) 

6.4.4.1.2 S,taff developm,ent 

It was evident tram the responses that opportun~ties for staff development 

were virtually non-existent at most of the schools, with vague comments on 

this aspect provided. 

To the question: "Can you identify some of the opportunities for personal 

development at your school?" a senior manger responded: 

The support structure should be there, delegating, co-opting others to help 

you and financial sapport. Every staff member is involved in an activity at the 

school, like updating the website, informing parents of happenings at the 

scf"wol, so they take ownership of their ow"": activities at the school. 

(SMT member, ex-Model C school, Eastern Cape Province) 

Educators and senior personnel were asked whether opportunities for 

personal development existed at their schools. Most of the educators 

indicated that these opportunities mainly do not exilst, with educators being 

afforded only the opportunH:y to attend workshops 'nitiated by the Department 

of Education in thail.. province. Educators are further respollsibte for pursutng 

tudies or any personal development initiatlves on their OWfl. 

n educator remarked: 
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The Department facilitates teachers to be technologically merate through the 

provision of workshops. Educators are sent to be trained during holidays, 

there is no upward mobility in the Department of Education. 

(Educator, disadvantaged school, Eastern Cape Province) 

Conversely., SMT members of most of the schools indicated t:he contrary: 

Organised workshops, and also the district, but then we don't wait for the 

district, we identity the needs then we decide, then the school raise funds to 

do that, we don't foJlow up on the excersises that we did, because after five 

years we find ourselves doing the same thing. The staff identify needs by 

sending the staff component to the 5GB, or by interacting with the principal. 

(5MT member, disadvantaged school, Gauteng Province) 

We allow people to continuously go for training, as part of their professional 

level, we make sure that people go for training to advance in this field, we give 

bursaries for further studies, the educator can repay it later, but the 5GB 

assists in the interim. 

(5GB member, ex-Model C school, Eastern Cape Province) 

We are always encouraged to go on courses, I know J go on the deputy 

principal's course, second in command course that is offered by the various 

unions, we are also co-sponsored, the school pays, and if you do need 

finance, you can approach the Governing Body and they tend to be very 

helpful. 

(SMT member, mixed school, Eastern Cape Province) 

6.4.4.1.3 Vision and goa.s 

From the responses to the question: "What are the vision and goals of the 

school and to what extent does the vision and goals coincide with yours?" 

participants provided varied responses, but none to the point. GenerallY, 

educators aligned themsel,ves with the vision of their partkular school, 

Whatever the collectiv'S perceived it to be. They work together to achieve it. 

One educatm noted that these (vision and goals) are 'not very cl1ear' at me 
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school. For most of the schools in question, equipP~llilg learners to go out in 

the world and take their place seemed to be the generic vision participant 

provided. 

It is interesting to note that a~thot.lgh all the schools have a v~sion and miSSion 

statement, none of the partioipants could accurately articulate 1'le actual vision 

and mission of their particular school. Their statements were vague and 

different participants at th'e same school gave conflicting statements in this 

regard. 

Partlicipants identiflied 1he vision and goals for their schools as foiiows: 

To get a better result for the leamers, we want to see t/i3m at tertiary 

institutions. 

(SGB member, disadvantaged school, Eastern Cape Province) 

The vision of the school is to have future leaders, I believe that we should 

produce learners who will help the community out there. 

(SMT member, disadvantaged school, Gauteng Province) 

We want to see our school as the best performing school. 

(SMT member, disadvantaged school, Gauteng Province) 

The vision of the school is that we must develop each ch;/d's full potential. 

(SMT member, mixed school, Eastern Cape Province) 

The original mission statement of the school ;s that we must develop each 

child's full potential, and give him all the opportunities that you can and that 

coincides perfectly with mine... I love to unlock potenfjal in adults, letting them 

discover that they can do it. 

(SMT member, ex-Model C school, Eatern Cape Province) 
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6.4.4.1.4	 Theme 2: Educators and Ilearners· Iperceptions regarding the 

process at change 

Educators seemed more knowJedgeable than learners about the process of 

change and how the process was unfolding at di,sadvantag:ed, mixed and ex

Model C schools. It should be borne in mind that the Ileamers in this study 

were of secondary school age. therefore they were unlikely to be acquainted 

with the entire process of change and its implementation within the~r particular 

school. 

Preedy, Glatter and Wise (2003:1.86) state unequivocaJ'y that promoters of 

change need tn be committed and skilled in the change process as well as jln 

the change itself. Lighthalli (as quoted by Preedy et al" 2003: 186) is of the 

opinion that educationa' change is a process of coming to grips with the 

multiple realities of peop~e who are the main participants in implementing 

change. 

Some of the difficulties highlighted by educators regarding the process of 

change are mentioned below: 

According! to bolh educators and learners at aU the schools, some of the major 

cnanges 1hattneir schools have undergone include the imolementation of the 

new National Curriculum Statement (NCS) of the National Department of 

Educat'ion. Educators oonsider the implementation of this new curriculum a 

stumblina block and staJling point at the schools and believe that it has mad 

the learners lazy. 

An educator sihared -these sentiments when asked the question: 'Has the 

school seen any changes over the past five years?' 

I feel the standard of education is dropping. Learners canno.t do their Maths 

tables, To add. they need a calculator, they must have a machine to do it for 

them. If you give them research, they download everything from the internet 

as it is, they copy and present it as a group project. 

(Educator,	 mixed school, Gauteng Province) 
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Educators agreed that their schools have not seen many changes, but it is 

'nteresting to note that educators agreed that secondary school learners are 

not cop.ng with the demands of their subjects, especia:llly in Mathematics and 

Languages, This they attributed to the changes implemented from the 

Department of Education, notably Outcomes-Based Education (OBE) and the 

CS. 

One educator responded thus: 

What we find is that the learners coming from the primary school are iIJ

equipped, or not equipped at all, to cope with the basic principles in any 

subject Languages, Mathematics, those things are no longer in place, the 

focus has changed, but it doesn't seem as jf the change is to the child's 

benefit. Ultimately, you need certain skills to write, for instance, there is no 

recourse for the pn'mary school teachers, the primary school qualification he 

gets from one wlf{ definitely differ from the other because they don't have to 

answer to anybody. 

(Educator, mixed school, Eastern Cape Province) 

Another educator prOVided the following mnsights: 

Die basis, ons moet terruggaan na die laerskool toe, die basis is die huis. Die 

meerderheid van die kinders vancJag kom uit gebroke huise uit, enkelouers, of 

vit probleemhuise uit. In die laerskool is daar 'n oorbeklemtoning van wat die 

Depanement wi! he, wat die syllabus wi! he, die laerskool onderwyser is 

roper fe bang om die kind re dissiplineer, omdat die kind bewus is van sy 

menseregte. 

Die kinders kan nie meer lees nie, jy sal dink dit is 'n taal ding, maar al ons 

vakgebiede, omdat hy nie kan lees nie, nou het jy nie sy aandag nie, nov net 

jy dissiplinere probleme en dit het definitief verseker dat kinders met 'n 

swakker leesvermoe by die sekondere skool aankom 

(Educator, ex-Model C, Eastern Cape Province) 

Almost all of the oarticipants cited a si'gnmcant improvement in the extra-mural 

activities and sport, the decrease of learner commitment toward 'their 
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academic performance, fncorporation of more black learners into their schools 

and discipline as some of the major changes that have affected them. Two 

schools indicated that the change of the principal marked s,jgnificant changes 

the way of operation at the schoot Emphasis was also placed on the role of 

the educator in the classroom and the changes this role has tJndergone. 

For the researcher, it is s,ignificant to note some of the responses in this 

regard: 

In th'e past ffve years the school has changed three principals and this created 

a Uttfe bit of a problem. People do not want to try new things, educators have 

to adapt.... once learners direct the teacher, the level of discipline might be 

Jost, you should be giving guidance. 

(SMT member, mixed school, Gauteng Province) 

Discipline has changed. Emotional support and material support (resources) 

is lackina from the Department of Education. Teachers are not weI/-trained to 

deal with the new syllabus, not enough training is provided to deal with the 

challenges of OBE and the NCS. Workshop facilitators are ill-equipped to 

conduct workshops, some are not familiar with the terminology for some of the 

subjects. 

(Educator, disadvantaged school, Eastern Cape Province) 

To the question: Can you describe how lea."-i9rs have responded to the 

changes at the school? a partidpant remarked: 

Most of the time they were confused, because educators :W9re confused, 

learners were more contused educators were talking this new language, 

introducing a new style of doing things but they are adjusting, they are getting 

there ... 

(SMT member, disadvantaged school, Gauteng Province) 

6.4.4.1.5 Resistance to change 

Accordingl to Blenkin,. Edwards and Kelly (1997:225), educators' careers 

consist of a number of identifiable phases or stages which are passed through 
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sequenUally. From phase to phase the commitment of teacher to innovation 

varies. In general" having consolidated their basic repertoires educators enter 

a phase where the willingness and energy to innovate is at its strongest. At 

he latter stage of a career educators may enter a phase characterized by a 

pulling back, a narrowing of interests, a diminution of t.he energy avai;lable for 

collective innovations. tf a change initiative is out of phase with an individual's 

career, it is likemy to be elither ignored or resisted. 

For the researcher, educatJonal change can only be successful if educators 

perceive themselves and their role posihvely and feel that they are va'lued 

contributors of the process of change. 

The ,information g,leaned from the intervi.ews conducted with educators 

revea'ied that educators on the whole, are willing to contribute to change, but 

they have difficulty wnh the manner in which these changes are effected at 

their schools. They fee'l that they are seldom consulted and that these 

changes are imposed upon toem from the Department of Education in their 

provinoe and subsequently by their principals. Educators also perceive their 

pr*ncipals as being willing participant or pawns ~in a game played by their 

respective departments at the cost of the both the educator and the leamer. 

esistance is therefore somet,imes not openly exercised, but some educators 

resist by not teaching in their classrooms and the older generation educator is 

usually set in the traditional way of doing things. 

'I he above statement was aptly substantiated by participants from the ex

Model C schools and the disadvantaged schools. The question read: Was 

there any resistance to the change that has taken place? 

Unfortunately yes, there are some of your older staff members who find it very 

difficult to change and adapt; for them It is stilJ the ch'ifd keeps his mouth shut 

in the class and quite often as a senior staff we have visions and things we 

would want to do, and they would say no but in the past we used to do it like 

that ... so that is a spanner in the works In any school's progress. But It is in 

the minority and It doesn 't hamper the vision of the school. 

(Senior Manager, ex-Model C, Eastern Cape Province) 
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Some people could not cope with the changes and we had resignations, 

learners also qUit school because they were overloaded with work (portfolios) 

that they are not used to but now we are adjusting, when it (new curriculum) 

started people did not know what to do, training was very short, we've been 

trained in terms of change 3 to 4 weeks which is not enough. 

(Educator,	 disadvantaged school, Gauteng Province) 

aBE came as this escalating thing, different people coming to tell us about 

aBE there was resistance, training was done in the afternoon, it was 

probJ,ematic, we could only motivate the" •... 

(SMT member, disadvantaged school, Gauteng Province) 

6.4.4.2 Theme 3: Leadership and change 

The perceptions educators and learners have of their principal as leader and 

the way the principal steers the process of change at their schools was 

captured in the fanowing sub-cate90ries below. 

6.4.42.1	 Sub-category: Chalracterjstlcs and ,role of the principal as 

leader 

Educators and learners at alill the schools conceded that their principal's ability 

to lead the school was exceptional. Principals were described as visionaries, 

as possessing excellent people skills, as willing listeners and as people who 

easily delegated tasks. 

PartiDipants generally had faith in the leadership of their schools to be 

amenable to change, although they did not necessarily agree with the 

implementation of the change process. They did not regard the 

implementation as ta'king place in a structured way. 

Educators responded as follows: 

Being transparent, know what is going on, conduct regular meetings and be a 

person who is able to interact with staff. The principal as leader should have 

a participatory approach, involve teachers, ensure that changes are 
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implemented and monitor to see if changes are effective, He should not force 

change. 

(Educator, disadvantaged school, Eastern Cape Province) 

I find him more as a manager, a reader, not a boss. Because we take 

examples from him, we copy from him where there is a problem, he will adjust 

to help you, he is not a person who will shout at you, where there are 

deadlines, he will remind you. He is making sure that everything is fine, The 

learners take him like their farther, they go directly to him, he has an open

door policy, he is a good manager. 

(Educator, disadvantaged school, Gauteng Province) 

Understanding, strong morals, able to take authority but also be a people's 

person, moet dit doen vir almal omdat hulle almal moet tevrede wees, moet 

hom nie hoer as ander a9 nie, moet kan delegeer maar oak nie terugsit en 

werwag ander moet alles doen nie. 

(Educator, ex-Model C school, Eastern Cape Province) 

I think the Drincipal should be the one to ask how you are adapting to the 

change and always be there to help you make the change iii order for you to 

adapt to the change and he should be the one setting the example, consult 

before he makes decisions on what needs to change. 

(Learner, mixed school, Eastern Cape Province) 

On the question of the challenges faci,ng the leadersh:p at these schoo~s 

regarding change at their schools, the responses were: 

or one, the syllabus, th'e school numbers, demographGs, predominantly 

Blacks become the b;gger group of students, some c;' ihe teachers need to 

adapt to that. Teachers used to have an equal level of stu':ent demographics, 

the principal is aware of that, to bn'ng down the size of classes, we are looking 

at bringing it down to 30. 

(SGB member, mixed school, Eastern Cape Pro~·.'nce) 
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ry wil iemand he in wie jy vet1roue het, en as 'n mondstuk of spreekbuis van 

die Departement, hy moet weet waarvan hy praat, en dat hy iemand is wat 

visie het, simpatie vir die saak van die onderwysers en dis iemand socially 

astute. 

(Educator, mixed school, Eastern Cape Province) 

People are not properly equipped} there is nothing that one can do, lack of 

training is the challenge to leadership. 

(SGB member, ex-Model C school, Eastern Cape Province) 

He is not harsh to us but he makes us understand why it is impot1ant to do our 

work on time, he is empowering us, he gives us information in time and he is a 

person with whom you can interact freely wn',en we need assistance. 

(SMT member, disadvantaged school, Gauteng Province) 

I think h'e is a person who Ukes his staff to get on, I think he likes to create a 

famiJy atmosphere at the school and he encourages this, he has a good 

rapport with learners, he has an open-door policy, he is very welcoming in that 

respect and you are free to raise issues you feel need attention, that you are 

unnappyabollt. 

(SMT member, mixed school, Eastern Cape Province) 

6.4.4.2.2 Sub~ategory: Role of the educator as manager of change 

Participants vaguely and linadequately described the role of the educator 

durina ~he process of change. This is probably due to the fact that they tlave 

described that they had not experienced real changes at tl1eir schools or 

changes that they felt part of as the changes schools were undergoing had 

been imposed upon them. 

Teachers are vety fixed on the change in syllabus, fairly adaptable, not see 

change as threatening, but I must see the good sense or benefit behind the 

change, then I do find it irritating and frustrating if J don't see the good sense 

around it. Children have changed dramatically, the discipfine is a huge 
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challenge its not always ways and you have to constantly work around it and 

find ways or strategies of coping. 

(SMT member, ex-Model C school, Eastern Cape Province) 

My position as senior manager would be to facilitate change, although I am 

not always in favour of the change but as the SMT member I have to facilitate 

other people which is sometimes difficult if you don't accept it yourself, as an 

educator I am very resistant to some of the changes that come through from 

the Department, so I do battle with that, the admin things we are constan.tly 

called upon to do, that frustrate us because they always want it asap. 

(SMT member, ex-Model C school, Eastern cape Province) 

It is very important, once a change needs to be implemented, it is there, some 

of the things we do not negotiate, they are negotiated at national level and 

they become policies, the more you delay to implement that change it 

becomes even more difficult so it is Important for the teacher to understand 

the change as soon as possible and try to implement it. It becomes difficult if 

the change comes in stages and not all at once, it causes resistance on the 

side of the educator. 

(SMT member, disadvantaged school, Gauteng Province) 

6.4.4_2.3 Sub-category~ Changes that took place at the schools 

Change is unsettling and may even cause confrontation and severe damage 

ut it is interestinal to note how schools become resilient in the face of change .. 

Educators and learners adapt consctously or intuitlvely to imposed or agree.d 

upon changes at fhe school. 

One respondent noted: 

Here we have to adapt or die. 

(Senior manager, ex-Model C, Eastern Cape Province) 

From the responses received from participants, it was evident that U,e schools 

have not undergone many changes in the past f1ive years, aside from those 
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imposed upon them by the Department of Education. One of the major 

changes that all schools highlighted, was the change in discipHne of learners. 

It is significant to note that 'there are no discrepancies in terms of how 

educators experience the discipline of their learners at ex-Modell C mixed and 

disadvantaged schools and that they regard 1his as an important variable that 

has changed in the schoot envjronment. 

There appeared to be a correWation between perceotions of educators and 

learners from disadvantag,ed schools and ex-Model C schools in both the 

Gauteng Province and the Eastern Cape Province. 

This is evident in the statements provided by educators from these schools to 

the question: Has the school seen any changes over the past five years? 

Naamsverandering, en die hele ethos van die school wat verander het van 'n 

handelskool na in akademiese skool. Dis eintlik posiNef, maar die grootste 

verandering is dat dit moemker is op dissipline vlak. Ons kan nie werk soos 

ons vyf iaar gelede gewerk het nie, dit het totaaJ verander. Die kinders het nie 

respek nie, hu/Je leer nie respek by die huis nie en dit bekommer my soms dat 

ons te oorbewus raak van elke kind se probleem in die klas, en hulle leer nie 

om te 'cope' nie. Hulle leer nie respek vir ander mense nie en hulle verwag 

heeltyd dataJmal by hulle omstandighede en huUe behoeftes moet aanpas. 

(Educator, ex-Model C school, Eastern Cape) 

Changes in the curriculum, members of staff that has been promoted to other 

areas, recruits, the style of discipline has changed the discipline has changed 

learners in that they believe they can misbehave because they have rights, 

yet it is nor like that. We now have more problems than before, we even refer 

people to the National office, even educators are affected, any small problem 

becomes a big problem, the good learners don't feel safe, the bad boys and 

girls are enjoying themselves. 

(SMT member, disadvantaged school, Gauteng Province) 

Learners reiterated the sentiments shared by their educators as follows: 
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Conditions are ok, learners are unruly, they are not serious, have no respect 

for educators, they play, joke and get influenced by the majority. Some 

teachers are moody, there is a cold atmosphere in the class and this 

interferes with learning. 

(Learner, disadvantaged school, Eastern Cape PrOVince) 

When examining the responses from learners and educators at the mixed 

schools and ex-Moder C schools, the changes that have impacted thei 

interacTIons at the~r schools centre around race, discipline, the appointment of 

new educators and, in some cases, the appointment of a new principal. 

Part:icipants identified the changes they have experienced at the,ir schools as 

folilows: 

Not really changes. I think change comes w;(h new people, the teachers 

change, new teachers come in ... individual change, you gain more respect 

every year ... Race was not a factor a few years ago, as soon as I got to the 

school, the blacks are there, the coloureds are there, the races are not 

intermingled ... there's not that unity anymore. 

(Leamer, mixed school. Eastern Cape Province) 

Vir my het die kinders verander, die kinders se gesinswaardes het verswak, 

anderskleuriges het ingekom, ons sukkef omdat die kinders agteruit gegaan 

het. Ons kry 'n beter gehaJ.te kind, maar dit het nie beter geword nie. oaa,. is 

'n oorbeklemtoning mel die vaardigheid om fe kan kommunikeer maar hy kan 

nie lees nie, am terug te gaan na die basiese begrippe word "n probleem. 

(Educator, ex~Model C school, Eastern Cape Province) 

We' have had to make classes that are now dual medium instead of parallel 

medium our school originally was a parallel medium school, now there are 

mixed language classes, we just don't have the staff to allow for parallel 

medium.. There has not been resistance, but some teachers are not fluent in 

a specific language, but we approach the teachers prior to finalizing the 

timetable and make sure the teacher is comfortable with the dual medium 

instruction. In certain subjects there is resistance, technical subjects, shortage 
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of books, is a bone of contenUon between the school and the department for 

not providing materials on time. 

(SMT member, mixed school, Eastern Cape Province) 

6.4.4.3 eme4: The impact of EI on the management of change' 

In general, educators considered EI a valuable contributor to the management 

of change and cliUcial to the overall success of the school. Educators 

perceived their teaching as a self-sacri#cing cafling, a passion and a vision, a 

place where educators shou~d practice absolute patience and the realization 

that they are working with imDress:ionable children. 

6.4.4.361 SUb-category: Role of emotions 

Participants concurred that emotions play a vital role in the educator's job, 

especially now that learner's d'scipline have changed within the school as 

many indicated that they have to practice restraint and patience in dealing 

with Ilearners on a dally basis. Controlling emotions specifical'y is a skill that is 

crucial to the survivall of seiif and to. the interactions with the learners. 

Jy word tot die uiterste beproef, maar dft is in die kind se natuur om jou uit te 

daag1 te challenge, al die pad, maar as gevolg van die feit dat jy baie in 'n klas 

deesdae het, kan Jy nie, emotionee/;s die kind nog nie so ver ontwikke/ nie, ek 

kan nie met die kind op In emosionele vlak eers hanteer nie, want daar is te 

veel ander waf jou aandag verg. 

(Educator, ex-Model C school, Eastern Cape Province) 

Educators remarked: 

Emotionally you have to be very intelligent because you never know from 

what background they come from. You are the one who must motivate and 

guide them to succeed and if you are going to be very badly emotionally 

controlled, you are also going to discourage them from continuing with their 

studies because they take it from you, you are a role model, you need not be 
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so emotionally taken in class when there are problems, you rather settfe them 

down and help them, you solve your own in your own Ume. 

(SMT member, disadvantaged school, Gauteng Province) 

The response from one SMT member aptly described educators' alignment 

with managing change in an emotionally inteilligent way and the importance of 

EI for school success. 

Yes, it is a key aspect because this wj// impact on relationships at school, no 

problems getting along with people. bonding promotes confidence in 

colleagues, educators have to have the abiMy to feel for one another, brush 

-houlders with learners from different families, they should show compassion, 

empathy and support, while still emphasizing right and wrong. The 

background of the learners needs to be considered. 

(SMT member, ex-Model C school, Gauteng Province) 

Educators should always be positive, they should not criticize because 

learners will not Nsten. They should be more exemplary, make it applicable to 

the learners frame of reference. 

(Educator, disadvantaged school, Eastern Cape Province) 

If goes with understanding the leamer himself, sometimes learner 

misbehaviour, it may be something be brings forth from the home, and he may 

not know exactly what it is he is dealing with and may project negative 

feelings toward other people,. being emotionally inteffigent you can assess the 

learner, and then consult With the parents. 

(SMT member, disadvantaged schoo', Eastern Cape Province) 

I is vital for the teacher, a teacher without it cannot deal adequately with 

learners problems, should have that open channel to deal with kids. 

Sometimes incredible how tittle £1 some teachers have, that cannot happen in 

the school environment, eve/yone is different, their background is different. 

Slowly but surely our education system is moving in that direction. You need 

to develop that into each teacher to take that role. 

(SMT member, ex-Model C school, Eastern Cape Province) 
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I think it is very important, somet;mes you can be intellectually intelligent but 

you won't sofve any problems because we are from different backgrounds so 

we miaht nor understand each other, but if you are emotionally intelligent 

you'll know how to deal with people as individuals, diversity is important in 

,andling relationships. 

(SMT member, disadvantaged school, Gauteng province) 

To the questIon: In what ways does your school currently make links between 

the capacity to deal with issues on an emotional level and its learning and 

teaching programme? participants provided the following responses without 

hesitation: 

Daar bestaan nie so iets nie ... daar is nie 'n bepaalde struktuur in plek nie. It 

is more the work for school psychologists or the vocational guidance teacher. 

(Educator, mixed schoof, Eastern Cape Province) 

The learning area Life Orientation, helps the learners, as the school, there is 

nothing, on teachers as individuals is relied on to support learners. 

(Educator, disadvantaged school, Eastern Cape Province) 

6.4.4.3.2 Sub-category: Emotional climate 

Most of the educators described the emotional climate at the school as 

vlerable and indicated that they mostly get along wlththeir coHeagues, 

functionmng in an atmosphere of support and acceptance. OIther schools 

described their olimate as unstable be-cause of the uncertaint!ies regarding the 

many changes educators have to cope with on a daily basis. One ex-Mode-' C 

school educator described the,ir climate as conservative with a strong 

Christian ethos and indicated that this had a significant effect on how they 

cope with their daily tasks at school. 

esponses from participants lincluded: 
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Some educators do not pull their weight, educators always at the top of their 

game, lack openness, undertone of others being better than others but there 

is no hostiMy as such. 

(SMT member, ex-Model C school, Gauteng Province) 

Generally we are happy, there are no tensions, unless there are pressures 

like nON'. 

(Eci0cator, disadvantaged school, Gauteng Province) 

I am not sure if everyone is happy, but we have a majority of women, and I 

can see that there are cHques but it is not affecting the curriculum which 

needs their own way of solving it, maybe they need to be workshopped. there 

is coJleaiality whe"e we tolerate each other. 

(SMT member, disadvantaged school, Gauteng Province) 

Co-operation of parents in the school activities... in earlier years, the attitude 

of the learners were one where there was no teacher in the class, the children 

were outside, learners come to school only when they are writing tests and 

then they would leave, but we have managed to change that. The atUtude of 

the school is a good one, even in a meeting parents were accepting 

responsibility for their .kids, paren.ts signed a document giving permission to 

educators to discipline k.ids 

(Educator, disadvantaged schoof, Eastern Cape Province) 

There is a family atmosphere here, the children are very positive about things 

here, there are obviously the occasional disruptions where differences of 

opinion are raised,. but I think this is part of a natural society and I tflink we tty 

to deal with this and after a while everybody seems to get on, there are 

obviously problems, but I think problems are dealt with and not ignored or 

shoved under a carpet someWhere, to rot away and to poison everything 

around them. 1 think we try and deal with them openly. 

(SMT member, mixed school, Eastern Cape Province) 

Our system of Grade Heads is good, we try and feed off each other's 

emotional intelligence, and how you handle things, some grade heads use 
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diffent tactics than others, it is all constructive. I love this school, it is one of 

the best schools because of our higJl levels of emotional intelligence that we 

instiJIaJl the time in kids. We have a good working climate and we work hard 

towards it, the schools provide financial support for families in distress, 

schools should not just become excusive little clubs, they should do that sort 

of thing. Schools should be there for the community, that step from the school 

to the home does not exist. 

(SMT member, ex Model C school, Eastern Cape Province) 

6.4.4.4 Theme 5: School culture 

In the next section. three sub-categories are discussed, namely school culture 

as the focus of change,learners' expectations of their school expereince and 

e school's expectations of their educators and learners. 

6.4-4.4 Sub-category: School culture as, the focus of change' 

When asked about culture, partidpants were generally positive and depicted 

their school cullture as encapsulating a spirit of togetherness, caring and 

confidence in whatever is not in place at the school, so they are able to work 

on a sOlution together. Teamwork is a concept used by many participants at 

the schools although there might not readi.y be agreement on how to tackle 

issues and concerns. 

To the question 'How do you teach learners to express respect between 

d;f{erent groups: young and old, men and women, social groups educators 

and leamers?' educators responded: 

My vak (Toerisme) teen hom daartoe, vir my is dit altyd iekker am te gebruik 

om vir kinders te wys die andersheid en die wonder daarvan am verskil/end te 

wees. Ek probeer om die kulture, die diversiviteit van mens wees vir hu/le uil 

te beeld eo ek vjnd dit werk baie goed, omdat jy beweeg weg van die 

negafiewe, en konsentreer op die positiewe... 'n Manier waarop mens dit 

aanmoedig in die klas is deur jou vaorbeeld, jy het respek vir seuns en 

meisies, wit en swart. .. kinders is almal dieselfde by hierdie skoal. 

(Educator, ex-Model C school, Eastern Cape Province) 
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I teach learners to express respect between different groups because in order 

to get respect, you need to give it and you as the educator need to set the 

example. 

(Educator,	 ex-Model C school, Gauteng Province) 

6.4.4.4.2	 Sub-category arners' expectations 01 their schoo' 

experience 

To the questiort What do you admire and look for in your educator for you to 

respect 111m or her?' learners responded as follows: 

Down to earth, (you can interact with) and understanding, someone who 

respects you so that you can sort of return the respect, someone you can talk 

to when you've got problems, when a teacher is willing to help you and 

explain to you if you don't understand, the teacher must know what he is 

talking about, the teacher must do work with us. 

(Learner, mixed schoof, Eastern Cape Province) 

If he or she is not strict or respect me. A teacher who is good at her job, has 

work ethic and displays an attitude of patience and respect. 

(Learner, disadvantaged shcoof, Gauteng Province) 

Respect learners first, modest, how to communcaite with learners. Some 

educators, majority does respect and understand where we come from, not 

use strong language, and teachers should attend their periods in class. 

(Leamer, disadvantaged school, Eastern Cape Province) 

The researcher posed the follOWing question to learners: 'Do you think the 

advice of your educators equip you to deal better with day-to-day challenges 

that you face? Why do you say that?' 

Learners responded: 

Yes. In English the teacher always emphasizes Nstening and how we can 

incorporate it into our daily lives. I thnk the advice that they give us it is 

actuaJJy good for us and will make us better people in the future. 
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(Learner, disadvantaged schoof, Gauteng Province) 

I think t!ie educator who gives us Life Orientation should give advice on 

personal issues, we don't really get d at taht level, our techer is so secretive. 

All other subjects should have a component of advice. 

(Learner, disadvantaged schoof, Gauteng Province) 

They always give good advice, advice' like do not smoke, d depends really on 

the situation as well, and on your situation. You can't go to a teacher who is 

divorced to ask about relationship problems. 

(Learner, mixed school, Eastern Cape Province) 

The next sub-category explores the school's expectations for educators and 

learners. 

6.4.4.4.3	 SUb-category: School's expectations for educators and 

earners 

From the discussions with Ilearners at disadvantaged schools, it emerged that 

schools do not have high expectations of their learners and do not engage in 

stimulating, tasks in the cllassroom. Some educators do not attend classes at 

a~11 andlleamers are Ileft to their own devices (cf. 7..2.6.1). 

In comparison, learners at ex-Model C schools experienced the opposite. 

They are stimulated and encouraged to think critica'ly, and the classrooms are 

well-equ'ipped to cater for the needs of the learners. 

To the question: 'Have your educators instituted any changes in your own 

classroom? What have they done differently?' Learners and educators 

remarked: 

I find thal learners battle w;(h some of the new things, many of the things 

required of them is more difficult than it was in the past, less structure, less 

content-based, learners have to think fOf themselves and a lot of children 

battle In that area. .. individual discussions become important. 

(SMT member, ex-Model C school, Eastern Cape Province) 
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OUf Biology teacher painted the class and put on nice stuff, it makes a better 

atmosphere, most teachers are auditory, talk the whole time, our Biology 

teacher is visual, he shows you things and he's got the equipment, lets you 

touch it, he taught us that there are three kinds of different learning, people 

that learn in different ways, by listening, by touching and by actually seeing it 

happen. 

Leamer, ex-Model C school, Eastern Cape Province) 

To the question: 'What are the vision and the goals of the school and to what 

extent do they coincide with yours?' educators remarked: 

The vison is to create an atmosphere of learning and teaching. At this school, 

educators are expected to interact with learners and to help them, help 

learnes tolerate different cultures and do away with racial discrimination. llike 

what the school stands for and I am vety Joyal to the school. 

(SMT member, mixed school, Eastern Cape Province) 

The vision of the school is to have future leaders. At this school, we as 

edcutors are expected to produce future leaders, learners who will help the 

community out there, but that is very min;mal because their performance and 

commitment is very small, good at 20%, fair at 40% and the other 40% is lost. 

We try and contact their parents, others we refer them to the district and 

others arrange tuition on Saturdays. 

(SMT member, disadvantaged school, Gauteng Province) 

The school's main objective is to promote a well-rounded, self-accountable, 

honest someone who can present himself as a whole entity, how to behave, 

the school is an extension of the home, we take the values of the home and 

instil them with some of the school, we are a community school, so culture is 

involved in most of the things, we really produce a child who can manage with 

ex-Model C children. I think it ;s because of the pride we have at the schaal, 

most of the educators were learners here, we like to inculcate what we learnt, 

instfl that same pride into the school, the community and then it comes back to 

the country. 

(SMT member, disadvantaged school, Eastern Cape Province) 
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Unlocking each child's full potential and give him or her all the opportunities 

that you can and letting them discover that they can do it. 

(SMT member, ex-Model C school, Eastern Cape Province) 

6.5	 TRIANGULATIION OF DATA OM FOCUS GROUP INTERVIEWS 

AND QUESTIONNAIRES 

Among other authors, Leedy and Ormrod (2005:99-100 & 136) point out that 

mixed-method researchers frequently implement triangulation in order to 

establish convergence of the quantitative and qualitative data. In this way, the 

researcher tries to determine common themes from the multiple data sources 

that would validate the conclusion. 

~n this section, the researcher aims to provide triangulation of data obtained 

fmm focus group interviews conducted with learners and educators with tne 

responses gleaned from the questionnaires that were completed by learners 

and educators. These responses will be classified in the three themes, namely 

the role of the educator as manager of change, EI and workplace success, 

and EI and chanoe management 

6.5.1	 Theme 1: The role of the educator as manager of cnange 

The impact of the educator in the classroom, especially ,in creating a 

successful learning community, is profound. learners need to feel safe and 

secure in the learning environment and feel nurtured, cared for and supported 

o perform ultimately at their peak. 

From the responses in the focus group, interviews, it was evident that the 

general perception of the learners and educators was that they fee'll 

comfortable, and physically and emotionally safe in their learning 

environment. They fett that their principa'ls created a supportive, open climate 

for all. This was also reiterated in the responses received in the questionnare 

data where most 01 the I,earners indicated that the principal and educators 

create a caning environment for learners and educators, 
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In the questionnaire, educators responded convincingly at schools in the two 

provinces that they concur that their respective prjflcipa!s foster a positive 

learning environment where change is likely to occm. What is commendable 

is that the change therefore happens quite na1urally because it is deemed a 

good thing by the entire school. 

It was also clear from the responses dur,ng focus grouo interviews that ex

Model C schools. compared to disadvantaged school1s, still reap the benefits 

from the previous edlJc.ation system. As such, learner experiences differ in 

terms of enjoyingl resources and opportunities to participate in a variety of 

extra-mural acttvities. Learners at the ex-Model C schools highlighted this as a 

ajar change which they experienced at their schools. 

The ques~ionnaire responses from lea" '"'ers at ex-Model C schools in GatJteng 

and the Eastern Cape revealed that, apart from imparting academic skills an 

knowledge, learners perceived their school experience as not promoting 

personal and social development 

6.5.2 Theme 2: EI and workplace success 

El is regarded as the cornerstone of success in the workplace. However, 

participants in this study have not experienced the full benefits of handling 

and managing emotions in the workplace. A general neglect of emotions was 

felt, where learners were not taught how to express and manage emotions. 

Most educators and learners admit to being aware of the benefits of Ell, but 

concur mat they are yet to exper~ence its real and tangible benefits if fully 

used in the executfon of thek daily tasks. Educators reiterated during focus 

group interviews that learners are still emo~ionaHy too ~mmature to grasp 

he rights (reference to constitutional rights) which they enjoy fully. Tne 

questionnaire analysis across the schools in the two provinces revealed that 

learners share this sentiment, as the majority of learners regarded the 

expression of emotions as a sign of weakness. 

From the responses it became clear that learners and educators generally 

perceive their learning environment as positjve, as both educators and 

leamers indicated in the ouestfonnairethat learning takes place in a 110n
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·udgemental environment and that communci,ation within the school IS 

genera~ly open. 

The quantiative data revealed that learners at the disadvantaged schools in 

both provinces expefience minimal motivation from the ,leadership of tne 

schools, and that the schools do not promote personal and social 

development of learners, apart fmm imparting academic skills and knowled.ge. 

At disadvantaged schools, the questionnaire revealed that learners were not 

encouraged frequently to build collaborative relationships with peers. 

The questionnaire revealed that learners are encouraged to be open with their 

educators about how they experience schooll life. This was true across all the 

sCI1,ools of both provinces in the study and re,iterated in the responses 

received durina the focus group enterviews. Learners indicated that they felt 

cormortable to speak to their educators about any aspect of schoo~ life. Wnen 

it came to personal problems, learners tended to confide and trust most in 

their ute Orientation educator. 

Positive responses were also gleaned from the participants 'in the 

questionnaire that their schools encourage an active learner environment and 

his was reiteratec1 during the focus group interviews. 

Particioantsfor both the questionnaire and during the interv~ews, concuned 

that worrying and anxiety are two of the most frequently experinced emotional 

problems for both educators and learners. Educators in part'icular, rei1erated 

heir anxiety and loss of confidence in the Department of Education with the 

'mplementation of the change process. They view the departments' handling 

If the process by limposing changes w*thout any guidelines as immature and 

incons,istent. This results in chaos at schools as thev receive minimal training 

and facilitaion of change from the department. Educators revealed in the 

responses during intervii8ws that educators and learners were confused most 

of the time, as educatms were talking a new language and introducing a new 

style of doing things, yet with minimal support from the department 
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The responses gleaned from the questionnaire also indicated that learners 

generailly agreed that the ,leadershjp, manages the emotional responses of 

educators and learners during change. They also maintained that their 

rincipals maximise opportunities for educators and learners to reflect on what 

is happening emotionally in their cunent relationships. Thls is in sharp 

contrast to the feelings of anx'iety experienced by educators and learners. 

Interview responses also indicated ~hat some educators even resigned 

because they could not cope with the changes and work overload. 

6.5.3 Theme 3: EI and change management 

When change is implemented, it immediately theatens people's sense of 

competence, whil,e frustrating their wish to feel effective and valuable. The 

principals of these schools have the daunting task to implement change and 

to make it a worthwhile and valu.able experience for the participants. In both 

the questionnaire and the fOGUS group interviews, educators and learners 

hiahlighted ttle faah they have in their respective principals' abmty to 

'mp~ement the changes imposed imposed by the Department of Education. 

They all conceded thaI there was no definite structure to the implementation 

Of cnange. This is true of ex-Model C schools, mixed and disadvantaged 

schools in the respective provinces. In the questionnaire responses most of 

he educators indwcated that ~hey feel that they have a real role to play in now 

he school is run, although educators at the disadvantaged and mixed schools 

did not always have a sense of shared responsibility for supporting and 

leam~ngl1rom each olner. 

From ~he focus group mnterviews it was clear that educators on the whole are 

illing to contribute to change (cf. 6.4.4.1.5), but had a problem with the 

manner in which change was bmugnt about at the:ir schools. The 

questionnaire also revealed that educators concurred that they felt free to 

contribute to the school in ways that were meaning~ul to them. 

From a human perspective, it is inevitable that people willi become frustrated, 

angry and even resist any change which 'is imposed. These aspects highlight 

the imDortance of the principal to address the change in an emotionally 
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intelligent way. The responses in the focus group interv,iews highlighted the 

principal's willingness to expEain change by means of two-way communication, 

but it was rei:terated that adequate preparation was seldom made to 

implement change and stress management and wellness programmes offered 

to faci,litate its limplementation were non-existent. 

It was also evident from the responses during focus group tntelViews that 

educators are more knowlegable about the process of change than learners. 

During focus group discussions, learners could not elaborate on the change 

process and its imp,lementation at their schools. Learners also faJiled to 

complete most of the questions In the questionnaire on change at their 

schools. Learners indicated that principals generally gained acceptance from 

educators and learners before implementing any change initiatives. The focus 

group ,inte'rviews revealed that the educators referred to most of the changes 

taking place at their schools as imposed upon them. 

6.6 SUMMARY 

This chapter presented the analysis of the data from the empirical research. 

Firstly, the general information of the participants was discussed. (Section A: 

Biographical Data). Secondly, educators' Ell, their relat,jonship with learners 

and ciassroom interactions, the principal as ~eader and educators' 

experiences of change were explored (Section B: Heatthy schools). Thrrdly, 

the principal as leader and the process of change was highlighted (Section C: 

Leadership and change). 

The next: chapter will focus on the researcher's proposed EI Competency 

Framewor1< for Change that could be implemented at secondary schools. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN
 

PALMER'S EI COMPETENCY FRAMEWORK FOR CHANG 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

'For the purpose of this thesis the researcher, J1une Pa'mer, proposes an EI 

competency framework for change (cf. Figure 7.6) to assist principals and 

educators in effecting change at their schools sucoessfutly. 

The propsed framework was conceptua'lised by integrating sources from a 

variety of Iitarature which was available on EI at the lime. The components 

whch are highlighted, focus on the fundamental aspects which the researcher 

regards as essential to ensuring successful secondary schools in South 

Africa. Moreover, the literature supllied in this chapter supports the 

3fguments put forward for the components of the framewor:k suggested by the 

researcher. 

The framework was developed to address the question of how schools can 

become emotional change sites of teaching and learning delivery (cf. 2.3; 

2.3.1). This impties that the role of each pailrticipant in the chang.e process 

and in the establishment of a sound learning culture of the school ils important 

Lighthall (as quoted by Funan, 1997:206) posits that educational change is a 

process of coming to grips with the multiple realities of people, who are the 

a~n participants in imp'ememing change. The ~eader. the author states, who 

presupposes what change should be and acts in ways that precl,ude others' 

realities, is bound to fail. Managers of change therefore need to steer the 

school, considering the feelings and emotions of those ,nvoived in the change 

process I(ct. 2.2; 2.5; 2.5.3 & 2.9). 

According to Hoban (2002:36), educational change behaves as a complex 

system with mUltiple frames or elements interachng together as a system to 

produce non-linear interactions. Furthermore; these interactions are complex, 

meall1ing that the system calll respond with an inertia to restst changle and stay 

the same, or dynamically seU-adJust to a new order or balance. What is 

important to consider when fhinking about educational change is Inat the 
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pmposed frames act collecti'vely, not individually, to influence the change 

process, 

Signifi,cant educational change, Hargreaves (as quoted by Hoban, 2002: 19) 

states, can no longer be achieved in a step-by-step linear process. Schooll 

improvement processes are not implemented sn1,oothly through locked-in five

year development plans, Schools do not have the luxury of being able to 

focus on a singular goal and go through stages of achieving it over several 

years while the rest of thejr world stands still. Attempts at managing change 

need to consider tihe mullUple infiuences collective~y and focus on the whole 

ynamics ofthe change p1rocess (Hoban, 2002:36). 

he next few paragraphs pro\flide an exposition of the EI Competency 

ramework for Change postulated by the researcher, for possible 

'mplementatio!1 at schools undergoing change. 

7.2, EXPOSITION OF THE EI COMPETENCY FRAMEWORK FOR CHANGE 

he exposition of the EI Competency Framework for Change formed the basis 

,of this chapter (cf. 7.2 - 7.2.6.5) and may be graphically represented (Figure 

7.1) as follow: 
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Figure 7.1: Palmer's EI Competency Framework 
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The purpose of the EI competency framework for change is to transform the 

learning environment for both educator and learner by addressing the process 

of change in an emotionally intelligent way. If implemented correctly, the 

application thereof will significantly reduce stress and disruption associated 

with change. The framework depicts a successful school as containing 

important components of EI, a sound school culture and elements for 

leadership and change. Schools implementing the framework will enhance the 

educational experiences of learners and educators as its impact would 

significantly be felt in the classroom and how educators teach, learners learn 

and parents participate in their children's learning. 
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f schools commit to ~mplementjng the framework, it calls for a few changes in 

the normal way of operation within the school. This wou'd impact on 

classroom procedures and activitiles to enhance the learning environment and 

require from educators a re-commitment to optimize liearn~ng, resulting in an 

effective schonl (cf.3.3.2; 3.3.3; 3.3.3.1 - 3.3.3.8). Roles of educators, 

learners, administrators, parents and the community members win change, 

and people wm be asked to act in different ways. Schools must therefore 

respond to proViding support to all learners and educators to create a setting 

of collaboration and coBective responsibility. 

As this study has revealled in prevIous chapters, EI IS considered to be a '9reat 

contributm ~o the overall quality of a human being's emotiona1 iheafth, as well 

as an important predictor of ~earners' ability to succeed and benefit optimally 

in the classroom and later in I~fe. The EI competencies are to a greater or a 

lesser extent the cause of problems with teenagers in famdies and these skills 

offer a way to Ilower tne risk of problems manifesting in school and family 

violence. Of equal importance is the implication that educators alike should 

be emotionaUy intelligent in their interaction withl learners, as they are well

positioned to assist learners to develop these skills that distinguish highly 

effective perfOlimers from mediocre ones. The Ef Competency Framework for 

Change explores these comDetencies and stresses the need for the creation 

of a successful school through the efliechve management of the process of 

change. 

At the core of the EI Competency Framework for Change is the notion of a 

successful school that is built on four tiers, namefy educalors~ EI, sound 

eadershlp and sustained change which lead to an improved school 

cuhure. Although separate, these tiers interact to create a successful school_ 

The focus now turns to exploll'ing the core components of the proposed 

framework, deflning them and highlighting the importance of each within the 

;framework. 
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7.2.1 Successful schools 

Schools are essentiall in preparing students to be active and thoughtful 

citizens, productive and ethical workers, and healthy and caring family 

members. Educators are the ones who must carry out the work of schools and 

their preparation is essential if schools are to reach ttleir goals (Elias & Arno~d, 

2006:43). 

The EJ Competency Framework for Change uses as its premise the concept 

of a successful school (cf. 2.2.1). Porras (2007:48) defines success as the 

acnievement of something planned or attempted and mentinns that success 

may never come without a compelling personal commnment to something you 

care about. Successful schools are founded on three elements, namely a 

sound. interactive school culture, educators and learners being emotionally 

intelligent, and the school engaging in constant change. These elements 

interact at a leve~ of commonality which is that the learners and educators are 

centrall to the achievement of the successful school . 

.. ccording to Hopkins, Ainsco and West (1997:268), one of the characteristics 

of successful schools is that educators talk about teaching. Change 

strategies need to help educators create a discourse about and language for 

teaching. The authors reiterate that educators need to engage seriously with 

one another's practice by sharing their own experiences and searchina for 

shared meaning. 

For the researcher, successful schools signify a learning environment wllere 

the educators and learners are motivated (intrinsically) and through incenHves 

(extrinsically) and concern for physical and emotional needs, health and 

safety are encouraged to grow and improve continually. This learning 

envirol1ment a:llso encourages active part;icipation with and concern for the 

community of which the school forms part. 

Based on the preceding chapters in this study, the researcher considers the 

following elements key to the creation of a successful school. These elements 

are: 
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II 

• OLftstandino and supportive leadership 

• A sound school cut~ure and climate 

• Pracbce -orientated staff development programmes 

• A car~ng, nurturing school environment 

• Educators who are passionate tor teaching 

• Effective tearning and academic achievement through EI 

Collaborative change initiatives 

Stoll and Morttmer (as quoted by Mulford, 2004:627) state that, for school 

effectiveness and improvement to be successful, people within the school 

must take charge of tihe change process. To the researcher, it is not a 

forgone conc,lusion that every effective school is a successful school. 

Rutter et al. (as quoted by Law & Glover, 2000:146) describe an effective 

school as one comprising of a sound school ethos, successful classroom 

management, high educator expectation, educators as positive role models, 

positive feedback and treatment of learners, healthy working conditions for 

educators and learners, Ilearners given responsibility and shared educator

learner activities (cf. 3.3.2 & 3.3.3). 

r~dgehouse and Tomlinson (as quoted by Law & Glover, 2000: 146) identify 

the elements of a successful school as leadership with curriculum as the main 

aim, emphasis of the quality of teaching and learning, clear goals and higu 

expectations for bnth educators and learners, a supportive school climate 

monitoring and evaluating as part of the culture, staff development and in

service support, parental invoilvement and suppmt, and community 

involvement arld support. 

In addition to focusing on learners' cognitive devel'oprnent, educators must 

also be prepared to address learners' continuing physical, emotional and 

social growth. Educators should therefore be equipped to meet the value
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related expectations of the external school environment, as well as imparting 

knowledge to learners. 

I he pmposed framewmk stresses that learners are active, critical thinkers 

who create their own meaning; of the learning env,ironment. This should 

shape each educator's view of his/her own role and responsibHities as au 

educator. Rather than the effective dellivery of a predetermined curriculum, 'it 

implies a view of teaching and learning as a process of exchange between 

educators and learners; what learners bring and contribute is as important to 

he Ilearning that takes place as what the educator brings and contributes. 

Learning is built out om these exchanges, shaped both by the contributions of 

I'earners and by the educator's responses to them. This will, in the Iiong term, 

secure learners' continued willingness to engage and contribute activej~, to the 

collective learning endeavour (Hart, DIxon, Drummond & Mcintyre. 2004:105). 

In the view of MacGiUchrist and Buttress (2005:74), the role of the principal as 

leader in the leadership of learning is pivotal; as it tnvolves a fundamental 

commitment to create a I!earning community. The authors reiterate that the 

professional devel.opment of the educator ms equaUy important and higlhlights 

hiah quality training opportunities to be c.reated for all by seeking a range of 

provision, ensuring feedback for learning and exploiting opportunities for 

professional development For the researcher, this contribwes to the creation 

of a successful school as educator and learner are enriched, stimulated and 

encouraged by this endeavour. This adds positive benefits by enhancing 

as:pects such as classroom atmosphere and motivation. 

Glasgow (as quoted by Pretorius j 2000: 153) states that the tradit'ional role of 

educators was tnat of proViders of information. In this context, learners were 

passive learners into whom kllowledge was poured as in1:o empty vessels. 

According to this view; the better the discipline at schools and the Quieter the 

learners in tiheeducational situation, the more effective the education that was 

taking place. There was little or no question of positive relationships or of a 

teacher-learner partnership (Pretonus, 2000:153;cf. 4.3.3). 
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A new paradigm has emerged which focuses on the belief that !Ieaming rather 

than teaching is the central' issue at schools. The new paradigm makes 

provision for the educator as a mediator or facilitator of learnina. The accent 

falils on the learning process and how to impmve the learner's grasp of how 

learner and educator can work as a team to understand the process of 

learning (Prelorius, 2000:153;cf. 4.3.3). 

Bastian1 (as quoted by Pretolius, 2000: 152) characterizes an educational 

partnership as consisting of the elements mentioned below: 

•	 sharing of power, responsibility and ownership- although not necessariwy 

equany; 

•	 a degree of mutualifty, which be,gins wdn the process of listening to each 

other and which incorporates responsive dialJogue and 'give and take' on 

both sides; 

•	 shared aims and goalls, based on common ground. but which also 

acknowledge important differences; and 

•	 a commitment to joint action, mn which parents, learners and profess'ionals 

work together to get things done (cf. 4.5.1). 

Kolb et al. (as quoted by Law & Glover, 2001: 172) posit that the Ilearning 

process takes place via a four-stage cycle termed the experienNal cycle which 

describes a series of discrete mental processes and argues that we make 

sense of concrete experiences by ref,lecting on them, deve'loping our ideas 

and then acting on the basis of our new learning. This is a particularly 

limportant aspect of professional development learning. In the approach of 

Kolb et at. (1971), educators can help identify problems and issues, assemble 

ossible strategies, then choose and evaluate what seems to be Ul,e best 

approac 
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Figure 7.2: Experiential learning cycle 

Concrete. experience 

. 

f Active experimentation Ref:lective observation 
l 

Abstract conceptualisation 

(Law & Glover, 2000:173) 

According to Kolb et al. (as quoted by Law & Glover, 2000:172), the four stage 

experiential learning cycle describes a series of discrete reflecting on them, 

developing our ideas and then acting on the basis of our new learning. This is 

a particularly important aspect of professional development learning. The 

approach of Kolb et al. (1971) can help to identify problems or issues, 

assemble possible strategies, then choose and evaluate what seems to be the 

best approach. 

To contribute, the learners need to feel safe, not only with the educator, but 

also with one another. What should be reflected at school is respect for 

individuals' ideas. The expectation is that individuals do not disregard others' 

contributions, that each learner experience him/herself equal to the rest of the 

group. The learners' readiness to contribute to collective work is affected by 

an awareness and appreciation that their educators always try to set work in 

which everyone can get involved (Hart et aI., 2004:108). 

To achieve success in school life, Elias and Arnold (2006:5) posit that schools 

worldwide must give learners intellectual and practical tools they can bring to 

their classrooms, families and communities. Social-emotional learning 

provides many of these tools. It is a way of teaching and organizing 
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classrooms and schools that helps learners learn a set of skills needed to 

manage ~ife tasks such as leaming, forming relationships, communicating 

effectilvely, being sensitive to others' needs and getting along with others 

successfully. 

The concept of social-emotional learning will be explored in the next section 

which provides a look at the importance of educator's EI in the framework for 

change. 

7.2.2 Educator's 

EI at school is a critical ingredient to effect academic and social performance. 

EI in the framework is defined as a type of social intelhgence that involves the 

abiUty to monitor, discriminate among and use information about emotions of 

the self and other individua:lis (ct. 2.4.2 & 4.5). 

The emoUonaUy intelligent person knows himselifi/herself and knows which 

qualities to display in different situations in order to achieve a particular task or 

goal (Blac,k, 2000:2; cf. 4.5). 

Ord and Damin (2000:30) reg,ard EI as the combination of innate emotional 

sensitivity andtt1e healthy development thereof which contribute to long-term 

happiness. In the workplace, this could mean attaining a competitive edge or 

"the opening up of communication lines for better conflict resolution and 

decision-makinQ (Ora & Damin. 2000:30; ct. 4.5). 

In order for the school to survive, the challenge to today's secondary schools 

is to be sites of emotionally inteUigent interactions. According to Pisher, 

Asharnasy and Mehrabian (as quoted by Coon" 2003~ 37'1)1 people who excel 

in life tend to be emotronally intelligent. The costs of poor emotional skills can 

be high. A lack of EI can ru;o careers and sabotage achievement. For 

learners, haVing poor emotional skills can contribute to depression, eaUng 

disorders, unwanted pregnancies, aggression and violent crime. Tile 

researcher deems all of these possfble consequences resultina from a lack of 

EI ,and social- emotional learning as these pose possible threats to a stable, 

safe school ,environment for the ,learner (ct. 2,1 & 4.5). 
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Elias and Arnold (2006:6) argue for the essential, skill of sociat-emot'iona 

learning (SEL) which is sometimes called the missing piece because it 

repll8sents a pa1rt of education that links academic knowledge with a specific 

set of skills important to success in schools, families, oommunities and life in 

grenera'i (cf. 2.3). The authors identify eight elements of SEL that create a 

strong connection with academic learning. These elements are based on one 

fundamental principlle: effective, lasting academic learning and SEL are b . 

on caring re1lationships and warm but chal1lenging classroom and school 

environments (Elias & Arno'd, 2006:6). 

7.2.2.1 Elements of Social-Emotional Leaming (SELl 

Zins et al. (2004:6) define SEL as the process through which children 

enhance their ability to integrate thtnking, feeling and behaving to ach~i:eve 

imoortant tasks. Ellias et al. (as quoted by Zins et al., 2004:6) maintain that 

those competent in SEL are abh:~ to recognize and manage their emo1ions, 

estabJish healthy relationships, set positive goals, meet personal and social 

needs, and make responsible and ethical decisions. 

Acco,rding to Elias and Arnold (2006:5), schools worldwide must give learners 

intellectual and practjca~ too.ls they can bring to their classrooms, families and 

communities. SEL provides many of these tools. The authors posit that it is a 

way of teaching and organizing classrooms and schools that help learners 

learn a set of skills needed to successfully manage life tasks such as learniny, 

formirlg relationships, communicating effectively, being sensittv,e to others' 

needs and getting along' with others. 

A brief discussion on the elements of SEL outlined by Elias and Arnold 

(2006:7-11) is proVided in the next few paragraphs. 

7.2.2.1.1 Link social-emo1lonal instruction to other school services 

Learners benefit from coordinated. explicit, developmentally sensitive 

instrucUon in the prevention of specific problems such as smoking, drug use, 

alcohol, pregnancy. violence, bullying and learning to live a healthy lifestyle by 
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taking note of eating habits, sleeping patterns and study and work 

envi,wnments to promote academic Jearnina and SEL. 

7.2.2.1.2 Use goal setting to focus Instruction 

When learning is presented in terms of understandable goals, learners 

become more engaged and focused and less Ilikely to exhibit behaviour 

problems. Learning experiences that coordinate and integrate different 

aspects of learn~ng across subject areas and over time, as weill as those that 

'nk up with their lives outside of sch.ool in tlhe present and future, are 

especially valuable. 

7.2.2.1.3 Use differentiated instructional procedures 

Academic ,learning and SEL ta'ke pl1ace best in different ways for different 

students. Educational experiences marked by instruction that uses different 

modaliti,es are most likely to reach a.,! learners and aUow them to build their 

skills and feel that the classroom environment is suited to their preferred way 

of learning. Modalities include modelling, role playing, creating art, dancing, 

performing drama, using digital media and computer technology. AlSO 

important for sound instruction are the aspects of regular and constructive 

feedback, discussions that inclUde open-ended question~ng, opportunities for 

learner reflection and frequent reminders to use social-emotional skms in all 

aspects of schoolltfe. 

7.2.2.1,.4 Promote community service to build empathy 

Community service plays an essential role in fostef'iing generahzation of SEL 

slkills, particularly in building empathy (cf. 2.7.2.2). Properly conducted 

community serv~ce, which begins at the earliest revel of schooling and 

continues throughout a~1 subsequent years, provides an opportunity for 

children to jearn life skills, integrate them, apply them, reflect on them, and 

then demonstrate them. This process solidrfies their :Iearning and also 

provides a ctimate in which others are more likely to engage in community 

service. Examples inolude improving the physical environment around me 
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school, help~ng the elderly, and providing comfort and support to the injured or 

the sick. 

7.2.2.1.5 Involve parents 

As more and more children are being bombarded by messages of mass 

culture, El11ernet, televi1sion, music, videos and other outlets unfiltered oy 

adults, it becomes more and more obvious that key caregivers in chilldren's 

lives are important. Elias and Arnold: (2006: 107) provide the stress relief 

strategies that adults can use with children as follows: 

•	 Talk with childlren about their feelings and concerns. 

Allow children to express their own feelings as you listen w~tn an open 

mind. Let them know that you are concerned about their feelings. 

•	 Praise children for their accomplishments and efforts. 

•	 Show affection to reduce the stress in a situation. 

•	 Examine your own coping skills. Be positive. Educators and parents 

shou'd be aware of what Goping skills fhey are modelling for children when 

they are experiencing stress. 

•	 Plan activi1lies carefully. Do not over-schedule a child. Children need tlime 

to resI. 

•	 Find humour in stressful situations and laugh with the child. 

•	 Set clear and consistent limits for tlle child's be:haviour. Making rules and 

setting schedules can create Older in a child's 'ite. Following up wi 

consequences makes rules work, and children learn that discipline equals 

caring (Elias & Arnold, 2006:107). 

7.2.2_1.6 Build social-emotional skills Qradually and systematically 

Selecting and implementing an approach to SEL should follow cons~deration 

of local needs, goals, interests, mandates, staff skills. workload and 
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receptiveness, the content and quality of programme materialists' 

developmental ,appropriateness and socio-cultural aplPlIOpriateness to Ule 

range of recipient learner poputations; as well as its acceptability to parems 

and community members. SEL is not a separate subject area. It must rather 

be linked to language and literacy, instruction lin maths and science, history 

and current cuUure, health and phys,ical education and the performing arts. 

7.2.2~1.1 Prepare and support staff well 

As SEl is relatively new to many educators, they should be patient with 

themsel!ves and allow themselves opportunitv to learn this new area. Effective 

academrc and social-emotional instruction benefit from well-planned 

professional development for school personnel. Especially hellpful is a system 

of support during the initial period of imp:lementation (Elias & Arnold, 2006:7

11 ). 

7.22.1.8 Evaluate what you do 

By infus'ing SEL into classrooms and schools, educators can learn to empty 

their learners' glasses to make roomfm new knowledge. It is important that 

learners underS1and thetll own abilities to se1lf-motivate, persevere during 

heavy workloads and also have ~he se"1-di'scip'ine to take care of themselves 

in other areas of their lives. Understanding and knowing how to foster these 

skills allow educators to help learners learn valuable II[fe lessons. 

Learning is a social process and by implementing the elements of social

emotionall learnina in the classroom, it will foster a deeper understandino of 

the learner's world, and expose the learner to skills necessary to function 

optimally in life. 

Alexander (2006:127) argues that educators should acqujre techniques that 

promote the soc'ial exchange of ideas to provide learners in such classroom s 

he opportunity to make their thoughts public and to examine personal 

understanding in the light of others' knowledge and beliefs. 
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In order to implement the SEL programme at school, the leadership ability of 

the principal is crucial. In the EI competency framework for change, the 

interaction of the principal as leader with the educators and his/her emotional 

awareness of how they perceive the process of change contribute to the 

overa;1I1 success of the school. 

Zins et at. (2004:9) provide an illustrative model for SEL programming and 

school success and posit that SEL interventions should be provided in caring 

and supportive environments that are conducive to success. By practising 

social-emotional skills, learners will become knowledgeable, responsible, 

caring, productive, nonviolent, ethical and contributing members of society 

(Elias, as quoted by Zins et at., 2004:8). 

Figure 7.3: SEL programming paths to success at school and in life 

Providevidence

opportunities
basedS
 

Programming
 nd rewards for 
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behaviour 

Greater 
attachment, 
engagement 

and commitment 
to school 

less Hsky 
behaviour, 

more assets 
and positive 
development 

Safe, carrng, 
cooperative, 

well
managed 
leaming 

environment 

(Zins et aI., 2004:9) 

Figure 7.3 illustrates the connection between evidence-based SEL 

programming and better academic performance and success at school and in 

life. It indicates that SEL interventions and skill development should occur 

within a supportive learning environment, as well as help to produce such a 

climate. As a result, opportunities for reward are created and SEL 
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competencies are developed and reinforced. These enablers in tum lead to 

more assets and greater attachment and engagement at school. The flnal 

outcome is improved performance at school and ~n life. 

7.2.2.2 Developing leamerts EI 

MacGi~christ and Buttress (2005:45) refer to Daniel Goleman who identified 

five basic emotional and social competencies tllat are an essential part of EI 

as self-awareness, seH-regulation, motivation, empathy and social skl'ls. To 

e researcher, emotional competence refers to the personal and social 

abilities individuals require for excellent oerformance in work and school life. 

These competencies were discussed in Chapter 2 (cf. 2.3.3). 

According to the authors. the complex range of individual emotions in the 

classroom and on the playgmundthat leamers and educators endure, needs 

to be manaaed by educators to ensure inclusion and effective learninQ for at. 

To do this, two authors propose the implementation of eight strategies that 

would encourage reflective, resil~ent and self-motivatedllearners (MacGilchrist 

& Buttress, 2005:46). The authors reiterate tha~ these strategies shou~d not 

be used in isolation, but that they be built into the learning language that is 

sed in the classroom. By doing so, these strategies may provide rich and 

varied opportunities to explore rights and rresponsibi'hties and the expressive 

language needed to develop Et These strategies are now discussed briefly. 

7.2.2.2.1 School codes of ,conduc 

earners should be made aware of 'the school's code of conduct, detailing 

fundamenta~ community rights and responsibilities of citizens: the way they 

are expected to behave towards olhers and 'their entitlement to be simUarly 

respected while Ihey are at schoo] (MacGilchrist & Buttress, 2005:46). 

7.2.2.2.2 Class, codes 

According to MacGi1christ and Buttress (2005:47). class codes should 

. terpret the school's community code into more detailed practice, looking 

closely at ground rules. The tenets 'S'llouid be worded posiUve~y to encourage 
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positive behaviours. They should be carefuilly worded to presuppose success. 

The authors provide the following example below. 

Figure 7.4: Communityaareement 
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7.2.2.2.3 A chain of consequence 

A chain of consequence details clearly, for learners and parents, the certainty 

rather than the severity of action to be taken in the event of anti-social 

behaviour- This will ensure that learners and their parents are clear about 

what steps would be taken and when. Learners will learn that their actions will 

have an impact on others, for which they may be called to account 

(MacGilchrist & Buttress, 2004:47). A chain of consequence may include the 

following as pointed out below. 

Figure 7.5: The chain of consequence 
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Stage Four 
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learnel'ss continuIng 
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princiDal. 
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u 
Stage, Fille A meating is called to review We may ask you to visit us more 

progress. regularly for progress reports. 

.' Pri riel pal Please support your child by 
argets and close working in dose partnership to 

.' Pail'enls monitoring procedures will ensuwe the targets are mel. Keep 
be established and every emlnding your child that the 
effort will be made to support consequences of hJsJher behaviour 
and encourage your child. are now regarded seriously. 

Remind your child she/he is Irked 
and loved. It is the behaviour 
causing Lhe problem. Separate the 
child from the behaviour, 

n .---
Stage Six A meeting is called to review At this stage the situation should be 

progress. taken seriously. Your child must 
• Principal understand this very clearly from 

The principal will make every you. Every effort needs to be made 
• Parents effort to support your child, to prevent exclusion, and the full 

but if the behaviour support of parents is expected and 
continues to affect teaching is vital to the progress. 
and learning or the health 
and safety of others, 
exclusion may be seen as a 
last resort. 

7.2.2.2.4 Put-up zones 

MacGilchrist and Buttress (2004:47) posit that put-up zones may be a 

powerful mechanism against negative peer pressure and the culture of 

diffidence, which can be quickly perpetuated by a small or cool community. 

These zones may be referenced in class codes of conduct which learners sign 

up to and displayed prominently as you enter a room. Peer pressure 

mechanisms are particularly effective in helping learners to self-regulate their 

behaviour. For any group of learners working together, it may be used as 

follows: If positive encouragement or a compliment is given by one individual 

towards another/others in the group, the speaker may be rewarded by a 

simultaneous thumbs-up from within the group. On the other hand, if one 

member of the group insults the work or traits of another, the group 

simultaneously claws their hands towards the perpetrator. Nothing is said, but 

the feedback to the recipient is powerful and effective (MacGilchrist & 

Buttress, 2004:37). 
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The use of lhese strategies help to generate respectful, confident and 

empowered learners who would Hsten to and valUe one another's 

con1ributions. Equally, these empowered citizens will become armed with a 

degree of emotional maturity to assist them in later life (MacGilchrist & 

Buttress, 2004: 52). 

7.2.2.3 eapplication of Ell at scnoo,.s 

According to Salovey and Sluyter (1997:18), more emotionally lintelil'igent 

individuals might succeed at making their workers feel better, at 

communicating in :interesting ways and at designing projects that involve 

infusing products with fee,lings and aesthetics. The authors state further that 

most emot~onal skills can be improved through education and then provide the 

fo'liowing guidel*nes to acquire some of the skills related to EI, as pointed out 

below. 

7.2.2.3.1 Role of pare 

Parents may ass:j'st children to identify and label their emotions, to respect 

their feelings and to begin to connect them to social situations, referred to as 

their emotional knowfedge base. Emotional skills beg~.n in the home with good 

parent-child interaction (Salovey & Sluyter, 1997:19). 

7.2.2.3.2 EI and the standard curriculum 

n school reading lessons that linvolve engaging stories, children begin to learn 

about the feelings of characters, and children can observe what makes tnose 

characters feel as they do and how the characters can cope in response to 

the feelings. As stories become more complex, so does emotional learning. 

Literature is proball:Jly the first home of EI, but, so too, are art programmes, 

music anLJ theatre (Salovey & Sluyter, 1997:19-20). 

7.2.2.3.3 The importance of values 

Salovey and Sluyl,er, (199'7: 19-20) state that values determine in oart a 

person's more conscious knowledge of emotions and are often discussed and 

taught in such 'liberal arts sUb;ects as history, cit'izenship and religion. For 
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instance, one prevalent Western tradition esteems individual life, democracy, 

equality among individuals and ecJucatiorll while it abors destruction of life and 

property, discrimination and ignorance. Such values define expected 

emotlonal responses. Cultural and/or religious observances further define 

expected emotions. 

7.2.2.3.4 Available resources 

The learner may not read much, art courses may be curtailed, the learner may 

reject re,lmgious, ethical or national value systems. in such cases, should: the 

school system step in directly with programmes focused on emotional 

competencies (Salovey & Sluyter, 1997:19-20). 

7.2.2.3.5 S·ocial skills and academic skills 

Sequentially, Salovey and Sluyter (1i 997:200) state, as part of a 

comorehensive programme, it should 'be taught to every learner, every year, 

every day using a present model or practice. 

7.2.2.3.6 Conflict resolutton progr.ammes 

Accordina to Salovey and Sluyter (1997:20), connict reso~ution is based on 

learning the skills of an emotionally inteHigent person, which refers to 

identifying the feelings of your adversary, your own feelings and the feelings 

of others. Violence reduction is an important and central goal at school, 

where lits threat is so salient as to interfere greatly with learning and 

concentration. 

The researcher deems it important that educators and learners should 

improve their EI to cope with the demands of school and worklHe. This is 

discussed in the next section. 

7.2.3 Guidelines to successf! 

To improve EI, it is important to consider how learning takes pl:ace, specifically 

the conditions that support learning. Narinder (as quoted by Hart et al., 

2004:aH) regards ~eaming as an activity wi1:h an emotional dimension and 
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posits that learners should engage with energy and passion in the work of 

learning. The author highlights three different aspects of learning, namely the 

social activity of learning, the emotional activity of learning and the intellectual 

activity of learning. This model is illustrated in Figure 7.6 below, 

Figure 7.6: A model of active learning 

(Hart et al., 2004:92) 

For each of the different aspects of learning outlined above, it is possible to 

identify ways in which educators and learners work together to establish a 

totally supportive environment. Firstly, there is the emotional activity of 

learning. Narinder (as quoted by Hart et al., 2004:93) stresses the need for 
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the classroom to be a place of safety, where the pupils know they are trusted 

and also know that they can trust. What should also be incorporated ,is the 

work of oircle time, where the ethic of care is made explicit and its practices 

are discussed. During this time, the educator gives sensitive attention to 

individual pupils and to theilr intimate and personal stories. Another key 

element in the structures of feeling that Narinder sets in place is respect, a 

sense of beina respected and being expected to respect others, Equally 

'mportant, according to Narinder (as quoted by Hart et aI" 2005:94) are the 

conditions for the social activity of learning, The educator should create the 

conditions for learning membership and citi'zenship, for example when 

learners engage in group activities, the educator should never side witn one 

giroUP, but prov~de support and ,commitment in order to support learning for 

everyone. The conditions for the active intellectual work of making meanin 

and creating understanding are equally important. Strong emphasis on 

relevance, purpose, making connections and personal meaning is 

emphasized here. The educator should provide opportunities for the learners 

to see how subjects flit together in terms of big ideas: for example there are 

matllematical ideas to explore ,in the history lesson, and the concepts of 

evidence and reliability appear in both history and science lessons (Narinder, 

as quoted by Hart et at., 2005:94). 

Ord and Damin ,(2000:30) hig'hlight eight essential steps to guide and assist 

an individual in improving EI 10r personal. gain, as we" as in the workplace. 

These steps are shown in the paragraphs below. 

7.2.3.1 Step1: Label your feelings 

Evaluate how you feel as opposed to merely assessing the situation. What is 

happening inside rather than out? 'I feel impatient' rather than 'This is 

ridiculous'. 

7.2.3.2 SleD 2: Note the difference between thoughts and feelings 

These should be related when making decis'ions or reacbng to a situation. 

Your thoughts may be "I feel as if I should retaliate'" and your feelings should 

echo these thoughts - .,/ feel threatened". 
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7.263.3 Step 3: Take responsibiUty and a,cc,o'Untability 

Beware of using the You as opposed to the 1'. "You make me angry" as 

opposed to "/ feel angry". (Remember ~hat one can always choose one's 

response to a situatiorl and therefore one needs to take ownership of it) 

7.2.3.4 Step 4: Use your feelings i
 

Analyse what your feelings will be as a resul~ of a deci,sion that you make.
 

7.263.5 Step 5: Show respect for others' feelings
 

Take into account other peop'I'e's emotions and instincts.
 

7.2.3.6 Step 6: Do not let anger dictate your responses
 

Rather use anger as a powerful energy to take productive action.
 

7.2.3.7 Step 7: Attempt to understand what others feelings
 

Learn to show empathy. understanding and acceptance.
 

1.2.3.8 :ep 8: Use negative emotions In a positive way 

"How do I feel and what would help me feel better?" 

Building on the steps to improving- El, provided by Ord and Damin (2000:30), 

Evans, Nel and Van der Linde (2004:149) identify a set of ten guidelines to 

deve'op EI to use when tnteracting with others. The authors have elaborated 

on the aspect of commanding and controlling behaviour and suggested that 

practising empathy and non-judgement in situations, improv,es EI. Avoiding 

people who invalidate you and not giving them psycholog~ical power over yo... , 

the authors also reoard as an emotionally intelligent response. These 

gUidelines are outlined in Tab~e 7.11 . 
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able 7.1: Guidelines to devefo,ping E 

1. Label your feelings, rather than 1'1 feel impatient' v 

labelling people or situations. ., feeII afraid' vs 'You are behaving like 

an idiot.' 

at'.
 

FeeHngs: 'I feel upset' or
 

'di1sappointed' .
 

I feel like ... and I feel as 

your thoughts and feelings. 

2. DisNnguish the ,difference between 

3.Take responsibility and 'I feel jealous' vs 'You are mak'ng me 

accountabilITy' for how you feel, jealous'. 

ramer than blaming others. 

4. Use your feeling you lin I 'How will I feel if I do this?' 'How will I 

decision-making. fee'l if I don't?' 

5. Show 

feelings. 

respect for other peOPle" Ask: 'How will , feel If I do 1hisT 'HOW 

will I feel if I don't?' 

. Feel energized, gry. anger to heilp 

feel energized to take productive 

action. 

7. Validate other people's feelings. Show empathy, understanding and 

acceptance of other people's feelings. 

8. Practise getting positive value fro Ask yourself: 'How do I feel?' and 

their/your emotions. lWhat would help me feel better?' 

Ask others: 'How do you feel?' and 

What would help you feel better?' 

9. Don't advise. command. control. Illnstead. try iust to listen with empathy 

10. Avoid people who invalidate you. I While this is not always possible, a 

least try to spend less time with them. 

(Evans et aJ.; 2004: 149 ) 
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Anthony (2003:247) provides seven habits of the emotionally competent and 

advises that educators and learners in the school settinQ should accept 

responsibility for their emotional reacbons, because faiUng to do so wou~d 

resun in the individual going into a relational sinkhole, resultin9in people 

avoiding conversations with the person for fear of being dragged down with 

him/ner. 

Table 7,2 Seven habits for the emottonailly comDeten1 

Seven habits of oeople with high E. I Example demonstrating hig 

Instead of 'This is ridliculous', yo 

labellina people or situat,ions. I could say, 'I get impatient in ~nese 

situations'. 

2.	 Consider the feelings of others Instead of "I don't think you :know 

when you are sharing your what you're doj,ng,' you coula say, 

thoughts. 'Have you thought about doing this?' 

3.	 Take responsibility for your own Instead of 'You make me mad', you 

feelings. could say, 'I'm feeling angry?' 

4.	 Show respect for other peop,l:e's Instead of 'This j,s great, isn't it?' you 

feelings, thoughts, opinions.	 could saY,'How do you feel about 

this?' 

5.	 Validate other people's fee.~ngs nstead of 'Don't worry about it' or 

and fears. 'You should not be upset', you could 

say, Why are you so upset?' Or 

'What are you afra~d will happen?' 

6.	 Practise getting a positive value I Instead of 'Get over it' or 'Get control ' 

rom their neaa.tive emotions. I of yoursell1f,' you could say. What can 

you do to feel better about this?' 

7.	 Do not advise, command, Instead of 'You need to " you 1 

control, criticize, jUdge, or could say, 'Do you think 

lecture others ___WOUld be helpful?' 

(Anthony, 2003: 247) 
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The author (Anthony., 2003:247) places much emphasis on the indtvidual 

recognizing, Ilabelling, and taking responsibility for ~lis/her own feelings and 

validating, showing respect and consideration for the feeHngs of others, as 

compared to the gUidelines provided by Evans et al. (2004:149) and the eight 

steps to jmproving EI provided by Ord and Damin (2000:30). Recognition of 

self and showilng empathy towards others are two of the cornerstones of EI, 

Which is aptly highlighted here and should stand educators and learners in 

good stead in the creafion of a successfuf school. 

Stone and Dillehunt (as quoted by Arnold, 2003:250) contend that the 

devel-opment of EI hinges on committing to an agenda that will produce the 

desired result. Central to this agenda are the components of self-science 

wnich the authors offer as follow: 

•	 Self-awareness: Observing yourself and recognizing your feelings; 'bUilding 

a vocabulary for feelings, knowing the re'lationship between thoL.lghts, 

feelings and reactions. 

•	 Personal decisi,on-making. Examining your actions and! knOWing their 

consequences; knoWing if a thoug.ht or feeling IS rul;ng a decision; applying 

these insights to deep~ intimate issues. 

Managing feelings. Monitoling self-talk to catch negative messages such 

as internal out-downs; ,realizing what is behind a feeling (for example tne 

hurt that underlies ang.er); finding ways to handle fears and anxietres, 

anger] and sadness. 

•	 Handling stress. Learning the value of exercise. relaxation and distraction 

n managing stressfu~ situations. 

Emoathy. Understanding the feelings, concerns and perspectives of 

others, appreciating the differences in how people feel about things. 

Communication. Talking about feelings effectively; developing 'istelling 

and inquiry skills; distinguishing between what a person does or says and 
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your own emotional ,reactions to that action; communicating your own 

feelings as opposed to sending b'l!ame. 

•	 Self-disdosure. Valuing openness and the building of trust in a 

relationship; knowing when and how much to disclose about your private 

thoughts and feelings. 

•	 Insight. Recognizing patterns of your emotional life and reactions; 

identifying similar patterns in others. 

•	 Self-acceptance. Feeling a sense of dignity and healthy pride and Viewing 

yourself in a healthy light; being abl,e to recognize your strengths and 

wealknesses;, being secure enough to laugh at yourself. 

..	 Personal responsibility. Recognizing the consequences of decisions at the 

emohonal and circumstamtallevel's; accepting- your fee~,ings and moods as 

your responsibility; following through on your commitments. 

•	 Assertiveness. Being- ab!e to state your feelings, concerns and opinions 

without anger, hosti1ity or passiivity. 

•	 Group dynamics. Cooperation and teamwork; knowing how and when to 

lead or to follow. 

Conflict resolution. KnOWing- how to fight fair; being able to disagree 

agreeably; using a win-Win negotiating approach. 

Accordjng to Coetzee (1998:13), studies show that leaders with high EI do not 

hide their feelings, even their pairriul thoughts, hurts and fears, angers and 

grief. They are able to express them wirth straightforward c1arHy, respect theil 

own feelings and create the atmosphere in their environment whereby peop~e 

wlll feel free to show and express what they carry inside o-f tnem. 

The focus now turns to considering critical aspects of sound readership whfch 

are required at the secondary school. 
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7.2.4 Sound leadersh" 

Hiley and MacBeath (2003:173) state that notions of leadership are profoundly 

value-'Iladen. Thev re'liate to national purposes, iocal context, as well as the 

s!kills and attributes of individua~s, and the demands and expectat,ions of 

school communities. The authors state further that the school leadership 

paradigm is on,e of shared leadership and the ability of the l'eader to sustain 

relationships. 

Relating to the skms and attributes of educators as leaders, Leithwood et al. 

2003:194) state tlnat intervi.ewees who participated in their study, included 

statements about how a particular educator could motivate staff, work 

effectively with others and be wUling' to moderate d'isagreements. Bei.ng a 

good problem-so~ver was a'iso seen as an important leadership capacity, and 

haVing good communication skills was mentioned almost as frequently as 

problem-solving. 

Engelbrecht and Green (2001 :39) reiterate that in a time of inevitable change, 

the principal as leader must be dynamic with v,ision that can promote reform 

that culminates in optimal outcomes for aU learners. It is the principal's 

responsibility to set the tone of the school. to develop the oulture and initiate 

~he process of shared vision bUilding (ct. 2.6; 2.7.3.3). 

School leadersh,ip is beyond the undertakings of one heroic indiVidual. 

Successful school leaders are those who are able to maximize the diverse 

'Ieadership qualities of others, enabling them to take on leadership within their 

areas of expe.rtise. They lead by managin9, motivating and inspiring peop,ie 

(Riley & Macbeath, 2003:181). In the context of the framework, this is exadly 

wrlat Jeadersh~p signifies (cf. 2.3.4; 2.6). 

According to Engelbrecht and Green (2001 AO) 1 this is direcUy related to 

developing tile school as a Illearning organization. This invoilves actively 

worKing with educators over time and across different situations, constantly 

facilitating their thinking about practice and providing motivation and 

encouragement to Jearn new knowledge and skills, rather than on~y presenting 

once-off workshops. 
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Salins, Mulford and Zarins (2004:427) highlight six factors ;n terms of the 

tfansformational nature of principal's leadership that promote organizational 

learning. These factors are important in the creation of a successful school 

and are described below. 

•	 Vision and goals: The extent to which the principal works toward whole 

staff consensus in establishingt school prioriUes and communicates tnese 

priOlrities and goals to learners and staff, giving a sense of overall purpose. 

•	 Culture: The extent to whtch the pu,incipal promotes an atmosphere of 

caring and trust among staff, sets a respectful lone for interaction w' 

students, and demonstrates a willingness to change his/her practices in 

the light of new understandings. 

•	 Structure: The extent to which the princioal establishes a school structure 

that promotes particfpative decision-making, supports delegation and 

distributive leadershlD, and encourages educator autonomy for mak,ng 

decisions. 

•	 Intellectual stimulation: The extent to which the principal encourages staff 

to reflect all what they are trying to achieve with learners and how they are 

doing it, faci~itates opportunities for staff to learn from one ano1ner, and 

models continual Ieamino in his own practice. 

•	 Iindividual support: The extent to which the principal provi,des moral 

SUlopOrt, shows appreciation for the work of individual staff, and takes their 

opinion into account when making decisions. 

Squelch (2000:144) states that if schools were to succeed, they need strong 

principals who are prepared to share their power and aLJ1tlority and who can 

initiate and manage change. Furthe,more, a principal, as the key I:eader in the 

school, shoufd be abfe to plan, organize, motivate and direct people towards 

acnieving the common goals that are aimed at genuine transformation and 

schooj improvement. 
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7.2.5 Sus ed change 

To create sustained change at schools, the process has to be successfu~ly 

managed. This imphes that this aspect of the proposed framework demands 

strong commitment from the principal who has a sound vision for change, the 

8GB, educators and learners and a perception of these ro'le-players of their 

roles as managers of change (cf. 3.4.3; 3.4.1; 3.4.3.2; 3.4.4 & 3.5.3.3). 

According to Duke (2004:30-31), educational change is a change intended to 

a'lter the goals of education and improve what learners are expected to learn, 

how Ilearners are instructed and assessed, and how educational functions are 

organized. regurated; governed and financed. 

Sinatra and Pintrich (as quoted by Alexander, 2006:126) identify the notion of 

enlional concepttlal change which they characterize as goal-directed and 

conscious initiation and regulation of cognitive, metacognitive .and mot'ivational, 

processes to bring about change lilll knowledge. This, according to the 

authors, implies that learners' goals. intentions and reguliatory actions would 

seemingly contribute to change even under less conscious or purpoS'e~u 

learning conditions; their goals and motivations help create a disposition 

toward conceptual cnange. 

or the researcher, sound leadership is crucial in determining the success of 

the change process at schools. According to Seashore Louis (2004:406), 

school change emphasizes the need for strong, effective transformational 

leadership. Leaders have a pr~mary influence over the opportunity to reframe 

the school setting and the receptivity from role-players to alternative 

interpretations of their exper~ence of the change. Systemic change also 

demands more central direction in the form of formal and informal 

communication and influence, !argely because tile process is fraught wit 

anxiHty and conflict. Thus, transformational change appears to demand 

influence from both leaders and subordinates, and trequent adjustment 

between the degree of decentralization versus coordilnation and integration. 

Khan and Baume (2003:173) define transformational change as radical 

change that impacts on culture and practices in an organization and involves 
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individual and collective organizational' learning. The authors posit that 

pr,incipals need to be aware of ten essenhal keys to successful school change 

wnich are as follow: 

•	 "nnovators and leaders need to have a long-term view about change. 

•	 Change must be driven and owned by commi.tted people with diverse input 

coming from ins~de and outside the or9anization. 

• A. supportive culture is needed, in which process is as important as 

outcomes and key role-players are meaningfully sustained through all 

stages of the change process. 

•	 The change process is a coUaborative, co-operative shared learning 

experience where a learning web or network utilizes and builds on me 

strengths and assets of the whole organizational system. 

•	 eaders need to know and understand the constituency that is the school 

system, needs, dreams, history and culture of the school. 

•	 Change comes from seeing possibilities, creahng opportunities from 

mistakes and unexpected experiences. 

•	 Change is a pro-active, incremental and co-ordinated process that 

facilitates bottom-up role-player engagement from the start of the change 

process and at all stages of the change process. 

•	 There must be sponsor(s) or champions with whom they can fdentffy. 

SponsOirs are powerful, they can advocate for tne system, open doors to 

smooth the process, access resources 

The change readmness period must be taken seriously, so that transitional 

stages such as denial, resistance and exploration are accepted as norma 

reactions to change. 

•	 r..!!ecessarv resources are provided to support all stages of the change 

pwcess (cf. 3.9.3.1-3.9.3.6). 
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Thus, for the researcher, in order for the principal to inspire a vision for 

change and for the school to engage in transformational change, it becomes 

importantto consider the context in which the change takes place. 

Alexander (2006:64) posits that classrooms offer the most immediate context 

of formal knowledge and that they are nested in schools which in turn, are 

nested in communiti,es. The author quotes Bronfenbrenner who argues that 

each of these contexts contribute in a pal"il:icular way to human learning and 

development Consequently any serious school reform requires coordinated 

effort among these inter,related levels of educationa) influence, making 

enduring and effective change problematic and unwieldy (Senge, as quoted 

by Al1exander. 2006:84). 

Paton and McCalman (2000:265) state that to be effective, chalilge 

manag'ement needs to be supported from the top and to be characterized by 

full-blown participation. Senior management needs to be seen to be making 

the time to be fulWy involved. There is also a need for this involvement to 

permeate throughout the organizatioll, to gain commitment to the changes 

being made (cf. 2.9). 

Schools as organizations need to develop and stimulate creative thought and 

respond 10 this need for enlightened, but realisbc responses to change by 

developing structures, processes and cullures that encourage emptoyees to 

question past assumpUons and promote Innovatory thought (Paton & 

McCalman,2000:264). 

For Paton and McCalman (2000:264), the focus is on educators and learners' 

experiences, pell"Spectives and emotional understandin9's of edllcatlonal 

change. The importance of their experiences, the researcher proposes, 

cannot be underestimated. 

This is distinctly what the proposed EI Competency Framework for Ct,ange 

endeavours to highlight for this thesis. 

nitiating change at schools is challenging as there are many things to 

consi:der. Duke (2004:189) proposes that leaders who face change may have 
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to deal with four challenges which include combat!ing complacency, 

overcomingl resistance, insp,ilring commitment and providing direction. 

hese challenges are briefly discussed in the paragraphs below. 

1.2.5.1 CombatlnQ complacency 

Duke (2004:189') states that compllacency results in individual and 

organizational .nertia, a reluctance to entertain even the possibility that 

change ls needed. The author cites IKotter (1996) who identified rline different 

sources of complacency which include overabundance of resources, the 

absence of a major crisis and Illow performance expectations. Percepti,on 

plays a central m'le in the etiology of complacency. If educators perceive that 

they are doing a good job or the best job they are capabfe of doing. they are 

more likely to become set in their ways. Educational leaders who are 

committed to keeping complacency at bay insist on sharing and evaluating 

pertormance data on a regular basis. They expect teachers and other staff 

members to talk with dissatisfied learners and parents. They create 

information management systems to monitor complaints and track what is 

done to address them. 

7.2.5.2 'Overcoming resistance 

Duke (2004: 191) idlentifies the reasons why people resist change as 'ncluding 

a lack of commitment to the status quo, ~ack of awareness of a need For 

change, he£ghtened anxiety resulting from the prospect of change, the 

potential for disruption and discomfort, the risk of failure the potential for 

negative impacts on personal life, increased work, the risk of failure, threats to 

job securilty, and work-related alienation. tn order to overcome resistance to 

change, leaders must begin by determining who is resisting change and their 

reasons for resistance and in so do'ino, convert this information into useful 

knowIDedge. A key goal for every education leader should be 10 create a 

c~imate in which people feel sufficiently safe to express their real reasons for 

resistino change (Duke, 2004:191). 
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7.2.5.3 Iinspiring commitmen 

vans (as quoted by Duke, 2004: 193) maintains that there are three levels of 

commItment to change, namely to make it happen. to hellp it happen and to let 

it happen, Educators are Ilikely to be committed to that which they find 

meaningfuil. Meaning and consequently commitment are closely associated 

with the individuals' deeplly held values, beliefs and aspirations. Leithwood et 

al. (as quoted by Duke, 2004:194) regard educator's commitment to change 

as a function of their individual goals for improvement. The implication is that 

an important way to generate commitment involves help~ng educators to 

create meaningful goals for themselves. Too much emphasis on 

organizational goals, instead ofindiv&duatl goals, actuaHy may be 

counterproductive when it comes to buildirng commitment (Duke, 2004:1 

195). 

7.2.5.4 Providing dlrectio 

Duke (2004:196) states that direction is critical if people are to stay the course 

through implementation and eventua' Integration of reforms and it is best 

understood from the vantage point of the staff members, rather than from the 

perspective of leaders. Direction is best described as a path together with a 

reaSOl1l for havelling it. It assumes meaning and with direction the elements of 

unoertaillty and surprise are minimized. 

Duke (2004:228) states that most educationa:1 changes jntended ultimately to 

produce chanQ!es in leamers, notably improved performance, 'improved 

attitudes toward learning, reduced absenteeism and dropouts, improved 

learner behavlourand encourage learners to become more caring and 

responsible. 

To the researcher, this implies a commitment to creating a successful school 

by believing that sustained change is possible with the SUpDort and 

involvement of educators and 'learners. 
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To do th;s, principals need to be armed wfth a sound frame of reference when 

. itiatina change at their schools. The aspects of change that principals need 

to consider are briefly ouUined in Table 7.3 

Table 7'.3: Aspects of change for principals to consider 

•	 Assumptions for those wishing to linitiate change 

'II 00 not assume that your version of what the change should be is the one 
that could or should be imptemented. You have ~o exchange your reality 0' 

what should be through linteraction with others concerned. 

Change involves ambiguity, ambivalence and uncertainty about t 
meaning of fhe change. Effective implementation is a process of 
darification. 

•	 Some conflict and disagreement are not only linevitable, but fundamental to 
change. 

•	 People need pressure to change (even in dimctions they desire), but Ft is 
onlly effective under conditions that allow them to react and interact. Ae
social1ization is at the heart of change (otherwise you need to replace the 
people ~nvo!fved!). 

,ffective change takes time. It is a developmental process that takes a 
least two years. 

•	 Lack of implementation is not necessarily attributable to rejection or 
resistance.	 There are other reasons, incruding insufficient resources or 
ime elapsed. 

•	 Do not expect all , or even most, people or groups to change. Progress 
occurs by increasing the number of people affected. 

•	 You need to plan on these assumptions, underpinned by knowledge of the 
change process. 

•	 Change is frustrating, discouraging bus:iness. If you are not in a position to 
make the above assumptions, which may wen be the case, don't expect 
signincant change as far as implementation is concerned. 

•	 For changie to succeed, leaders need to address the process of change in 
an emotlionally intelligent way by recognizing the peop~e involved in th 
change process in every respect. 

(Adapted and abridged from Fullan, as quoted by Robson, 2002:220) 

Duke (2004:137) proposes that 'leaders of school change initiate an 

impillementa1son strategy before crafting an implementatlion plan for the 
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process of change. An implementation strategy lfepresents a general 

approacll to achieving change. Tlhis approach shoutd take into account an 

assessment of the indivtdual's readiness for change, organizational capacity 

and community capacity. A pos'itive .mplementation strategy is therefore 

designed In a particular context. An implementation plan is a structured 

sequence of specific steps for achieving a particular design for change. The 

atum and number of these steps presumably depend on the type of 

implementation strategy that .is chosen (Ouke, 2004: 137-138). 

Fullan (as quoted by Stoll et af., 2004:280) states that improvement attempts 

at schools that do not address school culture can be seen as doomed to 

failure because school culture influences readiness for change. 

Key aspects of school culture will now be considered. 

7.2.6 Improved school culture 

In terms of school culture, Stoll et al. (2004:276) state that educators and 

learners do not operate in isolation. Th-eir experiences, emotions, 'knowledge, 

skills, motivation, confIdence and interdependence interact with the teaming 

context in which they are located. Hoban (2002:36) defines school culture as 

the shared beliefs and values that are important in terms of establsshing a 

colllaborative relationship among educators. However, this may be difficult to 

sustain when differen~ subcultures exist within a school. 

Maxneef (as quoted by Dalin, 1998:1064) states that schooll culture is built on 

he misconception that understanding is synonymous with knOWing. At school 

we learn to descflibe a phenomenon and we learn to explai1fl it. Understanding 

is more than knowing. It has to do with plIWng knOWledge into practice. 

Learners need to get real responsibility, aliso to develop their independence. 

At the same time, they need to experience closeness and be!longing and 

adult role models (cf. 3.8.1}. 

Nias et a/. (as quoted by Bush & Anderson, 2003:97) suggest that prlincipals 

are founders at their school oulture. Deal (as quoted by Bush & Anderson, 

2003:97) suggests several strategies for leaders who wish to generate cUlture: 
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• Document the schoofs history to be codified and passed on. 

•	 Anoint and celebrate heroes and herownes. 

•	 !Review the schooll's rttuals to convey cultural, values and beliefs. 

•	 Exploit and develop ceremony. 

•	 Identify priests, priestesses and: gossips and incorporate them into 

mainstream activity. This provides access to the informal network. 

Bush and Anderson (2003:97) reiterate that principals have the main 

responsibillity for generating and sustaining cultme and communicating its 

core values and beliefs both within the organization and to external 

stakeholders. Maintenance of the culture is regarded as a central feature of 

effective leadership. Shields and Knapp (as quoted by Squelch, 2000:144) 

suggest that school improvement is more Ij1kely to happen when a 

col"laborative professional culture is developed among staff so that they act as 

a team, rather than a loose collection of individuals. 

Finnan and Levin (as quoted by ARrichter & E'iot, 2000: 197) argue that in 

describing a school's culture, one is characterizing the school as both, similar 

to and dWferent from other schools and 'they state that there can be no 

significant school change withou1 some kind of cultural transformation. The 

authors reiterate that there are basic beliefs and assumptions which underpill 

sChools' cultures and shape the learning process within them. These beliefs 

and assumptions are QuUined in the paragraphs below (cf. 3.8.1}. 

7r2.6_1 The school's expecta1ions at learners 

Some schools have high expectations of their learners and some low 

expectatons. Variable expectations tend to be shaped by the basic 

assumption that I,ess can be expected from learners belonging to the lower 

income oroups than from those be(ongtng to the higher income groups. 

Hence, the former leam by rote, using directive teaching methods, while the 

latter learn to think criticall,y, usingl teaching methods which engage them in 
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'ntellectually chaHenging tasks (Finnan & Levin, as quoted by Altrichter & Eliot, 

2000:198). 

7.2.'6.2	 Learners' own expectations of their school experience 

Finnan and levin (as quoted by Altrichte,y & Eliot, 2000: 198) state that variable 

expectations on the part of learners tend to be shaped by beliefs about: tne 

value of schoolin9 within their communities for enhancing their life 

opportunities. Oppositional cultures arise among learners at some schools 

ramer than others (for exampl1e in those serving socially margina~jzed minority 

communities) when they perceive their experience of schooling denying them 

equality of access to the social and ,economic 'benefits they des.ire. Such 

oppositional cultures are a consequence of school cultures that appear to 

discriminate unfairly against some sections of society rather than against 

others. 

7.2.'6.3	 Expectations fo,r adult members of school communities 

According to Finnan alild Levin (as quoted by Attrichter & Eliot, 2000:198) 

these expectations depend largely on the characteristics of learners and wha 

is expected of them., Hence, less may be expected of educators and parents 

at schools where learners are drawn from low-income groups. As a 

consequence, mey come to expect less of themselves, lose self-esteem and 

are reluctant to try new ideas because they will not work with our chNdren. 

7.2.6.4	 Beliefs about what counts as acceptable educational Dractice 

Schonll cuH:ures which foster high expectations of learners and educators W~", 

according to Finnan and Levin (as quoted by Albichter & Eliot, 2000: 198). 

emphasize active learning and challenging curricula. 

7.2.6.5	 Basic beliefs and assumptions about the desira1billty of 

eaucational change 

Some schools actively and passiv.ely resist externally imposed change 

because the proposed changes do not fit into their school culture and threaten 

lo disempower their educators and administrators. Other schools are clri:ange
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oriented, especia~ly if the changes build on the strengths of the existing school 

culture according, to Finnan and Levin (as quoted by Altrichter & Eliot, 

2000:199). 

What flows naturally from a sound school culture is the practice of rituals 

which creates a condUCfve suoport climate, organized learning and promotes 

oneness within thie sehoul (cf. 3.8.1 & 3.8-2). 

n order that schools may become cultural and emotional change cites of 

learning, the researcher proposes the following EI Competency Framework 

(cf Figure 7,1 shown earlier in the chapter) to assfst principals in tIansorming 

their learnina environments positively at their schools. 

he exposition of the EI Competency Framework for Change which is based 

on a oombination of ideas which resulted from the constl~ted literature, formed 

the basis of this chapter and the graphtcs are represented below as remtnder 

of what the researcher's proposed framework comprises. 
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Palmer's EI Competency Framework 
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7.3 SUMMARY 

The chapter started with valuable insights from different authors regarding the 

process of change at schools and the importance of EI which principals, as 

the leaders of change, should consider when implementing change. What 

seems to stand out is the consideration of people as the school's most 

valuable asset, as the schools brings together a mix of backgrounds, values, 

views of the world and personalities. 

The researcher recognizes the need of every school to assess the learning 

environment and recognize the contributions each individual member can 
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make to add to the success of change and to ensure that participants remain 

motivated and committed to change. People need to be clear about wtlat 'is 

expected of them and what behaviours and skills are necessary to create that 

caring environment. In this way, educators and learners can direct their ow 

learning environment 

The next chapter covers the summary, fiindings and recommendations for this 

s~udy. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT
 

SUMMARY, DING'S AND RECOMMEINDATIQINS
 

8.1 INTRODUCTION
 

The nature and aim of schooling has been a strong debate for decades. This 

researc-n has argued that EI should be the basis of interaction at secondary 

schools today so that learners acquire the skills requ,ired for a flourishing adult 

e. Noddings (2003:260) argues that one purpose of schooling should be to 

deve,lop the intellect, but that does not mean to stuff the heads of learners with 

material chosen arbitrarily by experts and designed to rank and sort them. It 

means rather to gUide leamers toward the lntemgent use of their inteHeetual 

capacities in both personal and public Me. 

The researcher has argued that change underpins every interaction at schools 

today and the study has highlighted tha~ schools share the perception that 

change only takes place at a superficial level. AltriC'her and Eliot (2000:7) 

state tha~ 'it should be bome in mind! that real, sustai,nedl change does not 

occur unless basic beliefs and assumptions also change. 

Hart et a/. (2004: 172) argue for the core purpose of teaching for 

transformability. The authors define the concept of transformabilltty as a firm 

and unswerving conviction that there is the potential for change in current 

patterns of achievement and response, that things can change and be 

changed for the better, as a result of what happens and what people do in the 

present (Hart et.3/.• 2004:166). 

This implies that educators, whose work ,is gUided by belief in transfolfmabllity 

of learning capacity, formulate purposes and intensions for learners' learning 

that go far beyond the acquisrtion of particular knowledge, skills and 

understanding. Through tasks and activities they provide, the context they 

create, the classroom relationships and interactions they foster, they are 

seeking to improve learning conditions and to widen and enr'ich learning 

oppol1unities lin such a way as to strengthen and t)uild learners' desire to 
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engage in opportunities and resources provided by ~he school (Hart et al., 

2004:172). 

The aim of tile chapter is to: 

• Summarize the key aspects of tile research (ct.1 ..3) 

• Make findings in respect of tile research aims (ct. 1.3) 

• Ma'ke recommendations which are based on the research aims (cf.1 .3) 

8.2 SUMMARY 

Chapter 1 presented the rationale of the study. It introduced the inev,itabillity of 

change *t1 education and highUghted the prindpars key role as leader of 

change at the school (ct. 1.1), the importance of EI for principals and 

educators alike and their ability to understand and manage their emotions and 

empathize with other people in the creation of a learning organization (ct. 1.2). 

Furthermore, the research aims (ct. 1.3) and research methods (ct. 1.4) were 

explained, as well as the feasibility of the study (ct. 1, .5), the chapter chvision 

was outlined (ct. 1.6) and the contribution the study should make (ct.1.7) was 

stated. 

Chapter 2 htghlight,ed the importance of EI as contributor to workplace 

success. The value of emotions if! the workp'ace (ct. 2.2) was discussed, 

followed by a discussion on emotional and social intelligence at school (ct. 

2.3). The' chapter continued with a focus on the origin and definition of tne 

concept of E'I in the workplace (ct. 2.4), followed by EI and emotional 

leadership (ct. 2.5), emotional leadership in the school context (ct. 2.6). me 

emotionally intelligent school (ct. 2.7), EI and academic success (ct. 2.8) and 

EI and managing changr6 in education (ct. 2.9). 

The focus in Chapter 3 was on the educator's role as manager of change. 

The chapter started with an outline of South African schools in context (ct. 

3.2), then a d;scussion on change management competencies in education 

was provided (ct. 3.3), with a look at the rimportance of roles in education 

PE,~:cularly the roles of the prjncipal and educator as managers of change (ct. 
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3.4). Next the chapter provided an overview of how to lead change in 

education effectivety (cf. 3.5), followed by a discussion on change, leadership 

and EI, hfghlighting amongst others, the characteristics of a changing leader 

(cf. 3.6), leading change with EI (cf. 3.7), organizational culture and school 

change (ct. 3.8) and effecting change at secondary schools (cf. 3 .. 9). 

Chapter 4 provided a theoretical outline of a possib:le framework for the 

succesSful imp'lementation of Ell at secondary schools. What foHowed was an 

exposition of an understanding of the change process (cf. 4.2), building 

schools that are passionate for change (ct. 4.3), the emotiona~ processes of 

the principal (cf. 4.4) and an EI framework for sustained change (cf. 4.5). 

In chapter 5 an overvi1ew of the empillical research design was given. It set 

out with a discussion on the theoretical framework (cf. 5.2), proceeded with 

the research design (ct. 5.3), research method used in this study (cf. 5.4), 

characteristics of the research instrument (cf. 5.5), population and sample 

selection (cf. 5.6), data collection (cf. 5.7) and the conclusion (cf.. 5.8). 

chapter 6 the quantitative data were analysed and ranked according to 

frequencies and percentages of items. Qualitative data were analysed and 

interpreted to determine the extent to which an EI framework may assist 

principals and educators in handling the process of change at schools. 

In chapter 7, the information gathered from the literature review and the data 

collected for this study, were used to develop a framework to assist principals 

and educators to deal with change in an emotionally inteililigent way. 

fhe neXit sectton contains findings to indicate how the research aims were 

achieved. 

8.3 FINDINGS 

in order to conclude and to make recommendations for the impact of EI on the 

role of the educator as manager of change, the findings wm be class,ified in 

terms of the stated objectives of this study (cf. 1.2). 

The overall aim was operationalized as follows: 
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•	 8y presenting an overview of the role of the educator as manager of 

change. 

•	 By delineating EI as important contributor to workplace success. 

•	 8y exploring the cihange management process at disadvantaged 

secondary schools, mixed secondary schools and ex-Model C schools in 

the Eastern Cape Province and the Gautengi Province 

•	 Bv sug.gesting an EI competency framework to effect change at schools in 

the Eastern Cape Province and the Gauteng Province successfully. 

8.3.1 The role of the educator as manager of change 

The researcher will make reference (in brackets) to the question categories as 

they appeared on the questionnai,re educators completed during the empir:ical 

investigatiol'l. 

The find,ings in re'j1ation fa the ro'l:e of the educator as manger of change is that 

educators at ex-Model C schools experience inCireased levels of anxiety with 

the imposed changes at their respective schools (845) in recent years. As 

educators at the ex-Model C school did not comvete the questionnaire, it is 

unclear how they experience the change process at their particular school. 

It is clear from the findingls that the principal of this school endeavours to 

create a learning environment of growth as educators indicated that rhey are 

encouraged to bring their personal and professional self into the classroom 

and that leaders allow staff to grow as individuals (846; 867). Educators also 

reiterated that learning takes place in a non-judgemental environment and that 

the principal fosters a positive learning environment where change is like:ly to 

occur (831; 832). The leadership also convinces staff, parents and learners 

that change IS necessary and achievablB, and ~hat educators are consulted 

and acceptance gained before any change initiative is implemented (844; 

CB3). 
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8.3.2 EI and workplace success 

Most of the educators ~n the disadvantaged schools identified the need Tor 

educators and learners alike to express tiheir emotion, and for the leadership 

to recognize this (81). The majority of the participants indicated that they are 

able to express their personal emotions, but that worrying and anxiety are the 

two most frequently experienced emotional problems for both educators and 

learners (812; 815). Most ow the educators also contended that they are able 

to stay posiHve and focused when !they experience pressure as the principals 

generally develop specific interventions to permit educators to deal with 

emotions. This was pariculary ~rue for the di,sadvantaged schoO'l in the 

Gauteng Province, but at the disadvantaged school in the Eastern Gane 

participants did not share the same sentiments (816; 856). 

Educators at the disadvantaged school (Gauteng Province) indicated that 

learners are not encouraged to build collaborative relationships with peers, 

ut contend that they are encouraged to be open with their educators about 

how they experience school Ute (B1I8; 820). In the Eastern Cape Province, 

educators generally agreed that ~earners are encouraged to build relationships 

with peers and encouraged to be open with educators. 

The educators in both provinces contend that the principal at their schools 

creates an organizational cullure that recognizes the legitimacy of emotion 

(B57). 

8.3.3 el and change management 

It was clear from the findings at the mixed schools in both provinces that 

educators share the view that they have a shared respons'ibility for supportmg 

and learning from one another and bel~eve that they have a role to paly jfl tne 

way their school is run (1865; B70). The majority of the educators also 

indicated that there is a need within the school to change the values, 

derstanding and actions of educators. What is noteworthy, is the 

perception of the educators regarding the actions and role of the principal in 

rhe respective schools. In both provinces, educators indicated that their 

principals recognize their expertise by invol,ving educators lin leadership 
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actlivities and creating an open, supportive climate for all {C78 & C91). In bo,lh 

provinces, the majority of the educaurlors indicated that their school is 

successful because ,jf has strong, positive leadership and that the ultimate 

success of the school depends on the quality of the role that the principal 

,lays (C93 & C95). It is also evident from the findings that the leadership at 

the mixed schools in botih provillnces prepares educators to face the 

challenges of chang-e and makes means to manage the emotional responses 

of educators and learners during change (C100 & C1 07). 

8.364 Possible EI Competency Framework 

For the purpose of this stUdy, an EI Competency Framework was suggested 

to proVide leaders of secondary schools with guidelines to steer the process of 

change in an emotioanally ,intelligent way and in so doing, optimise the 

learning enViironment in their quest for the creation of a successfiul school. 

The exposition of the £1 Competency Framework for Change formed the basis 

of Chapter 7 (cf. 7.2 - 7.2.6.5) and was graphically represented (Figure 7.1). 

8.4 RECOMMENDATIONS 

8.4.1 IRec,ommendatlon 1 

he principal as leader should make change worthwhile for everyone, show 

that change matters and make the benetir~s clear. Change is an emotiona 

activity and leaders of change should consider the emotiolls of participants by 

providing clear direction to the change process so as to reduce stress during 

this time. 

olivalio 

If staff members feel that fhey are part of the change process, this wm ensure 

greater interaction, support and cooperation among colleagues and the 

success of the initiated change. Equally, if learners are equipped with the 

power to evatuate and direct change and to resist harmful changes, it provides 

for a conducive learning environment 
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8.4.2 Recommendation 2 

Focus on the experience of change, tackle change with empathy (cf. 

2.7.2.2.3). Educators will have to irrfiluence managemerlt structures and create 

a working env~ronment where they are free to express themselves to optimize 

and de~iver quality education. 

otivatio 

Understanding is t.he key ingredient to ensuring lasting change. Principals as 

leaders should ensure that people perceive themselves to be competent to 

handle the process and not feel overwhe,lmed and confused:. Principals should 

therefore provide educators with the possible tools to respond to the demands 

mug1tlt about by change in the educational setting. 

,8.4.3 Recommendation 3 

Change should not happen in a haphazard fashion. Let people experience a 

stwctured process and its Implementation (cf. 3.9 & 3.9.1 - 3.9.3). A clear 

plan for the proposed change should be set out and cIIar'ity of the purpose and 

direction of the change should be communicated to all. One such change 

includes the appointment -of professional gUidance counsellors for schools to 

assist learners with their careers and provide the emohona~ support they may 

require. 

Motivation 

Planning, for change requires principals to consider the unique dynamics of 

1heir own school and educator caoacity and composition so that this capaCiity 

is uUlized optimally. Educators may assist guidance counsellors because they 

have insight jnto their learners in terms of their aspirations, ability and 

personality and provjde such support in a caring and trusting environment. 

8.4.4 Recommendation 4 

Change requires ongoing support and guidance from the prtncipal and senior 

management team and educators should support one another (cf. 3.4.2). 
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Cooperation and team support should be encouraged among staff and they 

should openly consult Of/e another during the process of change. 

ollvatlon 

Consultation makes for increased understanding and ownership of change 

throvgh a shared experience. This encourages participation jJn and 

acceptance of the change from a basis of shared information and experience. 

8.4.5 Recommendation 5 

Education Departments shoul!d consider the use of assessment tools for EI i 

professional development programme and part of their recruitment process for 

educators and principals. Secondary schools could engage in administering 

the latest compulsory EI competence testing for learners starting Grade 8 to 

measure the EI of the learner. This could be done the previous year dUring 

registration and the results known when the school year starts. 

otivation 

Educators' EI should indude motivating, guiding, encouraging learners ~o 

express themselves and how their behaviour can affect other people and their 

learning. Educators should be aware that because of the nature of their ro~e, 

they should know themselves and be sensitive to the manner of interaction 

., h learners, colleagues and senior management. Educators should 

encourage the development of SEL in learners (cf. 2.3.3) and identify the 

positive benefits of improved relatjonships, reduction in school violence and 

discipline-related problems. 

8.4.6 Recommendation 6 

The National Department of Education shou~d consider the inclusion of EI 

DeveloDment as part 01 the national cur;r,iculum for learners (ct. 2.8 & 2.8.4) 

from primary school level, not just as a programme to be offered, but rather as 

part of the cUl~ture of the schoo' and provide speCiial EI tra~njna for educators. 
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Motivation 

When ~earners experience the valiue of EI (cf. 2.2) in their everyday lives, thi 

would not only enhance learner performance and increased engagement in 

'learning activities, but contribute to a safer school and restore a sense of 

ownership of their school and pride within the individual learner. EI training tor 

educators will assist in 'the de:l:ivery of the content and contribute to tne 

creation of a caring learning environment for all. 

9.4.7 Recommendation 7 

Change should happen in a culture of 'Iearning and cooperation. Participants 

should feel that their ideas and suggest,jons about the proposed change is 

va'lued and consider that is why weekly or bi-month1ly meetings should be held 

to determine direction and to assess staff commitment. Princtpals should 

ensure that this is communicated in a caring and support,ive environment (cf. 

3.8 & 3.8.4). 

otivation 

Although educators and ~earners alike may experience pressure to change, 

the support received from the SMT will further stimulate and enhance any 

change initiative and empower everyone involved. Open and clear 

communication is key in the process of change. 

8.4.8 Re(:ommendation 8 

rincipals should encourage the promotion of posiUve relationsh,ips between 

educators, learners and senior management. Value for the individual educator 

is central and educators shou~d be credited for the work they deliver (cf. 

3.5.3.2). 

otivation 

Positive relationships and open communication will allow for positive 

interpersonal interactions and create an env1ronment that suppons 
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panicipative decisi,on-making and the freedom to interact and contribute to the 

process of change. 

8.4.9 Rec,ommendation 9 

Provide personal development opportunities for educators to equjp them to 

have control over the learning env:ironment and a sense of seW-worth. The 

sense of 'loss of control' wili be minimized if people exhibit self-directed 

behaviour and have confidence in their abiliity to lead change and influence 

learners positively. 

olivation 

Educators seNe a more diverse learner populat'on than in past t,imes, 

UlJerefore they have to become more assertive and knowledgab:le in the,r field. 

Providing opportunities for personal growth for educators motivates them to 

work cooperatively, promotes enthusiasm, happ~ness and genuine interest in 

their own iearning, as well as in those of the learners. It also acts as catalyst 

for the continued development of th-e professional and ~t educates for both 

self-understandingl and group understanding. 

8.4.10 Recommendation 10 

Change should coincide with the vision and goals of the school and 

participants should feel ownership of these goals. This ensures that people 

are less likelly to resist the proposed changes, and confusion about the 

purpose of change is minimized. 

otivation 

Resistance to change stem from insecurities and uncertainties about toe 

direction the change is taking and assumptions about lhe desirabUity of 

change. 

If educators resist change, they would not be able to provi'de a learning 

enVironment in which learners feel ,emoHonal'y safe and have the freedom to 

partake and interact in the learning acthn1ies in the classroom. This implies 1he 
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creation of an environment where learners fee II valued as individua~s, are 

'treated wnh respect and are generally happy with their interactions in an 

atmosphere of mutual understanding and trust 

8.4.11 Recommendation 11 

There must be an all-encompassing leadership programme for incorporating 

the principles of EI for princIpals and educators, who have to control their 

feelings and impulses and who are able to create a school environment of 

trust and fairness. 

Motivatio 

In a school where there is genuine trust and open communication the morale 

of educators and learners will increase and p'rincipals as leaders will maintain 

a competitive edge by openlng up lines of communication for better conflict 

resowution. decision-making and motivation. 

8.4.12 Recommendation 12 

Evaluative feedback is important. Change should be evaluated annually to 

find out whether participants are copjng OJ if the change is working in relatio 

to the outcomes set. Feedback shou~d be provided a caring and supportjve 

environment to reiterate the value of each individual to the process. 

otivation 

This should 'be valuable as a measure to keep educators and Ilearners abreast 

of all the chanaes at the school because it became evident during interviews 

that the respondents were only aware of the superficial changes and that they 

did not really fee-l ownership of the change process. This could also redllce 

the resistance to change that may be experienced by educators. 

8.5 POSSIBLE THEMES FOR FURTHER STUD 

From the groundwork in this thesis, a number of further studies could be 

undertaken: 
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An invesUgation into what consHtII!..l~es real and sustained change at 

secondary schools 

•	 fhe value of EI training programmes for in-service educators 

•	 The long term benef'its of EI as part of the school curriculum 

•	 An investigation into what constitutes a successful school when change is 

not a constant in the learning environment 

The impact of Elan learner performance at secondary schools 

•	 An investigation into the emotional and social needs of diverse learners 

and how these influence the1ir abillity or not to cope with the change 

process 

8.6 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

The following limitations became apparent towards the completion of th'is 

udy: 

•	 lin this stUdy the responses of educators, learners, 8MT and 8GB 

members were sought. Princtpals of schools were not interviewed and did 

not complete the questionnaire. Perhaps they too, could have provided 

valuable ins~ght into how the process of change is conducted at their 

sCllool and commented on the impact of EW on the educator's rote as 

manager of change. 

•	 At some schools, educators were re'uctant to comp,lete the questionnaire 

ana participate in focus group interviews. 

•	 At some schools, principals declined the request for their school to be 

invotvedi in the research. 
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•	 A number of questionnaires were returned uncompleted. This could be 

interpreted as disinterest of the participants towards research. 

Although several ~imitations and shortcomings may be present 'n this thesis, it 

could provide the basis for further studies on the impact of EI on the various 

role players in the education system. In this manner, quality education and 

well-rounded citizens could become deliverab'e. 

8.1 CLOSING REMARK 

It was evident in chapter 1 that there is a need to iden1ify and implement EI as 

an integral part of the school currk:ulum so as to assist educators and learners 

n coping with the challenges and demands of work and school life. By 

integrating social and emohonal competencies .n the classroom, secondaly 

school educatolrs will assist 'earners in coping with classroom interactions and 

their growth as Individuals. Principals as leaders of school change need to 

equip themselves, their educators and their learners to deal with change in an 

emotionally intelligent way to ensure the future success of the school. 
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Mnyal1~o WezeMfuncio l13fapha la Thut 
Department of Education Deparfcl'lwnt van Onderwys 

~-

05 March 20D7Data: 

Nam0 of Researcher: Painter June Monita 
- -
Address of Researcher: 46 De Beer Street SE 2 

'--~- -Vanderbi1jparft 
-. 

1911 
-

Teiepnone Number: 0169321617 
Fax Number: 0169509189 

-
The impact of emotional intelligence on 

Research Topic: 'the educators' role as manager of 
change-
6. Secondary Schools Number ilnd typo 01 schools: 
5edibeng East Rnd WestDistrictlsfHO 

Re: 

This letter serves f<J lndir:ate 'hat approval is herr=-by 91 anted 10 the above-mentioned 
researcher to proceed wil" research in respect of the study indicated above. The 
onus rests with the researcher to negotiate appropriate and relevanl time schedules 
with the 3chool/s arld/or offices involved to conduct the research. A separate copy of 
this letter must he presented to both lha School (hoth Principal and SOS) and lhe 
DislricllHead Office Sc;;nior Manager confirmIng that permission has been grented for 
he research to be conducted. 

Permi.81>ion has been granted to !proceed """.tll the i:lbolle study subjQ-ct to the 
conditions listed belQw b~ing met, and mllY be withdrawn should <JnY' ot these 
conditions be flouted: 

1.	 The District/Head' Office Senior M,magerls concerned nlust be pf9:Scrtted with OJ 

copy of this leiter "raC would fndicar'e thai Ure said tosel1reherls h&.shlavc bf1cn 
gntfll'Od perm;l/s{on from th'!! Gau(eny Deparlmfmt of education 10 conduct ill 
resea,~ fI study. 

2.	 The DJsfrir:tlHettr:l Office Sentor Managerls tnt/Sf be apPfoac;hed scparlltely. and 
tn wl'IIJng, torpermission to involve OislrktlHaad Off1c& Officials in tho project 

3.	 A copy ot this letter must be forwarded to tha school principal and tlHI 
chairperson ,01 the Schoo! GOv,emlng Body (5GB) 'hat would ,,,d;cafe t'1rllt Ihf! 
researcherls have been granted pUTmis:;ion Iromthe Gauteng Depa,rtmet?t of 
Education to condu«;t t/J·e research srudy. 

iroclor; Knowiedyo ManagemcEmt ;tJlll Resp.;Jn;h 
nom 525, 1;u.. CommlS51oRIlr Street, JohDn"e.!ibur~,1001. P.o. So:.; nto. Jotlllnn~!;burg,2000 

Tel: (011) 355-0488 FlIx: (01:1) 3~o·076G 



__ 

4,	 A luttel" / docmnerlt (hid outlfnfJ-G the purpose of the rw;eal'(~h .1I'1(J th'1 anticipated 
outcomes of sud. ro-scan:h must fie made ilV.lilab/e [0 tfw prl/l(~/p'aJs, 5GBs :lnd 
Oi!'itTicUHeAd Office S~n{or Manag'r"s or tfle schools and cJjstri(;ts!offices cortcomad, 
respcc~jva/y. 

The Re5!!iJrr.hcr will f71!ib 13"'(.11)' effort oM'I'ln tile goodwill iUJd co~ope,ariorr of iJiJ tfl'I'J GDE 
officials, pritiCipals, arid clrairpersons otth., SGBs, teachers and /aalners involVed.. 
Pe~ons wno offer their co-opera,tion wID nO't receil/O additional remuner~tion from the 
Department white those tflet opt not io parlicip<Jte wltl nol be penafi36d in allY way. 

6.	 Researen may only be conducted ..fteor sebao.' hours so tfwt Ih~ normal school 
programme ;~ not inteaupled. nle Principal (1f aC il school) i.JfIrJ!Of: Senior Manager (.f at.} 
di5trld/head office} mils' be consulted about an ilppropria"~ rime when the fesearcherls 
may carry ouf. tbetr rese,lrch at t.he sites thaI they malNlge. 

7.	 Rcseafich m[)y anty co/'tlmoel~ce 'rom tfle .<u!c{)t1d week or Febwilty and must be concluded 
be-fote (he beginning or tht! last quarter of rhe academic year 

8.	 Items 6 and 7 wi" not apply to <11')' mswur;h gJ(rut being unde.rtaken on bebalf of fhe GDE 
Such (el$earoh will have been commt.!JsionerJ Jlnd be- paid for by (he Gauteng Depsrlmerd 
or Educatian. 

9,	 Jt is the' res.earcher's respon.~ibllity to obt>rirr written parental consent of iJlIllMmers that 
a're expfJded.o participate in tlw study. 

'10.	 The retrearcher;s responsible (or s/Jppf)11ng ~nd utilising hrslhe" OW(l reseaTch f8$o,u{l;e_. 
suc/t !lIS stationecy, plrotacopies, LraI1~port, (,lice.,; and telephones and 5:I,oIlJ(/ not r:Joptmd 
on 'he go()dwiJI 0' the ;nstifuUons and/or file omces visited rOT supplying such m!lQurC¢$. 

'111.	 Ute nante:s or ,the GDE oNidais, sf:hoo/g. principals, parents, teolchenJ and learners thaf 
part.;c;palfJ; in rNa study may not ~ppeilrin rhfil researcll report without the Wriltli'il consent 

'each ot the$e Jndivlduat:r a(fd!or orga'01s-atlons. 
2.	 On compJ~rion of '''$1 study file researcn'er ",U51 supply the Senior /l:ftuHtlleT: Strategic 

PQficy Development, M..magement 8; Research Coordiuatlon wilh one Hard CovllIr bOlmd 
and OIH~ it/rIg bound copy or' ('he (hurl, Efpprollcd res~;}n:h report rtle researcher WOfJld 
also pn:wide ~"e said manager wJth an e/eciron;c copy at the ra-seatch abstract/summary 
iUJdlor anna t2 rKm. 

13.	 Thco res~af'Chc,. may bo expected'o provide short pr'ese"~rjon.!i on tne purpose, findings 
nd l'OOommendarJ-Qf1s or his/Iter resl!ilreh 'to boil, GDE officials and the schools 

conc·emcd, 
, 14.Shoutrl the re... e-.'lreha" have boon ;nvolved With I'e'$lP:arcl, ~t OJ schOOf anrJlor <l district/head 

of{;r;e lovel, the SenJtJr Manager concerned must also be sUfJplied w~~h a brief summary of 
tile putpo...<;e, Imdings ill'ld mcommrmd-.tions of die ~!ieat'chsWdy. 

The Gauleng Department 01 EducuUOfl wishes you well in lhis imponant unde~akif1g ~!nrJ 

loots forward to ex~m:,nifl~ the Ondings of your research ~tudy. 

Kind regard~ 

ACTING CH'Z&R'trOR' OFSTEO 

e CQi"ttents of this letter has lK!~n	 her. 

Signature of Researcl1en 

Date: 
I	 I ~--- ~~ ·~.07 
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Mr~ J.M. Palme.r 
46 De B~er Street SE2 
VANDEA:9IJLPARK 
19H 

Dear Mrs Palmer 

PERMISSION ,.0 CONDUCT RESEARCH 

.c r~fer to your le1'ter det ed 16 AUQu~t 2006. 

Permission j,s hereby grQrlted for you 10 COc",duct re5c(,U'ch ire :;electe.d !)ch~iQls Ifj the Port EI'7--Obeth 
istnct Kindly no'e that your rf>:seorch is slJbJec1 10 the Interno.J r~I~$ r+ +1,.: Srl-,M'':; you hllv~ :i"~lecTcd 

end s:holJld not Interfere with the normal academIc pr-ogramrne. 

Plt(l~e provide the principal of t"'ec school with a copy of this lette... IJS pr,')oF of Dl1rrnl:J$ton. 

Cood luc'k Wit h your resear' 

Yours 

~~) 
S SNAYf 
bISTRrCT DIRECTOR: PORT ELIZA8ETH 
lab 

25 August 2006 
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46 De Beer Street SE2 
VANDERBMLPARK 
191 
7 June 2007 

he Principal 
School Name: 

Dear Sjr/Mada 

PERMISSION TO CONDUCT RESEARCH: 'GDE 5 MARCH 2007 

I am presently conducting research for my PhD on the topic THE IMPACT OF 
EDUCATORS t EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE ON THEIR ROLES AS MANAGERS 
OFCHANG_. 

The complexity of change facing secondary schools in the education sector ha 
necessitated principals in these institutions not only to keep abreast wirth changes 
but also to act wisely in human relations. Th,s implies that effective leadership 
depends as much on character as on cognirUon and therefore educators and 
principals need to be emotionally inteUigent. Their success depends on forging 
sound work re'ationships, networking" mediating and mentoring. Managing 
emotionany means pu111ng a high priority on recul,turing which invo~ves changing the 
norms, values, incentirves, skills and re!ationships in the school to foster a different 
way of working together. 

he aim of this research is to assist educators and principals in becoming 
emotionally inteUigent 1eaders to ensure a positive, successfu~ working enVironnilent 
and to manage the change process at school effectively. 

To yield data for this investigation, I request that permission be granted to conduct 
focus group, interviews with educators and Grade 10 and 11 learners. Educators and 
earners will also be required to complete a structured questionnaire. In-dept 
interviews will be conducted with the School Management Team and members of the 
School Governing Body. if permission is granted, I intend collecting data tor the 
study from 23 Juty 2007 to 31 JUly 2007. Please allow 2 days wiLhtn this period on 
which' can engage with the relevant roleplayers. 

I assure you that the information gathered will be treated strictly confidentially a 
anonymity is guaranteed. My contact details are (016) 9509864 / OB27754987and 
my fax number (016) 9509189. 

Allow me to thank you in advance for your co-operat~on. 

Yours faithfuUy 

.(~[~ ..... 
June Palmer: PhD STUDENT 
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NopnL',)lEST UNIVERSITY 

YW~mE51l1 "fA rY)¥,O~~E~130PHIRIMA 

nClRDWE5· UHIVERSITEIT 

Vaal Triangle Faculty 
Tei 0169509864 

~II 082775.:1987 

21 February 2007 

Dear Colleague I Participant 

STIONNAIRE: EDUCj),TOR~ 

The attached qr.ies!ionnaire forms pall of FllD res8:::1rch to investigate the impact of emotional 

intelligence on the educator's duty to manage change. 

You are hereby kindly requested to complete the questionnaire. The responses will be treated 

with the utmost confidentiality: no mention will be made of you or your school. Therefore, please 

do not write clown your surname or the name of your school on the document. The 

questionnaire number \A/ill be lIsed for control purposes only. Fo~ ;he reliability and validity of the 

information, you are requestecJ to answer the questions on your own 

Thank you for being "J~lilling to fOim part of this res82rch project. 

Yours sir,cerely 

r ("

I.-~;" .' ., 
~. ' 

··1\L,--- ~~JvlQ) 
Jis .June Palmer Or L~kJirol d~ VVaai 

PhD s.t.udent Pror"'o'2:ar: School for EducatDnal Sciences 

Please complete the following statement to cO)'yny'q ~dour participation in the questionnaire: 

.....hi!·.; qU8stionQE.ire \)\,f~1I protect the ictentity of my school and "IB, 

I ~m flJ!!'Y·. avvane of the part t w.. il n!av in cOfi.!1pletinQ the ati:ache' 
. &I Ii" . ~ ...... 

qUGstiomlaire C]na am willing to compiete ia: ·~o \the bast of my anlniy. 

ignil'iJJf,e: 

,~te: 200?_-__~ 

}.~LA.L T? ~'.r'J(?" .':~ "-;,}:. __ '-',I Jb 
,PC 80; ,·';ti • \';:m(lsrLl,:~':'2i:. ,~IX ·[el ~O';~') ~,110 J:::-i . F;:L ({] 



H)~:,TH- WEST UNIVE:.sny 

Jt-~I!3ESnl yp, DOKO;~E-I3DPH!~'Wv\,ll 

t·lO 0 RDWES-U~,~ IV ERSn ~l T 

Vaal Triangle Faculty 
Tel 016 f'50 9864
 
Cp-!I 082 :754987
 

21 FeixL'::::H'l/ 2007 

tJ ,a.3:,' l.,85ri'":er 

·.~H..~L::S.TiONN.~1(1f:: LEtLL-{[\I,ER .": 

The attach2d oUGstionnaire form~ 
" 

·-.Jrl af a st'Jden~'3 r~sE:arch ~o ilwesticste the imlJ2U of 
~ 

e-t:oU::-;.naJ inteHiqence on educators' duty to nl2:lag',:: Ch2i·~g3. 

You are hereby kindly requested to complet,,:: the qL:e~tionilaire. Tl---;e r~':(lonses \Nill be trE3i.scl 

with the utmost confidentiality: no rc"lention wif! be mo'::':; of you or 'l0m school. Ther,:=fore, p!ease 

do not write down your surname or the nan18 of your school on the dOcL1i112nt. The 

uestionnaire nurnber will be used for con~rol purposss only. For the reliab~[ity and validity of the 

information, you are requested to anS\f.J::::i the C;L!2S'~;)IlS un ~iour ovm. 

Thank you for 1J2ing willing to form part of :his ['e~ :;os-J'eh pl-::;jecL Good luck with ).tOur stud:ss. 

\ ours sincerely 

~;fJJ 
,...... EI6.a: dE \it'z:;;_"~!.c. 

:dr/D stl.ldelTl [;':<''-OlT J·:.er; ':"~ he:::;! for i~d:l"::~f:)f 2".1 ;:Cf ?H'?G0G 

~.11ea.se comp!e'7a the following statement to cor(ir,Tl your [',?rtiGij::~ticn iii the fil[ . ..itioml'?(~·3: 

This ciuesth)!'Hi3are "{lIin protect the idonW:y of my '.-chc~cd ,~n:J m~. 

'I am fully co.ware of the part I wit! P~2Y in cornp~etir.~l 'i:~e at~.aGiled 

questiormciim 2Jnrl am wining to complete it to the .!Jest of rr::I' 2bWty_ 

Signature: _ 

1~1~'2-: 2007,· 

--- ._---
AAL TRIANGLE GAMPU 71
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NORTH-WEST UNIVERSITY 

YUNIBESITI YA DOKONE-[30PHIRIMA 

NOORDWES-UNIVERSITEIT 

Fakulteit Vaaldriehoek 
Sel 082 622 5873 

Junie / Julie 2007 

Liewe Opvoeder / Deelnemer 

VRAE:LYS: OPVOEDER 

Die aangehegte vraelys vorm deel van die ondergetekende student se navorsing wat die impak 

van emosionele intelligensie op die opvoeder se ral om verandering te bestuur ondersoek. 

Jy word vriendelik versoek om die vraelys te voltooi. Die antwoorde sal met die uiterste 

vertraulikheid hanteer word: geen melding sal van jou of jou skool gemaak word nie. Gevolglik 

moet jy asseblief nie jou inligting of die naam van jou skool op die dokument neeskryf nie. Die 

vraelys se nommer word net vir kontrale doeleindes gebruik. Ter wille van betraubaarheid en 

geldigheid van die inligting, word jy versoek om die vraelys op jou eie te voltooi 

Dankie dat jy bereid is om deel te wees van hierdie navorsingsprojek. Sterkte met jou loopbaan 

Vriendelike graete 

- 71 {\ !/
/ '~Q~~J) 

Me June Palmer Dr Elda de Waal 

Ph D-student Promotor: Skool vir Opvoedkundige Wetenskappe 

Voltooi asseblief onderstaande verklaring om u deelname aan die vraelys te bevestig: 

Hierdie vraelys sal die identiteit van my en my skool beskerm.
 

Ek is ten volle bewus van die rol wat ek sal speel met die invul van die
 

vrael,ys en ek is bereid om dit na my beste vermoe te voltooi.
 

Handtekening: _
 

"atum: 2007

• PO Box I 1/4 .ilwu.ac.za 



I~ORTt-:-WE5T UNIVEP,SITY 

YUHIBESm YA [)OI<ONE-OOPHIRIMA 

l'-lOOP\DWE5-UNIVEP,SITElT 

Fakulteit Vaaldriehoek 
Sel 082 622 5873 

Maart 2007 

Liewe Leerder I Deelnemer 

VRAELYS:LEERDERS 

Die aangehegte vraelys vorm deel van die ondergetekende student se navorsing wat die impak 

van emosionele intelligensie op die opvoeder se rol om verandering te bestuur ondersoek. 

Jy word vriendelik versoek om die vraelys te voltooi. Die antwoorde sal met die uiterste 

vertroulikheid hanteer word: geen melding sal van jou of jou skoal gemaak word nie. Gevolglik 

moet jy asseblief nie jou inligting of die naam van jou skool op die dokument neeskryf nie. Die 

vraelys se nommer word net vir kontrole doeleindes gebruik. Ter wille van betroubaarheid en 

geldigheid van die inligting, word jy versoek om die vraelys op jou eie te voltooi 

Dankie dat jy bereid is om deel te wees van hierdie navorsingsprojek. Sterkte met jou loopbaan. 

Vriendelike groete 

. 
.~

.) \~--' II 
cmt~ ~~~~Q~At~~YJ 

Me
/

June Palmer Dr Elda de Waal 

PhD-student Promotor: Skool vir Opvoedkundige Wetenskappe 

Voltooi asseblief onderstaande verklaring om u deelname aan die vraelys te bevestig:

'---1 
ierdie vraelys sal die identiteit van my en my skool beskerm.
 

Ek is ten volle bewus van die rol wat ek sal speel met die invul van die
 

vraelys en ek is bereid om dit na my beste vermoe te voltooi.
 

Handtekening: ~
 

Datum: 2007

! ----~----

VAAL TRIANGLE CAMPUS 
• PO Box 1174 • Vaoderhijlp3rk, 1900 . T ~l' (O"li~) 9·\O·:;}077 • FCl>~. (01[,) 910 3078 • htTp //WINvV r;WlJ ac:a 
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Q 10 AIRE: EDUCATORS 

THE IMPACT OF EMOTiONAL ~NTELLIGENCE ON THE 
EDUCATOR'S ROLE AS MANAGER OF CHANGE 

INSTRUCTIONS 

1.	 You are kindly requested to answer all the questions to the best of 
your ability. 

2.	 Do not indicate your name or the name of your school on the_
 
document

3.	 Please complete the questionnaire on your own. 

4.	 Please mark your answers with an X in the appropriate block. 

Your participation is highly appreciated. 

[ SECTION A: BIOGRAPHtC INFORMATiON 

[ 1 Gender	 Male I Fe~_a'e I 

i, 
Culture[2.______________J African IColoured !Indian 1 White lii6:e~ 

3. Position(
I	 

[ Educator I HOD I ~:~;~I l~ri~CiPal I 

~hal grades do you teach? Grade 10 ~ Grade 11 ~ 

SECTION B: HEALTHY SCHOOLS -J 
Indicale to what extent you agree/disagree with each of the following statements: 

>, 
0) 
C al 
o al 
1... ~ 

..., 0) 
(/) ell 

1 

al 
al .... 
OJ « 

al 
al .... 
OJ 
ro 
(/) 

Ci 

>,0> 
- al
0) .... 

C OJ 
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5. I Expressing emotions is a sign of weakness. 2 3 4

l;	 11i21~ 
.r 

7. -I When I feel strong emotions well up, my first -j- - ~ ~_4 I 
instinct is to control lhem. I L I J j '+I	 -'---_---'__- __ 

8. I I become anxious when I am about to experience :... 
uf1!llcdsant emotions. 



-------

I I h J nil 
I 9. II easily adapt to unfamiliar and unpredictable 1 \ 2 3 I 4 
[ circumstances. I __ 

I am able to cope successfully with daily demands I 1 1:1 3 I 4 ] 2
and pressures I L. I _ 

1~~_hOWcare and concern towards my peers. I ~~~..~ 

[ .12. Iram a\)le fa eXiJrcss my personal emotions. 1 I 2 3 iJ 
~ ~~apv,:;~~e ability to motivate ~ys"lr and' others w~I!~ 

lIfIhave a rough week at work I distract mYSelr~ I~ 31 4 '1 
I I SlloPPlng or other hobbles. ~ ,~ 

.- -_. 
15. Worrying and anxiety are wo of the most 

frequently experienced em otional problems for 1 2 3 
both educators and learne -so 

16.	 When I am und~~ pressure, I have the ability to----r-.1--r; [3 j 4l_JI I stay positive and focussed. _ .~ L__ _ I 

L I ~1T213141 
18.	 Learners are encouraged to build collaborative
 

relationships with their peers.
 '--_-11__ TI~ 
19. The relations~ip between my learners and me is I 1 -l2 l 3 r4 I 

generally positive.	 .. . 
.----------- 

I 20-[LBarners are encouraged to be open wi;h their -G1-~ 
educators about how they experience school Ilfe.-L~ I 

Learners have people they can talk to when they 21. 2I 1-1 ! 4 Iare in distress. [- 3 

~schoof encourages active learner involve~ent. L 1 l-~ 

3.	 IThe school is. set in an orderly, safe and non- ~~~2 [ 3 ] 4 I 
oppressive climate.~ --------

r24. Lear~etS are given opportunities to explore II -1J· 2 1;T:--\L emotions they are experiencing in school. L __~ _

lis. ~y leamers display a positive mental attitude I 1 J 2 3 ~J 
tow8rcl life I ' II 

-	 I 

') 

4 
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~ I allow learners to express their feelings. I 1 r- 2 I 3 r~ 

27. II deal immecfi.ately with negative incidents such as I 1 II 2 L3 . 4J 

~:-a~~g~._ . . I . .__ 

28. I! have the ability to accopt and control my emotio~s 1 I 21'~r-: ]
_llnlheclass~oom. _~.~ 

29. _____--'-----'----'--:2tl4J 
r;;:- -j'"1-L-e-<1f-n-e-rs-c-l:e.. ate the nght conditions foe educators 

I \to motivate and empower themselves. 

Ji 
. 1 

~ i
L J 3 

I 
[ 4 

I 

31. i Learning takes place in a non-judgemental 

.environment. 

I-r 

1 

I 
2 

I~
I 3 I 4 

!32. lThe principal fosters a positive learning 
environment where change is likely to occur. I ~ I_Q 3 I 4_J 

3	 I 
I J33. The principal works together with educators to 

transform difficult feelings and attitudes into more 1 2 
j creative ones. 

The principal endeavours to facililate open l 1 L=-J 3 I 4 I 
communication for emerging self-orQanisation. 

I The principal of our school is very committed to , 3 10 
[ each tas'-.k--'-.. --'-_ -~~ 

r:36: IThe principal Ofour school is reliable,	 3 ) 4 I 
I 37. 1 The. ~rincipal of ou.r school is firm in making r-021:: 'I ~1 

deCISions to benefrl the school. ~~ 

I 38. ,I	 ( r----;-j /' IAs a leader the principal develops strong 1 3 4 
l--J connectedness among educators In the school~ ~ . 

, 39. I The prinCipal is in touch with how educators feel I I 
" 1 2 3 4

about t he wark situatIon. j1 1	 I 

I 40. IThe principal has the skililo encourage learners I 1 8-;'~I 
and educators to change their behaViour. . --'~ ~ 

I~ Tne leadership of the school constantly motivates 2N-:l j Itcducators. L L-.~L 
.~ 
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0 

The principal eng.~nders ~ positive outlook that is I 1 13± I 
condUCive to Intuitive declslon-makma,. 

I Theprincipal displeys the abully to aDjust his 8 
emotions, thoughts and behaviour to changing 1 2 
situ<:lHons. I 

I ( ~ ... _,,~ •. _ •••_"-,,_ .. ~""., I J 2 

,-'--' ,- ~ ..~ ..~,~ ~.,,~,,~,,~, ,~~~--.. , ~J 

I 

I I 

__ .__ ~_~......"~ ..,__ .. ~, ,~. l 1 L:i8 
,--...".....,....,..-------,--  i 1 1 

2 

144 . IThe leadership of the school convi'nces stafL =f I	 II 
I parents and learners that change is necessary ~ 1 I 2 3 I 4 

[ 
1--=3--=c_hlevahle. ~ L- -'--__1__--L

145.	 ~TIIThe lever and extent of.imposed chant)e in recent l
I years have increased levels of anxiety for 1 I 2 3 4 
lL._---l.I--=e:..=u-'-ur,:a tors in this schoo!. 

. e~d,ers in the school allow staff to grow as J 1 L~I 3 10 
IndiViduals. '_ '-t I 

147.	 The readership of the school b,lJiids a strong level ~-JI1 I 2
1_"_	 of {rust among ed_ucators In thiS sc._,h_o_o_I._.___ ~ 

I 48, I' The leaders in this school create a chaf!enging ---r-1-~
I work en':lronmenL LL~ J 

r49~-p~he leaders provide 0ppol1unities for persona~~~I 
I development and empowerment, jl ~ .J..I_--, 

~ school ('3I1courages active learner involvement	 321 4l 
I 51. I' !he leadership of the school provides opportunities [ 1 ~ 
L TOr role plavers' Input Into plannlng._ ~ 

43.	 I The leadership of the school has tne ability toTBEEJI 
analyse the strengths ahd weaknesses of the 1 2 3 4 I 
schoof, ' --.J 
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--	 -_.I42.	 II feel free to contribute to the school in ways which t Cl 
are meaningful to me. 1 2. 3 
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r 59. Trle principal constantly questiolls the status. quo=1 1 liEI 4 I.

L ;;:Jnd tries to find better ways of achievin~als.	 J ~__ 

6~ The principal recognises the importance of highly r ~J 
developed habit patterns that ritualise important 3 4 

...J! ! ! .1 

62. I The Sd1001 environment encourages learner ~ 13]
responsibility and opportunities for reflecting and I 1 '2 3 4 

onitDring learnin I I 

I 64.	 I 1 J2l3I4-JThe principal fosters an opportunity for the 
__-J-c::....:o::....:m::....:m----'-u@y to b.~come involved in the school. _ ~ 

experiences. 

-- -~, ,~~.,. 

The leadership maximises opportunilies for 38educators and learners to reflect togdher on what 
1 2

is !',C'ippening emotionally in their cun'enl 
~ationshjps _ 

63 

I 65.	 Educators have a sense of shared responsibility for 2 ~341 
~UD ttin and 18Brninq from each other 1~ 

~feel iree to use my creativity in teaching my l 1 J;I-~ 
~l!earners. j L ~ 

Parents are welcomed as participants in school life 
and in the education of their children. 

69. Parents are offered opportunities to share any 
problems they have in helping their children learn 1 2 3 4 
and develop 

j ---;-11 I, believe that I have a real role to play in shaping 1 1 ~ 
how the school IS run. I 

I I i 

I LA' "'v, <'"' ,",co 'v,''''. I I I'U	 

!
,---'-----' 

There is a Ileed within the school to change the 
values, understanding and actions of learners. 

4A 

_~ 

3TI 
-1~1

4 

Tllere is a Ileed within the schoc! to change the 1~4,	 4l
Ivalues. understandinl1 and actions of educators.	 ._ 

;he school 1125 appropriate gUidelines in rlace t~~ 3 I 4~.(~5, 
manage the change process.	 . I _ 

.::; 
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SECTION C: LEADERSHIP AND CHANGE 

0.>>, >.0.>
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76, The principal assists educators and learners in
 
understand~ng what change really means.
 3 I 41 I 2 

I 
I 78. 
L_ ____t 

77.	 I The leadership has a vision of what is important 
and this is shared by educators, learners and the 3	 4 
community. , >1	 1 1 

EliJ 4_ 

79.	 I The principal displays a measure oi accountabilit; I 1 I;T0 4 I 
toward educators. . LU . 

1--J80. lThe principal has a sound understanding of how to 
handle conflict. 

1 2 3 

r- 

81. IThe principal has the ability to identify his/her own 
1 2 3 4strengths and weaknesses. I 

j82.	 Whilst implementing change, the principal provides
 
opportunities for educators to articulate their 1 2 3 4
 
ambivalent feelings.
 

r -
Before implementing any change initiative, the 

1 2
pnncipal gains acceptance from educators first.	 

3 I 4 

84. 
-

The principal has a know-how which is respected 
by the learners, educators, SMT and the 
community. 

1 2 3 4 

85.	 The leadership of the school has the ability to work 
1 2 3 4 

as a team in problem-solving. 

86.	 The principal sets high standards for the school 
and provides a role model for learners and 1 2 3 4 
educators 

j 

The principal seeks advice and support when l87.	 1 2 3 4 
necessary. I_. _. ,......, 

- r---=-~ 

88. This school's primary task is to create a teaching 
and learning opportunity for educators and 1 2 3 4 
~earners. 

I, - [1l~J~41
 
6 



90. I The school has a degree of autonomy while b:ing 
[ accountable to parents and the local community. 

--	.---- I 

91.	 I The principal creates a supportive olJen school
 
clima~e for all.
 

92. The school has an effective school development 
plan which inle~Jrat?s staff developmem, 
instructional developll1en~, and cunicLJlum 
development. 

93.	 I The school is successful because it has strong
 
positive !~C:lder5hjp.
 

94. The school is successful because it has an 
2 41 3

atmosphere generated by shared aims and values. 

eEl95.~1he ultimate success of the school depends on the 1 2 4 
quality of the role the principal displays. 

I 

96.	 j The principal creates a caring environment for 
learners and educators. 2[ ~~ 

97. I The school Is ope" to Its external environment, I ~ 
ac~ively trying new ideas about how it might work 1 2 3 4 
differently. 

adership explores ways to create jg;-ffiThe Ie 
1 2 ') 4Information-rich environments where people are 

l	 
v 

encou "aged learn from mistakes. 

Management creates channels for real-time, fact99. 
21

based communication within and across groups. _0 
100. Management prepares educators to face the 

1 2
challenges of change. W-

-
The principal contacts other school principals who 101. 21 3 rhave experienced the change process. 

102. ans of two- r=EEJ 
103. I The principal involves staff in the management of 2 3 41

change 

4 

7 
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104. \ The principal displays a genuine interest in what I 1 2 
3 4 

J lather people think and why they tllink that way. _ I I 

105. IThe principal :eads learners and educators to TI. 
achieve desired outcomes, rather than instructing 1 2 3 4 

I them. . 
L...-_-'-_----J

106. I The school places great emphasis on developing 
self-discipline in learners. 48213 

107. The ieCldership manages the emolional respollses 4~1 [J; 3 
of educators and learners dunng change. 

,-_-,-1_- _ 

108. The p~incip81 keeps communication channels ope~ 1 
so resistance to change IS transparent. _J_ 

~e principal prepares learners and educators to I 
adjust to proposed change. ~ 

~ The leadership empowers learners and educators
I to Implement change. 

1 

I 2 I 3 I 4
L-J 
~ 3 I 4 IU 

1 1-----;-1 ~ r-:-l 
~ _---'-u

--1I 111.liam motivated to assist with change at the schooL 2~ 

8 
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VRAELYS:OPVOEDERS 

E UITWERKING VAN EMOSIONELE INTELLIGENSIE OP DIE 
OPVOEDER SE ROL AS BESTUURDER VAN VERANDERING 

OPDRAGTE 
1.	 U word wiendeUk versoek om al die vrae na u beste vermoe te
 

eantwoord.
 

2.	 Moet loie u "aam of u skoal se naam ,op die dokcument aanbring
 
nie.
 

3.	 Voltooi die vraelys asseblief op u eie. 

4.	 M,erk asseblief u antwoorde met 'n X in die teo,paslike blokkie. 

U samewerking word haag Of) prys geste•. 

I AFDEUNG A : B.OGRAFIESE IN_L_lG_T_I_N_G	 ----.: 

11. Ges~	 J_ Manlik 1 Vrouli 

\2. Kultuur _____--LI_A_fr_ik_a_1 Bruin _[1Odi~Wit I Ande~ 

~POSiSie _~pvoed~ - HVDJ A~i:~t I Hoof .1 

- Aan w~tter grade gee u I L Graad11·~Graad 10onderng?E 
ONOE SKOLE	 J 

.:x:: 
(n' '~ ~ 1:: 

... I ... 
G5 

I.:x::~ ~ IV II) (I) nil 
WlI) >.e..c:> 

5. I Om emosies te openbaar, is 'n te'ken van 
1 -~I 

3 I 4swakheid 

16. -I Ek weet w
L ekniewa 

anneer ek sleg voel, maar meestal weet 
lrom nie 1 2 3 4 

- -

7.	 I Wanneer ek emosi,es voel ,opwel, is my eerste
 
instink om hulle te beheer.
 ~2~r4 

amstem I n~e sa 
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I 10. ~k ka~ suksesvol cope met d_aa~Ukse else en d~l 1 .~~ 4 I 
I 11. LEk bewys dat ek besorg is 001' my ge1ykes " --Ii. I 2 [2J 4 1 

12. ] man my persoonlike.emosies Uftdruk. _l 1~I3-- [,~~ 

13~Ek l- 1 2 ~besi~ die. verm~eom myself en andsr met ~- --;l
meelewmg te motweer. " I 

4. I As ek 'n moeilike week by die werk 
aandag at met inkopies en ander st 

1~" 

~. 

L,,----,. 

I 3 1_4 

Leerder~ wo'rd aangemoed~g om samewerkende "I 1 r2~1 3 I 4 ·1 

. lil~141 
_ _ ele : ~ IiE[_, 

- "2r~1 

v,erhoudlngs met hul portuurgroep op te bou	 ~ ,. ~ 

19.	 Ole lIe(houding tussen my leerdars en my Is oar I 1 I 2 I 3 J 4 ! 

_~e algsmeen positlef. _ _ _ _1 

r	
---

LJ [[ Iio. leerders word aang,emoedig om openhartig met 
l :,~~~voeders t8 wees oar hoe hulle die SkOOllew: _ 1 2 ~ 4 

I 21. 1Leerdars hel mensa met wle huUe kan gesels ~1 -J 2] 3 ~4 "1 
wanneer hulls bekommard IS. 

--	 -,. 

2~ I~~~SkOOI mOad~g aktiewe leerd",-~etrol<kenl\ejd I 1 I 2 1-=_1 4 I 
23 l Die skoal is gevestig j~ '!"' ordelike, veilige en l1ie- 1 2 ~ [ 4
 

onderdrukkende omgewlng.
J	 ------------'---"-



--- -

1J	 21 3 4 II1, e~ke saak.	 1 

~6.	 IOle SkOOlh~ OilS skoal is verantwoardeHk.~ I 2 I 3 L4_11 

'-----oie skoofhoof van ons skoal is standvasitg in die 1 l	:JiI4 I~~~m van beslulte om die skonl te..QfNoom'~eL__l.

138.	 ! As leier, ontwi'kkel' dIe skoolhoof sterk 
l verbintenisse tussen olPvoeders aan die skoo.. 4 I 

139. I Die skoQ'lhoof is in voeling met hoe oDvoeders voel
L- !oor die wersituasie. _ __ _-,-'_ 1!2131~ I 

en 
t:::: 
ro 

E == Ej E. E 
.s~~ 2~ 
(/).:t:: tI) (j) tI) 

~ ~.__ 
Q)

>

l1 I2 E4 ..	 Leerderskrygelee~thed-;'omemOSieSWalhU'le
op skoal ervaar, te ondersoek.~

25.	 I My leerders vertoon 'n positiewe geesteshouding r:=f"; 

28. 

29. 

30.
 

31. ILeer vind p~as j-n-'-n-n-ie---v-e-ro-o-r-d"--e-e-Id-'-e-o-m-g-e-w-in-g-.-, 1 

32. IDEe skoolilOoi~oester'n positiewe ~e, ~-omgewinQT 1 
~aar verandeflng moontlhk kan plaasvmd. "~ 

--  -~ .. ' ~.- - - -
Irk saam met opvoeders om 
ns en houdinge mear kreatief le 1 2 3 4

-J' 
_r 

3.	 Die skoollhoot
 
rnoeilike gevoele


[:]verander. 

34.	 - Die skoolhoo'f probear om apenhartige - 
kommunikasie vir onUuikende self-organisasie 1e 
fasilitee'-c _ 

35. l Die skoolhoof van ons skoot is baie teogewy aan 

teenoor die I,ewe. 

r r '~at leerders toe om nul gevo~s_uit te druk. T _1 

._--J.--:J 2 H4 l 
'. ~_	 2~ 3 I 4 I 

IEk het die ver~oe om my emosies te aanvaar e~n 1 [2] 3 4 ] 
te beheer tI1 d~e klaskamer. 

_-.............. -	 --.-


Leerders leer in samewerklng met opvoeders~in 
die geselsk~p van hulle po~uurgroe Gn met die 
ondersteumng van hui geslnne. 
---~ -

erders skep die regte omstand~ghedevir 
opvoeders om hulself te motiveeer en te 
bemeester 

0.=0- _. 

I I I I 
1 2 3 4 

._--'-----'---~--, 

r--~J I I
~l 11 2 3, 4 

1 2-=1 I 4 I3 

] 2 ~ ~J 
. L ~_ 

]~3[41
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re skoolhoof besit die vaaIdiigheld om leerders en40. 
pvoeders aan Le moedig om hlll gedrag te 1
 !2J: I 4Iverander. 

~~eier5 van die skoal mativeer opvoeders 
1
 2
 4
3


gedurig.
42~"T Ek voel'-'--v-ry-o-m----;-b-y-~-e-d-,--r-a-L-O
tdle skoal op maniere 
4
3
1
 

wat vir my iets beteken.
 

Die leierska ) (SMT) van die skoal het die vermoe
43. -- :J-r
2
 

,om die sterk en swak punta van die skoall te 1 2 4
 
onUeed. 
---" 
Die leierskap (SMT) van die skoal oortuig44. 

2
gpersoneellede, ouers en leerders d ~4noodsaaklik en bsreikbaar is. 

~_ 

I
 

L 4J 
~ J 

~ I
 

I 4 J 

~. 11 I~ 3 
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Die .SkO.ollnoof ontwikkel spesi1ieke ingryping v n -756. 
ander om opvoeders toe te laat om hul emosies te 1 2 3 
hanteer.. 4	 n 

~e -skoolhoof skep 'n orga.nisatoriese kultuur wat l 1 J 2 [ 3 l 4 1
I _.. Idie bestaansrE?9 van emosle aanvaar.	 __ _ L __ 
\ 58. ~.ie skooll1oof skep '0 orga!'1,satoriese kultuur wat 'I 1 \ 2 '--;I 4 I 

tile bestaansreg van emos~e aanvaa:::.:f..:.... -----1l__-----J.I-._-----.J~ I . 

Die skoolhoof ibevr-a-a-g-teken die bestaand-e- --~~ I [
toestand gedulig ell probeer bater maniere vind 1 2 3 4 j

m doelwitte te bere1k."------ 

60. ]0.. ie SkOO.lhO.Of erken die beLangrikheid van hoogs '-J 
ontwikkelde gewoonte-patrone wal betangrike 1 2 3 4 
ervai!!!gs v:~!e- __ _ 

61. I Die skoolhoot Se taak is om personee~led8tehelPl  ] I I-
__1-~.:::ck:n;,.::~tWUS Ie WO~d van hulle gevoelens oor die ~ 2 _3 _ I1	 4 

1 

2 ale -sk-o~olomgeWiing moedig leerd-e-r- - 

vera~twoordelikheid en geleenthede vir nadenke
 
en die kontroleer van leer aan.
 ~	 .- -"'----- -

432 
T 

1 

63.	 I Die leterskap (SMT) vermee
 
opvoeders en teerdersom s
 
emosioneel in nul huidmge ve


der g.eleenthede vir 
lam na te dink oor wat
rholldings aan die 

1 2 3 4 

._ L~g ....;ois_-	 _ 

I 64.	 1 ~ie skoolhoof bevord~r 'n geleentheid vir die ----r-11 ~l 3 ] -4-1 
__ eme:en~~p om by die skool b~trokke t8 raak. _~L	 r 

65. j-'Opvoeders het'n .aanv,oeling vk gedeelde--l [I ~- n 
verantwoordelikheid om mekaar te onderste'Un e~ 1 2 3 ~ 

van me,kaar Ie lear. 

166. LEk vo.el vry om my kre.atiwiteit te gebruik wanneer I 1 II 2 I 3 I 4 I 
I_~ ek my leerders ondemg. .. .. . L...:..-J 
I 67. rEk word an.gemoedig om ~IY persoonli~e SOW~I.aass r 1 I 2~3 j 4l 
L mYJProfesslOnele self In die kl1askamer m te bn~~ ~ ~ L 

I 68. !Ouers wo.rd V~IW~lkom as d.eelnemers!n die I 1 I 2 r;-I-~ .,
skoal/ewe en In dIe ornderwys van hul kmders. ---.J ..I~ . 

69-	 QueTS word geleemhede ge-g-lee om enigeq ] I 
probleme wat hul1e he t.om hul kinders te help leer 12 3 I 4 I 

_ en ontW11kkel, ts;;......=d..=.€..=.e.:..:.I.	 _ 

r-?Ql Ek gt? ek het .~ daadwerklike ~ol om te vervut in ie -I. '1 -,~ I 3 I j
I~ . Iyorrmng van die beslum van dIe skool. L ___ __	 I. 4 
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is en dit word gedeel met opvoeders, .eerders en 
ie gemeenskap. 
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42 3 
~_J , 

1213~1 
2[3J-4 ! 
2 

1 

21

1

i 

T~J 

75.	 

1 

1._~I~ 
3 4

AFDELING C:' LEIERSKAP EN VERANDERtNG 

Die sikoolihoof staan opvoeders en leerders by om
 
te verstaan vat verandering werklik beteken.
 

76. _2J~:;~I 
7 Die leierskap (SMT) het 'n visie van wat bel,aflgrik
 

3
C	 J 1_ 1
1 1 2 1 4 

78.	 akkundigheid I 1 [2 ~~ 

79. I Die skoQlhoof vertoon 'n mate van - [-1 I2I 1-4 l
~\ toerekenbaarheld teenoor opvoeders. 3---l ~
 

80.	 ie s.koolhoof het 'n deeglike begrip van hoe om J ~ ~ -[ }]3' I 
kontllk 'te hanteer.. 4 

! l	 . _ 

Die skoolhoof is daartoe ill staat om sy/haar eie81. -	 '±L3_[4lsterk en swak punte ui'lle ken. 

8~1 Terwyl hy/sy venmdering implementer,~oorsienlJJ
die skoothoof ge'leenthede vir opvoeders om hul 1 2
 
leenstrydige gevoelens uit fe spreek.
 I

oOlrdat hy/sy enige veranderingsinisiatief
 
implementer, verkry die skoolhoof eers die
 

83. 
4 

opvoeders se goedkeuring. JJ r3 I 

\84. IDie skooltlOof besil 'n.kundigheid wat die leerders. 1 2J~3 r~ 
opvoeders, SMT en dIe gemeenskap respekteer. 

-	 . 

6 



9,5

l 

I ---------r·_-,1~ir--.2 L

I	 I 

85.	 I Die leierskap (SMT) van dile skool besit die ver
 
om S005 'n span in problem-oplossing saam te
 4 

erk. 

1_ C1:~ 
c: 

[ 2 13LJ 
89. I Die skool pas hom aan by plaaslike be'hoeftes, ~ '"1 2H4 
8~. 

86. 

~__-1-1l2~ 

I 

ie skoothoof ste:1 hoe standaarde vir d,e s:l<ool en 
I ree op as rolmodel vilr leerders en opvoedefs. 

veral deur die beste benutti119 van bron 11 e.	 .I	 __ _ 

-- -----	

I 1 I 2 I 3

- ........ i i j 

90.	 Die skoal hal 'n mate van se'ifbestuur terwyl dit
 
verantwoordbaar is aan ouers ell die plaaslike
 I 4 
gemeenskap. 

__.1-_ 

[t ~

=j (J)

~ m ...E - III 
Q).e ~ It! 

- C!l >(J)rnCI>.J:: til' 
-

0;1-

I 3 I1 2 

1.	 Die sk~olhoof ~kep 'n olldersteundende oop -- ~l iJ~ 3 1[J4
skonlkhmaat Vir almal.~	 ----------_._--

92. Die skool het 'n doettreffende	 ~ II

SkOOIOntw.ikkehngsplan walpersonee:lontwikkeljng, 1 2 3 4 
onderrigontwi:kke1ing en kurrikulumontwikkeling 

I integreer.	 _L---.. 

I93.~e .s.~ool is su~sesvol o~dal dit 00; 'sterk [ 1 [<2E I 4 
positlewe lelerskap besklk. 

-------- -~~. - 
94.	 I Die skoo' is suksesvol, want dlt beskik oor 'n 

atmosreer wal voortgebnng word deur gedeelde '1i213'~
doelwitte en waardes. 

J~lE
 
11~ 3T4 

97.	 I Die skoal is oop vir sy eksterne omgewing, want 3J	 4
I dit b€proef nuwe idees oor hoe dit op 'n ander 

! 
manier kan werle 

98. ~lDie leierSkaP. (S..Mll ondersoek maniere om 
inligbngryke omgewings te skep waar mense 1 2 3 4 

- -
aangemoedig word om uit faute te leer. 

_-_ 1 1 1 --'-1__--' 

7 



<I'l 
Ill' 

Die bestuur skep kanale vir daadwerklike, op-feite 

OJ:e
~ 

E ==(l)WCO 
... III
(1) L: 

gl8baseerde kommunikasie binne eM oar groepe
 
. een.
 

99. 

L 

El EE<!lCO 
- ro 
rJ) lII' 

..':II: 
UI... 
en 

II) 1._ 
L. CD 1::. 
001 ell ra 
>.c:~ 

432 

10u.	 -ie bestuur berei, opvoeders voor om die
 
uitdagings van veranderlng lekonfmnteer.
 1 ' r-2 [}1 ~1

I	 I

I'01·1 Die skoolh-o-o-fkom met ande~ ;;oolhoofde in --. - T I~:~~~ing wat die proses van verande,lng ervaar 1 L _3 L 
, '02. I Die skoolhool ve;duldelik verande'in" deur =:o=! Li I 4 I 
1 Die skoollhoo~ betl"ek personeelldede sn die b~stu~r ~ 2 ] 3I4 ]1"03. 

van verandenng.	 _ I J 
' 

J 2 3 4 
1 1 _ 

J I I I 4 

1 I~-T~] 

J 3 
2 1 I 4 I 

~ 2 L3~ 

'12_GT4 
110.	 Die leierskap (SMT) bemagtig leerders en
 

opvoeders om verandering te imolementer.
 ~, I!J~ 
1 "1 [1~~~lgemotivee-r-d-o-m-t-e-h-e-IP-' -m-e-t-ve-r-a-n-d-e-r-in-g-o-p-j 1 1 2 I 3 I4J 

8 
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QUESTIONNAIRE: LEARNERS 
THE IMPACT OF EMOTIONAllNTELUGENCE ON THE
 

EDUCATOR'S ROLE AS MANAGER OF CHANGE
 

INSTRUCTIONS 

1.	 You are kindly requested to' answer all the questions to the best of 
your ability. 

2.	 Do not Indicate your name or the name of your school on the
 
document
 

3.	 Please complete the questionnaire on your own. 

4.	 Please mark your answers with an X in the appropriate bLock. 

Your participation is highJy appreciated. 

SECTION A: a.OGRAPHIC INFORMATIONL - 

1_1_._ Gender -_~-- Male-- - L~ _ 
12. Cullure	 ._I Alirican I Coloured I~an j w~ Olher I 

---~ 

3. Indicate your age [5-17 yes ~J_~_~:rs and[ 18 - 20 y oldp.r 

What grades are you in? ] Grade 10G· --	 ~_J ___
-

SECTION B: HEALTHY SCHOOLS 

u agree/disagree with each of t.he following statements: 

III -	 \lI ..... Ql ... 
OJ C::01 

.m~~g.m
Cl W"O 

ess. I 1 I 2 I 3 <I 

I know when I am feeling bad but most or the lime i [-1- I· ;T 3 -l 41-6 
cannot lell why I feellhat way. ~ II	 _:-.-_-

Wher-l I feel strong emotions-well up, my firstI 7~ 
Instinct is to controllhem.r	 LJ~--_. .-	 [- . I become anxious when I am about 10 experience 1
 
unpleasant emolions
 ~I ~L4_1 



- --

---

>. 

OJ 
c (1) 

e ~ 
-OJen lU 

9. mf"amiliar and unprediclable 

(1) 
(1) 
I-
l:J.l
-=: 

(1) 
(1)... 
rn 
ro 

.!Q 
0 

2 l .. ~
 

>.(1) 
- aJrn ... 
c m 
o ro 
... Vi ........
(/)"0 

_I_4_ .
 

10}01 am able to cope successfully wiU"I daily demands ] 1 1--~23~ 
and pressures .. 

111~ G~~reand concern towards my peers. ~1 
112.~c;lmab'etoexpr~ypersona'emotions. [Q 2 ~I 

~j3. I h;ethe abmly to moti~ate myself and others with 1 ~J 3 1_ 4 I 
empathy.l ---  -'_. 

distract myself I • I-~- -;EI 
L. I I 

Worrying and anXiety are two of the mos 
frequently experienced emotional problems for 21 3 r:l 

....1-both educators and learners. -11
 __----LI~
__--'-1__....L 
I 

16. -j When I "':' under press~re, I have the ability tal 1 I 2 l 3 [4 I 
_, slay POSltJV8 a_~d focussed. . ~~ 

r1i ~~nCOUraged to talk aboul my feelings at IJ 2 [2: I 4 1 
I~r I have stable relation5~~ps with my peer~ at SChOiOCJ 1 I 2 l~J 4 J 

e'~R 
-:J0. Learners are enc~uraged to be upen with their TJ -;1-3-1 4 1 
[ educators aboul how lhey experience school life. 

- . - 
[2~peoPle I can talk to when I am in distress. [~4] 

I2~ Lean:'ers ar~ .e~cUUraqed to participate fully in their! 1 l-2 I'. 3 I 4. 
learning acllVlhes. -.-l _ 

23. The school environment is sate and conducive for I 1 I 2 r31:; l 
[ learning. l Lj 
-- . . 
4. . Lea-~~ers are given oppo.rtunilie.s lo explore -12I2J--3- -[~l 

emotIOns lhey are expenenclng In set~ool.1~
s. My educators displ'ay a positive mentar attitu~e 1I2=1 3 [ 4 I 

hMarc! life.~----- -' 

114.
LJwit 
115. 

1__-'1 

~, 

2 



IT	 
I (1)-'--'I~ I (1) ""(1)- (1)... 01 ....(I,)1~(1) OJ c 0>~ Q) (I,) CO o t'O...~\- III '- U)t:.n.... OJ .....- -

Wt'O 2i	 CIJ'"'C« 

26.	 I The edu~ators allow me 10 own and express my I 1 I 2 "IT34'1 
feelings In the classroom, L I	 ' 

[27, JEducators deal ;mrn<>?iately with negative Incidents 1 -;EJ3 4 I 
such as learnershghtuig. . 

.	 --- _. -- ... 

28. i:Ollr educato~'s have th: ability to accept and lY2 li-' -I: 
conlrol emotions In their classrooms 

--	 -.. . ..~ 

29.	 I I learn in collaboration with educators, in the
 
company of peers and with the supp Irt of my
 4Jfamily._---'-1-	 _ 

1 2 3 

30. 

~1~ 
31. Lea~ning takes place in a non-judgemental [ 1 ] ~ 10 4 I 

I I environment. _ _ I ~~I 

r 32~ I~ducatom create a positive emotional environment I 1 ~I----;- T 4 'I
l. \ In the schoOl	 . ~~ 

33. The principal intervenes effectively when educators I 0 2 l~ '-1 
feeldlscour<=Jged. ~L ~ . 

______[11"'34.}T"e c _ 
3iil The principal of our school1s very committed to ] 1~ ~~34! 

each task. , 
-	 j 

The principal '0 

~The principal of our S.ChOOI1S firm in making 
_ Idecisions to benefit the school. 1~ 3\4 
-	 . ._--------- 

38. 
2 1	 3 

111 4-1 
39. The principal is in touch willl how educators feel 1 2 ~I 

\ about the work slluatlon. ~ I_~~ 

L~j~Tl
of lhe school constantly motivates 4 

40. I The princip
I and educa[ al has the skill to encourage learners 

1 2 3 4 
ors to change their behaviour. 

J
 



---------

0> :>,0>>. 
0> - Q).... 01 ....01 

0>t: Q) 01 C 0>0>' I1iJo CI:I o ell.... ... .... III .... III......--' - Ol(I) (\j 01:{ o O?-c 

siblyand avoid negative ~ 1 ~ 

Educalors creale a learning environment that	 2 4[43.	 [1 8 I
 
proll'1Otes non-violent betlavlour. 

_---!-.-:--	 
_. -. ---	 - , 4-4~ parI rl'om imparting academic skills and 
knowh:"'ldge, the school promotes the personal and 1 2 3 4 
sodal development of learners. 

45.	 I The hygIenic facilities at the school are of a high- . j~112 ~I 4 I 
stan-dard. ~ 

II 46.	 [-The I;-aders .in the school crcalo a supportive I 1 I 2 3 I 4 II, 

learnmg environment. 

[ 47J~~~ educalors motivate learners in an empathic] 1 I~ l~ 

48. I have Um ability to umlerstand and arprec,iate the 
feelings of others. 1 2 3 4 I 

I 

49	 I know (ny own feelings including accepting my
 
own darker side. 1
- 12H41

m I .. _ 

I co-operate well wilt, fellow learners al school. 

~213J4] 

__--'-,~1314] 
I I I :2J~1-lJ·. -, j

1 2 3 4 
- ~ 

~-28 41

57l The pril~cipa~ displays a positive mental attitude I1 [2 10 ~ .. [ 

- ._

2J 3 1 4 j 

toward life.	 I J I 
- .-- .. - - - --- --' 

4 
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Cl 
ro 
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>. 
OJ~ 
c ~ o t':l 
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(j)'"tJ 

~~ o w...[ [ ... 
____ en 

58. l My 'educators have the ability to assume the ] "I' j
perspective of others and to share in lhe emotions 1 2 3 4 
of others. 

1 -------'-- -~' .-- . 

1 
59 

. 
he educators plan lessons t1nd create optimal 

learning opportunities in the classroom. 

My educators promote a critical aUitude toward 
devtlloplng a sense of respect toward others, 

Myeduc the diffe,ent approaches t~ 1 4
teaching 19.
I liEJ I
 
63. I My educators provide a safe learning environment 

for' all learners. 
2 3 4 

.L-

SECTION C: LEADERSHIP AND CHANGE 

64. ssists educators and learners in 
what change real'ly means. 

2 3 4 

I 65. 1 nle principal articuls,tes a clear vision for school 1 2 3 I.--;l
i Imnrovement tl J 
1'-66. The principal creates an environment where 

positive results and credits are WIdely dispersed. l~l3 ~ 

_--------'-1-------'1LGLJ 
--------- ~L21 ~j 

~112[3]41 
10, I The leadershlp of the school supports the full , 43growth of learners academically, sociEll:ly and 

motionally.
I I 

7~.I ~x~eM~nce a ~ense of beill!l treated with respect, E,-~l 3 I 4 I 
dignity and r;lcceptance at thiS school. 

_0-' _0 -- -__ . -._-

I 72. ~ have the freedom to make choices end influence 
my own learning.

------------  -

1 ~IT4 I 
- . 

5 

1 



---------------

I l~e principal fosters a;afe school environmen~ ~I 

--	 ~-
~. P, ~ I.~ ~Q) 
OQ) ~ C1l oro
,-'- "' f1J<j'-l/l 

_ __ _	 I (;) ~ 4;' 0 U) '5
[1I7i11 experience the l,eedomto have my own opinions r 1~-:;-J 

_ 1without fear of recnmlnatlorJ. ~ L ~ 

1 I 2 f3 J~I 

I I 2 I 3 J4 I 
76. l-he principal develops stress managemenl and I 

wellness programmes to enhance emotional 1 2 3 4 
L	 I manage~lenL	 I ; 

~~e principal encourages access lo infOrmatiOn:=J 1 I 2 I 3 I ~ 

79. ['The p·ri~cipal displays a measure of accounlalJility 
l.oward leamers. 
-  - - -

C 
I 

____ ~_l2 G> I 

~GT-;~ I 
[ 80. ~.I has a sound understanding of how to 

fliCt. 
1. ] 2 1;1 ~JL:.J 

81. 

_. 

The prindpal has the ability to identify his/her o:Jwn 
strengths and weaknesses. 

----------- 
r I 2 [iI34 I 

82. 

~ Whilst implementing change, Ihe principal provides 
, opportunities for leamers to articulate their feelings. 

2 3 4 I 
- 

E!nting any change initiative, lhe 
acceptance from educators and 1 2 3 4

lJJB The principal has a know-how which is reslJected 
II by lhe leamers, educators, SMT and the 1 2 3 4
l-.-Lco~munily.	 . 

85.	 TIle leader.~lliP of lhe sch~ol has lhe abiliLy to work '1 2 3 4 I 
as a leClm In problem-solving, 

-J 

86. l The princilJal sets high standards for the school - -l~LJ 
and provides ~ role model tor learners and 'f 2 3 4 
educators. 

'7. The prindpal seeks vice and support when l 
2 I 3 14 jl:j;necessary. I. 

() 
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I 91. 

. 

. 

>, <lJ >.<ll 
-	 ell -Q)C) ... Cl ...c' Gl (1) 01 h Clo (1) (1) etl o ~ 

... (Jl[[_	 ]_~~ ~ liSJUl"
 
88. This school's primary task is to create a teaching ~ ~1 l.l

9 opportunity for educators and 1 2 3 4 

____ _I. _ _ ... 

89_	 The school adapts to local needs especiolly in 1l 2 I 3 14 ] 
making tile best use of resources. 

1.9~ The sCt100t has a degree of autonomy while being j 1 I 2 [ 3 [ 4 I 
accountable to parents and the local community, 

~~J~~;J 
m~SChOOIhas an effectiv. school development LI 2 l::.l4 I 

93.	 The. ~cho()1 is su~cessful because it has strong ~---~--r! 3 J-~I 
positive leadership. ~ ~~I .... -_.	 '-- - ._

94.	 I The school is successful because it has an
 
almosphere generated by shared aims and values.
 ~12~1 

I T-h-e-u-It-im-at-e-s-u-c-c-e-s-s-o-r-th-e-sc-h-o-o-'-d-e-D-e-n-ds-o-n-t-h-e'l---; J 2 EEl 

I~JTI-----I- J1 2 :l4 
•	 I _ 

nt, -------= 

95. 

e leadership explores ways to create 
infolnlalion-rich environments where people are 
ncouraged to learn from mistakes, 

96. 

"991 Management cre.t~s channels lor real-hme, fact-

~ 

1- ~ T-;-j 
o. 

3 
4 J1	 .. based communicatIon wlthrn and across groups. _. 1 L __' 

00. I Man.agemenl prepares educators to face the I1J 2 IT I 
I 

1-101 

challenges of change.
I 

IThe principal contacts other S~hOO' principals who [ J 2 [Y l 4-' 
have expenenced the change process. 

- - . . I 

102. The princfpal explClins chan 
wav communicatior.. 

by means of lwo 8 2 13 1J 
7 
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>. 0> >. 0> 

'B> ~ "&~ 
C:;Q) ~ OJ I:Cl 
00> ro oro 

l l..=' UI L.,(J)
.;a.J VI ...." .- ~ ~_ 

tnro « 0 cn-o ______________ .•	 - ..l 

103. The prlncip<lr involves staff in the management of l"J- 2 ~3I~ 
change. 

The principa~ displays a genuine interest in what ] 1 [ 2 -'I--;-r 4 I 
otHer people 1.I1ink and why they think that way. _. _ ---.::. J . 
j-'h-e-p-ril-lcipalleads learners and educators to-· - [_.- ] 1~ r IA 

ac::~e deSired outcomes, rather than instructing 1 2 LU 
-

1106. IThe school places great emphasts on developing 
2 3L-lself-discipline in learners.	 I 1 J.'

'108.	 The principal keeps com~~JnlcaliOfichannels open 1 ~ 3 I 4 j 
so reSistance to change IS transparent. ~.. I~ ._-	 -- -- .. 

109l Th~ principal prepares learners and educators to-I 1 I 2 ~~4 
adjust to proposed change. 

I	 I ..__..---1 _ 

1 1-2----,~-1 
~ .. v .L L 

111.	 I The leadership maximises opportunities for
 
educators and leamers to reflect together on what
 
's happening emotionally in their current
 
relalionships
 

-

-


_---.........L.,_ITE 

110. I The. leadership empowers learners and educalors~l 
to Implement change. 

I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 

112. I I am motivated to assist with chanqe at the school. I 1 I 2 I 3 I 11 

N
 



VRAEl.YS : LEERDERS 

DIE UITWERKING VAN EMOSIONELI NTELLIGENSIE OP DIE 
OPVOEDER SE IROL AS BESTUURD VAN VERA'NDERING 

OPDRAGT~ 

1.	 U word vriendeUk versoek om al die vrae na u Ibeste vermoe 
beantwoord 

2.	 Moet nie u naam of uskool se naam op die dokcument aanbring 
e. 

3.	 Voltooi die vraelys asseblief op U eie 

4.	 Merk asseblief liI antwoorde met on X in die teopaslike blokkie 

U samewerking word hoog op prys gestet 

c- __~_AFDELINGA:BIOGRAFIESE INUGTING I 

EGeslag =c-- Manlik _~ ~ r=- Vroulik I 

f. 2.-  __ ~ Airika [~r~i0dies I Wit IAn r 

Dui jou ouderdom aa. _~ 15 - i7T ,- 18 - 20 j.. 21 Jr- en ouer ]~~--

.14_ d 10 Graad 11 -J 

, AFDEUNG B: GESONDE SKOLE 

agree/disagree with each of tine followina statements: 

--' 
fj)

(l)c (l) 
(l)o (l)

L L- II " 
OJ(j)OJ <( 

Om emosies te openbaar, is 'n 1eken van 
2swakheid 

fl! 
OJ 
eu 
en 
o 

3 

:>.Cl'I 
- (J)m .... 
C 0), 
a ro 
"- fn 
+-' . 
(f)u 

mees~aJ weet 
2 3 J 

Wanneer ek emosies voel opwel. is my eerster 7. 4instink om huile te beheer.	 1Y]21 3 

8. 
1	 21	1 IT 

1 

4 



------------

-

-~ 

As ek <n moeifike ;"'eek by die werk het, lei.ek ~1 12 

9. 

I 

~: 

m. d;~kT 11 2 4J 31 1 
I --f1T2~ 

1 1_p ~J 4 I1 

et~ I 2 ~ 411 

14. [;:] 
aandag at met lnkoples en ander stokperdlles. J 

I <. I ~ -I r-.
~3L 

[ 1 [~G [4 

17. Ek word aang"",oOOig om op skool OOf my 1 [ 2I I 3 14
gevoelens te praat. __ 

Ek hel slabieie verhoudings met my portuurgroep 1 [ 2I ~I 18. 
op skool. .:> I Lt IL 

I I I 

19. I Die vemouding tussen my opvoeder. en my bring I 1 12 I 3 I 4 J 
posltlewe gevoelens mee. ~~ 

2~. Leerdefs word aangemoedig om openharttg met =-L·--I--~ 
hut opvoeders te wees oar hoe hulle die skoollewe 1 2 3 4 
efVaar. _.. I 

praat wallneer ek 

22. 

2 
1 

01 
~. 

E E E E E rn ~ QjC1>rn (J,lfll 
....... Q)ro .... ro'" ~- '"I'" '" 

1 2 

'et ek die vermoe 

15. 

...l!!:: 
III.... I~ ~:eQ) Q) Q) (U

> .J::.. ..c> 

43 I 

4
 

2 
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0) 
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nl .cE - E 

a;)Q)lUI" Q) coI(fj .c en 

-E E 
Q)'-'I 
- l'I:I 
rJ) fJ) 

.:.:: 
III 
~ 
Q)> 

'.:.:: 
III....!..·
~Q)t:: 
Q) Q)n:l
>.c.c 

~ 

_______" 

1 
-.I 

4 

~ 6. Die opvoeders laat my loe om gevoe'ens te he~enl~ 
uUing daaraan t6 gee ~n die 'klaskamer. 

--

25. 

pvoeders tree onmiddellik op in negatiewe 
insidente soos wanneer leerders baklei. 

27. 

29. 

40. Di" le!e,s van die skool motlveer opvoeders I 
'gedurlQI. _ 

Die skoolhoof besit d"fe vaardigherd om leerders en ~1 I' ~ 
opvoeders aal1 te moedig om hul gedrag le 1 2 3 4 
verander. 

41. 

3_. 

36. 

J1 

4 

I 1 [J 3 I~ 

3 
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I 

p skool. 

OJ 

t 
~ 30: 

~ . 'en .~ Iii 1:::E == E\ E E ....¢J Q) <II Ql I:a 

t ¢J ¢J <il ttl.... Q)n:l ..... tt1 en .I: (/) (I) U) >..s::::..s:::: 

42. ~_ IZI3 
>

l
43. L1~~- 4=-:I

4 

- , - 

~ 44. Tlr=· 
1 2 3_L \ 

ie leierskap (SMT) van hferdie skoal tree(56. I 2J ~-4lnspirerend teenoor my oJ)- i 
I

ie skoolhoof veRoon In positiewe geesteshoudingri 
-1, leanoor die lew€). ~3Tl 

ee.rders gedra hulle verantwoordetik en vermy 
negaliewe gedrag. 

Opvoeder,s skep 'n leer-omgewillg wat nie
eweldadl'ge gedrag bevorder. 

- --~--~.~-

IAfaesl;n va~ die akademiese vaardiahede €3n -

45. Die h6gieniese iasilliteite in dje skool is van hoe ] 
standaard. 

-48. ' 

JL
[50, 1 Ek werk goad saam met opvoeders i 

oed am met mede-leerlin 

5'2. 

3. 

voorkom.

Oor die algemeen begin en voltooi ek take en 
hanteer enige tee-speed waf van tyd tot lyd 

I~~y ~voeders tree insplmreno teanoor ,yop. 

I 55. My opvoeders glo in leerders se onontginde' vermoeens om hul emosionele problems op La 
los ..l - -_----.0 _ 
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My opvoeders hat die vermoe am hulle te LJ_ J 
veree~s8lwig met ander se perspektiewe en in hul 1 2 

3 ]_~emosles te dee!. 
'.'

1±131 4 

[lr~-1314 
My opvoeders bevorder 'n posftiewe houding -~-1--I [
teenoor die ontwikkelingl van 'n sin vir respek 1 2 3 4
 
teenoor ander, _ _
 

l"laderinge tot ~2[3[4-1 

rDie skoo,lhoof helP, op~oeders ~n ~Ieerders om te 1 2 3 4 
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'n veitige leer-omgewing63. I My opvoeders vo, 
vir aile leerders. 
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~erstaan wat verandenng werkllk IS. 
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66. T -

1ll7:l The prlncip~ creates an envirQnmeol whereLl he/she posltlvely evaluates people. 

16~. IThe principal. a~way~ think;--;ositively, 

69. 
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72.
 

The leadership espouses an open learning
environment, conducllive to change. 

"ake choices a.nd influence 

experience a sense of being treated 
ignily- and acceptance at this schooL 

'th respect, 
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73. I '..~xperience the fr~e~om. to have my own opinions I 1 2 I 1 41 3 
without fear of recnmll1atlon. .. . L 
~princi~fosters a safe schoo~ environmenLGI2~ 3 ~ 

75. I feel comfortable and physically and~m~tio-naIIY 1 2 ] 3 \- 4I I 
[ sale at 'he school.	 1 

76.	 I The principat develops stress management and
 
weUness programmes to enhance emoti'on,all
 2 4 
manag,ement. 

1 3 

[1 0 I 3 I 4 I 
l 
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Iformation. 
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79.	 The p rincipal displ,ays a measure of accountability I 

421 I 3
towan:I learners.l; _.- -

80. TI 314 
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1 82. I Whi'lst implementing change, the principal provides J ~J- l 

opportunities for learners to articu~ate their 1 2 3 4 
feelings. 

~_,,-I- __	 - I 

83.	 I Before imp~ementing an ~ change initiative, the
 
principaJ gains acceptance from educators and
 1 2 3 4 

,	 \ learners first. 
,' -

84.	 I The principall1as a know-how which is respected
 
by the learners, educators, SMT and the
 
community.
'I-__''--_ 

85. 
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The principal seeks advice and sUppOrt when -I' ~- -I' 2 I- 3 I -4
 

186' [The principal sets high standards for the school 
and provides a mile mode! for ~eamers and 2 3 4 

~7 necessary..	 ~ 
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90.	 The school has a degree of autonomy-~hile be,ing 1 2 J'33~ 
accountabh~~to parents and the local communi:ty. 

---'-------'-- 

191. The principal creates a supportive open school 1 ~2T!J3 ~ 
climate for all. I 

t_ 

l
L._ 

.88. This school's primary task is ~o create a teaching 
, ~and learn'ng opportunity for educators and 

learners.I-_. 

9.	 The .school adapts to local needs especia'ly in 
making the best use of resources. ~	 ~--

_ 

I 92. I:~SChO~1 has an eHecwe school developme:t ] 1 

he school is successfu ecause it has strong 1I 
positive leadership. 

94. The school is successful b~~ause it. has an' , j 1 
atmo,sphere generated by shared alms and values. , 

'-~I The ultimate success of the schoo. depends on the 1 

96.
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01'1' The ptin-;'ipal conlacls other school principals Wh~ 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 
have experienced the change process. ~

102 I The PrinCipal.e~p.t~inschange by means of two~ 1 r 2 I 3 4way communicatIOn. 

quality of the role the plindpal displays. 
-~	 -- " 

The principal creat,es a caring environment for - 'T1l 2 [ ~[> 
learners and educators.

I	 _ _. _ _ 

h~ SChOO,1 is opento its external e,:;;;j,onrnent, [~ 1-'" ;-r3T4 
achvely try&ng new Ideas.I	 __ _ 

The leadership exp~ores ways to create -	 -r~-~ T 
·nfmmation-rich enVironments where people are 4 

1 LL1encouraged to learn from mistakes. 
.l 
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Th:- principal prep~res learners and educators to -~~2 I 3 I 
adjust to proposed change. 1. ~ 

pnncipa~ leads learners and educators La 
achieve desired outcomes, rather than inslructing 
them. 

I ~~:t;~nCi~al involves staff inthe management of 

1~3 I~ 

C[:-r 3 [J 
~e10Ping C J 2 [3 TJ 

t Ii] 3 I~ 
The p~incipal keeps com~nunicat.ionchannels open 1 J2~TI· 
so resIstance to change IS transparent. . 
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110. 

105. 

The leadership empowers 'earners and educators 
to implement change.
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111. The leadership maximises opportunities f' 
educators and .earners to reflect log,ether 
is happenirlg emotiona'ly in their current 
relationships. 

112. I I am motivated to assi,st Wit 
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